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Abstract

Recent years have seen renewed scholarly interest in private associa
tions of the Greek and Roman world. As scholars have come to real
ise the number and diffusion of private associations in the ancient 
world questions arise as to their wider social, political, religious and 
economic significance.

Private Associations and the Public Sphere collects eleven chapters each 
pursuing this question in a particular geographic and historical 
context. In doing so, the authors have aimed not only to document 
and analyse various forms of interaction between private associa
tions and the public sphere, but also to register the outcomes and 
interpret their wider historical significance.
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Introduction: Private Groups, Public 
Functions?

Vincent Gabrielsen and Christian A. Thomsen

Do not form either hetaireiai or synodoi without my sanction;for such associations 
(systaseis) may be an advantage in other kinds of constitution (politeia), but in the 
monarchies they are a danger.1 2

1. Isoc. Nicocles^y, tr. adapted from G. Norlin, Loeb Classical Library, 1980.
2. Thue. 8.54.4, cf. 8.48.3 (xynomosia [‘conspiracy’] and hetaireia are synonyms); Lys. 
12.43-47, 76; [Arist.] Ath.Pol. 34.3. See Calhoun 1913; Jones 1999, 223-27. For synodos as 
a term describing a kind of association: IG IIs 1012,1. 15 (112/n BC). Systasis in the 
sense of association: Dem. 45.67; Polyb. 23.1.3.
3. Le Guen 2001: I, 243-50, no. 47; Aneziri 2003, 387-91, no. D12.

Such was the advice given by the Athenian orator Isocrates in the 
late 370s BC to Nicocles the king of Salamis in Cyprus. It is debat
able whether everybody would have agreed with him that these as
sociations were potentially harmful only to monarchies. In demo
cratic Athens the Aetoraa-clubs had gained notoriety for their part 
in overthrowing the democracy in 404 BC.S Indeed, the term he- 
taireia came to denote a politically oriented association and contin
ued to carry a derogatory flavour for a long time: echoing Isocrates 
in the early second century AD, Dio Chrysostom speaks of hetaireiai 
as something one would not wish to be associated with (Dio Chrys. 
Or. 50.23, cf. Philon, Flacc. 1.4).

However, Isocrates’ advice sets the spotlight on the uneasy rela
tionship between private associations and a most pre-eminent rep
resentative of the public sphere, the state: a relationship that 
stretched not only from co-operation to coexistence, but even to 
outright rivalry. Around 170-160 BC, the Ionian-Hellespontine 
branch of the association of the Dionysiae technitai became em
broiled in a serious conflict with the city of Teos;3 in 186 the Roman 
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Senate passed strict regulations about the activities of associations 
of Dionysiae worshippers, banning their gathering in Rome and 
Italy, followed in 64 BC by another senatorial ban on associations 
allegedly involved in politically subversive activities.4 But these and 
further such instances must be juxtaposed with numerous others in 
which associations - for example, those sporting military or naval 
branches - are seen to be assisting the state and performing dis
tinctly beneficial public roles.5

4. 186 BC: ILS 18 (= FIRA Ia 30): Senatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus. 64 BC: Asconius, 
Pis. 7; Asconius, Corn. 67.
5. E.g. Association of Cretan mercenaries serving on Cyprus: SÄG30.1640 (ca. 142- 
131 BC); Association of a warship crew in Hellenistic Rhodes: /GXII1,43 (ist cent. 
BC). See Launey 1987,1001-36;Gabrielsen 2001.
6. As, for instance, Tod 1932; Fischer 1988.
7. See, e.g., van Nijf 1997; Verboven 2007; Liu 2009; Gabrielsen 2009; Rohde 2012.
8. Kloppenborg and Wilson 1996; Harland 2003; Öhler 2011.

Whatever the exact nature of the relationship, its very manifesta
tion in the historical record, alongside the interaction conditioning 
it, seems to constitute a topic worthy of further investigation. The 
present volume is the result of a collective endeavour to undertake 
such an exploration. The eleven chapters it assembles originated in 
the international conference Private Associations and the Public Sphere in 
the Ancient World held at the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and 
Letters in September 2010. A principal aim has been not only to 
document and analyze the various forms of interaction between pri
vate associations and public sphere; but also to register the outcome 
of this interaction and interpret its wider historical significance. 
Our undertaking has been guided by the realization that private 
associations (Greek: koina-, Latin: collegia, sodalicia, corpora) can no 
longer be assigned a marginal place among the curiosa of ancient 
cultural or social life.6 They represent a dynamic phenomenon with 
an eminently central place in the history of ancient societies.7 This is 
also recognized by theologians and scholars of the New Testament, 
who explore the possible connection between associations and the 
Jesus groups.8 Previous discussions of our particular topic do exist. 
These have tended to focus on the Roman world (including its east
ern part in Imperial times), at the expense of the Classical and Hel- 

8
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lenistic worlds, and almost exclusively concern only one aspect, the 
governmental attitudes towards associational activity.9 10 In aggre
gate, the studies presented here aim to widen the perspective, by 
including the experience of not only the Roman, but also the non
Roman world. In introducing them here, we briefly draw up the 
thematic and conceptual coordinates indicating their position with
in the historiography pertaining to this subject.

9. Linderski 1968; Graeco-Ruggini 1973; Ausbüttel 1982; Cotter 1996; De Ligt 2000; 
Arnaoutoglou 2002; Liu 2005. On the relatively rich historiography of the Roman 
collegia, see Tran 2001; Perry 2006.
10. E.g. Arist. Ath.Pol. 6.1 (idia and demosia for debts), 43.6 (for matters discussed in 
the Assembly); IG I3 84,1. 36 (oikia demosia')-, Arist. Pol. 1267b 33 ff. (division of city 
territory into hiera, demosia/koine and idia). References to hiera or hiera kai hosiain the 
Attic Orators; e.g. Dem. 24.120; Is. 6.4g See Lewis 1991. Additionally, demoteles is used 
for sacrifices (Hdt. 6.57.1) and festivals (Thue. 2.15.2); Pirene-Delforge 2005. Macé 
(2012) treats the historical development of these and related terms.
11. Arnaoutoglou 1998; de Polignac and Schmitt-Pantel 1998; Belayche and Mimou- 
ni 2003; Dasen and Piérart 2005. From a philosophical perspective: Geuss 2001, 
who (p. 106) refutes the idea that there existed a single substantive distinction be
tween public/private, though he still finds it useful, provided the specific context in 
which it is used is made clear.

We begin by addressing the central concepts introduced by the 
title of this volume: private associations and the public sphere. Nei
ther is far from unproblematic qualifier. For clarity’s sake, our Greek 
sources, no less than the Latin ones, often distinguish between pub
lic (demosion, koinori), private (idiori) and sacred (hierori), whether the 
specific reference is to physical space, institutions, functions, ac
tions etc.“ However, as a spate of recent studies rightly argues, the 
dividing-line between especially private and public is less clear-cut 
than we have been accustomed to think.11 These counter-currents 
force us to reflect on the question What is aprivate association? As well 
as its corollary What is really the public sphere with which it interacts? Ap
proaches to both of these questions vary. We begin with the associa
tions.

On the question of What is aprivate association? the papers of our 
volume, for entirely justifiable reasons, could not possibly respond 
to the preliminary findings of the Copenhagen Associations Project, which 

9
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was launched in April 2011.IS One of the tasks with which this pro
ject is currently engaged is the preparation of a comprehensive, 
electronically accessible inventory of all known private associations 
in the Greek-speaking world from ca. 500 BC to ca. AD 300 (CAP 
Inventory & Database). Constructing a set of reliable criteria on which 
to identify the bodies to be included in the inventory became a mat
ter of highest priority. Two circumstances, however, make this task 
difficult. Firstly, certain indications urge us to be alert to the possi
bility—indeed, the likelihood—that the phenomena under investiga
tion were evolving during the long time-span covered by the pro
ject. Consequently, any general definitions that might be valid for, 
say, the fourth century BC cannot automatically be assumed to ap
ply to later or earlier periods as well. Secondly, a set of reliable cri
teria can presumably be established only after the extant material 
has been thoroughly examined and the projected inventory of the 
private associations has been compiled; otherwise we would inevita
bly be committing the error of putting the proverbial cart before the 
horse. Additionally, since geographical variants occur, what is valid 
in one place or on a given time may not be valid in another place at 
the same time; and this is one of the sides of the fact that the ancient 
associations were phenomena very much embedded in the societies 
where they were active. Much as we would like to have a solid defi
nition, these difficulties cannot be overcome at present. As an in
terim solution, the following definition and criteria are used.

12. http://copenhagenassodatwns.saxo.ku.dk.
13. The following summarizes CAP Inventory Guidelines, section 1.

A private association in the Greek-speaking world is an organi
zation that possesses one or more of the following characteristics.12 13

i. Proper name. In addition to describing itself (or being described 
by others) through the use of the word for ‘association’ (e.g. Greek 
koinori), an association may be distinguished by its proper name. 
Moreover, besides the all-encompassing term for association (e.g. 
koinori) and a proper name, an association is very often identified by 
the use of a descriptive term that is shared by several other associa
tions. In many cases that term is proven to belong exclusively to 
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non-state organizations: e.g. Greek thiasos/thiasitai, eranos/eranistai, 
orgeones, etc. In certain instances, however, private associations are 
seen to use a descriptive term that is also used by (and sometimes is 
better known for) groups of citizens forming a subdivision of the 
state (e.g. phratm)

2. Organization. A private association possesses some internal or
ganization, which determines the distribution of functions among 
the membership and assists the association in its activities. Internal 
organization is important also as an indication of durability, or at 
least of intended durable existence (as opposed to ephemeral exist
ence). It is particularly the criterion of organization that distin
guishes private associations from other kinds of network or loser, non
permanent groups (e.g. a group of individuals united only for the 
purpose of making a dedication).^

3. Membership. A private association has a clearly defined mem
bership separating those individuals who share in the duties and 
privileges of membership from those who do not. The rules for 
membership entrance and exit are made and enforced by the asso
ciation itself and, crucially, membership in a private association is 
not a requirement for citizenship. It is in this regard that private 
associations distinguish themselves from the associations of the 
state (i.e. state subdivisions): in the latter, enrolment is compulsory, 
relies on birth or naturalization and regards membership of the 
group in question as proof of possession of citizenship.14 15 16 Here it 
should be noted that we deliberately avoid the term voluntary associa
tion. Though ‘voluntary’ is occasionally used in a technical sense for 
the absence of .itate-cocrccd membership in associations, this techni
cal sense is potentially at odds with the literal sense of ‘voluntary’ 

14. Carbon 2005, 3 (early Hellenistic): f| ipparpia rräv Aapptoviorcov. Bresson 2013 on 
INapoli no. 44 (194 AD), A, line 9: yv<bpT| daavrcov ipprpopoiv (association of the 
Phratry of Artemisioi), and no. 43 (late ist BC - early ist AD: association of the 
Phratry of Aristaioi).
15. In Fröhlich and Hamon 2013, such non-associations are simply referred to as 
‘groupes’, a rather amorphous description.
16. Jones 1991.

II
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resulting in much conceptual ambiguity. This is all the more unde
sirable since the literal sense is for some cases clearly an inappropri
ate description.1? Therefore, although in spite of its own imperfec
tions, private associations is to be preferred. Even though the 
contributions to this volume originated before the above prelimi
nary criteria were constructed, they all employ a notion of private 
association that is quite in accord with these criteria.

17. The koinon tou andreiou ton syggenon, founded by Epikteta, included members of her 
family who were pressured to join:IGXII^, 330 (Thera: ca. 200-190 BC). In another 
case, an association honouring an individual with membership extended the privi
lege to include his wife and descendants: IG XII3 Suppl., 1296 (Thera, 160-146 BC), 
11. 21-25: 8e8o%0ai AdSapov Aiovirøo<pd[voi)]| Kai aiitov Kai yuvaiKa Kai evyovouli;] eivai 
OiaoiTac. Kai pcroucsiav au[toic] [ö]v7t[ep K]ai roic ä/./.oic Øia<7it|aic pére]|ariv. A Demotic 
papyrus attests to the regulation of the Theban libationists (in Greek: choachytai) 
who declare that anyone who has worked as a libationist for ten year ought to join 
the association lest he is banned from performing the job: de Cenival 1972, 103-35. 
See also Thompson in this volume.
18. Foucart 1873; Ziebarth 1896; Poland 1909; Waltzing 1895-1900.
19. Gaius, Dig. 3.4.1; 47.22.4, cf. LexXIlTab. 8.27, Cf. de Robertis 1971, 41-55. Dig. 
47.22.4 makes also reference to Solon’s law regarding the right of several bodies to 
pass resolutions, on condition that these do not go against the enactments of the 
state (demosiagrammata)■ See Jones 1999,33-50.

A final note on private associations leads us to a few remarks on the 
public sphere. Emphatically, private here means essentially non-state 
rather than non-public and it is perhaps on this that the contributions 
collected in this volume stand out from previous scholarship on the 
subject. P. Foucart, E. Ziebarth, F. Poland and J.P. Waltzing - the 
founding fathers of research in this field - identified the public 
sphere almost exclusively with the state.17 18 The ground had already 
been prepared by the Roman jurists of the second century AD, who 
in defining the collegia stressed the likeness of their organization to 
that of the state (their passing of resolutions, possession of common 
finances and a hierarchy of magistrates, etc.), but at the same time 
also underlined their character as bodies different from the state.19 
Hence, several modern studies made it their purpose to establish 
the legal parameters of the division between koina/collegia and the 

12
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state,80 simultaneously grappling with the intricate issue of whether 
the former were recognized as a juristical person’.81 More impor
tantly, perhaps, to indicate that the associations belong to a sphere 
diferent from the state’s public sphere early scholarship constructed 
a typological template that still lives on today: it classifies associa
tions into the categories of cult/religious, professional, military, po
litical (e.g. the hetaireiat) and social or convivial (e.g. associations of 
eranistai).88 This classification is almost exclusively based on the 
name of an association. But as F. Poland himself warned, the name 
of an association is a poor guide to its purpose or purposes.83 Fur
thermore, as many studies have pointed out, since practically every 
association was devoted to cult worship, all associations were in 
some sense ‘cult-associations’.84 That said, names are nevertheless 
important and a good indication of how an association conceived of 20 21 22 23 24 

20. De Robertis 1971; Ausbüttel 1982 16-17, 92-3.
21. Radin 1910; Kamps 1937; Endenburg 1937,1-23; Finley 1952, 88-9,100-6, with 
notes, and 275 n. 5; von Gierke 1977; Ustinova 2005. Only Ziebarth (1896, 166-83) 
held that ancient associations were endowed with juridic personality, cf. also Baslez 
1998. On this issue it has been customary to follow the distinction of modern Ger
man law between Verein and Vereinigung. While Verein is reserved for the voluntary and 
durable union established by natural or juridical persons around the pursuance of a 
common purpose, whereby the body so formed obtains legal capacity and juridical 
personality, Vereinigung can also designate - and when is contrasted to Verein, it does 
designate - a looser form of association that lacks legal capacity and juridic person
ality: Juristisches Lexikon (Js/lbs. 1 Vereinsgesetz) [electronic ed.] = BGH Urteil vom 21.1.2001 
(Az.: IIZR331/00); Gablers Wirtschaflsleksikon s. v. ‘Verein ’. See Poland 1909,164; Enden- 
burg 1937,1-8, followed by Finley 1952 275 n. 4; but cf. Rohde 2012,13 n. 9.
22. Religious associations (Kultvereine, associationscultuelles); e.g. De Cenival 1972 
(Egypt); Suys 2005; Egelhaaf-Gaiser and Schäfer 2002; Chiekova 2008 (Black Sea). 
Professional associations (Berufsvereine, associations professionelles): van Nijf 1997; Ditt- 
mann-Schöne 2001; Zimmermann 2002. Military associations: Launey 1987, 1001- 
36. Social clubs (e.g. eranistai): Jones 1999, 30, 307 (referring to Arist. EK 11601a,
8.9.4-6), but see Thomsen 2015. See also Waltzing 1895-1900: vol. 1,32-3; Aubüttel 
1982,29.
23. Poland 1909, 6: ‘Der Name einer Gennossenschaft braucht aber doch nicht 
ihren Zweck anzudeuten’. Cf. also Gabrielsen 2001, 218.
24. Leiwo 1997; Wilson 1996, 7; Bendlin 2002,15 with n. 30; Scheid 2003. Rohde 
(2012,14 n. 14) notes the problems caused by this categorization, but chooses to 
ignore them.

13
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itself - its self-representation - and also how it wished to be identified by 
outsiders. Thus, as long as certain issues remain unresolved, and as 
long as no alternative typological template has been widely accept
ed, the papers of this volume - for the purpose of clarity of exposi
tion, above all - follow tradition, in the full knowledge that the bod
ies they treat, whatever their description, were in fact multi-purposed 
and multi-functional?5

25. See, e.g., Kloppenborg 1996; Gabrielsen 2001, 237; Liu 2009, 4-5; Arnaoutoglou 
2011.
26. Sosin 2002; Gabrielsen 2008; Liu 2008.
27. van Nijf 1997,16-17, contra Finley 1973/1985,137-38 (guilds were an integral ele
ment in the medieval city, but not in the ancient). See also Gabrielsen 2001; Verbo
ven 2011. For Egypt: van Minnen 1987, 49-51; Monson 2006; Gibbs 2001.
28. van Nijf 1997, esp. 28; Bendlin 2002; Baslez 2007; Gabrielsen 2009; Rodhe 2012, 
32-59. See also the papers in Hasenohr and Müller 2002 and in Fröhlich and Ha
mon 2013.
29. Baslez 2007. For the involvement of elite citizens: Tran 2006; Thomsen 2013.

Precisely these capacities potentially explain two interlinking fea
tures observed in recent studies. One is the rich, outward flow of 
activity that firmly established associational presence in various 
spheres of city life: the cultic activities of associations are pronounced 
in the evidence, but economic activities are also readily observable; 
examples include the associational involvement in money lending 
through the management of endowments86 and the central role of 
associations in the crafts and trade of the Mediterranean world. 
Together all these activities are evidence of the second feature, a re
markable degree of societal integration?8 Societal integration is to be 
contrasted with the social integration for which associations have 
often and rightly been regarded as an important vehicle, bringing 
together members of different walks of life—perhaps most impor
tantly, citizens and foreigners?9 By societal integration, furthermore, 
we mean both the ability of private associations established by for
eigners or other ppulation groups to penetrate traditional barriers 
(particularly sturdy in the Greek-Hellenistic polis') and so become 
part of the social fabric of their host society; and the transformation 
and redrawing of those boundaries. To illustrate this we offer briefly 
three examples, two from Athens, one from Rhodes: 25 26 27 28 29

14
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(i) When, in 138/7 BC, the Athenian orgeones worshipping Aphrodite 
honoured Serapion from Heraclea, their epimeletes, they justified 
their award by mentioning (among other things) that Serapion had 
performed good-omen-producing sacrifices ‘on behalf of the asso
ciation of the orgeones, including their children and wives, and on 
behalf of the demos of the Athenians’.30

(ii) In the later fourth century, the Thracian association of orgeones 
worshipping Bendis (a deity integrated into the Athenian state pan
theon) not only had officially recognized public duties in connec
tion with the celebration of the goddess’ festival, but also resolved 
to make their sanctuary (the Bendideion) public by allowing non
members (whom they call ‘private individuals’, idiotai) to use it and 
to offer sacrifices to Bendis for a fee.31 *

(iii) Among the bodies honouring Hieroboula, the wife of Kallistra- 
tos, priest of Athena in Lindos in AD 23, is one that, on this particu
lar occasion, seems to act like a federation of associations, for it ac
tually consists of ‘all the eranoi associations that were in existence 
simultaneously during the priesthood of Kallistratos’.38

30. MDAI(A) 66 (1941) 228, no. 4.
31. IG IIs 1361. See also Arnaoutoglou in this volume.
32.1.Lindos420a. 11. 26-28, cf. Thomsen 2013,150.

Societal integration of the sort exemplified here is the result of suc
cessful enrolment of human energies within an organizational 
framework geared to planning and implementing collective action; 
in the Rhodian example, the enrolment is seen to have moved to a 
higher level, from that of the individual association to that uniting 
all the associations in the city - a koinonia koinonion, as it were. Above 
all, however, societal integration is the boon (the essential side-ef
fect?) derived from the investment of association-generated re
sources in Gvira-associational beneficiaries, such as high-status indi
viduals; kindred networks; larger population segments; sanctuaries 
and their functionaries; or states and their representatives, imperial 
rulers included. The reciprocity sparked by this helped perpetuate 
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the process, as patronage, benefaction, honorary awards, cultural 
and religious transfers and economic exchanges each provided the 
impetus. The overall result was thus the creation of a public-ness dif
ferent from, and considerably larger than, that commonly circum
scribed by the state.33 By duplicating the organization and many of 
the functions of the state, in short, the associational phenomenon 
succeeded in becoming simultaneously the creator and a consumer 
of a rather novel form of public space. In it, just as the traditional 
distinctions between demosion, idion and hieron were amalgamated, so, 
too, the time-honoured, but hitherto separate, notions of the ‘citi
zen’ (hoPolites'), the ‘worshipper’ (ho metechon ton hierou/ton hieron) and 
the ‘private individual’ (ho idiotés) merged to form a single notion: 
the ‘associate’ (ho metechon ton koinon/tou koinou). Whether the inspira
tion for labelling this new space should come from such more re
cent coinages as that of Öffentlichkeit or Civil Society remains to be 
seen.34 For present purposes, however, we can perhaps make do 
with the (admittedly not wholly satisfactory) description thefourth 
space. Yet, whatever its name, it, too, can now be said to make a 
strong claim to ‘the public sphere’ with which the associations of 
this volume’s chapters are seen to have interacted. We provide a 
brief overview:

33. For the description ‘the corporate state’: Thomsen 2013.
34. Öffentlichkeit: Habermass 1962, cf. Bendlin 2002,18. Civil Society: Taylor 1991, cf. 
Thomsen 2013,142-155.

Ilias Arnaoutoglou (Chapter i) opens the volume with the Athenian 
Bendis associations and the Athenian state’s interest in the Thracian 
goddess. The introduction of Bendis to Athens in the fifth century 
has been ascribed to Athenian interests in securing the support of 
the Odryssian king Sitakles, but based on attestations of the wor
ship of Bendis in Thrace Arnaoutoglou argues in favour of associat
ing the importation of the goddess with Athenian territorial ambi
tions in the area of what would be Amphipolis. Arnaoutoglou 
reviews the evidence for the Athenian and Salaminian Bendis asso
ciations whose members (in the Thracian orgeones of the Piraeus) 
kept the memory of Athens’ fifth-century infatuation for the Thra
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cian goddess alive well into the third century. Matthias Haake 
(Chapter 2) examines the legal status of the so-called philosophical 
schools as well as various aspects of their internal organization. 
These schools were a wholly private phenomenon, but caught the 
eye of the state in the years following the expulsion from Athens of 
Demetrios of Phaleron. The Athenians decreed to make leadership 
of the schools subject to formal approval by the boule and demos, 
but the decision was quickly overturned. The successful challenge 
to Sopholes’ Law, Haake argues, might well have been based on the 
Solonian law of associations (Gaius, Dig. 3.4.1), by which associa
tions were free to have their own rules as long as they did not con
flict with those of the state. If so, Haake argues, then we are justified 
in seeing the philosophical schools as associations. This receives 
further support from various aspects of internal organisation. The 
role of professional associations in education in the cities of Hel
lenistic and Imperial Asia Minor is the subject of Maria Paz de 
Hoz’s contribution (Chapter 3). The evidence for professional as
sociations of teachers is discussed in detail and with it various as
pects of their internal organisation. The associations were awarded 
a space in public sanctuaries and formed ties with members of the 
local elite, who in many cases had personal interests in the educa
tion of their fellow citizens. Alexandru Avram (Chapter 4) offers a 
discussion of a handful of newly published inscriptions from the 
Black Sea which offer insights into local cult associations, including 
the early attestation (perhaps second century BC) in Tanais. A few 
inscriptions invite a renewed discussion of the ‘family metaphor’ in 
private associations and its importance in establishing social hiera- 
chies.

Stéphanie Maillot (Chapter 5) offers a study of the foreigners’ 
associations in Hellenistic Rhodes. Apart from a few ethnic associa
tions attested, most foreigners’ associations mixed foreigners of dif
ferent origins in one association. Maillot discusses various aspects 
of organisation and activities, among them funerary activities. On 
analogy with citizens’ associations the foreigners’ associations 
formed close ties with prominent members of the community and 
played a vital role in forming a social platform for wealthy foreign
ers in Rhodes. Jonathan S. Perry (Chapter 6) revisits the Ephesian 
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bakers’ strike and provides an overview over modern scholarship of 
this central text. A central question treated is the nature of the 
group, in which Perry detects an embryonic organisation which 
played a role in the strike. The state response to the strike, Perry 
suggests, was not directed at the bakers as such, but at their leaders 
and was an attempt to drive a wedge between the bakers and those 
who commanded their loyalty. Consequently, the incident should 
be seen as part of a struggle for the loyalty of the bakers between the 
state and members of the local elite. Korinna Zamfir (Chapter 7) 
discusses the organisation of early Christian ekklesiai as they are pre
sented in the Pastoral Epistles. In spelling out the organisation and 
matters pertaining to membership Zamfir compares the ekklesiai to 
associations and finds many similarities. The Pastoral Epistles ad
monish members of the ekklesiai to submit to state authorities and 
display a concern for maintaining the wider social order.

Professional associations again take centre stage as the volume 
turns to Egypt. Matthew Gibbs (Chapter 8) discusses various as
pects of their organisation and situates the professional associations 
within the Ptolemaic economy. Gibbs points to sporadic, and still 
poorly understood, interest in the associations on behalf of the state 
and its representatives in Ptolemaic Egypt, but also identifies im
portant areas of the economy in which professional associations are 
likely to have played a part as a force of organisation, especially 
transport and supply. One other crucial function of the Egyptian 
professional associations vis-å-vis the state is suggested by Dorothy 
J. Thompson’s treatment of the Ptolemaic state’s use of associations 
in connection with taxation (Chapter 9). The ethnos, which signified 
a group subject to tax within the Ptolemaic administration, Thomp
son argues, was based on private associations and adopted by the 
state to ease the process of collecting taxes and maximizing the rev
enue (as well as tax-farmer profits). These associations were largely 
organized around a shared occupation with pronounced social and 
religious aspects and served several purposes in organizing work 
and resolving disputes within the occupation and between the as
sociations and outsiders, wholly independently of the state. But the 
associations ensured the payment of taxes by members and pun
ished members for failing to pay, in effect lending their private or- 
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ganizational muscle to the state and its (private) tax-collectors. A 
similar role is ascribed to the politeumata. The ethnic politeumata are 
treated extensively by Thomas Kruse (Chapter io), who discusses 
several aspects of organisation. Though essentially units of public 
administration, the politeumata enjoyed considerable autonomy in 
regulating the affairs of their members, soldiers of common origin 
and their dependents. Kruse raises the possibility that the politeu
mata originated in private military koina (attested both in Cyprus 
and in Egypt), which over time were formally recognized and grant
ed privileges of self-government. The place of professional associa
tions in Egyptian society is taken up again by Philip Venticinque 
(Chapter n), but this time in the Imperial period. In spite of open 
hostility towards associations in the upper echelons of Roman ad
ministration, Venticinque points to a remarkable civic presence of 
associations and apparently good relations with local notables. Lo
cal officials relied on the associations for organizing labour and 
goods, not just for carrying out their official tasks, but also for their 
private benefactions to the community. Cooperation was not always 
smooth, and Venticinque adduces evidence from legal disputes that 
suggests that the importance of associations for the running of af
fairs provided these with a base from which to assert themselves and 
hold their own as partners of the local elite.

It remains for us to express our warmest thanks to the Royal 
Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters and the Carlsberg Foun
dation for their generous financial support. Thanks are also due to 
the colleagues who accepted our invitation to peer-review the con
tributions collected here and also to the two peer reviewers of the 
press. Furthermore, we would like to thank our colleagues in the 
Copenhagenm Associations Project, Dr. Stella Skaltsa and Dr. Mario C.D. 
Paganini, for their generous help during the preparation of the con
tributions for publication. Last but not least, we extend our thanks 
to the contributors themselves and all the conference participants.
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Cult Associations and Politics:
Worshipping Bendis in Classical and 

Hellenistic Athens

Ilias Arnaoutoglou

i. Introduction

In ancient Athens there was not any linear, causal relation between 
the politics of the city-state and private cult associations. Instead, 
there was a firm connection linking the introduction of a foreign 
cult with the Athenian polis-, Athenians reserved the right to grant 
the necessary means to groups of foreigners, defined as ethne, in or
der to make veneration of their deities possible. This was the case 
with the traders from Kition and the Egyptians, both of whom are 
referred to in inscription IG II3 337 (333/32)-1 2 The entrance of Thra
cian Bendis into the Athenian pantheon followed the oracular path, 
not via the traditional Delphic route but through the oracle of Zeus 
in Dodona. Accounts of her introduction in Athens usually treat her 
as an exotic goddess who came from a distant land. Recent scholar
ship has focused on the marginality of the cult in the Attic land
scape and on the ‘otherness’ of the goddess? Scholars have been 

1. The decree concerns the grant of enktesis to the traders from Kition; the Egyptians 
are mentioned as a precedent in 11. 42-45, therefore their enktesis antedate that of the 
Kitians. For the inscription see also Syll.3280; Michel 104; Tod II189; LSCG 34; SIRIS 
1; Schwenk (1985, no. 27); Rhodes - Osborne, GHI91; IKition T159; SEG 24.98; 25.67; 
35-2395 3c-'54; 39-84; 42-229 & 1803; 46.2361; 47.26, 961, 2320; 49.100, 2471; 52.93; 
53.365(4) & 2180; 54.151 & 1535; 55.30; BE 1964, no. 82; Poland (1909, no. E2). Trans
lations: Le Guen (1991, 81); Brodersen (1996, 262); Kearns (2010,337). For the decree 
see Rhodes - Lewis (1997, 26). I am indebted to Vincent Gabrielsen who provided 
the occasion to deal with the thorny subject and to the anonymus referee whose re
marks prompted me to clarify certain points. All remaining infelicities are mine.
2. See Montepaone (1990), Stavrianopoulou (2005) and Deoudi (2007). Biomart
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struggling to come to terms with the meteoric rise of Bendis to the 
pantheon of deities whose cult was sponsored by the Athenian polis, 
and the equally resounding retreat from the epigraphic limelight. 
Before I proceed to a discussion of the sources about Bendis’ wor
ship in Athens, let me put forward my working hypothesis. The in
troduction and the oscillation of Bendis’ (public and private) cult 
between front scene and backstage depended largely on the maneu
vering of the Athenian polis in the inter-/wto politics. To put it blunt
ly, the addition of Bendis into the group of publicly funded cults as 
well as her temporary prominence was due to the political dynamics 
over time. The topics to be discussed include i) the way we under
stand her ‘Thracian’ background through inscriptions and reliefs 
found in central-southern Bulgaria, northern Greece and the Euro
pean part of Turkey, 2) the date and the circumstances of the deity’s 
adoption by the polis, and 3) the epigraphic dossier concerning her 
cult by non-public groups in the fourth and third centuries.

2. Bendis at home?

Research associates Bendis with Thrace on the basis of mainly Athe
nian pieces of evidence; nevertheless our knowledge about Bendis 
in Thrace comes from two different kinds of sources, epigraphic (in 
particular onomastics) and archaeological, most often dated in the 
Roman era.* 3 Epigraphic testimonies of theophoric Bendis-names 

(2000-2001, 19-20) and (2001) argued that the cult of Bendis in Athens has all the 
characteristics of‘alterité’; he also claims that the Athenian version of the cult has got 
the label ‘Thracian’ not referring to the origin but as a synonym of the ‘strange’, the 
‘alien’. Further in Biomart (2002b) it is argued that Bendis received the treatment of 
a metic.
3. See recently Goceva (2003,171) who doubts whether Bendis should be considered 
a Thracian deity ‘étant donné qu’il n’en subsiste aucun vestige en Thrace meme. Son 
nom ne se trouve mentionné nulle part. On ne le rencontre méme comme épithéte å 
l’époque romaine et on n’emploie jamais en Thrace son iconographie sous sa va
riante grecque, bien qu’on accepte que les représentations des dieux barbares, qui 
n’ont pas de noms et ne sont appellés que Theoi, seion Hérodote, sont créées å 
l’époque hellénistique sous l’influence grecque’. She suggests that Bendis’ cult came 
to Athens from Bithynia. However, Goceva’s suggestion cannot account for the pub
lic worship of a Bithynian deity, the lack of Bendis personal names in Bithynia (e.g. 
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constitute a reliable indication about the spread of the cult because 
personal names, thanks to their conservatism, preserve the attach
ment to an old, pre-Greek cult, when other pieces of evidence (e.g. 
dedications or statues) may disappear or are prone to syncretism.

According to the onomastic evidence, Bendis appears to have 
been popular in clusters in Hellenistic - Roman Maroneia and By
zantion, and in imperial Thasos, Philippoi, and Philippopolis 
(mod. Plovdiv).4 Apart from these nuclei, Bendis-names are attested 
in an area delimited to the north by the upper course of Evros (Mar
ica) river, south by the Aegean Sea, east by the Black Sea and west 
by the middle and lower course of Strymon (Struma) river.5 Five 

see LGPNv.i) and its abundance in the European shore of Bosporus, and finally the 
place name in the vicinity of Philippopolis (see below note 7).
4. Maroneia: IAegThrace 268 (2nd /ist century): Bev8[i<;]/ \li]t|po| <p(ivo|uc| vacat/ [0 5-]
fj|io[4|;IAegThrace 279 (2nd century AD): Brvoic Aioiiki/.oii /I ovq| \[ip'66oTocTm<H'>|poii| 
vacat/ o 89/1.104; 379 (Imeros, 3rd century AD): .‘V/.rUavopoc Tapoi'f/.ou o Kai Bé/
ßioc. Bev8iov'Pou<po<u>/ /AmpocTapoii/.o 11 vacatl ö 891.104; lAeff/hrace />/> (Asomatoi, 
3rd century AD): ToiAiavÖ4 AoZéou Bév8i/ Buo 11 rfj asvøepa |iveia4/ %dpiv. Byzantion: 
I. Byzantion 11 (3rd century): ‘O/.iiLcuoSropoc Mev8i8d)pou; ISamothrace 0.7, 5 (Robert, OMS 
6, 603-5) (Byzantion?, Hellenistic): [Be]v8i8(opo4; I. Byzantion 296 (3rd century AD): 
Aup. Mev8ä4 Oi/.oivoc. Thasos: BCH gi (1967) 41 (Imperial): Bev8i4 Biitir/irovoc;BCH 97 
(1973) 159 no. 11 (Imperial): Bovooiu Ai./ou; BCH97 (1973) 161 no. 13 (Imperial): Bev8i4 
\iKOLid-/oii; IG XII, 8 478 (Imperial): Z09 Bev/81804/ %aipe; Dunant - Pouilloux, 
Recherchessur Thasos, II, 178 no. 13 (Imperial): Bev8i4 [—]ro4 ap|ompi/.i]c| %é[pi:]; IG XII 
(8) 622 (3rd century AI),): Bovooik Tu---------- / Aiip(i]/.ioc) Eiitu-/o|c|;/GXII Suppl. 460
(Imperial): Aioyévi^/ Bev8i8o4/ apocnpikf^ %aipe; IGXII Suppl. 493 (Imperial): Bev8i4 
Zeutä8o4; /Gxii Suppl. 504 (Imperial): [B]ev8i4 [------ ]. Philippoi: Collart (1937, 442 n.
1) (Imperial): — Valeriae quae et Bendis uxori', Pilhofer (2000: no. 134) (Imperial): B[en]/ 
dis Ruffa mari]/to ...; Pilhofer (2000, no. 638) (Eleutheroupolis, Imperial): Bendis 
Saucilesfljlia)', Pilhofer (2000, no. 64g) (Georgiane, Imperial): BendiPaibisfljliae) uxori. 
Philippopolis: IGBulg 956 (Imperial): Bev8io4 Bdooou ------ ]/ IEPI[-----------];
IGBulg 1344 (Burdapa, Imperial): BovoiCi]™ eu%iiv; IGBulg 1347 (Burdapa, Imperial): 
Oev8i4 Apco89YOU4/ eu%a[pioui]piov.
5. An exception beingIGBulg 861 (Markianopolis, Imperial): Bimiip .Avrovu BevSikou.
For the above regions see AD 26 (1971) Chron. 260 (Ainos, 3rd /2nd century): 
AioGKoupi894Bev8i<pdvou; /GIIa 9223 (Lysimacheia, 3rd century): BevSiStbpaBgpeiodSou 
Auorna/u \[ip'o<pi/.ou yuvg; IGBulg 1801 (Hadrianoupolis-Duganovo, Imperial): 
<I>/.(aßia) Bev8i4crt>vßi4évØ[a8e----------]/ IIEPIK[---------- ]; IGBulg 1828 (Hadrianoupolis-
Kaminski Dol, Imperial): dyaOfl rir/ji [Be]v8i4 Ä7toZZo8a>po[u]/ [t]rä tekvco AaolAoStopai/ 
[dvé]09Kev. %epe, aapoSetra/ euru%ei; perhaps IGBulg 2141 (IGBulg 5863, Blatshritsa 
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inscriptions reveal sanctuaries or place names connected to Bendis, 
like the boundary stone in Pilhofer (2000, no. 517) (Philippoi-Pro- 
sotsani, Imperial): [B]endidei/sacr(um), which most likely records the 
boundaries of a sanctuary (or property) of Bendis, an intriguing 
reference to a Mendideum in Byzantion6 7 or three inscriptions dated in 
AD 211/2 from the area north of Philippopolis which designate the 
boundaries of land belonging to a locality called Bendipara1 {-para 
being a standard Thracian ending for a village, e.g. Bessapara, Skap- 
topara'). Bendis-names are also attested in scattered places in main
land Greece, Asia Minor, and the Black Sea region.8

(mod), Imp): [MJouKaTpaZr; éØayev Øuya[Tépa]/ MevSpav évØa <pi/.ipi]v. [qv aJaiSeiioai;, 
éreoiv 0, dGBulg 2292 (Laskarevo (mod.), Imperial): Aeßaßev^ AraoiKiipou y[uvi)]; 
ILBulg 176 (Breste (mod), 3rd century AD?): Bendina Bitua. Detschew (1955) has 
argued that Bendis’ cult was widespread in the region between the middle and lower 
Strymon (Struma) and Nestos (Mesta) followed by Popov (1975b, 58), Popov (1975a, 
296), Popov (1976, n8fiE) and Gerasimova-Tomova (1980). Fol (1986) thinks more 
likely the assimilation of Artemis with Bendis in the region Strymon - Nestos after 
the arrival of Artemis; however, recently Goceva (2003, 171) has expressed doubts 
about this concentration, since the theophoric names are too few and all of the 
Roman era. For the iconography of Bendis in reliefs from middle Strymon see 
Cerkezov (1997, 57-59) and the figure in the funerary banquet of IGBulg 2311 table 153 
(Vranja, AD 198) and 2346. It remains to be shown that in this area Artemis is not the 
Hellenized Bendis (Popov 1976, 122), see most recently Marcaccini (1995, 36) and 
Manov, M. (2008) La vie dans les établissements situéslelongdelacmmmayen du Shynum dudVe/ 
Ille siécles a.C. au Ille siede p.C. stir la base des monuments épigraphiques antiques, Sofia (in 
Bulgarian with an English summary) (= BE 2010, no. 430), where a collection of 
Artemis-names from the area.
6. Livy 38.41: Romanorum primum agmen extra saltum arca templum Mendidium castra loco aperto 
posuit (pertaining to events in 188). See also reference to a Bendideion in Alexandria: 
Synesios, Ep. 4.1; Historia Alexandri Magni, Recensio y’ 31.36; Suda A 2572: AvonßeiSiov 
töttoc tic. Bev8i8eiov 8é. Lucian, dear. 24.26 and Scholia in Luc. 21.8.4-5: Kai f| AtoScbvi] 
rors Kai i] IIicsa Zapapai Kai aepißZearoi aacsiv f|csav, ijao 8é toü Kaavoü rräv Ødcsubv oi>8é 
avaßZeaeiv iioi Suvarov éc 06 8é év AeÅxpov; pév AaoUaov to pavreiov k</t::gti]g</to. év 
Ilepydpcp 8é to iarpeiov ö AoKZpaiöi; Kai to Bev8i8eiov éyévero év <-)pÖKi] Kai tö AvoußiSeiov 
év Aiyuaap Kai to Aprepicsiov év 'Eipécsco.
7. dGBulg 5534 (between Stroevo and Trud): Kara/ Øeiav/ aaoipa/oiv t:: Øévrsc iiao 
K(oivtou) A Tpioi: KZo/viou ape/csß(eDTof>) Leßß(aoTräv)/ avTioTp(aTiiyou)/ 8ia Modki/ou 
()i>i|poi> öpoi/ aypoü Bev/8iaapa>v, also indGBulg 1455 (Stroevo (mod.)) anddGBulg 1472 
(Kaloyanovo (mod.)).
8. For a study of the Bendis onomastics see Masson (1988) and Parissaki (2007).
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Archaeological remains, especially statuettes as votive offerings* 9 10 
or depictions on funerary monuments, convey the impression that 
the cult of Bendis was spread in an area delimited by the Haemos 
mountain range and the northern Aegean Sea.” The rock cut reliefs 
on the acropolis of Philippoi pose a different question; most of 
them are dated in the Imperial era and it is not quite clear whether 
the depiction of a hunting deity refers to Bendis, to Greek Artemis, 
to Roman Diana or it is the result of an iconographic-religious syn
cretism of the three.11

Mainland Greece: IG XII Suppl. 585 (Eretria, 2nd century): BevSiScopa, Eretria 6, 33- 
34, Bern 1978 (3rd century): Zi]vißrvoic, M// 45 (1988) 7: BevSiScopoi; Hqßaioc; I.Oropos 
565 (3rd/2nd century): Bev8i8a>pa/ Lcbrou, SEG 42.580, 78 (Kalindoia, AD 68-98) 
Bevi)^ \io<7Koupiooii and IG X, 2.1 446 (Thessaloniki, 2nd century AD): XI.vvoic. Asia 
Minor: SEG 16.505 (BE 1958, no. 395, Troas-Gergis, 3rd century): Bev8i8a>pa/ 
Mr|rpo<pdvoi)/ I rp'.'imou, AM 6 (1881) 122 no. 4 (Kyzikos, Imperial): \I.':v8iU. Black Sea: 
CIRB 663 (Pantikapaion, ist - 2nd century AD): Bevist Oir/dtqp MoKaaopecoi; %aipe, 
Solomonik, NEPKh. 147 (Chersonasos Taurica, 3rd century): MevSiKtb |'IIp|aiou 
Lawicovoi; vuva. SEG 52.1221 (NW Bithynia, Imperial): Ta/.dpic Aa[—-| ::oc avéØ[r|Kev]/ 
P9VÖ1; Ai[ou Bev]/8i8ei. A[—]/ Kara ;’.æ| it</. |/ip’ 8<r>p[ov], and the occurrence of the month 
B.':v8(iorioc) in the calendar of Klaudiopolis, ca. AD 130 (I. Klaudiopolis p), suggesting 
a cult in that month (see also the 14th-century chartophylax Andreas Libadenus who in 
his work Nomina mensum refers to BevSiaioi; as the name of a month in Bithynia). See 
Popov (1976, 297), Goceva (1978); Bendis on coin from Bithynia (LIMC s.v. Bendis 96 
no. 6); in Thessaly, Moustaka (2009).
9. See a moulded terracotta from Tanagra (mid 4th century), now in Paris, Louvre 
CA 159, LIMC s.v. Bendis 97 no. 10.
10. Popov (1975), Gerasimova-Tomova (1980), Cerkezov (1997) and Deoudi (2009).
11. In contrast to an earlier hypothesis supported by Collart (1937, 443) that the 
different Dianas of the Roman era were but ‘des formes particuliéres de la déesse 
thrace, vers laquelle continuaient d’affluer, aprés tant d’autres, les hommages des 
colons remains’, Collart - Ducrey (1975, 222-5), followed by Marcaccini (1995, 9 n.6), 
remain skeptical on the identity and origin of the deity depicted on the rock cut 
reliefs. Ducrey (1976, 155-6) thinks that in most of these reliefs the Roman Diana is 
depicted; Popov (1976, 299) is not inclined to see in Bendis the Greek Artemis. See 
also Abrahamsen (1995).

The nature and the function of Bendis in her native religious 
system, be it Thracian or Bithynian, remains largely a matter of 
speculation. It was suggested that Bendis originates in a powerful 
Eastern Mother of the Gods figure that developed into the Phry- 
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gian Kubiliya, the ‘Thracian’ Bendis etc.18 She was identified with a 
protector of nature, therefore prone to be blended with the figure of 
Artemis by the Greeks; almost all the available information we have 
about Bendis was mediated by Greek sources (authors, artists, in
scriptions). Therefore, their examination seems imperative.

12. Popov (1976) and Goceva - Popov (1986). See also Hsch. A 1155: ASjit|tov Kop4 
'Ekgcit] Tivsg Ss xf]v BsvSiv.
13. Hipponax, IEG frg. i27West: : Kai Atog Kovp4 Kvßf]ß4 Kai OpsiKtq BsvSig; also Hsch. 
K 4372. Herodotus does not mention her by name, Hdt. 5.7: Osovg 3s asßovrat povvovg 
tovgSs, Apsa Kai Atovvaov Kai Aprsjnv. oi 3s ßacnAssg avTrøv, raxps^ ræv aXXov TioXtqTsæv, 
asßovrat 'Eppdqv paXiara 0s®v, Kai ojivvovot jiovvov tovtov, Kai Xsyovat ysyovsvat dad 
'Epjis® s®vrovg; see discussion in Popov (1976,115-7).
14. Kratinos’ fragment: Hsch. A 1847: SiXoyyov xf]v BsvSiv. out® Kparivog sv Øparratg 
(PCG IV Cratinus, F85K-A) sKdXsasv, fpot oti Svo Ttjiag sKXqp®aaTo, ovpaviav ts Kai 
yøoviav (Xoyyag yap SKaXovv rovg KXqpovg) 4 oti Svo Xoyyag (pspst, KwriysTiKT] ovaa. oi Ss oti 
Svo (p®ra syst, to iStov Kai too fpaov. Tf|v yap asXfjvqv BsvSiv Kai Aprsjuv vojii^ovatv. Phot. 
A 590: AiXoyyov BsvSiv SiaaXdoasTai uapa tioiv f] ApTsjug Svo Xoyyag syovoa Tiapd Kai 
AØqvqat 7iojuisvovrsg Svo Xoyyag syovat roig BsvStSsiotg. 4 Svo tijkov XsXoyyviav, ovpavi®v 
Kai S7uysi®v. 4 Tf|v Svo XapraSag syovoav Xoyyag Ss Kai syyq rag SdSag XsysaØat. See also 
Str. 10.3.16: TovTOtg S’ soiks Kai ra Tiapd roig Øpa^i ra ts KoTVTTta Kai ra BsvSiSsta, Tiap’oig 
Kai Ta ’OpcpiKa Tf]v KaTapyqv says. Tfjg jisv ovv Koxvog Tfjg sv roig ’HS®voig AiayvXog (TGF 
III F57) jisjivqTat Kai t®v Tispi avTfjv opyav®v. Aristophanes’ fragment: Hsch. M 456: 
jxsydXq Øsog Aptarotpdvqg £94 rf]v BsvSiv ØpaKia yap 4 Øsog. Phot. M 162: jxsydAqv Øsov 
AptaTotpavqg sv A4jxviaig (PCG III (2) F384K-A) ia®g xf]v BsvSiv ©pdKtog yap. See also 
Hsch. B 514: BsvSig 4 Aprsjug ØpaKtari 7iapa Ss roig A04vaiotg sopxf] BsvSiSsta and Phot. 
B 126: BsvSig ØpaKia Saijxæv orcaSög AprsptSog. A tö Kai oi aysipovrsg avxfj StXoyytSt® 
sypcovro. See also Simms (1988, 60).

3. Bendis and the Greeks
Whatever the origin and the routes that Bendis and her cult fol
lowed in the Mediterranean world, more solid evidence appears 
once the Greeks were acquainted with her. The sixth-century com
poser of iambs from Ephesos, Hipponax was the first to record Ben- 
dis as daughter of Zeus and homologous to Kybele.12 13 14 Sometime in 
the mid fifth century, perhaps in the late 440s, the Athenian comic 
poet Kratinos in his comedy Thracian women calls Bendis öiZoyyov 
Bevötv, and a few years later Aristophanes in the lost comedy Lemnian 
women labels her ircydlr] Ococ.1' The most prominent and extant pas-
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sage, rich in information about the celebration of Bendideia in Ath
ens, is provided by Plato in the introduction to his Republic. The 
festivities included a procession of Athenians and Thracians, a night 
torch-race relay on a horseback (something that perhaps was indeed 
a novelty) and all night long celebration.15 In the narrative of the 
events leading to the ousting of the Thirty tyrants and the restora
tion of democracy in Athens in 403, Xenophon locates the sanctu
ary of Bendis in Peiraeus, next to that of Artemis Mounychia.16

15. Pl. Resp. 327a-b: KaTsßrjvxOsgsig Ilsipaia jisra rXaÜK®vogrou ApiarcovogapotJEV^ojiEvoc, 
te rfj 0s® Kai ajia rf]v £opxf|v ßouXojisvog ØsaoaoØai riva rpoTov Toifjcrouaiv ars vuv Tprørov 
ayovrsg. KaXf| jiev ovv jioi Kai f] rrøv £Tix®pi®v tojitt] eSo^ev sivai, ov jievtoi tjttov écpaivsro 
TpETElV T]V 01 ®pa.K£q ETEJ1TOV. TpOOEU^djlEVOl 8fi Kai 0£O)pf]OaVT£g a7lfjp£V TpÖg TO aCJTD. 
328a-b: Kai o ASsijiavrog, «dpa ys, f] 6’ og, ovS’ iors on XajiTag sorai Tpög soTEpav d(p’ irai®v 
rfj 0s®»; <<d(p’ irai®v;» f|v 6’ sy®' «Katvov ys tovto. XajuiaSia syovrsg 8ia8®oouaiv aXXfjXoig 
djiiXXd)ji£voi roig iTTOig; i] mbq 'ksysia,;» «our®g,» s<pr] o IloXéjiapxog. «Kai Tpog ys rcawuxiSa 
TOtrjcrouaiv, T]v d/iov ØsaoaoØav £^avaorr]oö|i£0a yap jisrd tö Seitvov Kai rrjv rcawuxiSa 
0£aaoji£0a. Kai ouvsodpEØd te ToXXoig r®v ve®v auroøi Kai SiaXs^ojiEØa. dXXd jievete Kai jif] 
aH®g toieite.» See Kearns (2010, 338-9). For the question of the dramatic date see 
Nails (1998), a detailed examination of the arguments for the proposed dates; 
Planeaux (2000-2001) argues for a date in 429/8, while Sakurai - Notomi (2006) for 
412. See also the comments of Procl. inPl. Politeia^ 1.18.8 & 10 & 12-13 & 15 & 17; 1.19.3; 
in Pl. Tim. 1.8.31; 1.26.12-14; 1.84.27; 1.85.4 & 27 & 29.
16. X. HG 2.4.ii.7: Oi 8s dao ChAfjg sri jiev £T£X£ipr]oav jif] dvisvai auroug, snsi 5s jiéyag o 
KUKXog ®v aoXXfjg (puXaKfjg sSoksi SsioØai ootco ToXXoig oben, <yov£O7i£ipd0r]oav sm rf|v 
Mouvixiav. Oi 3’ ek too dcnscog sig rf|v 'IraioSdjisiov ayopav éXØovrsg Tp®rov jiev auvErd/avTO, 
oSote sjiaXfjoai rfjv oSov rj (p£p£i Tpog te to ispov rfjg Mouvtxiag ApréjuSog Kai to BsvSiSsiov 
Kai éyévovro ßd0og ovk eXuttov i] sm TrsvrfjKOVTa dæiiScov. Out® Se GWTErayjiévoi éx®poi)v 
av®. For a collection of the circumstantial evidence for Thracian support for 
Thrasybulos in the events following Phyle see Middleton (1982). The remains of the 
sanctuary of Artemis Mounychia were studied by Palaiokrassa (1991) (location of 
Bendideion [1991, 36 n. 21]) and von Eickstedt (1991: 114 & 176-7). For the affinities 
between Artemis, Hekate and Bendis in myth and ritual see Viscardi (2010). For later 
sources see Lucian, J". Tr. 8: soixacn 8' obv, ® Zsb, oi ßapßaptKoi TposSpEbosiv jiovov ®g 
robg ys 'TXXrjvag opag OToioi sien, xaPæVT£9 psv K(d £bap6o®aoi Kai Kara texvt]v 
saxim^iojisvoi, XiØivoi 3s 4 xa^K°f 6ji®g dravrsg 4 oi ys ToXuTEXéararoi abr®v EXsipavrivoi 
oXiyov öoov tov xPU(J0h saiariXßov syovrsg, ®g éatKEXpdvØai Kai Earpydoøai jiovov, ra 3s 
svSov bao^vXoi Kai obroi, jiu®v aysXag öXag £jiTOÅ,iT£oo|iévag oketo vrsg- f] BsvSig 3s abrr] Kai 
o ’Avoußig EKEtvooi Kai Tap' abrov o Arrig Kai o MiØpr]g Kai o Mf|v oXöxpoooi Kai ßapsig Kai 
ToXurijir]Toi ®g dLqØrøg.

Archeological evidence include an Attic red-figure skyphos (475- 
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425) depicting Bendis together with Themis, a red-figure kylix (475- 
425) in which Bendis is running holding a spear, a red-figure bell
shaped krater dated ca. 370, in which the goddess in her Thracian 
cap approaches a seated Apollo with Hermes in the background; 
Bendis is also portrayed with her traditional attire in the reliefs of 
two honorary decrees, IG IT 1255 and 1256.

Traditionally scholarship regards the introduction of Bendis 
into the Athenian pantheon as an event of the late 430s. Some have 
connected it to the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war and the alli
ance with Sitalkes, king of the Thracian tribe of Odryseis, while 
other associated the goddess with the plague, although Bendis was 
not considered as a healing deity.17 18

17. See Goceva - Popov (1986, 96-97) and Deoudi (2007). Skyphos: CVA Deutschland 
54, Tübingen5, pl. 21, (Deutschland 2638), München 1986 (LIMCs.v. Bendis96 no. 2). 
Kylix: CVA Italy 34, Verona 1,3I, pl. 3, ib (Italia 1531), Roma 1961, see LIMC s.v. Bendis 
96 no. i and Tsiafakis (2000, 386-8). Krater: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
Massachusetts, USA, Boston 1983.553. Decrees: 1255 in the British Museum BM 2155 
(Smith (1904: iii 226-7); LIMC s.v. Bendis 96 no. 3), London and 1256 in Ny Carlsberg 
Glyptothek IN 462, Copenhagen (LIMC s.v. Bendis 96 no. 4) with Nilsson (1942,169- 
71), Popov (1977), Simms (1988, 66-67) and Güntner (1994, 77-78).
18. Bendis, despite Simms (1988, 61), was most probably known among Athenians 
earlier than the 440s. Political motivation: Nilsson (1942, 170, 178-83), (1951, 45), 
followed by Ferguson (1944, 98), Schwenk (1985, 286-7), Garland (1987,119), Simms 
(1988, 61) and Parker (1996, 173). Popov (1975b) rightly attributes particular 
importance to the role of the local Thracian tribe of Edonians, Archibald (1998,458) 
interprets the preferential treatment of Bendis as part of an effort to establish contact 
with the Odrysian elite, cf. Pache (2001) who remarks that Bendis’ popularity was 
due to a somewhat more complex process of assimilation, her appeal goes much 
deeper and lasts much longer than is warranted by diplomatic concessions or 
palliative in times of crisis. Healing deity: Ferguson (1949, 157-62) and Planeaux 
(2000-2001,179-82). Combination of both: Beschi (2002,15). For whatever it’s worth 
there is no aetiological myth for the introduction of Bendis’ cult (also Garland [1992, 
112] and Parker [2005: 380-1]) as for example there was for the Mother of the Gods, 
see Ruiz Perez (1994), Biomart (2002a) and an overview in Xagorari-Gleissner (2008, 
20-24). For aetiology in religious events see Kearns (2010, 67-70).

The interpretation advanced by Nilsson (1942), i.e. introduction 
of the cult as public between 431/30-429/8 throws light into the po
litical underpinnings of the case; nevertheless, it unduly favours the 
alliance with the king of the Odrysians Sitalkes as the decisive factor 
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and underestimates another particular dimension of Athenian poli
cy.19 20 21 22 A direct association between Bendis and the Athenian-Odrysian 
alliance should demonstrate, at least, that the kingdom of the Odry- 
sians extended or had under control the region where Bendis was 
popular; however, historians agree now that the tribes living in the 
eastern bank of Strymon were, at most, allied to Odrysians?0 The 
Athenians tried twice to establish a colony in the lower Strymon, 
near the site of later Amphipolis, an area providing access to fertile 
lands, timber and minerals (especially silver and gold) of the Pan- 
gaion mountain (already known by the time of Peisistratos in mid 
sixth century)?1 In the second quarter of the fifth century they have 
made their presence felt twice; first in 476 with Kimon besieging the 
Persians at Eionss at the estuary of Strymon (eventually conquering 
it) and the second one in 465 when they have managed to establish a 

19. For an updated approach see Archibald (1998, 97), (1999: 456-8), Pache (2001) 
and Lambert (2010, 161). Cf. Wijma (2007, 2) regarding the introduction of Bendis 
as a more gradual process. Political overtones in the cult of Meter Theon in late 5th 
century, Biomart (2002b, 29-31).
20. Accounts of the extent of the Odrysian kingdom: Archibald (1998, 114-7), 
Veligianni-Terzi (2004,126-7) and Zanni, Gay-des-Combes & Zannis (2007).
21. Aristl. Ath.Pol. 15 with Rhodes (1981, 207): KaircpcoTov jisv gvvokios aspirdv Øsppaiov 
koXtiov %G)piov 6 KaXsirai 'PaiKrptog, sksiØsv Se TiapfjXØsv Big rovg Tispi Ilayyatov rorcovg, o0sv 
Xpr] parma psvog Kai ar pari® rag pmørøoapsvog, sXØ®v sig ’Epsrptav svåsKar® TiaXiv etei tots 
7ip®Tov dvao®oao0ai ßia vf]v apxf|v £7i£xsip£i... See Popov (1975b, 56); Wijma (2007, 2) 
on Peisistratos’ mercenaries as constituting the first community of Thracians in 
Athens.
22. Hdt. 7.107: t®v 6s s§aipsØsvr®v vtlö 'EXXfjvcov ovösva ßacnLsvg Espc/pg svopios sivat 
av6pa ayaØov si pif] Boyqv jiovvov tov sg ’Htovog, tovtov 6s aivé®v ovk STiavsro, Kai rovg 
Tcspisovrag avrov sv néporpi axu6ag sripa jxaXmra, sasi Kai a^tog a’ivov psyaXov sysvsro 
Boyr|g- og susiSf] STrøXiopKEsro vkö AØr]vai®v Kai Kiji®vog tov MiXridös®, rcapsov avr® 
V7ioo7iovöov s^sXØsiv Kai voorfjoat sg Tijv Aoirjv, ovk fjØéÅrps, gf] AsiXiiq So^sts Tispisivai 
ßacnXsi, dXXa StsKapTspss sg to saxaTOV. ®g 6’ ovSsv sti cpopßfjg svfjv sv t® TEtysi, cyvwrjcjag 
7Lvpf]v jisyaXr]v socpa^s rd rsKva Kai rf|V yvvaiKa Kai rag uakkaKag Kai rovg oiKsrag Kai sustra 
sasßaXs sg to uvp, jisra 6s vavva töv xpvoöv ajiavra tov sk tov aoTsog Kai tov apyvpov 
EOTisips duo tov Tsfysog sg töv Erpvjiova, Trøvrpag 6s vavva e®vtöv sasßaXs sg to uvp. ovt® 
jiEv ovTog SiKaicog aivésvat sti Kai sg t66s vkö Ilspoérøv. Thuc. 1.98 with Hornblower 
(1991, 149-50): np®Tov jiEv ’Hiova Tijv £7ii Erpvjiovt Mfjöcov sydvTCDV KoXtopKia siXov Kai 
f|v5pa7i65ioav, Kip®vog tov MiXnaöov arpavr]yovwog (also D. S. 9.60.2; Plut. Kimon 'f) 
with Collart (1937, 64-67), Isaac (1986,18-21 and 60-62) and Zahrnt (2007).
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settlement at HenneaHodoi but the whole mission ended up in tatters 
with the massacre at Drabeskos?3 The settlement called Amphipolis 
was established finally in 437/6 by Athenians and other Greeks led by 
the Athenian Hagnon, son of Niklas^ (LGPN (II) 22). It is also signifi
cant to remind that one of the major deities of Amphipolis was Arte
mis Tauropolos, already worshipped in two Athenian demes;83 it is 
difficult to ascertain why the Athenians chose Artemis unless there 
were aware of similarities with a local deity or deities. So, one can 
fairly assume that a) even before the successful establishment of Am
phipolis, the Athenians were acquainted with the adjacent area, its 
inhabitants and their cults, and b) the introduction of Artemis Tau
ropolos may have facilitated and even accelerated her identification 

23. Hdt. 9.75: avxov 6s S®(pdvsa %pov® uaxspovxoux®v KaxsXaßs dv6pa ysvopsvov ayaøov, 
A0r]vai®v oxpaxqysovxa djia Asayp® x® rXauK®vog, aTOØavsiv wiö ’H6®v®v sv Aax® Tspi 
x®v psxaXX®v x®v xpvascov jia%6jisvov. Thue. 1.100.2-3 with Hornblower (1991, 155-6): 
Kai vauoi jisv Ødoov TiXsuoavxsg oi A0r]vaioi vauga%ia SKpdxijaav Kai sg xf] v yfjv dxsßrpav, 
£7ii 6s Sxpvpova uspyavxsg p.opioog oiKijxopag adxrøv Kai x®v gop.pdxcov wid xoug auxobg 
Xpovoug ®g otKtoövxsg xdg xoxs KaXoujisvag ’Ewsa o6ovg, vöv 6s ApipuroXiv, x®v jisv ’Ewsa 
o6®v abxoi SKpdxrpav, ag siyov ’H6®voi, TiposXØovxsg 6s xfjg ØpaKijg sg jisooystav 6is(p0dpr]oav 
sv A paßt] ok® xfj ’H6®vtKfj wo x®v ØpaKrøv §uprdvx®v, oig äoXsjiiov f|v xo %®piov {ai ’Ewsa 
o6oi} Kxt^opsvov. Thue. 4.102.2-3 with Hornblower (1996,320-7): xo 6s %®piovxoöxo s<p’ 
ov vöv r] toXig soxiv srcsipaos psv upoxspov Kai Aptoxayopag o MtXf|oiog (psuycov ßacnXsa 
Aapsiov KaxotKioai, aEkä wiö ’H6røv®v sgsKpobaØr], siisixa 6s Kai oi A0r]vaioi sxsot 6vo Kai 
xpiaKovxa öoxspov, suoiKovg p.opioog <j(p®v xs aux®v Kai x®v dXX®v xöv ßovXopsvov 
Tispyavxsg, o'i 6is(p0dpr]oav sv Apaßf|OK® wo ØpaKrøv. Kai auØtg svög 6sovxt xptaKoox® sxst 
sXØovxsg oi A0r]vaiot, 'Ayvrøvog xoö Nikiou oikioxoö SKTsp.tpØévxog, ’H6røvag s^sXaoavxsg 
SKXtoav xo %®piov xoöxo, ousp upoxspov ’Ewsa o6oi SKaXoövxo. røpprøvxo 6s sk xfjg ’Htovog, fjv 
avxoi siyov sjuioptov sui x® oxopaxi xoö uoxapoö STUØaXdocnov, tisvxs Kai sikoot axaöioog 
d.TS%ov duo xfjg vöv TrøXsrøg, fjv AjiipircoXiv Ayvrøv røvojiaosv, oxi st’ djKpoxspa rcsptppsovxog 
xoö Sxpupovog (61a xö 7ispis%siv auxf]v) xsiyst piaKp® duoXaßov sk uoxapoö sg uoxapov 
Tispupavfj sg ØaXaooav xs Kai xf|v ijTcsipov okiosv. Also D. S. 12.68. See Perdrizet (1910, 
12-13) and Isaac (1986: 23-31).
24. See Isaac (1986, 36-40) and Malkin (1987: 81-84).
25. Cult of Artemis Tauropolos in Athens in the deme of HalaiAixonidaG SEG 34.103 
(second half of the 4th century); in HalaiAraphenidai, SEG 55.252,10 (mid 4th century). 
Papastavru (1936, 51) followed by Isaac (1986, 55) calls Artemis Tauropolos ‘die 
thrakische Gottheit’; cult in Amphipolis, SEG 40.525 (5th/4th century), horos of 
sanctuary; deity mentioned in SEG 28.534 (3rd century); sanctuary, SEG 27.245 (SEG 
33.499) (118); dedication of king Perseus, SEG 31.614 (179); dedication of a priestess, 
AD zb (1971) B2, 471 no. 4 (ist century) and SEG 28.536 (Imperial).
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with a local deity with similar features. Furthermore, one of the strat
egies used by the Athenians to legitimize their claims on land was the 
appropriation of a deity of the area they want to annex or colonize. 
If this is so, then the introduction of Bendis into the Athenian pan
theon would have been simultaneously expedient and easier once it 
appeared as another form of Artemis (or under the guise of Artemis). 
Having met Bendis on their first attempts to establish a colony in 
that area, the Athenians endorsed her cult in Athens as part of their 
strategy to legitimate their claim to establish a colony and appropri
ate the adjacent lands?6 Therefore, the introduction of Bendis’ cult 
into the publicly funded celebrations may not be explained by the 
overtly political motives spelled out by Nilsson, but by something 
more ambiguous and perhaps cynical such as a move to usurp the 
main religious figure of an area and its population in order to appear 
as legitimate claimant. Acquiring a stake in the lower Strymon could 
provide Athenians with a privileged position in negotiating with the 
king of Odrysians, Sitalkes, at the dawn of the Peloponnesian war. 
Consequently, in order to date the entrance of Bendis into the pan
theon of the Athenian polis, there is no need to be constrained by the 
date of the treaty with Sitalkes. It might have happened even before 
the successful establishment of the colony in Amphipolis, in 437/6. 
Certainly, the cult of Bendis by individuals (Athenians and ‘Thra
cians’) in Attica could have started even earlier. A major problem, 
however, to antedating the introduction of Bendis in the Athenian 
pantheon remains; before embarking on the colonizing expedition 
in the lower Strymon the oracle at Delphoi was consulted,87 while 
inscription IG IIs 1283, 4-7 (240/39, archon Polystratos) refers to an 
oracle from Dodone, according to which land and sanctuary was 
granted to the ethnos of Thracians. If the introduction of the cult hap
pened at a time when Athenians could consult Delphoi, why the 
Athenians had chosen to consult Dodone and not Delphoi? 26 27

26. For this strategy see Nilsson (1951,33 on Salamis and 44 on the Athenian empire). 
For the Salaminian genos see Robertson (1992,126-8), Taylor (1997), Lambert (1997), 
(1999), and Ismard (2010, 224-38). For the case of Amphiaraos when Oropos was 
granted to Athenians, see Sineux, P. (2007) Amphiaraos. Guerrier, devin etguérisseur, Paris.
27. See Bowden (2005,122) and Parker (1996,340 n.4).
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Scholars assumed that the consultation of the Dodone oracle is 
directly associated with the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war and 
the unqualified support of the Delphian oracle for the Spartans?8 
An alternative way to explain the discrepancy is to assume that there 
were two different consultations regarding Bendis’ cult, one to Do- 
done during a period of strained or even severed relations between 
Athens and Delphoi and one to Delphoi associated with the colo
nizing expedition?9

28. Thuc. 1.112-118 with Hornblower (1991, 181-96), Ferguson (1949, 161) and Parke 
(1967,149).
29. For the oracle of Dodone see Parke (1967) with a selection of the questions to the 
oracle. Eidinow (2007) presents a list of all the known questions by collectivities and 
individuals. The contacts between Athens and Dodone are discussed in 272-3 n. 37. 
Examples of questions by collectivities concerning worship in Parke 5 (= Eidinow 10, 
ca. 330-320) and Parke 6 (= Eidinow 8, end of the 4th century). For the role of oracles 
in the foundation of new cities and the introduction of cults, see Parker (1985) and 
Kearns (2010,328-9). For the relationship between Athens and Delphoi, see Giuliani 
(2001,106-9) and on the importance of asking the oracle of Dodone, Stavrianopoulou 
(2005,148-9). Note that Athenian access to Delphoi was severely hampered after 446 
when Boiotians recovered control of the route.

While the riddle seemed insoluble, an inscription found in 1936 
promised a breakthrough; three fragments of a decree, now IG I3 
136, were discovered in the southwest slope of Mounichia hill in 
Piraeus and published by N. Pappadakis. Since only fragments A 
and C join it is difficult to establish with any degree of certainty any 
continuous text, isolated words convey the impression that it con
cerns the (re-)organization of a festival to honour Bendis (11. 8 
(partly restored), 13,35,39 (restored)) while Thracians had a role to 
play (1. 15 ©paivraf). In particular, it seems that apart from the cus
tomary prayers at the beginning of the assembly’s business 
(enyaaaØat), there are isolated references to enemies (rov 7toZegiov), a 
statue (to otyaXpa), a tax or levy (c7i«p'/_£c), and all night festival ([- - 
- rjev 7tawi)xiöa7toev oc [KodZiora—]), the question to an oracle about 
the wife of a priest (eire ype ynvatKa lucpcoc), the demand to Athe
nians to attend the procession ([... c.8 ... AØevaJfov ætavrov 
7tep(pootVToy), public sacrifice with ten sacrificial victims and their 
hides (Zapßavev rov öepooiat Ønofpévov ...]. [ ...c.7 ... Ü7t]ö oéku htepeiov 28 29 
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id 5é a/./.a Sepgaifa ... c.28...]), allotment by hieropoioi ([ ... c.5 ... to 
Zojutöv K/.spöv 7tepi todtov töc luspo|7ioiéc ... c.23... ]), state officals 
(Ko/.aKpérai. 7io/.£Tai) :'’ were involved, the council is designated as 
having absolute power (rev ßo/.ev oröroKpocropa evat).30 31 32 Scholars ar
gued about the position of the fragments and their date. Initially, 
based on the editor’s proposition, it was thought that it included 
two decrees dated before 429, concerning the introduction of the 
public cult of Bendis. J. Bingen argued rather convincingly that the 
inscription preserves one decree dated most likely in 413/2 or there
about and it concerns reforms introduced in the public celebration 
and regulation of Bendis’ cult.

30. Ismard (2010,261) sees in these polis magistrates un role financier dans l’animation 
du culte’; however, the role of these officials relates to the publication of the decree.
31. Ed. pr. Pappadakis (1937). See also Nilsson (1942,183-8), Roussel (1943), Ferguson 
(1949: 134-5), Bingen (1959); review in Simms (1988, 64-65). Terminus ante quern: 411 
(abolition of kolakretai, Pasiphon of Phrearrioi, LGPNIYE) 3)- Terminus post quern: the word 
polemion dates it in the post-431 period (outbreak of the Peloponnesian war). Ferguson 
(1949, 133): the three fragments record the inauguration by the Athenians of the 
public cult of Bendis. Bingen (1959,35 [reforms]; 36-37 [date of the decree, ca. 413/2]) 
followed by Simms (1988: 66), Parker (1996: 172) and Lambert (2010: 162). 
Subsequent literature in SEG 10.64; 17-5; 19-19; 21.52; 24.12; 29.17; 36.137; 38.287; 
39-324; 41-251; 45-231; 46-21; 47-64; 49-51 & 861; 50.1759; 53.31; 54.2100; and Ismard 
(2010, 261-2).
32. What significantly weakens Planeaux’s argument is the absence of Polemarchos 
and Kephalos from Athens in the period between ca. 430 to ca. 412, see Simms (1988, 
59). Cf. Stavrianopoulou (2005, 147) the introduction of Plato’s Republic introduces 
new festivities on an existing celebration.

However, the interpretation is again stained with uncertainties 
once one tries to reconcile the inscription with the passage from 
Plato’s Republic 327a-b quoted above. Does the description com
posed in the early fourth century pertains to the introduction of the 
public cult, to a reformed celebration (reflected in IG I3136) or the 
setting provides only a dramatic background? Planeaux (2000- 
2001) has vigorously argued recently that the description in the in
troductory chapter of Republic concerns the inauguration of the pub
lic cult, which took place in 429 (based on IG I3 383, frg. V, i42-i43).3S 
The situation is getting more complicated since it is believed that 
the steps towards the inauguration of the public cult are reflected in 
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a decree of the orgeones of Bendis when Polystratos was archon (dat
ed now in 240/39), IG IIs 1283.4-7: erreioi] tod 09901) tod A0r]vaicov 
öeöcoKorog rote Øpaici p/ovotg tcdv dZ/.cov éØvcov rf]v eyKrr]oiv kocI rf]v 
iöpnotv ron/ iepoD Kara rt]v )i[a]vTeiav rt]v éy Ao)öo')vi]c Kai rt]v 7tov7tf]v 
7t/év7tEtv and rf]c éoriae rf]c ekk tod nporaveioD. (since the demos of the Athe
nians has granted solely to the Thracians, among the other ethne, the right to acquire 
land and to found a sanctuary according to the oracle from Dodone and to perform 
the processionfrom the hearth of the Prytaneion ...). What, however, the de
cree makes clear is that only the grant of land and sanctuary were 
accorded in accordance with an oracle from Dodone. The institu
tion of a procession starting from the hearth of the polis, the pryta
neion, was probably authorized by the Athenian demos at a later 
stage.55 Therefore, I think that the following reconstruction of 
events seems more probable: sometime even before 437/6 an oracle 
from Dodone sanctions the grant of land and sanctuary to the 
Thracians,33 34 35 which was duly implemented by the Athenians; some
time between 437/6 and 429/8 the cult of Bendis is incorporated 
into the public pantheon and in ca. 413/2 a second consultation of 
an oracle about modifications to the celebrations is reflected in the 
Platonic passage and in IG I3136.

33. See 11. 6-7 and 10-12; similar interpretation by Ferguson (1944, 97-98). For the 
social implications of procession see Burkert (1985, 99-101), Graf (1996) and Parker 
(2005: 178-80).
34. Cf. Marcaccini (1995, 33) who thinks that enktesis was granted ‘p°co prima del 
430’.
35. For the treasurers of the other gods see Linders (1975). For logistai in classical 
Athens see Adam-Magnissali (2004, 119-21) and in Hellenistic Athens see Fröhlich 
(2004, 79-80).

From 429/8 onwards the public cult of Bendis appears well es
tablished. Bendis’ name is securely restored in the accounts of the 
treasurers of the other gods (concerning the reception of their prop
erty in Acropolis) of the same year, IG I3 383, frg. V, 142-143: 
Äöpa|GTsiac|/ Kai Befvöiöog] and in the accounts of logistai for the year 
423/3, IG i3 369, 67-68: [ÄöpaolTeia^j’ö'öp.. t|okoctodto ...]/ [Bevöjiöog 
86 5p. tokoc tod[to —].33 In Lycourgan Athens, in 331/30 her festival 
procured a considerable amount of money, IG IIs 1496, col. IV frg. 
A, 86: éy Bevötöecov 7tapd iepo7totcov, 457 5p., while the dedication in 
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SEG 39-210 (ca. 300): /.«qurdöi vi/icijaac Aaoc/ Bevöföt öve/0r]Kev36 37 con
cerns most likely a victory in the torch relay competition during the 
public festival. At the same time individuals bearing a Bendis name 
are attested in classical and Hellenistic Athens, but not in signifi
cant numbers. The fragmentary inscription Ag. 16, 329s7 (dated to 
the late 2nd or early ist century) is the latest reference to Bendis and 
Deloptes.

36. See Themelis (1989) where 3 statuettes are published. In the same period a few 
examples of Bendis-names occur, see IG IP 10 (401/400) B.':v8i<pdvi]c csKaipiy-, IG IP 
4866 (4th’3rd century?): Bev8i8rapa /qvrøvoc Oir/ätqp ::ipaii::vq avéØr|Ke rfji Øerai,IG IP 
9223 (3rd century): Bev8i8rapa Br|peicsd8oi) Auaipa%i<; \li]vo<pi/.ou yuvi).
37. [-----------]irav|-2-3]/ [------------ Æpo|c tout ().':<>ik. vacat! vacat 0.04m.! [------------ ]i ret
BevStSi Kai rrai --- ]/ [-----------o]i <-)pdK::c éaciSi) r| ßon/.i] K[ai 0 8fj]/[|ioi;-----------
é|ri<j]Øorøav A0r|vaiou; [- c.y- ]/ [---------- |toic|-----------]. See also Behrend (1970, no. 42);
Ag. ig, L16; SEG 19.125; 41.103; BE 1961, no. 264. It is noteworthy that Pausanias (1.1.4) 
does no t mention anything about the Bendideion in the vicinity of Artemis Mounychia’s 
temple.
38. E.g. Planeaux (2000-2001,169 and 174).
39. IG IP 1283, 11: öi; tout (-)pdiKac aepaeiv Tf|p aoiiaqx’; and 22-26: oprøc dv rot)]/ 
rrøv Yivopévrøv Kai öpovooüvroi; ytavtoc roü ::0|voik ai r]/e Øuoiai yivravrai roic 0::oic Kai rd 
ä/./.a öcsa 7rp[ocrf|Kei]/ Kara re rd aarpia rräv ©paiKräv Kai tout rfji; ;t6/.|::røc vopou]/i;...
40. See IG IP 1283, 4-5, ii, 22-26 (above n.39). Wilhelm (1902, 130) was convinced 
that these orgeones were Thracians. Who was qualified as Thracian in the mindset of 
the average Athenian? A Greek from the colonies in the Aegean coast (despite his or 
her distinctive ethnikon) could have been considered as Thracian too? Ferguson (1949, 
162-3) while commenting on the honorary inscription IG IP 2947 (3rd/2nd century): 
GTeipavoÜGiv/ vac.! oi opyeravei/ AoK^darava/ AoK^daravoi;/ \[aprøviti]v. vac., notes that

4. Bendis’ orgeones and thiasotai

Most scholars associate the participants in the ritual procession 
with the associations of orgeones and thiasotai of Bendis; some go as 
far as to claim that similar corporate groups existed in 42g.38 How
ever, this assumption is not based on any explicit evidence; it relies 
mostly on the Platonic Republic and on the reference to the ritual 
duties mentioned in IG IIs 1283.39 Nevertheless, the same inscription 
explicitly designates as subject of the obligation to perform the rit
ual celebration an entire ethnos, the Thracians (whatever that meant 
in fifth- and fourth-century Athens).40 The participants in the pro
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cession were taking part as members of that ill-understood commu
nity and not qua members of particular corporate groups. The com
munity of the Thracians included not only the worshippers of the 
group in Peiraieus but also those in the city of Athens. Perhaps 
members of these groups have had a leading role in the celebra
tions. Moreover, the designation orgeones for worshippers of Bendis 
occur only in the last third of the fourth century and after. Moving 
away from the composition of the procession, the main question 
concerns the corporate designation orgeones assigned to the Thracian 
worshippers. Since Ferguson scholars have thought that the title 
orgeones (associated with Athenian citizenship) was a privilege grant
ed to the Thracians together with the public endorsement of Ben- 
dis’ cult.41 Recently Lambert (2010) has put forward a refined inter
pretation, which essentially builds upon Ferguson’s main idea. In 
particular, in a thorough, fresh reading on gene and their relation to 
priesthoods, Lambert argues that while the Athenians before 451/0 
were appointing priests and priestesses for polis cults from among 
gene members, after the introduction of Perikles’ citizenship law 
they were selecting individuals to perform priestly duties from 
among ‘all Athenians’, in conformity to the democratic principle. 
In the question of how to fill the priesthood of Bendis adopted by 
the polis, Lambert claims that priests and priestesses were appointed 

Maroneia was for Athenians a Thracian city; as to the names he remarks ‘They are all 
Hellenic. There is not a distinctively Thracian name in the lot... but we must always 
bear in mind that the Thracian partisans of Bendis in Athens may have belonged, in 
some parts at least, to the Greek cities in the Thraceward parts (...). I wonder if 
Nymphodoros of Abdera, proxenos of Athens, Sitalkes’ brother-in-law, the Greek was 
chiefly instrumental in bringing Athens and Sitalkes together (Thue. 2.29), was 
wholly uninterested in the founding of the shrine of Bendis in the Piraeus’. See also 
Simms (1988, 69), Steinhauer (1993, 40 n.36) and Arnaoutoglou (2003, 59-60) who 
has touched upon this question with no further elaboration. Compare the names in 
inscription IG IP 1956 (a casualty list of mercenaries?) of the late fourth century with 
Thracian names (a correction in SEG56.212) in 11. 1, 21-23, 25-30, 37-38, 40, 42-43 and 
185; see Fraser (1993, 445-8); cf. Bayliss (2004) for the date.
41. The privileged status is associated with the performance of a polis function, see 
Ferguson (1944,104), (1949,155-7), Simms (1988, 68), Planeaux (2000-2001,175,177) 
and Stavrianopoulou (2005,150-1).
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from groups of orgeones.1^ The first objection, which cannot be an
swered, concerns whether there were organized group of orgeones so 
early. Assuming that Wilhelm’s distinction between citizen and 
Thracian orgeones holds,42 43 44 from which group of orgeones, the citizen or 
the Thracian, priests would have been selected? If from among the 
Thracian orgeones, it would mean that ‘Thracians’ could, in theory, 
perform sacrifices on behalf of the Athenian polis, something un
heard so far. If from among the citizen orgeones, it would be an excep
tion from a consistent policy implemented since the 450s, so con
vincingly expounded by Lambert. The public cult of Bendis is not 
a peculiar case that requires extraordinary arrangements; accepting 
the goddess as part of the official Athenian pantheon meant that she 
should have been honoured by Athenians in the same way as the 
one correctly identified by Lambert for other public cults, i.e. 
‘among all Athenians’. Since we do not know anything about any 
secret ancestral knowledge being transmitted or revealed to initi
ates, the involvement of Thracians could have been restricted to the 
performance of apparently Thracian elements, which include the 
torch relay on horseback and the contingent of ‘Thracian’ worship
pers in the procession. What, however, remains deeply problematic 
and perhaps elusive is the appropriation (and the reasons for that) 
of the title orgeones by the group of Bendis worshippers in the late 
fourth century. Ferguson likened the involvement of orgeones in Ben- 
dideia with that of Salaminioi genos in Oschophoria-^ nevertheless it re

42. Lambert (2010, 163) ‘In such circumstances one can see that none of the 
conventional modes of appointing this polis priesthood would seem appropriate. A 
priest selected from a genos, a deme (Piraeus would have been the obvious one in this 
case) or from all Athenians would exclude the Thracians. To involve them a new 
system for appointing the priest was needed, and that chosen was one which drew on 
the model of the pre-existing ojjww.t-groups. As we saw above, these groups seem to 
have performed a similar role to gene in that they were groups within phratries, might 
administer shrines for which they supplied priests, and to which they provided access 
for other groups of worshippers. They do not, however, seem to have shared in the 
strong ideology of autochthonous origins and descent from Ur-Athenians which 
characterised the gene, and in that respect were eminently suitable to be adapted to 
administer a cult in which foreigners were to have a significant role.’
43. However, see now the objections in Ismard (2010, 263-70).
44. Ferguson (1944,155) and (1949,104). On the differential degree of involvement of 
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mains to be assessed whether the performance of a public function 
(the procession in this case) can dilute the otherwise ‘private’ nature 
of the association of orgeonesN The association seems to have been 
proud of its link with the/w/w (see IG IT 1283, 6,10, 25), despite the 
fact that the Athenian polis did not fund any activities of the group 
or show any sign of mingling in the association’s business. There
fore, I would be reluctant in regarding the performance of a public 
function as an implicit (even less an explicit) intrusion of the polis in 
the realm of the private cult associations.

The epigraphic evidence for the associations of worshippers 
called orgeones and thiasotai appear for the first time in the second half 
of the fourth century and were found in Peiraieus (close to Mikroli- 
mano or to Zea) or Salamis (Akropolis and the port). In particular, 
inscription IG IIs 1255,45 46 the earliest testimony of a group of orgeones 
of Bendis, records an honorary decree, proposed by a certain Olym- 
piodoros (LGPN(II) 16), for three hieropoioi,47 all Athenian citizens, for 
their performance in taking care of the procession and the distribu
tion of meat (following a sacrifice) in the archonship of Phrynichos 
(337/6). The orgeones award them a golden crown worth 300 dr. Less 
than ten years later in the archonship of Kephisophon (329/8) the 
same probably group of orgeones decided to honour two epimeletai (su
perintendents) of the sanctuary, Euphyes (LGPN (II) 1) and Dexios 
(LGPN (IT) 6),48 and erected a stele whose text is recorded in inscrip- 

gené in festivals see now Sourvinou-Inwood (2011). On the festival of Oschophoria see 
Parker (2005, 211-8).
45. See, however, Ismard (2010, 273) in an attempt to disentangle the question from 
the polarity private - public and suggests the notion of a developed network of 
Bendis cult associations with its centre in Peiraieus and peripheral groups in Salamis, 
Athens and Laurion.
46. Also Schwenk (1985, no. 13); SEG 35.239; 46.2363; 49.162; Poland (1909, no. 
A6E).
47. [Avtupdvr|v Avtt]cs6évoDi; Ki)[0f|pp]/[iov, (ZGJW(II) 52)NaucsiipiZov] \aiK7iviKo| 11 Ke<p]/ 
[aZfjØev, (LGPN (II) 1) Api<7toLi.<|vi]v Moa%—5—]. For hieropoioi see Garland (1984, 117- 
8), in private cult associations Arnaoutoglou (2003,107).
48. It was suggested that the personal names imply a servile status, e.g. Popov (1975, 
61), Schwenk (1985, 256); cf. the statistical analysis in Vlassopoulos (2010) and a 
traditional approach in Arnaoutoglou (2011).
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tion IG IIs 1256.49 50 51 52 53 They were awarded a golden crown, worth 100 dr. 
each, because they have taken care well and zealously of the god
dess and her worshippers.

49. Also Sylt1 1095; Michel 980; Meyer (1989, A107); Güntner (1994, G4); Schwenk 
(1985, no. 52); Lawton (1995, no. 47); SEG 35.73, 239; 39.324; 45-23C 46-2363; 47.30; 
49.162; BE 1987, no. 168; Poland (1909, no. A3a).
50. Also Michel 979; LSCG 45; Behrend (1970,37); Le Guen (1991, no. 6); SEG 25.167; 
42.1803; 47.26; 50.22; 54.212; BE 1942, no. 32; Höpoc, 17-21 (2004-2009) 103-4; APMA 1, 
101 no. 359; Tracy (1995: 129); Poland (1909: no. A2a). See now Ismard (2010, 269) 
who challenges the above ascription.
51. On fees and taxes in cults see Sokolowski (1954).
52. The question whether the three hieropoioi of IG II-1255 and 1361 were members of 
the annually appointed board by the polis as suggested by Ferguson (1944, 98-99 
n.43) and Simms (1988, 69), or they are members of the orgeones group (Parker 1996, 
171 n.65; Arnaoutoglou 2003, 107-8; Ismard 2010, 265, 268) is still open for debate. 
Schwenk (1985, 67) insisted on the inconclusiveness of the evidence. However, given 
the responsibility of the Thracian ethnos to organize the procession, the main event of 
the publicly funded Bendideia festival it should not come as surprise the award of 
honours to polis-hieropoior, what is really troubling is the possible involvement of polis 
appointees in the day-to-day running of the group, something not attested in any 
other private association. Hieropoioi appear also in (a) an honorary decree of the deme 
of Halimousioi for Ch.arisandros, son of Ch.arisios, SEG o..-], 6-10 (ca. 330-325): éZ/opevcov 
aiirov rrøv 8i|po/TO>v Kai fa 1 rac iepoaoüa/i; öoac oi öi]iiöiai apoo/fra^av, (b) SEG 55.252, 
10 from the deme HalaiAraphmidai (mid 4th century), (c) the Marathonian Tetrapolis 
(IG IIs 2933, mid 4th century, four hieropoioi), (d) cult associations (IG IIs 1261, 1263, 
1265,1291,1292,1297) and (e) a dedication to Artemis,/GIF 2859 (archon Philippides, 
3rd century, by 4 hieropoioi, 2 citizens, an isotelesxnA a foreigner). Simms (1988, 71) 
points out the involvement of hieropoioi in the administration of the citizen association 
of Bendis in Peiraieus, while noting the absence of similar interference in the 
Thracian orgeones association.
53. The association of the fee with the income from the sale of the hides after the

Inscription ZG IT 1361 (now dated ca. 330-324/3) is considered a 
lex sacra issued by the citizen orgeonesfi° It contains regulations about 
the dues to be paid to a priest and priestess for sacrificing (11. 4-8),5' 
the use of the income generated by corporate assets (lease of a house 
and sale of water) for repairs (11. 8-12), fines for those not abiding by 
the decision of the group (11.13-14), the sanction of regular meetings 
in the sanctuary on the second day of each month convened by the 
hieropoioi and the epimeletai (11.14-17),58 the payment of two dr. by each 
orgeon to hieropoioi for sacrifices55 (with a fine of the same value for 
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those not complying) and rules about those wishing to join the 
group (11.17-23).

Inscriptions IG IIs 1284A and B* 54 record on a single stele two 
decrees of the orgeones of Bendis, the first one is dated on the basis of 
the letter style between 251- ca. 240, the second one was issued in the 
archonship of Lykeas (241/40). IG IIs 1284A has its upper part miss
ing, so there are no details about the date and the position of the 
person honoured, a certain Olympos, son of Olympiodoros (LGPN (II) 
28). He was crowned with an oak leaves crown because he has 
proved himself zealous and benevolent towards the sanctuary and 
the members of the group; this allows us to surmise that he may 
have contributed financially to the cost of repairs or renovation. IG 
ir 1284B was issued on the eighth day of Skirophorion (June/July)55 
following a motion by Sosias, son of Hippokrates (LGPN (IT) 40). Euk- 
leides son of Antimachos (LGPN (II) 74) having been elected secretary 
for several years not only has administered properly the affairs of 
the association but he rendered account of his overall administra
tion and underwent a successful scrutiny of his financial dealings. 
The existence of a secretary, a treasury, the date of the meetings and 
the award of an oak leaves crown, taken together with the mover of 
the decree, point to the likely fact that this group should be identi
fied with the one of IG IIs 1283.

sacrifice (IG IP 1496,334/3) put forward by Ferguson (1944,101) is now undermined 
by the re-dated IG IP 1361 in the period ca. 330-324.
54. Also SEG 46.2363; 53.156; Tracy (2003,125); Poland (1909, no. Ä3d-e).
55. The day of the monthly meeting, 8th day of Skirophorion (June/July), does not agree 
with the date of monthly meetings stipulated in IG IP 1361, 14-17. Because of this 
discrepancy, Wilhelm (1902, 132-3) thought that we should distinguish between the 
Thracian associations (meeting on the 8th of the month and awarding oak-leaves 
crowns) and Athenian associations (meeting on the 2nd of the month and awarding 
olive crowns), and was followed by Ferguson (1944, 98-99) and Simms (1988, 69). 
This distinction, however, cannot account for IG IF 1255 and 1256, unless one 
assumes that IG IF 1361—a decree dated later than the above-mentioned honorary 
decrees—introduced reforms in the date of meetings and the type of crowns, cf. 
Arnaoutoglou (2003, 59-60) and Ismard (2010, 263-5).
56. Also Michel 1551; LSGS 46; Le Guen (1991, no. 7); SEG 24.155; 25.99; 29.136; 

One of the richest in details and information inscriptions is IG 
IIs 1283,56 dated in the archonship of Polystratos (240/39). Sosias, son 
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of Hippokrates (already attested in IG ii'2 1284B) in a meeting on the 
eighth day of the month Hekatombaion (July/August) introduced a 
motion that the group agrees to a request submitted by the Thra
cian orgeones of the asty to participate in the traditional procession 
from Prytaneion to Peiraieus, to be greeted by the epimeletai of the 
group in Peiraieus and be provided with water, sponges and bowls 
in the Nymphaion and breakfast in the sanctuary, the priests and 
priestesses to address the usual prayers including the orgeones of the 
asty (Thracians, Athenians or both). On top of that, orgeones from the 
asty are to have privileged treatment once they approach the group 
and have privileged access to membership. However, wealth of de
tailed information does not necessarily imply accuracy; the orgeones 
of Bendis, as it has already been suggested, were economical with 
the truth on two counts: a) they may have been the earliest but they 
were not the only ones awarded enktesis, in 333/2 the traders from Ki
tion got the same privilege and before them the Egyptians;57 58 and b) 
they were not only the Thracians to perform the procession from 
prytaneion to Peiraieus; according to Plato’s Republic there was an 
Athenian contingent. Despite these inaccuracies, the decree reveals 
the existence of two groups of orgeones, oi év röt otorei (‘those in the 
asty) and toiic ek ncipaimc (‘those from the Piraeus’), both subsumed 
under the ethnic designation Thracians (ibid. 11. 4, 11, 25-26). It is 
not known whether the former constituted an organized group as 
they did not have and only intended to built an hieron (probably in 
the asty).& It is also clearly envisaged the possibility of membership 

41.582; 42.1803; 46.1472 & 2371; 49.162; 53.31; BE 1981, no. 239; Tracy (2003, 85); 
Poland (1909, A3C); Planeaux (2000-2001); Ismard (2010, 263-4) adopting the old 
dating of the decree in 269/8. Wilhelm (1902) remains fundamental.
57. Noted also by Parker (1996,170) and Lambert (2010, 163 n. 118). It is noteworthy 
that the traders from Kition, while referring to the Egyptian precedent, appear to 
ignore the Thracian (IG IT 337, 42-45); perhaps the Egyptian case was much more 
recent. One could argue, as Nilsson did, that the exclusivity claimed by the Thracians 
does not refer to the grant of enktesis only but it includes the combined grants of 
enktesis, building a sanctuary and participating in the public festival, see Simms (1982, 
62). Despite its vagueness, the expression reveals the perception of the Thracians in 
Peiraieus that they were enjoying a privilege vis-å-vis other foreign eth.ne.
58. Wilhelm (1902, 130) notes the identification of orgeones with the Thracian ethnos 
and the fact that the grant of enktesis seems to have included the acquisition of
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in both orgeones of asty and Peiraieus. Reading behind the lines of the 
decree, it is repeatedly stressed the duty of the whole Thracian ethnos 
- recipient of enktesis (ibid. 1. 4)* 59 - to observe the traditional cultic 
rules (ibid. 1. 25) as well as the laws of the polis about the procession 
(ibid. 1. 11), living either in Athens or in Peiraieus. It is noteworthy 
that the koinon is served by a priest, a priestess and epimeletai, just as 
in IG IIs 1361.

effectively two plots of land, one in Peiraias in the second half of the 5th century and 
one in Athens in mid 3rd century.
59. Enktesis was required by the Thracian worshippers only; citizen orgeones were not 
bound by that restriction. There is also the possibility that both groups hold their 
meetings at the Bendideion.
60. See also Michel 1558; SEG 46.2363; 49.162; BE 1950, no. 94; Tracy (1990, no); 
Poland (1909, no. Ä3b). It is difficult to ascertain the office or the offices that 
Stephanos held; IGII-restores eaipehirhi; but the contribution and the circumlocutions 
used point to the post of hieropoios, treasurer or secretary; see IG IT 1255,5 and 1284B.
61. According to Osborne (2004-2009). Acropolis-group: IG IP 1317 (archon 
Lysitheides, 272/1); Michel 1557; SEG 3.127; 46.2363; 47. 237; 53.9,157; Osborne 2004- 
2009, 658); BE 1926, p. 266; 1938, no. 83; Poland 1909, no. A20, SEG 2.10 [archon 
Thersilochos (251/0); Michel 1881; SEG 44.60; 53.162; Tracy (2003, 123-4); Osborne 
(2004-2009: 660); ZPE 171 (2009) 91 (date); IG IP 1317b (archon Hieron, 249/8); 
Michel 1879; SEG 44.60; 46.2363; 53.9; PAA 74 (1999) 67-80; Tracy (2003, 125); 
Osborne (2004-2009, 661)]. Harbour-group: SEG 2.9 (archon Kydenor, 245/4);

The latest piece evidence of the corporate existence of Bendis 
orgeones is the honorary decree IG IIs 1324, issuedca. 190. The orgeones 
honoured a certain Stephanos (LGPN (TLj 100) because he financed 
the repair of the sanctuary of Bendis and Deloptes, took care of the 
proper performance of the procession and everything befitting his 
position. This display of zeal Iphilotimiaj to the orgeones and piety 
(eusebeiaj to the gods earned Stephanos an olive leave crown and a 
suitable place in the sanctuary to erect the dedication. The secretary 
of the group is ordained to have the decision inscribed and erected 
next to the dedication, while the treasurer is to allocate the neces
sary funds.60

Bendis’ worshippers were not active only in Athens and its port. 
Five inscriptions originating in two groups of thiasotai from the 
third-century Salamis provide not only considerable amount of in
formation about them,61 but also contribute to the establishment of 
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a consistent chronology of mid third century Athens.68 All of them

Michel 1880; SEG 44.60; 47.237; 50.1; 53.159; BE 2004, no. 163; Tracy (2003, 123-4); 
Osborne (2004-2009, 662); ZPE 171 (2009) 92 (date); SEG 44.60 (archon Lysiades, 
244/3); SEG 53-9-- 458; PAA 74 (1999) 67-80; ZPE 143 (2003) 95-100; Tracy (2003,127); 
Osborne (2004-2009, 661); ZPE 171 (2009) 92 (date). This distinction implies that 
there should have been two sanctuaries (however modest) in third-century Salamis. 
See, however, Taylor (1997, in-12) who identifies only one. For a thorough discussion 
of the findspots, dates and the historical setting see Steinhauer (1993) and most 
recently Osborne (2004-2009).
62. Osborne 1989; 1999; 2000; 2003b; 2003a; 2004; 2004-2009.
63. Note that the second of the month was prescribed as the day for regular meetings 
in IG IP 1361, 16-17 too. There is a number of similarities between the thiasotai of 
Salamis and the orgeones of Peiraieus as far as their organizational structure (epimeletai, 
secretary, treasurer and an hiereus'), the kind of honours (olive crown). Is it an 
indication of the affiliation between the group in Salamis’ Akropolis and the one in 
Peiraieus? Or we may consider the Salaminian groups as offshoots of the Peiraieus 
group? See Steinhouer (1993, 40-41). The hypothesis of Foucart (1873, 209) and 
Wilhelm (1902, 131) that the stones were transferred from Peiraieus to Salamis has 
been now abandoned.
64. SEG 2.10,11-12 should be read ypapparea LrparoKXfjv 'EZeucsiviov. The priest (hiereus) 
remains anonymous, corresponding to the vacant wreath beneath, see Osborne 
(2004-2009: 664 n.12). In IG IF 1317b, 1-2 the priest appears in the dating formula 
and holds the office of treasurer. An hiereus with a demotic is also attested in IG IF 
1297, IV 44 (archon Kimon, 236/5). For the officials in Athenian cult associations see 
Arnaoutoglou (2003: 107-115)

- except SEG 2.9, a decision to honour officials for successive years
- are honorary decrees for the annually elected officials of the asso
ciations. Among the documents of the Akropolis group the earliest 
is IG II8 1317, passed during the archonship of Lysitheides (272/1), 
while the remaining are dated in mid third century. They were all 
discussed in meetings on the second day of Skirophorion (June/July), 
the exception being again SEG 2.9 which was passed on the third 
day of Anthesterion (February/March).63 The evidence, then, suggests 
that there was a fixed date for regular meetings in both groups but 
that a group could also convene on any other day. The associations 
were run by an executive board comprising a treasurer, a secretary* 62 63 64 
and three epimeletai (superintendents), while in the Akropolis group 
an hiereus is mentioned. Officers were honoured for taking care of 
the sacrifices, of every other corporate business and accounting for 
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the money they had administered (SEG 2.10), because of their care 
for the sacrifices and the sanctuary of Bendis (IG IIs 1317b), because 
they took care of the sacrifices, the business of the group and ac
counted for their administration (IG IIs 1317 and SEG 2.9) or for 
holding the sacrifices to the gods ‘as it is traditional’ and took care 
of all the remaining affairs as dictated by the rules of the group 
(SEG 44.60).65 Usually, officials were awarded an olive leave crown 
(IG IIs 1317b and SEG 44.60) with an amount of 15 dr.66 Certain indi
viduals appear in several inscriptions, such as Niklas (LGPN (II) 198, 
213-14) and Stratokies (LGPN (II) 23, 54) both under different titles in 
inscriptions IG i? 1317,1317b and SEG 2.10;67 Rhythmos (LGPN (II) 1) 
in IG IIs 1317b and SEG 2.10; Batrachos (LGPN (II) 12) features in SEG 
2.9 and SEG 44.60; while Dokimos (LGPN (II) 13-14) in SEG 2.9 and 
2.10.68 The decision in SEG 2.9 sanctions the election of a committee 
of three members (Batrachos, Dokimos, Krates') encumbered with in
scribing the decree, the honours and with accounting for the money 
spent for that purpose. In the list of have-been officials several 
names occur for successive years such as Batrachos (twice grammateus, 
tamias), Thallos (LGPN (JT) 41) (thrice epimeletes) ,69 Krates (LGPN (JV) 
34) (twice tamias), Archepolis (LGPN(JI) 8) (twicegrammateus). Finally, 
in the harbour-group irregularities are observed concerning the 
number of officials, e.g. during Polyeuktos’ archonship there were two 
epimeletai, in Diomedon’s year there were four epimeletai and no treas
urer while in Eurykleides’’ year there are no epimeletai at all. These ir
regularities taken together with the exceptional character of inscrip- 

65. The phrase ‘as it is traditional’ appears also in .SÄG 2.9.
66. The amount is attested in IG IT 1317b, 7, SEG 44.60, 8 and restored in IG IT 1317, 
9 by Osborne (2004-2009, 658).
67. It is unusual but not improbable that Niklas and Stratokies are board members of 
the group in 270s (ZG IT 1317) and again in 250S-240S (ZG IT 1317b, SEG 2.10). 
Indicative of the inconsistent way of identifying individuals is the fact that in SEG 
2.10 Stratokies is designated as coming of Eleusis, while in IG IT 1317b as plain Stratokies.
68. See Osborne (2004-2009, 668 n.33). To Parker (1996, 171) ‘many ... members 
sound from their names like slaves or ex-slaves’.
69. Despite Ismard (2010, 267 n.292), it is not possible to relate Thallos of SEG 2.9 
with the one in ZG IT 1255, since the inscriptions are far removed chronologically and 
the name is not that rare.
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tion SEG 2.9 reveal a shortage of willing candidates due either to 
economic difficulties or to the initial structural fragility of the 
group,7“ especially if Osborne’s (2004-2009, 668) claim that it was 
founded when Polyeuktos was archon (250/49) is accepted.

70. Arnaoutoglou (2003, 68-69) envisaged the possibility of a split in the old 
Acropolis group (without further elaboration); this would explain (a) the coexistence 
for a few years of both groups, (b) Dokimos appearing as official in both groups (cf. 
Osborne 2004-2009, 668 n. 33), and (c) organizational similarities (date of meetings, 
composition of executive board). However, it is still not possible to confirm it.
71. Three articles and a monograph related to topics discussed here have appeared 
after I submitted the article for publication. On the cult of «Äuter Hagnon: I. Asmonti 
2012, ‘Gli ecisti di Anfipoli’, Aristonothos 6,111-118. On the cult of Artemis Tauropolos 
in Amphipolis: M. Mari 2012, ‘La conciliazione degli opposti. Il culto e il santuario 
di Artemide Tauropolos ad Anfipoli’, Aristonothos 6, 119-166 (available online http:// 
riviste.unimi.it/index.php/aristonothos/), M. Mari 2013, ‘Culti e identitå (mutanti) 
di una polis greca: il caso di Anfipoli’, in M. Palma and C. Vismara (eds.) Per Gabriella. 
Studi in ricordo di Gabriella Braga. vol. 3. Cassino, 1169-1227 and S. Wijma 2014. Embracing 
the Immigrant: The participation of metics in Athenian polis religion (yth-4th cent. BQ. Historia 
Einzelschriften 233. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag.

In this essay I have tried to recapitulate most of the aspects of 
the recent discussion about Bendis, her cultores in classical and 
Hellenistic Athens and their corporate organization. Bendis, prob
ably an indigenous form of the Mother of Gods figure of the south
ern Thracian area, was made known in Athens by the mid fifth cen
tury. For reasons we do not yet understand well, but surely 
connected with the Athenian tapping of resources in the estuary of 
Strymon, it was given a place in the pantheon of the Athenian polis, 
earlier than 429. A reorganization of her festival, probably reflected 
in Plato’s Republic, took place in the closing years of 410s. Cult as
sociations devoted to her worship are attested epigraphically since 
the late fourth century, have been active in Peiraieus (orgeones') and 
Salamis (thiasotai) to the early second century. Orgeones in Peiraieus 
seem to have been organized in a citizen and a Thracian grouping. 
Despite the fact that they were encumbered with the performance 
of a procession during Bendideia, they have not lost their primarily 
private nature as an association. Their structure and discourse fol
lows the blueprint of other similar associations and espouses the 
rhetoric and values of the Athenian polis.70 71
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Philosophical Schools in Athenian 
Society from the Fourth to the First 

Century BC: An Overview

Matthias Haake

i. Introduction

In On the Cities in Greece, a periegesis written in the third century by a 
certain Heracleides Criticus, the author mentions the high presence 
of philosophers in the cityscape as one of the remarkable aspects of 
contemporaneous Athens:1 2 in public, they offered intellectual pleas
ure and recreation to the interested people living in Athens? Athens 
and philosophers, philosophy and Athens - since antiquity this con
nection has often been considered as an almost natural symbiosis. 
One of the most famous depictions of this ‘imaginaire’ can be 
grasped in Raphael’s fresco LascuoladiAtene in the Stanza della seg- 
natura in the Vatican palaces: discussing, reading and musing phi
losophers, walking around or sitting on the ground - a cheerful re

1. For critical readings of the manuscript in various stages and valuable comments I 
am deeply indebted to Ilias Arnaoutoglou (Athens), Tiziano Dorandi (Paris), Ann- 
Cathrin Harders (Bielefeld), and Paulin Ismard (Paris); I am especially grateful to 
Vincent Gabrielsen (Copenhagen), the spiritus rector of the association project, for 
inviting me to participate in the Copenhagen conference whose participants 
contributed essentially to the sharpening of the arguments. Last, but by no means 
least, I am much obliged to Marie Drauschke and Anna Linnemann (both Münster) 
for improving the English text. The following outline is necessarily a restricted one 
since an entire exploration of the topic would require a monographic study which is 
a true desideratum. Fröhlich and Hamon 2013; Canevaro and Lewis 2014,103-110 and 
Dreßler 2014 appeared too late to be taken into account. Unless otherwise indicated, 
all dates are BC.
2. Heracl. Crit. 1,1 Arenz; on this passage, see Arenz 2006, 56-64 and Haake 2007, 
14-15; on Heracleides’ description of Athens in general, see Perrin 1994,197-202.
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public of ‘hommes de lettres’.3 Athens, as the thirteenth-century 
Arabian scholar Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a has written in the lemma on Aris
totle in his Sources of Information about the Generations of Physicians, was 
called the ‘city of philosophers’.4

3. On Raphael’s LascuoladiAtene, see, e.g., Most 1999.
4. See Düring 1957, 214 (5).
5. See Habicht 1994, 246-47; Haake 2007,168-70 and more detailed Primavesi 2009. 
See also di Branco 2006,199-240.
6. See Hansen 1995; Parker 1996, 199-217; Wolpert 2002, 63-65; Millett 2005 and 
Haake 2009,121-23.
7. See,e.g., Korhonen 1997,75-85; O’Sullivan 2002 and especially Haake 2007,16-43 
as well as Haake 2008.
8. See, e.g., Ferrary 1988, 434-95 and Haake 2007, 271-73; see also Ludlam 2003,34- 

35-
9. On the development of the ‘intellectual field’ in Athens, see Azoulay 2007,175-93; 
see also Lynch 1972, 63-65 and Haake 2009,116 n. 17.

The image of Athens as the city of philosophy is in no small meas
ure an idealised construct, but it is by all means an efficacious one 
since antiquity.5 6 Yet, between the fourth and the first centuries, the 
relationship between Athens and the philosophers living in the city 
was troubled on various occasions. To name but a few examples: 
Socrates’ sentence to death in 399/ the philosophers’ short-time 
exodus from Athens between 307/6 and 306/5,7 or even the emigra
tion of many philosophers from Athens to Rome and elsewhere dur
ing the nineties and eighties of the first century.8 Nonetheless, with
out gainsaying sporadic troubled moments in the relationship 
between Athens and philosophers especially in the course of the 
fourth century, it can be stated that Athens was from the early fourth 
century onwards and throughout the Hellenistic period generally 
‘the place to be’ for philosophers and philosophising people from 
all over the Mediterranean World. As interesting as this matter 
might be: it is not the issue of the present investigation to discuss 
the conditions of this hitherto not satisfyingly resolved circum
stance.9 However, since philosophising in antiquity was generally 
not a hermitic, but a convivial practice, the strong presence of phi
losophers and philosophising people in Athens directs to a crucial 
aspect which is deeply enmeshed in the topic ‘Athens and philoso
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phy’: the forms and structures of philosophising groups and the 
so-called philosophical schools in Athens, whose most prominent 
exponents are the Academy, the Peripatus, the Stoa and the Garden 
of Epicurus; nevertheless, there are other philosophical groups in 
Athens such as the Cynics, various ephemeral schools as well as 
those which are counted among the Minor Socratics.”

Before analysing the phenomenon of the so-called philosophical 
schools in the Athenian kosmos from the fourth to the first century 
which is the aim of the current contribution, it is necessary to deal 
with the following crucial, but often unconsidered questions: what 
was a philosophical school in antiquity generally?10 11 12 And what defined 
the so-called philosophical schools in Athens in particular? By an
swering these two questions, it is important to have in mind the rela
tive ‘Schwammigkeit des Begriffs der antiken Philosophenschule’.0

10. In this context, see the remarks by Dorandi 1999, 61; see also Cambiano and 
Repici 1993,527-35.
11. For a careful analysis of the Greek terms schole, diatribe and hahesis which were used 
by ancient authors to describe philosophical schools, see Glucker 1978, 159-92. 
Despite their respective difficulties, Wilken 1971; Meeks 1983, 81-84 and Ascough 
2002 are worth reading.
12. For the quotation, see Laks 2005, 21; on this aspect in general, see, e.g., Sedley 
1989, 97-103; 117-19; Natali 2003, 40-41; Mitsis 2003 and Bénatouil 2006, 415. The 
flabbiness of the term ‘philosophical school’ originates not least from two aspects: 
firstly, no general consensus on the essential categories to conceptualise philosophical 
schools in Antiquity is currently reached in modern scholarship where descriptive 
approaches are dominating; secondly, the history of philosophy as written by ancient 
authors (and often influencing modern attempts) is predominantly the history of 
individuals which has its initial point in a ‘founding father’ and his philosophical 
construct of ideas and which continues with records regarding his ‘successors’ and 
their respective enhancements of the particular doctrines. In this context, see 
Mansfeld 1999,16-26; see also Döring 1987.

Yet, a philosophical school in antiquity can be generally under
stood as an institution, which means - at least in the widest sense - 
as ‘a complex of positions, roles, norms and values lodged in par
ticular types of social structures and organising relatively stable 
patterns of human activity with respect to fundamental problems in 
producing life-sustaining resources, in reproducing individuals, 
and in sustaining viable societal structures within a given 
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environment’.13 This ample categorisation of philosophical schools 
facilitates the subsumption of two different, but interrelated facets 
of the term ‘philosophical school’ - the one relatively broad, the 
other more narrow. On the one hand, there were the various 
schools of ‘constructs of ideas’ such as the Pythagoreans, the Aca
demics /the Platonists, the Peripatetics, the Stoics or the Epicureans. 
These schools, covering a huge spectrum of implementations that 
need to be distinguished,14 15 were not necessarily attached to a cer
tain place, but consisted of all philosophical followers in the Me
diterranean world after their respective formation.13 On the other 
hand, there were the locally embedded schools which consisted of 
larger or smaller communities of different perpetuity and which 
were places of philosophical theorising and teaching; in this con
text one might refer to the Academy, or the Peripatus, to the Stoa as 
well as to the Garden of Epicurus or the school of Clitomachus in 
the Palladium in Athens; but there was also a huge amount of phil
osophical schools beyond Athens elsewhere in the Mediterranean 
world.16

13. For this definition of the term ‘institution’, see Turner 1997, 6. In this context, the 
instructive thoughts of Mitsis 2003 should be mentioned.
14. See Natali 2003, 41.
15. In this context, see Mason 1996,31.
16. The particular organisational structures of these philosophical schools as well as 
the forms of their legal and social situation differed throughout antiquity and have 
to be analysed separately.

Against this background, four major aspects have to be taken 
into account in different detail regarding the so-called philosophi
cal schools in Athens between the fourth and the first centuries: 
firstly, in which way were the philosophical schools organised re
garding their legal status; secondly, how were the philosophical 
schools internally organised; thirdly, was there anything like a col
lective identity of the members and followers of each philosophical 
school and, if so, what was the respective base for the particular 
identities; fourthly, what were the modes of interaction between 
philosophers and philosophical schools on one side and the Athe
nian political institutions as well as the Athenian public on the oth
er side. The investigation submitted here is chronologically limited 
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to the period between the fourth and first centuries for two reasons: 
on the one hand, the development of philosophical schools as insti
tutions with an internal organisational structure began in Athens in 
the fourth century with the establishment of Plato’s Academy;1? on 
the other hand, the demise of the philosophical schools in Athens 
and the city’s loss as being ‘the one and only’ metropolis of philoso
phising in the Mediterranean World in the first century marks a cae
sura.17 18 Although this statement may give at first glance the impres
sion of a steady situation regarding the structure of the philosophical 
schools in Hellenistic Athens, it is necessary to emphasize that ‘the 
schools without exception underwent an evolution (...) over the 
centuries of their existence, although it is not always clearly 
documented.’19 20 21

17. On the foundation of the Academy, see, e.g., Erler 2007,51-52.
18. See Frede 1999,790-93; Sedley 2003 and Ferrary 2007, 45-46. In this context, one 
should also have in mind the externally as well as internally caused changes in the 
socio-political conditions shaping the constitution of Athens between ‘city-state and 
provincial town’ in the first century; see Habicht 2006, 327-99 with 485-503. On the 
philosophical schools in Roman Imperial Athens, see, e.g., Camp 1989 and Hahn 
1989,119-36-
19. See Dorandi 1999,56 and 59 (for the quotation).
20. On philosophers and philosophising persons as well as on the respective social 
and political conditions in the sixth and fifth centuries, see, among others, Collins 
1998, 82-89; Martin 2003; Scholz 2003; Laks 2005; Prince 2006, 432-42, 444-51; 
Scholz 2006, 37-48; Nightingale 2007 and Wallace 2007.
21. See below, p. 72-77.

In principle, the following aspects are crucial for the subsequent 
considerations. Firstly, it is by no means ‘natural’ or self-evident 
that philosophers constituted communities which were not only 
more or less loose and sometimes temporary unions around a char
ismatic figure - like Socrates and his partisans -, but intentionally 
stable institutions with a more or less developed organisational 
structure which were intended to be continued after the death of the 
founding philosopher;80 one might refer exemplarily to the Acade
my and the Epicurean Garden respectively.81 Secondly, philosophers 
at Athens were never united in one group qua philosophers, but - at 
least partially due to the highly competitive character of Greek phi- 
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losophy and the vehement rivalry between the philosophic protago- 
nists88 - they constituted various separate and competing entities of 
highly diverse perpetuity and of different inner structures?3

22. On this aspect, see Gehrke 2004, 478-79 and Azoulay 2009, 305-10; see also 
Collins 1998, 80-109.
23. See, e.g., Natali 1983 and Dorandi 1999, 61.
24. See Ismard 2010, 186. For the current concern, it is neither the aim nor is it 
necessary to give an entire and detailed overview on the history of research regarding 
the legal status of the philosophical schools in Athens; therefore, only the most 
important approaches are mentioned in the following outline. Further references can 
be easily found in the quoted literature; see, however, most recently Ismard 2010, 
186-87.
25. For the sources regarding the field of Hellenistic philosophy, see, e.g., Mansfeld 

z999-
26. In this context, see, e.g., Ustinova 2005,177-80.
27. See Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1881, 263-91; Ziebarth 1896, 69-74 and Boyancé 
1936,231-327; on the prevailing character of Wilamowitz-Moellendorff s achievements 
see, e.g., Habicht 1994, 232 and Ismard 2010, 186 n. 209. On ‘private religious 
associations’ in Athens, see Parker 1996, 333-42 and Arnaoutoglou 2003; see also 
Leiwo 1997 with the appropriate criticism of Kloppenborg and Ascough 2011, 6-7.

2. Philosophical schools and the question of their legal 
status

In the context of the much disputed field of Athenian law, the ques
tion of the legal character of the philosophical schools in late Clas
sical and Hellenistic Athens is most controversial?4 On one side, 
this is due to the rare and exceedingly corrupt relevant source 
material;83 on the other side, this is caused by the lack of a fully de
veloped and abstract concept of the juristic or corporate person as 
for associations in ancient Greek law - an aspect that is not always 
sufficiently considered?6

For almost a century, it was more or less the orthodox point of 
view among classicists that the Athenian philosophical schools, 
above all the Academy and the Peripatus, were organised as thiasoi 
dedicated to the cult of the Muses?7 This conceptualisation of the 
philosophical schools as religious associations was based upon the 
well-attested cultic worship of the Muses in the philosophical
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schools?8 Approximately at the same time as the thiasoi-thesis 
emerged, a competing attempt to conceptualise the philosophical 
schools was also developed: according to this, the philosophical 
schools (in Athens), especially the Academy and the Peripatus, were 
compared with modern research facilities and universities?9 It was 
with good reason that this approach never became accepted to a 
greater extent?0 Only since the 1970s, the notion of the philosophi
cal schools as religious associations has been vigorously and validly 
criticised amongst other aspects due to the fact that none of the 
philosophical schools has ever been denoted thiasos by any ancient 
author?1 Yet, until now, a new communis opinio in respect of the legal 
status as well as the organisational form of the philosophical schools 
in Athens has not resulted from this debate?8 The most sweeping 
and widely accepted hypothesis for nearly three decades was at the 
same time the first in the course of the anti-thiasotic turn: according 
to its proponents, philosophical schools were not thiasoi, but ‘pri
vate organizations (...) detached from governmental regulation’ 
without any ‘official legal status at all’ and ‘secular organizations 
formed for an educational purpose’?3 Despite the mostly positive 28 29 30 31 32 33 

28. On the cultic worship of the Muses in two of the philosophical schools, the 
Academy and the Peripatus, see, e.g., Boyancé 1936, 249-327 and Scholz 1998,16-17. 
See Jackson 1971, 15, 20-24, 32-33 on prayers to the Muses as literary element in the 
Platonic dialogues. It is worth mentioning in this context that in the Imperial Period 
a ‘priest of the Philosophical Muses’ is attested epigraphically; see Meritt 1946, 233 
no. 64 = SEG 21.703. However, nothing else is known about this priesthood since 
there is no further evidence; see Oliver 1979; Camp 1989, 50-51 and Hahn 1989,122. 
On Harpocration’s reference to Theophrastus’ will in his lemma on orgeonas (Harp., 
s.v. opys&vag), which is for various reasons difficult to interpret, see Sollenberger 
1983,54-55; Ustinova 2005,180 and Ismard 2010,198.
29. See Usener 1884.
30. See, e.g., Lynch 1972, 65-67 and Laks 2005, 25-26.
31. See Lynch 1972,109-10.
32. See Gottschalk 1972, 329 n. 2; Lynch 1972, 106-21; Glucker 1978, 229-30; Jones 
1999, 227-34 and Ismard 2010,186-87.
33. For the quotations, see Lynch 1972, 130, 129, 128. Affirmatively commented on 
Lynch’s approach, among others, Glucker 1978, 229-30; Habicht 1994, 232; 
Korhonen 1997, 81-82 and - more cautiously - Sedley 1998,472; for further references, 
see Ismard 2010, 187 n. 217. Critically or at least sceptically commented on this 
approach, among others, Isnardi Parente 1986, 352-57; Natali 1991, 100-04; Müller 
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reception of this hypothesis, it is not without inconsistencies - one 
might refer to the insufficient attempts to explain the annulation of 
the so-called law of Sophocles in 306/534 as well as to the patrimo
nies of some of the philosophical schools and their endorsements 
over several generations.35 36 Resting predominantly upon a passage 
from Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, a new suggestion was brought 
into play at the very end of the last millennium: according to this 
suggestion, the philosophical schools in Athens are to be counted 
among the koinoniai N On koinoniai, usually translated more or less 
accurately with ‘communities’ or ‘associations’,37 38 Aristotle has writ
ten in the Nicomachean Ethics-.

1994, 68 n. 45; Dorandi 1999,54-55 and Scholz 1998,16-17 n. 17; see also Ismard 2010, 
186-87. Scholz’s conclusion that the sacrifices to the Muses by the members of the 
Academy (as well as by other ‘teaching personnel’ in the gymnasia) were credentials 
of their loyalty towards the Athenian citizenry is, however, not compelling. The 
reference of Scholz 1998, 17 n. 17 to Aeschin. In Tim. 10 regarding the Athenian 
philosophical schools should be at the very last considered as uncertain; see in this 
context Morgan 1999, 49. On cults of Muses in Athenian educational institutions 
and gymnasia, see Fisher 2001,130-34, esp. 132, adloc. and Parker 2005, 251-52.
34. See Lynch 1972,103-04,109-10; 117-118; 128-29,153; for some critical remarks, see 
Jones 1999, 229 esp. n. 36 and Ustinova 2005,180 esp. n. 20. For the interpretation of 
the so-called law of Sophocles in its historical context, see below on p. 67-71.
35. See Ismard 2010,187.
36. See Jones 1999, 228-29; this point of view has been accepted by Ustinova 2005, 
180; Haake 2007, 32; Gabrielsen 2007,184 with 195 n. 48 and Haake 2008,105.
37. See, e.g., Finley 1970, 8; see also the remarks by Ismard 2010,14-15.
38. Millet 1991, 114 by quoting Goldhill 1986, 82, describes the meaning of philia in 
the following words: '(...) philia (...) represents (...) a way of marking a person’s 
position in society by his relationships. The appellation or categorization philos is 
used to mark not just affection, but overridingly a series of complex obligations, 
duties and claims.’

For in every koinonia there seems to be some justice, and some kind of 
philia^ also. At any rate, fellow-voyagers and comrades-in-arms are 
called philoi, and so are members of other koinoniai. And the extent of 
their koinonia is the extent of their philia, since it is also the extent of 
the justice found there. (...) But while brothers and companions have 
everything in common, what people have in common in other types 
of koinoniai is limited, more in some koinoniai and less in others since 
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somephiliai are more and some are less. (...) All koinoniai would seem 
to be part of the political koinonia. For people keep company for some 
advantage and to supply something contributing to their life. Moreo
ver, the political koinonia seems both to have been originally formed 
and to endure for advantage; (...) The other types of the koinonia aim 
at partial advantage. Voyagers, for example, seek the advantage prop
er to a journey, in making money or something like that, while com- 
rades-in-arms seek the advantage proper to the war, desiring either 
money or victory or a city; and the same is true of fellow-tribesmen 
and fellow-demesmen. Some koinoniai - religious societies and eranistai 
- seem to arise for pleasure, since these are respectively for religious 
worship and companionship. All these koinoniai seem to be subordi
nate to the political koinonia, since it aims at some advantage close at 
hand, but at advantage for the whole life.39 40

39. Arist. Eth. Nie. 1159526-60323: sv dudar] ydp Kotvcovia 6oksi ti StKatov sivat, Kai cpiXia 
6s- Kpoaayopsuouat yovv cog cpiXovg zovg aopuXovg Kai zovg auarpaTidiTag, opioicog 6s Kai zovg 
sv zaig aXXaig Kotvcoviatg. Ka0’ öaov 6s koivcovovoiv, sui toooutov sort (ptXia- Kai ydp to 
6iKaiov. (...). sort 6’ d5sX(poig jisv Kai szaipotg raxvra Kotva, zotg 6’ aXXoig acpcopiapisva, Kai 
zotg jisv aXsico zotg 6’ sXdzzcD- Kai ydp z®v (ptXtcöv di jxsv jxaXXov ai 6’ fizzov. (...). ai 6s 
Koivcoviai rcaoat piopioig soi.Kacn. zfjg KoXtziKfjg- aujiKOpsuovzai ydp sui zivi oupupspovzt, Kai 
Kopt^ojisvoi ti z®v psuovzai ydp sui tivi oupupspovzt, Kai rcopt^opisvoi zi t®v sig zöv ßiov- Kai f] 
KoXtTtKT] 6s Kotvcovia tov æpitpspovTog %apiv 6oksi Kai sg dpyfjg aovsXOstv Kai 6iapisvsiv(...) 
ai psv oov aXXat Koivcoviai Kaza pispr] too oupitpspovTog scpisvzai, oiov rcXcoTfjpsg pisv too Kaza 
töv kXovv upog spyaaiav xprjpiazcov fj ti toioutov, ouazpazicozai. 6s too Kaza. zöv aoXspov, sits 
XprjjtdTCOV sits viKTjg fj KoXscog opsyojisvoi, opioicog 6s Kai (poXszai Kai 6r]ji6Tai. sviai 6s zcov 
koivcovicov 61’ r|6ovf|v 6okouoi yivsaØai, Øiaocozcov Kai spaviozcov- a.fizai ydp Øixriag svsKa Kai 
auvouaiag. uaaai 6’ afizai vuo zrjv KoXiTiKfiv soiKaaiv sivat- 06 ydp zoo rcapovzog oupitpspovzog 
t| koXitikt] sepiszat, aw.' sig azavza zöv ßiov. - The translation is taken from Millett 1991, 
114-15; for the constitution of the text and a commentary, see Gauthier and Jolif 1959, 
697-99. On the quoted passage, see also Jones 1999, 27-33; Bendlin 2002, 19-20; 
Arnaoutoglou 2003, 125-44; Vlassopoulos 2007, 86-88 and Ismard 2010,13-15. One 
might refer in this context also to Arist. Eth. Eud. 124231-19; see Schofield 1998,40-43 
and Jones 1999, 28.
40. Otherwise, but inconclusively, see Lynch 1972, hi; against Lynch’s explanations, 
see Jones 1999, 229 n. 35.

Even if Aristotle does not mention philosophers or philosophical 
schools in the quoted text or in any related passage, it is a plausible 
suggestion to subsume philosophical schools under the wide-rang
ing Aristotelian concept of koinoniai^0 consisting of what one might 
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call ‘public subdivisions’ as well as ‘voluntary associations’ because 
of two reasons:41 42 firstly, there are two sections in the Nicomachean Eth
ics where Aristotle ‘uses the verb corresponding to the noun koinonia 
(i.e. Kotvcoveiv) of those participating in philosophical activity’;48 sec
ondly, Aristotle did not aim to present an entire catalogue of koino- 
niai or a clear definition of this term in the quoted passage, but rath
er to propound a theoretical framework combined with a delineation 
that contains various examples. This descriptive approach by Aris
totle originates from the peculiar circumstance that in the language 
of Greek law no term for the phenomenon of associations ever exist
ed.43 In the case of Athens, this circumstance manifests itself in the 
formulation in the so-called Solonian law on associations.44 45 Yet, 
against the background that ‘the testimony of non-philosophical 
texts supports Aristotle’s conception of koinoniai, incorporating as
sociations of all kinds’,43 it is a legitimate undertaking to consider 
the Aristotelian conception of koinoniai not simply as a philosophical 
construct beyond social reality, but to apply it to the world of an
cient Athens and, furthermore, to use it with all necessary methodo
logical elaborateness in modern research on associations in Classi
cal and Hellenistic Athens.46 *

41. See, e.g., Gabrielsen 2007,178-79.
42. See Jones 1999, 228 who refers to Arist. Eth. Nie. 116462-3 and 117231-8. 
Furthermore, it is worth reconsidering in this context that also Theophrastus in his 
will also uses the word koinanountes to designate those of his friends who should 
inherit the garden, the walk as well as the houses adjacent to the garden and who 
might wish to philosophise together (Diog. Laert. 5.52-53); thus, the koinonountes are 
those who should constitute the core of the Peripatus after the scholarch’s death. See 
again Jones 1999, 228 and also Ismard 2010,197-98.
43. See, e.g., Hadzopoulos 1975, 6-7 and Ismard 2007, 61. One should also have in 
mind, what Finley 1970, 8 has pointed out: ‘Obviously no single word will render the 
spectrum of koinoniai.'
44. Dig. 47.22.4 = Ruschenbusch 2014,145 F 76a; see also below n. 57.
45. See Millett 1991,115. For an exhaustive study on koinoniai, see Endenburg 1937.
46. In this respect, see, e.g., Gabrielsen 2007, 179; see also Vlassopoulos 2007, esp.
86-88. Differently, however, Ismard 2007, 61 and Ismard 2010,13-15.

At first glance, subsuming the philosophical schools in Athens 
under the koinoniai, the voluntary or - less appropriate - non-public 
or also private associations, might appear to be an aspect of little 
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importance; yet, its consequences are considerable as in general the 
koinoniai certainly ‘had no formal (i.e. constitutional) affiliation to 
the polis’, but ‘they all remained subject to polis law’.47 The crucial 
point is how and to what extent the Athenian law treated associa
tions in general and the philosophical schools in particular. The so
lution to this aspect comes along with the explanation of the suc
cessful proceedings against the so-called law of Sophocles in 306/5.48 49 50 
This law, decreed in the previous year, is one of the most neuralgic 
points in the history of philosophers in Athens and at the same time 
the most important starting point to explain the legal status of the 
philosophical schools in Athens. This complex has often been ex
plained unpcrsuasivcly,4-’ due to the difficult source material since 
the relevant text passages by Alexis, Athenaeus, Diogenes Laertius 
and Pollux do not easily result in a coherent conclusion.5“ Neverthe
less, it can be argued convincingly that the so-called law of Sopho
cles, which was resolved immediately after the expulsion of Deme
trius of Phalerum from Athens in the course of a series of politically 
motivated anti-Macedonian acts by Athenian democratic partisans,51 52 * * 
decreed ‘that no philosopher should preside over a school except by 
permission of the boule and the demos, under penalty of death’.58 This 

47. So Gabrielsen 2007, 179; for a general overview on voluntary associations, see 
Wilson 1996.
48. Sophocles, son of Amphiclides, of Sounion is otherwise unknown; see Haake 
2007, 19 n. 26. The statement of Ustinova 2005,187 that ‘[b]ehind Sophocles stood 
Xenocrates and the Academy (cf. Athen., XIII, 6ioe), rivaling the Peripatos in 
philosophy as well as in politics’ is not correct.
49. See, e.g., Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1881, 270-72; Lynch 1972, 117-18 as well as 
O’Sullivan 2002, 252-53 and 260-61.
50. See Kassel-Austin, PCG II Alexis Ji'. 99 ap. Ath. 13.610c; Ath. i3.6ioe-f; Diog. 
Laert. 5.38 and Poll. Onom. 9.42; for a detailed interpretation, see Haake 2008, 89-89 
and 94-96-
51. For the historical context and the political background of the so-called law of 
Sophocles, see in greater detail and with further references Haake 2007, 16-43 and 
Haake 2008, 97-103. On the political climate in Athens after the expulsion of 
Demetrius of Phalerum, see Habicht 2006, 85-93 "''d1 424-27.
52. Diog. Laert. 5.38 (transl. by R.D. Hicks): (...) pi|8Éva rräv ipiZocsoqxov o%oWj>;
d<pr|Yeics0ai äv pf| rfl ßouZfl Kai up 8f||.ia> 86§t]- ei 8é pi, Øavatov eivai u)v ^rpiav. - See
Haake 2008, 94-96. The true meaning of d<pr|Yei<j0ai is not clear.
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clause reflects the aforementioned unawareness of Greek law with 
respect to associations as juridical persons, since it is not directed 
against philosophical schools as institutions, but against the phi
losophers acting as ‘heads’ of philosophical schools. Even if this 
was not the regulation of the decree, its effect was the exodus of all 
philosophers from Athens.53 However, this situation did not last for 
long because a certain Philo, a man related to the Peripatus,54 suc
cessfully initiated a procedure of illegality against the so-called law 
of Sophocles.55 Even if it is not known from ancient sources which 
Athenian law was violated by the so-called law of Sophocles, it can 
be plausibly suggested that it was a law cited by the Roman jurist 
Gaius in his tract on the Law of the Twelve Tables: the so-called 
Solonian law on associations.56 According to Gaius, this law was of 
the following content:

53. This can be inferred from Ath. 13.610c; Diog. Laert. 5.38.
54. On Philo, see, e.g., Haake 2007, 29.
55. The philosophers’ return to Athens is only mentioned by Diog. Laert. 5.38.
56. Dig. 47.22.4; see Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1881, 279; Whitehead 1986, 13-14; 
Habicht 1994, 237; Jones 1999, esp. 39 and 229; Ustinova 2005,186-87; Haake 2007, 
30-32 and Haake 2008,103-04.
57. Dig. 47.22.4 = Ruschenbusch 2014,145 F 76a: éav 8é 891.103 9 ippdrope^ 9 icpräv opyicov 
9 f vainai f ii crixroitoi ii oporaipoi ii Oiacsrärai ii éai Zciav oi'/öiirvoi 9 cic ejutopiav, 8, ti av 
roiircov SiaOrävrai apoc ä/./.q/.oiic Kijpiov eivai pf| cutaYpeiicnj Sqpooia ypappara. - The 
Greek text follows Arnaoutoglou 2003, 44; the translation is basically that by 
Arnaoutoglou (2003,44), but also uses some elements of his translation presented in 
oral contribution at Copenhagen. For discussions of the partially corrupt Greek text, 
see, e.g., Radin 1910,36-51; Jones 1999,33-35 and311-20; Arnaoutoglou 2003,44-50; 
Ustinova 2005,183-85 and Ismard 2010, 44-57.

If the inhabitants of a district, or precinct, or (performers?) of sacred 
rites, or sailors, or messmates, or individuals providing for their buri
al, or members of religious groups, or individuals engaged in some 
enterprise for plunder or trade, whatever they agree between them
selves shall be valid unless forbidden by public statutes.57

It must be conceded that the suggestion that the repealing of the 
law of Sophocles in 306/5 was connected with the so-called Soloni
an law on associations, is based upon two improvable, but plausible 
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conditions: firstly, this law, whose Solonian origin as well as its dat
ing are a matter of controversy, must have been generally valid re
garding its central elements at the end of the fourth century;58 sec
ondly, this law must have been applicable to the philosophical 
schools.59 Provided that both conditions are the case: How did the 
so-called law of Sophocles violate the so-called Solonian law on as
sociations? It seems reasonable to assume that Philo referred to the 
patrios politeia, and thus to the figure of Solon, and argued success
fully along the line that presiding over a school was not forbidden 
by public statutes.60

58. It should be stressed that in respect to the current concern it is not of any 
relevance whether the so-called Solonian ‘law on associations’ is genuinely Solonian 
or not; the crucial point is that this law was valid in the last decade of the 4th century. 
See in this context Haake 2007, 31-32 and Haake 2008,104. It has been pointed out 
that Gaius’ explanations in the Digests reflect his contemporary legal reality; see, e.g., 
Bendlin 2002,10 n. 5. Yet, this conclusion does not spare the question for the original 
historical setting as well as the original content and wording of the law attributed to 
Solon. To mention just two positions put forward recently in the ongoing scholarly 
debate, one might refer to the controversial points of view of Arnaoutoglou 2003, 
44-57 and Ismard 2010,45-56. For further references regarding the discussion of Dig. 
47.22.4, see, e.g., Haake 2007, 30-32 and Haake 2008,104. See furthermore Scafuro 
2006 as well as Rhodes 2006 for the ongoing discussion on the possibilities and 
limitations of the identification of Solonian laws.
59. On the one hand, this means that the law was not exclusively valid for those types 
of associations mentioned, but that it was applicable to all koinoniai-, its content was 
therefore descriptive, but not definitive. See Jones 1999, 39 as well as 229 and see 
furthermore Haake 2008,105. On the other hand, this implies that the philosophical 
schools were subsumed under the koinoniai. In this context, it might be worth 
reconsidering once again the cryptic and much discussed dikai koinonikai attested in 
the Aristotelian Constitution of Athens (Arist. Ath. Pol. 52.2). See the controversial points 
of view by Lipsius 1908, 771-72; Harrison 1968, 22; Harrison 1971, 242-43; Cohen 
1973,14; Rhodes 1992,586; Arnaoutoglou 2003,139 and Ismard 2007, 62-66.
60. Haake 2008,105.

However, assuming that the so-called Solonian law on associa
tions was violated by the so-called law of Sophocles and that the 
latter was therefore annulated, then it is possible to explain a notice
able fact, too: although there is some literary evidence that prove 
the unproblematic establishment of philosophical schools in Ath
ens between the fourth and the first centuries, there is only marginal 
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proof which depicts the foundation of a philosophical school in a 
detailed manner, and there is not a single piece of evidence suggest
ing any difficulty in the process of founding a philosophical school 
at all.61 62 Against the background of the so-called Solonian law, this 
finding, which is consistent with our information about other types 
of associations, becomes evident:68 since the rules of the philosoph
ical schools did not affect Athenian law, neither founding nor head
ing a philosophical school was generally a concern of Athenian po
litical or legal institutions. Yet, two aspects can be deduced from 
this point. Firstly, this matter of fact makes clear that the excep
tional political circumstances of 307/6 provided the necessary con
ditions for the initial success of Sophocles and his law. Even if Dem
etrius of Phalerum, who dominated Athens between 317/6 and 
307/6, was by no means a ‘philosopher-ruler’, his contacts with phi
losophers in general and Peripatetics in particular were sufficient to 
discredit philosophers as politically untrustworthy, oligarchic and 
philo-Macedonian partisans after Demetrius’ expulsion from Ath
ens. These charges were in no way innovative, but topics in the arse
nal of anti-philosophical polemics.63 * * * * But only in the climate of 307/6 

61. Exemplarily, one might refer to the foundation of philosophical schools by by 
Cleitomachus in the Palladium in 140/39 (Phld., Hist. Acad., col. XXV, 11. 1-11 ed. 
Dorandi; see Brittain 2001, 46-47) and a certain Charmadas in the Ptolemaeum at c. 
130 (Phld., Hist. Acad., col. XXXII, 11. 6-10 ed. Dorandi; see Brittain 2001, 47) 
respectively; next to these Academic philosophers the Stoic Aristo of Chius is worth 
to be mentioned: He established his own school in the Cynosarges at an unknown 
time in the early second third of the third century (Diog. Laert. 7.161; see loppolo 
1980). A thorough analysis of the literary accounts on the foundation of philosophical 
schools in Athens and elsewhere in the Classical and Hellenistic periods is still 
missing.
62. See, e.g., Ustinova 2005,184-85.
63. These allegations were part of the apology for Sophocles written by Demosthenes’
nephew Demochares and held in the course of the proceedings regarding the legality
of the law of Sophocles in 306/5; see Democh. frg 1 Marasco = BNJ 75 Demochares F
1 ed. Dmitrieva/. Ath. n.5o8f-5ogb; Democh. frg. 2 Marasco = BNJ75 Demochares F
2 ed. Dmitriev = Aristocl. frg. 2.6 Chiesara ap. Euseb. Praep. Ev. 15.2.6; Democh. frg 3a
ed. Marasco = BNJ Demochares F 3a ed. Dmitriev ap. Ath. 5.215c and - slightly 
different - Democh. frg 3b Marasco = BNJ F 3b ed. Dmitriev ap. Ath. 5.i87d. Even 
if Demochares’ oration failed, it is plausible to assume that its charges against 
philosophers, who were members of various schools, reflected the public attitude in
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was it possible to ‘transform’ these political charges into a law re
garding all philosophers instead of referring to the single charges of 
asebeia against individual philosophers.* 64 Secondly, the successful 
procedure of illegality against the law of Sophocles in 306/5 which 
attested that philosophical schools were generally not a concern of 
Athenian political or legal institutions resulted not only in the re
turn of the philosophers who had left Athens in the previous year, 
but it should also be regarded as a factor in the context of the foun
dation of two new philosophical schools in the following years: the 
Stoa and the Garden of Epicurus.65

307/6 when the Sophoclean law was decreed by the Athenians. On Demochares’ 
polemics against philosophers, see the detailed analysis by Haake 2007, 32-40; see 
also the commentary by Marasco 1984, 163-76 and see most recently Dmitriev’s 
commentary within the framework of his BNJ-edition of Demochares.
64. On trials of asebeia against philosophers in the 4th century, see, e.g., Scholz 1998, 
62-68; Haake 2006,344-48; Haake 2007, 21 n. 34; Haake 2008,100 and Haake 2009, 
121-24; see also O’Sullivan 1997 and Mari 2003.
65. See, e.g., Haake 2007, 42-43 and Haake 2008,106.
66. See, e.g., Maffi 2008,124.
67. It seems worth noting that words with the stem o/o/.i/.p-/- are very rarely attested 
in ancient Greek texts; according to the Thesaurus Linguae Gtaecae, there are less than a 
dozen pieces of evidence. Therefore, the term scholarch, common in modern 
literature, should not be considered in the first instance as an ancient concept, but as 
an expression of modern homogenising terminology for a phenomenon labeled 
variously by ancient authors.
68. See, among others, especially Bruns 1880; Gottschalk 1972; Clay 1973; Glucker 
1978, 226-55; Dimakis 1987; Dorandi 1992 and Ismard 2010,188-204.

Even if it should become plausible that the philosophical schools 
in Athens are to be subsumed under the general concept of koinoniai, 
it is necessary to ask at the end of this chapter for possible differ
ences between the various philosophical schools in Athens in re
spect of their legal structure, since the ‘koinoniai-status’ of the philo
sophical schools does not essentially imply that they were organised 
in an identical juridical form.66 In this context, the testaments of 
various Academic, Peripatetic and Epicurean scholarchs,6? are of 
crucial significance and have been discussed for more than a centu
ry.68 These legal documents, altogether eight in number, are handed 
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down by Diogenes Laertius and in a papyrus from Herculaneum.,1!’ 
In the course of a renewed discussion of the associational character 
of the Athenian philosophical schools it has recently been suggest
ed on the basis of the scholarchs’ testaments that the Academy, the 
Peripatus and Epicurus’ Garden were associations in the form of 
testamentary foundations,?0 and that it is necessary to distinguish 
between the scholarchs of the schools and their private property 
and the proprietaries of the landed estate of the schools.69 70 71 72 If this at
tractive suggestion, which is admittedly rich in prerequisites, is 
true,78 a much debated aspect would be solved, too: the difficulty 
regarding the often debated right of enktesis of scholarchs who were 
mostly not Athenians, but metics.73

69. For the testament of Plato, see Diog. Laert. 3.41-43; for the Academic scholarchs 
Crantor and Arcesilaus the existence of wills is attested, See Diog. Laert. 4.25 and 
4.43-44. The testaments of the following Peripatetic scholarchs are handed down: 
Aristotle (Diog. Laert. 5.11-16; see Arist. priv. scnpt.frag.,^. 35-42 Plezia), Theophrastus 
(Diog. Laert. 5.51-57 = Theophr. frg. 1 [p. 40-47] Fortenbaugh - Huby - Sharpies), 
Strato of Lampsacus (Diog. Laert. 5.61-64 = Strato frg. 10 Wehrli = Lyco frg. 4 [p. 
30-33] Stork - Fortenbaugh - Dorandi - van Ophuijsen) and Lyco of Alexandria 
Troas (Diog. Laert. 5.69-74 = Lyco frg. 15 Wehrli = Lyco frg. 1 [p. 20-27] Stork - 
Fortenbaugh - Dorandi - van Ophuijsen). Next to Epicurus’ testament (Diog. Laert. 
10.16-21 = Epicur. frg. 1 [p. 12-17] Arrighetti2) the wills of the Epicurean scholarchs 
Polystratus (PHerc. 1780, frgs. VIIIc, VUId, Ville and Villi) and Dionysius of 
Lamptrae (Ellen. 1780, frg. VII) are known, too; see Tepedino Guerra 1980, 18-21. 
From A.D. 121 and A.D. 125 respectively, two letters by the empress Plotina regarding 
legal aspects of the Epicurean scholarch’s succession and testament to the Epicureans 
from Athens are known; see, e.g. with detailed, but divergent interpretations and 
restorations of the texts Follet 1994 (= SEG 43.24) and van Bremen 2005 (= SEG 
55-249)-
70. See Ismard 2010,186-204, esp. 203: ‘Dans le cadre de fondations testamentaires, 
ces associations (i.e. les écoles philosophiques [M.H.]) pouvaient étre gestionnaires 
directs de patrimoines, qui avaient été affectés å perpétuité en vue d’une destination 
precise (le Lycée et peut-étre l’Académie), ou indirects, par l’intermédiaire des 
héritiers du fondateur (le jardin d’Epicure).’
71. See again Ismard 2010, 203.
72. Unfortunately, it would go beyond the scope of this article to discuss in detail the 
conceptualisation of the Platonic, Peripatetic and Epicurean schools in Athens as 
testamentary foundations.
73. See, e.g., O’Sullivan 2002, esp. 254-57.
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However, even as testamentary foundations the Academy, the 
Peripatus and Epicurus’ Garden would be part of the world of Athe
nian koinoniai.^ But what about the other philosophical schools? 
Due to the fact that there is, for example, no evidence for any estate 
in connection with the Stoa74 75 - if not to bring up the already men
tioned ephemeral philosophical schools - it is compelling to infer 
that the Athenian philosophical schools must have been organised 
differently in respect to their specific legal status within the frame
work of koinoniai.

74. Differently, however, Ismard 2007, 61 and Ismard 2010,13-15.
75. See Ludlam 2003, 36-38 and Bénatouil 2006, 417. The opinion that the Stoa was 
organised comparably to the Academy, the Peripatus and Epicurus’ Garden is widely 
accepted, but by no means certain; however, see Steinmetz 1994, 495.
76. See Gabrielsen 2007,181 and already Poland 1909,337-40.
77. See Gabrielsen 2007,179.
78. A short, but careful overview on the ‘organization and structure of the 
philosophical schools’ has been presented by Dorandi 1999.

3. The Athenian philosophical schools: their 
organisational structure

One of the main characteristics of voluntary associations is the fact 
that they were generally organised like ‘true imitations of the polis’ J6 
although ‘they distanced themselves from prevailing juridical distinc
tions between status categories’.77 How can the situation of the philo
sophical schools be described in terms of these statements? To begin 
with a general remark regarding the relevant sources: their condition 
allows only for some cursory views, but they do not offer a complete 
image. Calling to mind the fragmentary evidence concerning the in
ternal structure of the Athenian philosophical schools, one has to ad
mit that it is not possible to describe them as ‘true imitations of the 
polis’. Nevertheless, the sidelights already mentioned confirm that at 
least the Academy, the Peripatus and Epicurus’ Garden had a more or 
less elaborated, but distinct internal structure with different ‘admin
istrative functions’.78 What all these schools, probably also the Stoa, 
had in common was the fact that each of them was headed by one 
person, in Greek labelled occasionally prostates or archon, but hardly 
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ever scholarches.71 This person was responsible for the philosophical 
affairs of the respective school in Athens,79 80 but not for the school’s 
real estate.81 82 83 In contrast to the institutions of the poleis, being head of 
a philosophical school had no temporal restriction, but was in gen
eral taken on for life; there are only few examples of ‘retirement’.88 
Besides the scholarchs, who always acted as sole ‘office holders’,88 it is 
possible to identify one further office. The respective ‘office holder’ is 
also called archon, but he is obviously to be distinguished from the 
scholarch. According to Diogenes Laertius, Aristotle, following the 
example of the Academic Xenocrates, ‘made it a rule in his school 
that every ten days a new archon should be appointed’.84 Even if it is 
often suggested and widely accepted that Athenaeus, referring to An
tigonus of Carystus’ Life of Lyco, relates some details regarding the 
Peripatetic ‘archonship’, this point of view should be considered at 
least partially as doubtful.85 According to Athenaeus,

79. See Dorandi 1999, 58; for a sceptical view with regard to the existence of a Stoic 
scholarch in a literal sense, see Ludlam 33. On the Greek word scholarches, see above 
on p. 71 n. 67.
80. See, e.g., Steinmetz 1994, 495 and Dorandi 1999, 58. As already mentioned, this 
view is called in question by Ludlam 2003, esp. 35-36 regarding the Stoa; see also 
Mitsis 2003, 465.
81. See above, p. 72.
82. See Dorandi 1999,58.
83. See Dorandi 1999,58.
84. Diog. Laert. 5.4 (= Xenocr. Phil. test. 27 ed. Isnardi Parente and Dorandi): ä/./.a Kai 
sv rij o'/o/.rj vopoOereiv pipoupevov SevoKpärr|v, ä>csre Kara SéKa f|pépa>; äp%ovra aoteiv. The 
translation is by R.D. Hicks. On this passage see, e.g., Isnardi Parente and Dorandi 
2012, 219 adlocr, Lynch 1972, 82 and Ismard 2010,198.
85. See Isnardi Parente 1982, 289 and Dorandi 2002,50 n. 115.
86. Antig. Cax.frg. 23 Dorandi ap. Ath. i2-547e-f: e8et ydp äpcai re rqv vopi£opévr|vév tö

a person was required to assume the standard duties in Aristotle’s 
school (that is, to supervise the behavior of the new students) for 30 
days, and on the final day of the month he had to collect nine obols 
from every new student and offer a dinner not only on the individuals 
who had contributed money, but to anyone Lycon might invite as 
well, along with whatever older men visited the school regularly. (...) 
In addition, he had to make a sacrifice and take care of the rites in 
honor of the Muses.86
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The mode of appointment is known only in the case of the schol- 
archs: they could be either nominated by their predecessor or elect
ed by the members of the school. Remarkably, both modes are 
traceable in one and the same school - at least in the Academy.8? 
Speaking of‘members’, an important group comes into play which 
leads to the question of membership in the philosophical schools. 
The knowledge of how membership in philosophical schools was 
organised is rather limited, and it is only possible to make some 
general statements. Firstly, membership in the philosophical 
schools was not restricted to male Athenian citizens, but was open 
to metics and even women as well as slaves; yet, whereas women 
and slaves are only rarely attested as members in the philosophical 
schools, there were numerous metics.88 This phenomenon is a gen
eral characteristic of associations89 - and in the case of the philo
sophical schools it should therefore not be interpreted by referring 
to philosophical theorems on human nature, but first and foremost 
with regard to comparable contemporary social practices. Howev
er, this does not mean that the established social order was com
pletely turned upside down within the philosophical schools: nei- 

7teputdra> dp%qv (aiiri] 5' ijv éai rfj; EUKoapiæ; rräv É7ti%eipoi5vT(ov) rpiaKovØ' ppepa;, eira rfj 
évij Kai véa Zaßovra d<p' ÉKaorou rräv É7ti%eipouvto)v éwéa ößoZoi); fwtoSé^aoØai pf| iiövov 
aütoi>c rot); ujv <yupßo%f|v eicseveYKOvra;, å/./.a Kai oi); aapaKaZécseiev o Aukcov, sti 5é Kai 
to i>c eaipeZrä; ouvavrrävra; rräv apsoßinepcov ei; ri]v cr/o/.iy'. (...) iepoaoirjoai re Kai rräv 
Mouoeiov É7U)ie%T|Tijv yevéoøai. The translation is by S.D. Olson. On this passage, see 
the various approaches by Lynch 1972,112-14; Scholz 1998,16-17 n. 17; Dorandi 2002, 
50 n. 116 and Ismard 2010, 198-99.
87. See Dorandi 1999,58.
88. See Dorandi 1999,58. On some alleged female Epicureans, see, however, Haake 
2007, 295-96 who argues that they were hetaerae interested in philosophers, but not 
in philosophy.
89. On this general characteristic see Gabrielsen 2007, 179: ‘Another general 
characteristic is that they (i.e. the voluntary associations; M.H.) distanced themselves 
from prevailing juridical distinctions between status categories, freely admitting as 
members both citizens and all categories of non-citizens - that is, foreigners, women 
and in some cases slaves as well.’ Thus, the Athenian associations were ‘true 
imitations of the polis' (Gabrielsen 2007,181) regarding their institutional organisation, 
but they did not adopt the social and political stratigraphy of the polis in respect of 
their membership. This fact seen individually does not imply anything about the 
modes of inner-associational hierarchies.
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ther a female nor a slave member is ever attested as scholarch of 
one of the philosophical schools which were dominated by free
born male Athenians and non-Athenians who originated mostly 
from the upper classes of the poleis of the Mediterranean world or 
the Black Sea region. This is not surprising since philosophising 
was from the very beginning an integral part of a male elitist habi
tus.9“ Secondly, it seems reasonable to differentiate between various 
groups within and surrounding the philosophical schools: perma
nent members, temporary members, listeners of philosophical les
sons and a group which might be labelled as ‘friends and follow
ers’. At least, it is to establish that nothing is known about any 
regulation or forms of membership in any of the philosophical 
schools. Thirdly, there is some sporadic evidence for internal dis
tinctions within the Academy, the Peripatus, the Stoa and the Epi
curean Garden.

go. See, e.g., Haake 2009,132; see also Perrin-Saminadayar 2003.
91. See Dorandi 1998,58. For the Academy, one might refer to Phld. Hist. Acad., coll. 
VI, 1. 41 and XVIII, 11. 4-6 ed. Dorandi; as for the Peripatus, see Diog. Laert. 5.70-71.
92. Phld. Hist. Stoic., col. LXXVII, 11. 2-3 ed. Dorandi; in this context, see, e.g., Haake 
2012,52.
93. See Dorandi 1999, 57 and Haake 2007, 310-n; see Scholz 1998, 304 n. 181 with a 
different interpretation of evidence.
94. This quotation is taken from Gabrielsen 2007,181.

In the Academy and the Peripatus the younger and the older 
students are attested as distinct groups.* 91 92 With respect to the Stoa 
for instance, it is known that there were teachers who taught intro
ductory courses.98 As for the Epicurean Garden the ‘functional’ 
groups ofphilosophoi, philologoi, kathegetai and synetheis are known; how
ever, this should not lead to the conclusion that a very elaborated 
and hierarchical internal differentiation existed in Epicurus’ school. 
Rather, next to the ‘big four’, namely the ‘models’ Epicurus, Metro
dorus, Hermarchus and Polyaenus, there was one group which 
formed the core of the Garden after the deaths of the Epicurean 
founding fathers: the sophoi, the wise men.93 94

This broad overview illustrates that the Athenian philosophical 
schools were not ‘true imitations of the polis'Yet, at least for the 
Academy, the Peripatus and Epicurus’ Garden some organisational 
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structures can be grasped which refer in some sense to a ‘typical’ 
associational character of the philosophical schools even if the im
age is rather sketchy. Beyond question, one of the most important 
aspects regarding the internal organisational structures of the phil
osophical schools in Athens are the differences between the various 
philosophical communities. It might be a worthwhile undertaking 
to analyse in greater detail the nexus between the organisational 
characteristics of the different philosophical schools, the opportu
nity to have some real estate at their disposal or not, and the ques
tion of the schools’ educational and constructional infrastructure, 
the manner of generating income, the issue of a fixed meeting place 
in cases where estate and infrastructure were lacking, the size of the 
philosophical schools, and their persistence.

4. The Athenian philosophical schools as social entities

What held the Athenian philosophical schools together at the core? 
To answer this question, it is necessary not only to emphasise the 
organisational aspects of the philosophical schools, but also to un
derline social practices and theoretical, in a way ‘ideological’, frame
works which provide the basis for the forming and possibly the per
petuation of a collective identity of a philosophical school as a 
particular entity.95

95. One might refer in this context to the general, but highly instructive remarks by 
Bendlin 2002 and Galli 2003.
96. In this context, see the instructive explanations by Owen 1983 and Brunschwig 
2003.

Not surprisingly, the philosophical doctrines constituted the 
central element of the identity of a philosophical school that distin
guished one philosophical school from another. However, in this 
context the role and the consequences of written and oral imparta- 
tion of the philosophical theories regarding the stability of a philo
sophical school need to be investigated further. An important part 
is undoubtedly played by a characteristic form of discussion in the 
philosophical quarrels between the various philosophical schools 
competing with each other: the invective.96 In order to distinguish 
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one philosophical school from another two further aspects are of 
some importance: language and dress.97 Both elements found their 
use on various occasions. Next to the doctrinal and behavioural as
pects as well as the common philosophising, there are a number of 
collective acts to create and to orchestrate a community. These acts 
were by no means influenced by philosophy, but reflect ‘traditional’ 
practices of communities not merely in the ancient world: first and 
foremost, the common meals in the philosophical schools are to be 
mentioned which are attested for the Academy, the Peripatus and 
Epicurus’ Garden.98 99 In addition to this, the ritual acts, which are 
attested for these three philosophical schools, are of fundamental 
importance: sacrifices not only to the Muses, but also to the founder 
of a philosophical school - quasi to its heros ktistes."

97. On language as medium of distinction between schools of thought, see Burke 
1995 in general and Haake 2007,108 with n. 403 in particular. In terms of clothes, see 
the short remarks by Haake 2009, 125-26. A detailed analysis as to the clothing of 
philosophers does not exist.
98. See, e.g., Scholz 1998, 22.
99. See Clay 1986; Dorandi 1998,57 and Bendlin 2002, 9-10; see the general remarks 
by Arnaoutoglou 2011, 42-44.

Again, it has to be admitted that the extant pieces of evidence are 
mostly restricted to the Academy, the Peripatus and Epicurus’ Gar
den. But a careful re-reading of the relevant source material is a 
promising proposition - also in respect to other philosophical 
groups in Hellenistic Athens. After all, this may be the case, too, in 
terms of the aforementioned fragmentation of the philosophical 
schools in the late second and early first centuries: besides the exter
nal influences in this process, the condition of their inner coherence 
needs further investigation.

5. Athenian politics, the Athenian public and the 
philosophical schools in Athens

If one ponders on the relationship between the city of Athens and 
the philosophical schools situated in the city, then this field is not 
restricted to politics, but also includes the public perception of the 
philosophical schools. Since the fifth century, philosophers were 
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onstage in Athens - and this is true in a triple sense. On the one 
hand, philosophers were part of the ordinary public life in the Ago
ra and the gymnasia; on the other hand, various types of philoso
pher constituted an integral component of the comic stage reper
toire and, finally, philosophers were visibly present in the form of 
statues in Athenian public space.100 101 To grasp the social and political 
position of philosophers in Athens, these three aspects have to be 
considered in combination with four events which best illustrate the 
changing position of philosophers and philosophy: the so-called 
and already mentioned law of Sophocles, the famous embassy to 
Rome in 155, the philosophical lectures as part of the ephebic cur
riculum after 122/1 and the philosophers who left Athens in the 
early first century.

100. On philosophers in Attic comedy, see still Weiher 1913; see also more generally 
Imperio 1998. In respect of the presence of statues of philosophers in the Athenian 
public, see, e.g., Zänker 1995, esp. 46-49, 62-66, 93-132 and 168-86.
101. On the famous Athenian embassy of 155 to Rome, see, e.g., Ferrary 1988,351-63; 
Habicht 2006, 291-96 and Haake 2007,106-17 and 255-59; see now also Powell 2013 
It is noteworthy that no Epicurean philosopher was sent to Rome.

In 155, the heads of the Academy, the Peripatus and the Stoa, 
Carneades of Cyrene, Critolaus of Phaselis in Lycia, and Diogenes 
of Babylon, were sent to Rome. The reason for this embassy was a 
conflict between Athens and the small Boeotian city Oropus. In the 
course of this conflict, the Athenians were judged by the Achaean 
city of Sicyon, which had been established as arbiter by the Ro
mans, to pay a penalty of 500 talents to Oropus. The aim of the 
Athenian embassy to Rome was to decrease this immense amount. 
Leaving the Roman context of this embassy aside, the three philoso
phers were very successful from an Athenian point of view: They 
achieved a reduction of the penalty down to 100 talents. As a result 
of their success, the three philosophers seem to have been awarded 
the right of Athenian citizenship. The reason for choosing the three 
scholarchs as ambassadors lay in their social esteem by the Athenian 
public. Therefore, it is justified to say that in the middle of the sec
ond century, philosophers were generally perceived as distinguished 
members of the public life of Athens.1“ That this was not always the 
case has already been mentioned by reference to the events in 307/6, 
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when in the course of a number of anti-Macedonian processes and 
acts after the liberation from the ‘rule’ of Demetrius of Phalerum, a 
law was proposed which caused a one-year-exodus of all philoso
phers from Athens until the annulation of the law.“8 From this start
ing point, it was a long way to the 120s, when the participation in 
philosophical lectures became for some 80 years part of the ephebic 
curriculum as it is known from the so-called ephebic inscriptions. 
This aspect is part of a reform of the Athenian ephebate in the 120s, 
when it became possible for foreigners to participate in the Atheni
an ephebate. In the course of the ephebate, the ephebes visited lec
tures by various philosophers in the Athenian gymnasia. Unfortu
nately, it is completely unknown whether and in which way the 
participation of the ephebes in the philosophical lectures was regu
lated and organised.“3 During the period when the ephebes partici
pated in philosophical lessons, in the late 90s and early 80s, turbu
lent incidents shook the eastern Mediterranean as well as Athens.

102. See above on p. 70.
103. See in detail Haake 2007, 44-55 and Perrin-Saminadayar 2007, 261-66.
104. See Ferrary 1988, 435-86; Habicht 2006,327-45 and Haake 2007, 271-73;
105. On philosophy and philosophers in Imperial Athens, see, e.g., Hahn 1989, 119- 
36.

In 88, the Peripatetic philosopher and Mithridatic supporter 
Athenion came to power in Athens. After a short rule and a disas
trous military campaign by his companion, the Peripatetic Apelli- 
con ofTeus, Athenion’s traces are lost in the darkness of history. He 
was for a short time succeeded by an Epicurean philosopher named 
Aristion - until Sulla conquered Athens in 87.102 103 104 105 In spite of these 
‘philosophical tyrants’, nothing comparable to the events of 307/6 
happened to the philosophers. That a great number of them had 
left Athens since the 90s was caused by the difficult circumstances in 
general and the attractive alternatives elsewhere in Greece, in South
ern Italy and, above all, in Rome. However, visiting philosophical 
lectures remained an element of the ephebic curriculum until 38/7, 
and during the Imperial period Athens again became a centre for 
practicing philosophy.“3
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6. The philosophical schools in Athenian society: 
final remarks

In the context of a project regarding Greek associations, the topic 
‘philosophical schools in Athens between the fourth and the first 
century’ is admittedly a wide field, wherefore the preceding remarks 
are necessarily restricted to an outline. Although it should be taken 
for granted that the philosophical schools in Athens are to be count
ed among the Aristotelian koinoniai, the preceding explanations have 
made obvious that philosophical schools share some characteristics 
with other types of associations, but that there is also a considerable 
number of differences. The main reason for these differences origi
nates - as can be assumed with good reason - in the primary con
cern of the philosophical schools: philosophising together, which 
has nothing to do with a profession, but is first and foremost a social 
practice based on schole, that is leisure. Despite this shared concern, 
it is important to emphasise that the philosophical schools in Ath
ens - though being koinoniai - differed from each other in many re
spects; exemplarily, one might refer to the above-mentioned dispar
ities as to the organisational structures, their possessions or their 
‘infrastructure’. Nevertheless, if one is not inclined to conceptualise 
philosophical groups completely as phenomena sui generis, it is hard
ly surprising in a world full of associations that philosophising 
groups adapted associational elements as a model for their own 
purposes.

In order to clarify that the issue of philosophical schools in the 
context of the world of associations is far from being closed, an 
agenda for further research will conclude this contribution. In un
dertaking this, two important aspects need to be kept in mind: first
ly, due to the extant ancient sources the perspective on philosophi
cal schools is quite Athenocentric. However, this should not lead to 
negelcting other places where philosophical schools existed under 
different conditions, too, like Rhodes, Tarsus, Olympia or even Al
exandria. Therefore, a complete investigation of the philosophical 
schools in the ancient Mediterranean world starting with their 
emergence in the Archaic period and ending with their expiring in 
Late Antiquity is a true desideratum. Secondly, stronger than to date, 
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prospective analyses of philosophical schools require a combina
tion of philosophical, legal, organisational and group sociological 
approaches. In doing so, one important point is to deal with the 
position of the philosophical schools between ‘private’ and ‘pub
lic’; it is reasonable to expect that such an undertaking will also cast 
a new and differentiated light on the concept of ‘private’ and ‘pub
lic’ in the Ancient world.“6

106. In this context, see the well-thought-out considerations by Moos 1998.

Yet, notwithstanding the important results which were achieved 
in the course of the last 150 years or so, an analysis of the ways in 
which the philosophical schools were embedded in their respective 
historical and local context, in line with the parameters already 
mentioned, will result in fresh insights regarding their associational 
character and will also make a new diachronic and supra-local pan
orama of the philosophical schools in the ancient Mediterranean 
world possible.
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4
Associations of Physicians and Teachers 

in Asia Minor: Between Private 
and Public

Maria Paz de Hoz

i. Introduction. Questions of definition

Distinguishing between private and public responsibilities in Greek 
education from as early as Archaic times on is a difficult task.1 2 From 
the beginning, education was conceived of mainly as civic educa
tion, the education of youths as citizens of a Greek community. The 
objective of this contribution is to analyse professional associations 
dealing with education in Asia Minor, focusing on their private/ 
public character and their relationship with the state, and compar
ing them with other professional associations. Let it be stated at 
once that my conclusion is in agreement with the general assess
ment of N.F. Jones when speaking of associations: ‘(...) we should 
think of “public” and “private” not as mutually exclusive “either/ 
or” alternatives but rather as opposing extremes on a continuum 
possessing infinite intermediate gradations.’8

1. Griffith 2001: 25, cf. 24. This essay is part of the research project FFI2011-25506, 
which is financed by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation. I am grateful 
to Professor Vincent Gabrielsen for inviting me to the International Symposium 
Private Associations and the Public Sphere in the Ancient World that was celebrated in 
Copenhagen September 2010.1 also thank the anonymous referee for his/her helpful 
comments.
2. Jones 1999: 31. See further the Introduction to this volume.

I will try to situate the synodoi of teachers (paideutai) and physi
cians (iatroi) along this continuum. The term paideutai (7tatöei)rai) is 
attested in Imperial times as referring to a teacher of paides (kuiosc) 
as well as to a teacher of ephebes (ccpi'ißoi) and neoi (véot, young
sters). In official documents, sometimes it seems to refer to gramma- 
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tikoi (ypajijioruKoi), at other times to grammatikoi and sophistai (coeptor ai), 
or even philosophoi (cptZooocpoi), so that sometimes it is impossible to 
know if only one certain category of teachers is meant. The fact that 
the profession of grammatid and rhetores was not separated originally 
(Suet. De gramm. et rhet. 4), that they were called praeceptores or 
professoresp and that later on, in the Latin official documents concern
ing these professions, grammatici and rhetores are mentioned, together 
with media and sometimes even philosophi, is probably evidence of the 
meaning of paideutai as comprehensive of grammatikoi and sophistai in 
the Greek official documents (see infra) ,3 4 It is in public, sometimes 
official, documents where physicians appear together with teachers, 
and it is also in an official document where we have the first proba
ble mention of associations of teachers and also, though not the 
first, of physicians. The fact that in Roman Imperial official docu
ments both categories appear together induce us to believe that 
both professions were seen as related in Antiquity. The ancient evi
dence for the conception of the work of grammatikoi and sophistai is 
well mirrored by Herzog, when he reconstructs part of Vespasian’s 
decree (on which see below) as follows: [... to gev rebv ypaggoriKcov Kai 
priropcov. di roc rcov vécov ptr/.äc nzpöc i]gepÖTi]Ta Kai 7io/.itiki’]\' äperf]v 
7taiöeboi)oiv]. Iatroi (iarpoi) were indeed not only the teachers of fu
ture physicians, but played also an important role in the diffusion of 
paideia. The abundant evidence for physicians who were also phi
losophers, poets, or historians in Asia Minor, especially in the sec
ond and third centuries, substantiates their importance as educa
tors and intellectuals. A physician had, in fact, to be a theorist and 
a philosopher to be publicly recognised.5 And, most important, 

3. Cf. Herzog 1935: 979.
4. Cf. Bowersock 1969: 32-3. For the sense of ootpiorai in literary and epigraphic texts, 
the difference between sophist and rhetor, and the importance of the sophist as 
teacher cf. Puech 2002: 10-15. On the link between philosophical schools and 
associations, see further Haake in this volume.
5. Cf. Samama 2003: 77b (with bibliography for the relation between medicine and 
philosophy), and nos. 194, 231, 294,321,341, 334,329, 365, etc. See also nos. 461, 478 
(from Rome) and especially 290 (= TAM II 910), the case of the poet, philosopher 
and doctor Herakleitos of Rhodiapolis in Lycia (2nd cent. AD). Cf. Massar 2005: 
197-9, f°r the importance of the i/Kpodmac in order to be engaged in a foreign city in 
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both were intellectual professions for the public service. Both pro
fessions appear together already in an edict of Caesar from 46 BC 
(SEG 8.13), and it is also by this time that medicine is recognized as 
ars liberalis.6 The similarities in the attested associations of both pro
fessional categories is another reason to believe that they were simi
larly conceived in Imperial times, and to treat them together as ex
amples of private associations directly related with the public 
sphere.

Hellenistic times; Pearcy 1993 for the relation between medicine and rhetoric, 
especially clear in the period of the sources attesting to these professional associations, 
the period of the second sophistic.
6. Cf. Herzog (1935: 979-980), who also emphasizes the close relation of the medical 
scientific character to philology in the ancient Medicine.

Though there are many cases where references to teachers and 
physicians could be references to their respective professional as
sociations, they could also be just references to professional groups. 
In the cases, nevertheless, where such groups are referred to as syno
dos (obvoöog), synedrion (onveöptov), or hoi apo Mouseiou (oi æto 
Monoeion), hoipaideutaihoisyn Sylla (oi 7taiöei)rai oi obv Eu/./.a) etc., and 
where they have a common centre such as the Mouseion, a group- 
head, or are participating in such typical associative activities such 
as tomb protection and the organization of agones, I think we can see 
them and treat them as professional associations (Poland 1909,105, 
157, 206). How these associations come into being and why are cen
tral issues in this study, and also the most important ones in an in
vestigation of the relation between these private associations and 
the state.

In order to analyse the private/public character of these associa
tions and their relation with other professional associations, I have 
split this opposition into a series of other oppositions that are, in 
my view, especially significant for this analysis: these include private 
vs. public initiative; voluntary vs. obligatory; not restricted vs. re
stricted; instrumental vs. expressive; local vs. translocal; no inter
vention of local or imperial politics vs. intervention of politics; 
mainly professional activity vs. different social activities (religious, 
funerary etc.); private benefactors vs. the state as benefactor; pri-
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vate administration vs. public administration; private finances vs. 
public finances; the use of private space vs. the use of public space; 
private performances vs. participation in civic performances; sectar
ian politics vs. acceptance of the political system; hierarchical strat
ification vs. not hierarchical stratification?

2. Private decision and official promotion in the 
constitution of the intellectual associations

Hellenistic sources show that intellectual education in this period 
was offered privately or as a result of a gymnasiarch’s or paidonomos’ 
personal initiative, and depended on the chance presence of gram
marians, philosophers, historians, doctors or other travelling schol
ars. They often received honorary inscriptions from beneficiary 
groups such as the ephebes and neoi, or from the boule (council) and 
the demos (People) for their work in educating the youth, and they 
were awarded privileges such as proxenia, citizenship, proedria, etc. In 
Roman times they began to be awarded privileges more systemati
cally as members of professional categories. With a few exceptions, 
it is from this time on that we find the first evidence of these profes
sionals forming an association. As the reader will see in this paper, 
teachers’ associations are known to have existed in Rhodes, Ephe
sos, Smyrna, and indirectly in Pergamon in Imperial times; physi
cians’ associations are attested in Ephesos and Smyrna in the sec
ond century AD. Though there is an important medicine school in 
Cos in Hellenistic times, and abundant epigraphic evidence for 
Coan physicians, I think there is no confirmation of the existence of 
an association of physicians there, as Samama implies from some 
inscriptions.7 8 An honorary decree to a chief-physician (åp'/iærpéc) in 
Alexandria dedicated by to plethos ton en Alexandreiai [ .Jmenon 
iatron (to 7i/.i]0oc tcdv év AZe^otvopeictt [............Jpévcov iarpcov) has been

7. For some of these oppositions the information is nevertheless y sometimes 
unavailable or very scarce; see further the Introduction to this volume. For the other 
professional associations I mainly base my argument on Dittmann-Schöne 2001.
8. Samama 2003: no. 122, n. g.

adduced as evidence for an association of physicians in Alexandria 
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already in 7 AD, probably in relation to the Mouseion.s Both types 
of association were highly likely to have existed in some Anatolian 
cities.“

As in the cases of most professional associations, we have almost 
no information about the origin of those formed by intellectuals. 
One of the first, if not the first, piece of evidence for an association 
of paideutai appears in an inscription from Rhodes (ZG XII,1 918, 
Lindos, ist-2nd cent. AD) which records the honour bestowed on a 
certain Apollonios from Pergamon hypo Sylleion Lolleion paideutan ton 
syn Syllai (im EnZZeicov AoiAeicov 7taiöei)rav rcov abv Eb/./.a). Poland 
considers Sylla the president of the association and, like Lolleios, 
also a sort of honorary member.* 10 11 12 If we consider that in Rhodes, un
like Hellenistic Athens or Delos, it was frequent for associations to 
take the name of the founder,“ I would propose to see in this in
scription evidence for the creation of a private association of teach
ers. Apollonios may be a benefactor, but he may also be etpaideutes 
from Pergamon established in Lindos.13 In that case, the association 
may have had the initiative of inviting, receiving and honouring 
itinerant professionals in the city. A variety of sources allow us to 
presume that in the case of craftsmen the association was an expan
sion of the family profession. Although the profession of physician 
as a family profession is well known in Hellenistic and Roman 
times,14 nothing leads us to suppose that the expansion of a family 
profession would be the origin of intellectual associations.

g. Römer 1990; Samama 2003: no. 3g4, n. g.
10. Associations of physicians in Alexandria: Samama 2003: no. 3g4, of 7 BC; cf. 
Römer iggo: 81-88.
11. Poland igog: 75, cf. 75-6, for such denominations of associations including a 
proper name with preposition.
12. Baslez igg8: 437.
13. For a state foundation established in Rhodes, from a donation by the Pergamene 
king Eumenes II, with the purpose of paying the salaries of paideutai, see Polyb. 
31.31.1-3, with Gabrielsen igg7: 80-1.
14. Samama 2003: nos. 132,183,187,188, 247, 252, 2g2,313.

Official documents concerning these associations may give us a 
clue partly to the reason or reasons for their establishment, partly to 
their position in the private-public spectrum. The earliest securely 
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dated reference to associations of teachers and physicians side by 
side is found in an official document, an edict of Vespasian (of 75 
AD) found in Pergamon.15 It grants privileges whose main points 
are the following three: exemption from the obligation of billeting 
and paying taxes (11. 4-5), protection against injury and arrest (11. 
6-8), and the right to meet in sacred spaces where they enjoy asylia 
(i3-!5):

15. Herzog 1935; Oliver 1989: no. 38 (FIRA} 73). The reference (11. 7-8) to iarpaZei7t[re;] 
together with aaiSeurai and iatpoi as beneficiaries of the imperial policy in this case 
has been explained by assuming a probable debt that Vespasian had with one of 
those professionals, who, however, never appear in this context and in official 
documents, and for whom there is only one other epigraphic mention: Samama 
2003: 12.

(...) ksXsdco |iijTS
5 | avron; nips s.K) |<popa; a7taiTsio9at sv Lnyv.vi Tpo7tcoi.

[Ei Ös to’;:; tow 'i'k s |xf]v ijysLioviav nßppstv ij Kamy/i)-
[äv ij aystv rivet rcöjv iarpow ij 7tatÖ6DT0w ij iarpaXsut- 
[tow ToXpijoonotv,] ä7toTioäToioav oi nßpioavTsg Aii Ka- 
[7t6TCoXfcoi] (...)

13 ;':cov Ös avrot;
[sotco Kai otwöÖod]; sv toi; Tspsvsot Kai ispoi; Kai

15 [vaoi; cyuvaysiv ojnoD av aipowrat di; ämAoi;. o; S’ av 
lavrou; SKßiäy]w.|i. wtoSiKo; sotco Sijproi'Pcopaicov 
[äosßsia; Tip sp t]ov oikov tow SsßaoTow (...)

(...) I order that no billeting be made
5 [against them and no] taxes be demanded of them in any way. 

[And if anyone under] my rule [dares] to injure or to compel 
them to put up security [or take (forcibly to court?) any] of the 
physicians or teachers or medical practioners, 
those guilty of their insolence shall pay a fine to Jupiter Ca- 
[pitolinus] ...].

13 And they (ther physicians and teachers) are permitted
[to assemble in their association] in precincts (of temples) and 
in shrines and

15 [in temples] wherever they choose with right of sanctuary; 
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whoever [drives them out by force] shall be subject to legal 
action by the Roman People
[on a charge of sacrilege to] the house of the Augusti (...) 
(transi. Sherk 1988,127, no. 84)

The first 10 lines have been reconstructed in order to give an idea of 
the probable content as deduced from the reference to it in the Di
gesta (27.1.6.8; 50.4.18.30) and the preserved part of the edict. They 
seem to have referred to the two main conditions for the constitu
tion of associations as established by the lex Iulia de collegiis (of 55 
BC),16 17 the utilitas publica and the religionis causa. The restoration of 
0DV0001 (1. 14) is based on the fact that individual asylia existed al
ready, so that it only makes sense in reference to corporations. It is 
also based on the analogy with the synodos of the technitai and the lex 
Iulia de collegiis.'i Underneath the edict, a rescript of Domitian is en
graved in an attempt to avoid the avarice of teachers and physicians 
who want to teach slaves just to increase their earnings.

16. Mainly, Suet. ltd. 42; Asc. Corn. 75, and possibly CIL VI 2193 (ILS 4966; FIRA III 
38). The intent and application of lexlulia are, however, issues still debated: see, e.g. 
Linderski 1968: 99-100; Arnaoutoglou 2002, 32; Liu 2005, 296-99 (who is sceptical 
about its existence).
17. Herzog 1935:1001-2.
18. Cf. Samama 2003: no. 203 with note 21.
19. See, however, the use of the word synodos for the Alexandrian Mouseion in Strabo 
17.1.8. On the Mouseia see below.

One very damaged Ephesian inscription dated in the first cen
tury AD (J.Eph 1386) has been interpreted as a possible regulation of 
the prices and behaviour of physicians.18 If this interpretation is cor
rect, we would have here, together with the rescript of Domitian, 
another possible clue to understanding one of the main functions of 
this sort of professional collegia and perhaps a reason for their consti
tution.

It is interesting that the first regular headquarters attested as 
headquarters of such associations are the second century AD Mou- 
seia in Asia Minor.19 An inscription which is assumed originally to 
have stood at the Mouseion of Ephesos, and which dates from the 
beginning of the second century AD, seems to be a copy of three 
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senatusconsulta from 42 or ca. 32 BC exempting teachers, sophists and 
physicians from taxes:80

20. Knibbe 1981; I.Ephesos 4101; SEG 31.952; Bringmann 1983, who has dated the 
inscription in Trajan’s time - basing his suggestion on the text in the right column of 
the same inscription: I.Ephesos 4101A, a decree of the Ephesians in relation to the 
rendering of accounts by the person in charge of finances in the Mouseion. But S. 
Sahin’s proposal of a date not before Hadrian (Sahin 1999 \I.Perge] p. 214 with n. 33) 
is much more in accordance with the other evidence for Mouseia in Asia Minor. Cf. 
Laffi 2006 for a new edition and thorough commentary of the inscription.

[— cmva sk todtcov tcöv <r/|-
pcöv rør/r.TOi i] <p|sperat] i] Kai si; tod; åypoi); eioäyferat] 
i] eiocpéperat, todtcov 7tävrcov eioaydiyrøv Kai e^ayoöytov jaf] 
7tpäoocovrat |ri]Ös téXod; åvépart. ...

7 ...orav te; tcöv rptcöv ävöpcöv
S7ti rfj; Karaoräoeco; tcöv Öi]pooicov 7tpaypärcov 
s7tiTT]pcö i] ÖtaraypaTt Öi]Xoöoat, öeööyöat pqöeva

10 todtcov toi; 7tatösvTal; Kai toe; oocpioTai; i] toi;
|i.|aTpol; siocpopäv smTiSsvai todtod; ts äreXetfoD;] 
sivai ßsßoDXfpöai r][—]sv 7toti]Tsov. [ö]- 
7tco; 7tspi TO VT 01) TOD 7tp| cc/LiaTo; Ötar]äy|iaTt Öi]Xo5oo- 
Lisv. KaXcö; v/ov sotiv. ...

Things driven or taken out from this territory, or driven or taken into 
this territory won’t be subject to importation or exportation taxes, 
not even (to a payment) under the title of (road- and port-?) taxes. 
(...) Each time that by the restitution of public affairs one of the tri
umviri takes care of this question making clear by way of an edict, 
that no one of them shall impose an expenditure to teachers, sophists 
or physicians, and that he wants these persons to be exempted from 
taxes, [—] as we will declare in an edict, this will be well done.

If, as Bringmann states, the translation and publication of these se
natusconsulta rested not on an official decision but on a private one of 
the teachers, sophists and physicians of the Mouseion, we may infer 
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that they are acting as a professional corporation?1 * The first senatus 
consultum (11.1-7) establishes the privileges that shall be awarded to 
these professions; the second one (11. 7-14) makes the triumvirate 
responsible for the fulfilment of that concession; the third one (11. 
15-22) presents the decree that the Senate wishes to publish, appar
ently addressed to the main Roman local magistracies and the pres
idents of the local organisations delegated with the charging of 
taxes and customs fees?8

21. Bringmann 1983, but see Knibbe 1981; Laffi 2006: 504
22. Bringmann 1983: 64.
23. Knibbe 1981: 4. As Suetonius says (De gramm. et rhet. 32), in 46 BC Cesar
awarded civil rights to the foreign doctors and professionals of the artes liberales living 
in Rome. The following senatorial decisions seem nevertheless to be temporary and
show that the triumvir edict had also been temporary and limited to Rome, the other 
communities being free to award those professions tax- exemptions. In many cases, 
itinerant professionals were exempted from taxes through ad hoc resolutions issued 
by the person in charge of education or the gymnasion in order to promote their visit
(see, e.g., Jacobsthal 1908: 379-81, no. 2). It is noteworthy that in Cyrene, already in 
322-307 BC, Ptolemy I granted exemption from holding offices related to the Myrioi
to public physicians, aaiSorpißai, and teachers of bow-shooting, riding and fighting,
together with other professions in charge of public services: Samama 2003: no. 453.

Being free of eioaycoyiov Kai e^aycoytov (11. 2-3) meant a tax exemp
tion for crossing frontiers on journeys, a concession especially val
uable for professions with a well-known itinerant character. We 
know of other measures adopted in Rome in the first century BC 
and the beginning of the first century AD that aimed to promote 
the mobility of intellectuals, their permanence in Rome and also 
the relations among schools, although these measures mostly fo
cused on Rome?3 * * * *

Later on, as is well known, Trajan and Hadrian confirmed some 
of these privileges for the whole empire, except for that of exemp
tion from frontier-taxes, which was never again granted to these 
professionals in Imperial times. The privileges awarded from the 
first century AD onwards are mainly those of exemption from litur
gies, taxes and billeting. Though none of the words meaning ‘asso
ciation’ appear in the edicts of these or later emperors granting 
privileges to these professionals, it is precisely at this time that spe
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cific evidence for the existence of associations of teachers and physi
cians comes to light. If we take into account that by this time the 
honorary inscriptions to itinerant scholars almost disappear; that 
the term demosios (ör]|i6oiog) for the public doctor is replaced by the 
term archiatros (öp/tarpog, ‘chief-physician’); that the evidence of 
paidonomoi or gymnasiarchoi looking after teachers and paying their 
salary stops; and that the first evidence for Mouseia in Asia Minor 
starts appearing; then, such changes in the nature of the privileges 
as those noted above can perhaps be related to a concurrent change 
from the itinerant character of the profession to an established 
one?4 This change may have been achieved by the professionals 
themselves through their forming corporations; or, the other way 
round, it may have been promoted by imperial policy, which con
sidered the fixed and organised establishment of such professionals 
in the cities as a basic instrument for education and thus indirectly 
the Hellenization/Romanization of the Greek East. In any case, as
sociations may have played an important role in this evolution. The 
general aim of the professionals to have an established position in 
their local communities or in the main intellectual cities may be one 
of the reasons that led to the edict of Antoninus Pius limiting the 
number of physicians, rhetoricians and grammarians who enjoyed 
exemption from liturgies (aleitourgid) in each city (cf. Herennius 
Modestinus, Excuses, Books 2 and 4).45

24. The importance of getting a group of students in a concrete place as opposed to 
the itinerant way of education can be seen for instance in the inscription of Epikrates 
from Herakleia (7G XII 6,128) from as early as ca. 200 BC. He succeeded in staying 
in Samos, where he created a group of students (o%oZd^ovrei;), cf. Diog. Laert. 5.52.
25. For the concession of privileges to teachers and physicians in Roman times cf.
Herzog 1935; Bowersock 1969:30-42; Bringmann 1983: 69-73; Samama 2003: 72-3. For
Hadrian’s politics towards grammarians, rhetors and philosophers, see Fein 1994:
282-298, 326-9. A much damaged edict of a proconsul also found at Ephesos seems
to mention rights of teachers and sophists: I.Ephesos 216.

The fact that the iatroi, paideutai and sophistai of the Mouseion in 
Ephesos published a two-centuries-old concession of privileges in
duces us to believe that one of the motives for the establishment of 
these corporations was to obtain privileges from the local commu
nities where they lived, using the beneficial Roman policy towards 24 25 * * * * 
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them as an argument. The information about local policy regard
ing the establishment of these associations is so scarce that it seems 
to have consisted simply of a confirmation of the imperial policy in 
this area, a confirmation that was provided after a request had been 
made by the professionals themselves. The use by these associa
tions of public space, such as the Mouseion, induce us, however, to 
believe that the local policy also accepted and maybe promoted 
these corporations. The grant of permission to associate does not 
seem to have been a problem. The edict of Vespasian (quoted p. 97 
above, esp. 11. 13-14) did not grant this kind of permission, as Her
zog (1935) argued, but rather permission to meet in certain places. 
That there was no systematic ban on non-public associations by 
imperial policy in the East, as has been postulated with reference to 
the Lex Iulia de collegiis, has been already demonstrated by some 
scholars?6 In any case, the synodoi of teachers and physicians ful
filled the two main conditions for the formation of lawful associa
tions according to the Lex Iulia-. utilitas publica and (indirectly) reli
gionis causa-, and, like the other professional associations in Asia 
Minor, they did not have a sectarian character.

26. Cracco-Ruggini 1976; Arnaoutoglou 2002.
27. Le Guen 2001; Aneziri 2003.
28. See further Sahin 1999: 213-219, on the establishment of numerous Mouseia in the 
cities of Asia Minor in the second century AD (concretely in post-Hadrian and 
especially in Antoninian and Severian times), and on the relation of their emergence 
with Hadrian’s policy of panhellenism as well as with the general intellectual 
movement known as second sophistic.

It is probably not a coincidence that, by the same time as the 
Mouseia and intellectual associations made their appearance in 
Asia Minor, mainly in Hadrian’s reign and following years, the syno
doi of the Dionysiae Artists (hoiperi ton Dionyson technitai) saw a reviv
al?? During this period, the evidence for contests (agones'), and con
cretely musical and theatrical contests (mousikoi and thymelikoi agones), 
increases noticeably?8

The privileges awarded to teachers and physicians were privi
leges already awarded by the Delphic Amphictyony to the Diony
siae technitai of Athens in 279/8 or 278/7 BC (Sy ll.'' 399; Le Guen 26 27 28 
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2OOI, T2), confirmed in 130 BC (Syll.3 692; Le Guen 2001, T6). Al
most two centuries after that, Hadrian, who confirms the privileges 
of teachers and physicians, also issues an edict bestowing privileges 
on the general synodos of technitai.iä The terms of this edict survive in 
fragmentary form in three papyri from the third century. In it Ha
drian confirms the privileges of asylia, proedria, freedom from mili
tary service, from liturgies, exemption from taxes for whatever they 
transport for their private use as well as for use in the contests, ex
emption from jury-duty, from the obligation of providing sureties, 
and from special taxes; the right to meet, no obligation to quarter 
foreigners and the right not to be arrested.3“

29. For the privileges awarded to technitai, see Aneziri 2003: 243ft.
30. Ke<p[d]Zaiov ék Siarayparo^ 0eoü ASptavoü aspi rräv 8o[0]eics<5v Scoperäv rfj crovoSar (bv 
5é e[icsi]v dcroZia, apoe[8pia, aorparia, Zeiroupyiräv Sip-iooicov dts/.sia. dreZfj e%eiv öesa äv 
éady(o]vTai Zpsiac ibiae i] rräv dycbvcov év[sKa], pf| Kpiveiv, pf| KaØics[t]dveiv ÉyyuT|T[d]^ 
dveicKpopicu; aiirräv, { oüv | ouvØiKiiac. pf| SéxecsØat apoc dvayKqv csvouc. pf| eipyscsØa[i j.n"|5é 
dUa| nvi ippoupä c. 1 ljcoøeu; i] Øavarco ijasuØnvi] (...): Oliver 1989: 240-2, no. 96 A-C; 
Frisch 1986: nos. 1, 3, 4. Further evidence for Hadrian’s interest on the technitai: Petzl 
and Schwertheim 2006: esp. 8-16, 24-25.
31. For the close relation of the associations of technitai to the Mousai, see Poland 
1909, 206. Several documents (Le Guen 2001: T 73-75) render it possible that the 
Mouseion in Syracuse, which was near the theatre, served as the headquarters of the 
synodos of the technitai.

It is well known that the associations of technitai developed as 
intermediaries between the cities and their profession in order to 
negotiate contracts. A similar reason may lie behind the develop
ment of physicians’ and teachers’ associations. For those practition
ers of professions who wished to have an established position, the 
association was surely a way of attaining privileges and having the 
chance of being recognised by the community and by the state.

The associations of these professionals share a special feature 
with the synodoi of Dionysiae technitai. That both types of associa
tions had a strong professional similarity is made obvious by their 
common devotion to the Mousai.29 30 31 Moreover, both played an im
portant role in the education offered in the cities and, in imperial 
times, also in the diffusion of Hellenic education in the East. The 
frequency with which we find philosophers, rhetoricians, neoi and 
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gymnasiarchs as members of, or otherwise related to, synodoi of tech- 
nitai is not surprising.38 In fact, they trained youths in the arts and 
skills that the technitai practiced. The technitai, like poets and rhetori
cians, were often chosen as ambassadors of the community,32 33 while 
the physicians of Ephesos, like synodoi of technitai, organised agones. 
There was nevertheless a great difference. The technitai were con
cerned with the visible, festive, propagandistic part of education. 
They played a main role in the events that showed the power of a 
city and gave it international standing and prestige. The teachers 
and physicians, in contrast, were only concerned with the private, 
local side of education, and it was only as individuals that they were 
honoured for representing their city. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that our evidence on internal organisation and state intervention is 
much richer in the case of the technitai synodoi than in the case of as
sociations of physicians and teachers.

32. See, e.g., Le Guen 2001: T124 (Elaia, 129 BC); I.Priene in, 1. 175 (Ci AD).
33. Le Guen 2001: 80ft., with the references (in the index) to the activities of Menekles 
from Teos in Crete, or to those of Dymas from Iasos in Samothrace. For poets and 
rhetors as ambassadors, see the examples in Puech 2002.
34. The only attested offices are those of the president, epimeletes (‘superintendent’) 
and grammateus (‘secretary’). Regarding the office of the president, proedria is attested 
in Egypt and in the Roman West since Severian times, but in Asia Minor only in the 
case of the association of the porphyrobaphoi in Hierapolis (Poland 1909: 126,157, 415). 
Some associations have a particular term for the president, generally one with the 
component dp%- (e.g. the é|iaopidp%ai in Apameia: Poland 1909: 107, 114). See also 
Dittmann-Schöne 2001: 36, esp. n. 118 for dp%- (e.g. in dp'/ypavicuip. äp'/iKiiviy/öc. 
ap%ißa<p0r|i;, äp%ipuarr|^ äp'/ißoÜKo/.oc. dp%i0uaora]i; etc.), and for apcor- (e.g. in 
apcoraupapioi, Laodikeia Catacecaumene and Aphrodisias).

3. Hierarchy and internal organization

As in the case of other professional associations, where a president 
and a grammateus normally sufficed,34 the establishment of teachers 
and physicians associations does not seem to aim at reproducing a 
complex hierarchical structure, where the members could achieve 
social prestige.
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There is only indirect evidence for associational officers in the 
synodoi of teachers. In a possible reference to a physicians’ associa
tion of the methodical school in Smyrna we find the term 7tpoararr]<;, 
which could possibly designate the president of the association. 55 
However, the term is used for patron in other professional associa
tions. In Ephesos, the president is indicated with the expression 
archon ton iatron (otp/cov rcov iarpcov: I.Eph-ji^, 1162+Add. p. 24), but 
much better attested is another office for physicians, the archiatros 
(åp/tarpéc), a term that has been a matter of discussion.35 36 It seems 
to have replaced the term demosios and, though in some cases the 
archiatros could be the head of an association (as we know of simi
lar terminology in other associations, mainly cultic ones), he seems 
to be in most cases the physician recognised by the state as a pub
lic doctor.37 In this sense, his function as an important intermedi
ary between the state and the private professionals of the corpora
tion makes his role as head of the association very probable. As 
Nutton has pointed out, the change from the transient public doc
tors of the Hellenistic age to the citizen archiatroi of the Roman 
period reflects the increasing stability of many medical families in 
the East.38 As we already mentioned, the association of physicians 
at this time probably had something to do with this quest for priv
ileges and stability. In fact, the only place where associations of 
physicians have been assumed in Hellenistic times is Cos.39 An im
portant school in relation to the Asclepieion there promoted the 
stability of the profession.

35. I.Smyma 537; Samama 2003, no. 195, first-second century AD): iT)zf|p peOoSou, 
AcsiatiKÉ, apocstara, %aipe.
36.I.Eph. 622, 719,1038,1161-1163,1165,1167, 3055, 4350III.
37. See, e.g., I.Ephesos 3055: äp'/iarpoc rfj^ ['EJipeoicov ao/.r/oc. It is possible that from the 
time of Antoninus Pius on, the archiatroi were among the physicians exempted from 
liturgies.
38. Nutton 1977: 191-226, esp. 200. For the reasons for engaging foreigners as public 
doctors in Hellenistic times, cf. Massar 2005: 283-5, who adduces as an important 
one the power that a native doctor could achieve in the city.
39. E.g. Samama 2003: no. 122, though I think there is no confirmation of the 
existence of such associations.
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Though the post of archiatros was increasingly maintained in the 
same families,40 making competition in small communities almost 
impossible, the medical association in big cities was probably a way 
to access the official post, and in any case, the circle of this profes
sion that by this time was mainly a profession of intellectuals from 
the upper class.41 42

40. I.Ephesos 622; Samama 2003: no. 240 (Philadepheia, C2-3 AD); Nutton 1977: 43 
(Heracleia), 57 (Thyateira).
41. Nutton 1977: 202.
42. For the special relation in Hellenistic times between the physicians of Cos and the 
Asklepieion, see Samama 2003: nos. 122 (they were in charge of exposing in the abaton 
the sacral regulations concerning other cults), and 121 (they appear right after the cult 
personnel and the Nestorides, but before musicians and craftsmen, in the list of 
distributions of sacrificial meat in a cult calendar). Though I think that these mentions 
of physicians in relation to the Asklepieion are not a confirmation of their association; 
rather they are a confirmation of the existence of the notion of professional corporations.
43. The reference to a roaog <ro|.ißia>creo)[<;-] in relation to an iatros in Hypaipa (I. 
Ephesos 3818, C3-4 AD) has been interpreted as possible evidence for a medical 
association, see Samama’s (2003) comment on no. 242.
44. The Ephesian Mouseion could also be the centre of philosophical schools, as an
honorary inscription to an eclectic philosopher from the Mouseion leads us to

4. Spaces related to the associations

There is no evidence for the use of a private space by associations of 
teachers and physicians. In the edict of Vespasian, we have seen 
above (p. 97), permission was granted to teachers and physicians to 
meet in sacred places. The Asklepieion seems to be a seat of the 
physicians association in Ephesos (J.Eph 719), and probably of phy
sicians together with other intellectuals in Pergamon (see below p. 
iii-ii2).4S But the main attested seat of these associations is the Mou
seion. In fact, apart from the general term synodos, attested for the 
paideutai of Smyrna (I. Smyrna 215), and synedrion for the iatroi of Ephe
sos (I.Eph 2304),43 the only specific denominations for these groups 
are hoipaideutai hoi syn Syllai (7taiöei)rod oi criiv Eu/./.a) from Lindos (ZG 
XII i, 918); and hoi peri to Mouseion (oi 7tepi to Monoeiov: I.Eph 2065, 
3068, cf. 3239) or hoi apo Mouseiou (oi Ü7tö Monoeion: I.Eph 1162, 2304, 
4101A) in Ephesos.44 Mouseia related to synodoi of intellectuals were 
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presumably to be found also in Smyrna and Pergamon in the sec
ond and third centuries AD.45

suppose (I.Ephesos 789), though the ethnic Alexandreus could mean that the person 
honoured was a philosopher from the Alexandrian Mouseion.
45.I.Smyrna igi (IGR 4.618); I.Pergamon VIII 3.38.
46. See Dow 1960 with comments and a bibliography on previous discussion about 
the meaning of the expression oi aepi to Aioyéveioi in some Attic inscriptions dating 
from the end of the second cent. BC to ca. 260 AD. The correct understanding of this 
designation could help us understand the two different expressions related to the 
Ephesian associations, but there seems to be no agreement on the question. For Dow, 
this expression refers to a separate staff of the ephebeia that includes all officials, 
trainers etc., who were associated with the Diogeneion not for a single year, but for 
life. Another school of thought holds that the expression refers to students of pre- 
ephebic age at the ephebia institution, which in its latest years extended its age-range: 
Reinmuth 1959. In Oliver’s view (1934: 191-6), ‘one should explain the phrase aepi to 
Moucseiov as indicating not only the professors daö toü Moucseiou but also those that 
without holding official appointments had the privilege of teaching there’.
47. Massar (2005: 192-93) considers it possible that physicians were active in the 
Hellenistic Mouseion of Alexandria.

The Mouseion of Ephesos was the association centre for teachers 
and physicians. Nevertheless, physicians are more prominent in the 
evidence from this Mouseion. This circumstance, together with the 
existence of specific events related to the Mouseion and involving 
medical demonstrations, the agones asklepiadai, may explain the differ
ence between the expressions (iatroi) apotouMouseiou and peri to Mou
seion, used in the case of the paideutai. The latter perhaps assembled 
there but surely taught in the gymnasion and/or in private centres.46

The Mouseion of Ephesos was probably also the centre where 
new doctors were trained, as perhaps the one in Smyrna was the law 
school of the city.47 The association in the Mouseion gave private 
teachers and physicians the opportunity to become known and con
sidered, and to attain privileges. In Ephesos the public doctors, ar- 
chiatroi, were probably the presidents of the Mouseion, and the in
termediaries between private physicians and the state. This 
symbiosis between the public and the private we know already from 
the philosophical schools (see also Haake in this volume). As N.F. 
Jones stated concerning the Athenian schools, ‘a private school 
(was) housed in a public space, whether agora, or stoa, or gymna- 
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sium’; and he subscribes to Lynch’s view that the use of public 
space in and of itself gave the central government a powerful source 
of leverage over the philosophers.48 An honorary inscription of the 
boule and demos to a person who, among other things, decorated the 
Mouseion in Ephesos (I.Eph 690) shows the public importance of 
this institution.

48. Jones 1999: 227-234, who refers (234) to Lynch 1972: 130-4.
49.1.Smyrna 191: T]aun|>; Tfji; r/pa<prjc avt[i]Ypa<p[ov Keirat] év trä év Zpupvij dp/eitp rrä
|Ka/.ou|Li.'':vp) Mopcreico (‘a copy of this inscription lies in the archive of Smyrna which 
is called Mouseion’).
50. Robert 1937: 146-48. Lemerle 1935:131-40.

In the case of Smyrna, the reference to the city archive as Mou
seion induce us to consider the institution as public in nature.49 50 This 
function of the archive as Mouseion is probably related to the place 
as the seat of lawyers. This we know from an inscription from Te- 
menothyrai in Phrygia (IGR 4.618) dedicated to a member of the 
tribunal of provincial governors. This individual is also said to have 
been cni rf]c /.«.p7tporæn]c pi]rpo7tö/.£0)c Spnpvaicov no/.cmc f]yr]aapevog 
Monaeion erri rcbv vopcov ev7tetpia (the director of the Mouseion of the 
brilliant metropolis, the city of Smyrna, because of his knowledge 
of the law), which means that he, a lawyer, was the director of the 
Mouseion because it was the archive of the city.5“ It is most probable 
that the Mouseion was the school of law, but there is no evidence 
that it was also the seat of the synodos of paideutai (I.Smyrna 215), 
though this seems quite probable judging from the Ephesian evi
dence. There is no evidence that the lawyers were associated in any 
sort of corporation either.

The fact that there is no reference to a priest, that the Mouseia do 
not appear in the literary sources as a public institution, and that 
that of Ephesos and the one in Smyrna are clearly different in or
ganisation and functions, all three features induce me to believe 
that these Mouseia were not created as exact copies of the Alexan
drian Mouseion. The other mentions of Mouseia in Asia Minor 
have been interpreted as references to the Alexandrian Mouseion, 
but only in cases where it is explicitly stated, or where the expres
sion rcbv év Monaeico aetronpévcov (‘those dining in the Mouseion’) is 
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used, are we able to be certain of it.51 52 In other cases, there is no rea
son to reject the existence of local Mouseia.58

51. Such is the case of Phronton in Hamidiye, north-east Lydia, TAM V,i 498: rräv év 
Trö/ Mouoeiou (sic!) cseitoi)/'jievcov ipiZoooqxov rräv A/.rcavöpia'[vräv -]. Cf. the inscription 
from Philippi: KZcoSiavov euro É7tirp67uov rräv év Monoeico Geirou|.iévo)v (Lemerle 1935: 
131-140, with commentary on other evidence for Mouseia). The reference to the 
Mouseion in the funerary inscription of Ailios Dionysios, a known grammarian and 
sophist described in the inscription as |<pi|/.ooö<poc daö Mouoeiou in Halikarnassos (B. 
Haussoullier, BCH 4 [1880] 405-406, no. 21), is probably a reference to the Mouseion 
in Alexandreia, where he had studied.
52. Sahin considers also these Mouseia as local Mouseia: see his comment to I.Perge 
193, with references to most of them and considerations of date and context.
53. Dittmann-Schöne 2001: 49. Sites of different professional associations are attested 
in the Stoa of Servilius in Ephesos. The asiarch M. Fulvius Publicanus Nikephoros 
grants the space between the columns by the reconstruction of the columnata to at 
least seven associations (e.g. I.Ephesos 445, 2078, 2080; on this use of the intercolumnia-. 
Lib. Or. 11.254). An edict by the emperor Zeno orders the occasional construction of 
association seats in public spaces: Dittmann-Schöne 2001: 45 and 64, where other 
evidence for official permission to associations to use public spaces is cited.
54. Dittmann-Schöne 2001: 64, 59.

The use of public space by the intellectual associations could 
denote an official character of these associations, but we know that 
many craftsmen’s associations were allowed to meet in temples or 
public spaces. This was, for instance, the case with the Ephesian 
smiths’ use of the Hephaistos temple (Dittmann-Schöne 2001: 42-3) 
and with many tradesmen’s guilds use of the port temple (Ditt
mann-Schöne 2001: 47). This custom is indicated by descriptions 
such as tod ejutopion (of the market-place), era tod Zigévog (in the 
harbour), 7tepiröv ßeücov (by the measure jar), era Tijc OcppaiacTi/.aTciac 
(in the street of the thermal baths).53 As in the case of the philo
sophical schools, the use of public space was probably a way to con
trol the private associations and ensure their public utility.

The granting of public space by the state to these professional 
associations is directly related to the state policy towards associa
tions attested through the official concession of privileges already 
mentioned. Even though it is not so well attested, and may have 
been a much rarer practice, consuls and emperors issued official 
grants of privileges to other types of professional associations.54
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5. Patrons (patrones) and benefactors (euergetai) of 
associations

A main link between the state and a professional association - par
ticularly when one considers the latter’s practical and economic sig
nificance - are the individuals who became patrons and benefactors 
of associations. In an inscription from Ephesos hoi peri to Mouseion 
paideutai (oi 7tepi to Mouoeiov Ttaiöeurai) honour an asiarch as ‘their 
benefactor and founder of the fatherland’ (rov éaurcov et>epyérr]v/ Kai 
KrioTT]v rfjg 7tarpiöog: I.Eph 2065, 2nd cent. AD). The same associa
tion honours, by decree of the boule, a lampadarchissa of Artemis 
(J.Eph 3068), which may demonstrate the relationship of the pai
deutai with the temple of Artemis, in whose temenos a gymnasion is 
known to have existed. In Smyrna, the synodos of the paideutai, to
gether with the neoi of the Mimnermeion and the gerousia, honoured 
Poplios Petronios Achaikos, probably a benefactor of these associa
tions, with decrees and a golden crown (I. Smyrna 215).

Benefactors and patrons could achieve important economic and so
cial concessions for the association while they themselves gained pres
tige in the community as a result of their beneficial activity. In many 
cases, the official status of benefactors made them a useful instrument 
of state policy, even through their apparently private donations.

6. Extra-professional activities

This public face of associations is also revealed by their extra-pro
fessional activities. One of the best known among them, the preser
vation and protection of tombs, has also a clearly extra-association- 
al character in Asia Minor, if we consider that only in some cases, 
which are limited to certain geographical areas, do the associations 
arrange and pay for the burial of their members (Dittmann-Schöne 
2001: 83-5). Most frequently, a member of the community (who may 
or may not be a member of the association) would prepare his bur
ial place in life and give instructions that the association, which was 
to inherit it, should take care of its maintenance and protection^

55. Dittman-Schöne 2001: 82-93, f°r evidence especially stemming from Ephesos and 
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Those associations that are better attested to have performed that 
duty were usually also the most prestigious ones in the cities.

‘The physicians in Ephesos, those from the Mouseion’ (oi év 
’Ecpéocp Ü7tö tod MoDoeioD iotrpoi) carried responsibility for the tomb 
of an important doctor, who was a friend of the emperor. The doc
tor, perhaps a member of the association, had bequeathed to its 
membership forty thousand and six hundred denaries (I.Eph 2304). 
In the inscription from Smyrna already mentioned above {I.Smyrna 
215), the synodos of paideutai appears not to have any direct involve
ment in the burial of the deceased as such, but is simply mentioned 
for having passed a decree honouring its benefactor, or perhaps one 
of its members, who had arranged his burial privately.

The other well-known extra-professional activity is a religious 
one. Most associations had their own tutelary divinity, to which 
they devoted most of their cultic activity. Cult officials of associa
tions are, nevertheless, scarcely attested, and the same applies to 
their worship of other cults within the city. In the case of the physi
cians, the relation to Asklepios is well attested and well explained, 
but always in relation to the Asklepieion, not to the Mouseion. An 
honorary inscription to an archiatros, who was also epitropos of Trajan 
and a priest, was set up by ‘the physicians who sacrifice to the ances
tor Asklepios and to the Sebastoi (I. Eph 719; 102-114 AD). In this 
case, the association of physicians defines itself as worshippers of 
the god Asklepios, which emphasises the cultic aspect of this asso
ciation and may also indicate that its seat was in the sanctuary of 
Asklepios, the find-spot of the inscription.66 However, this associa
tion may be the same as the one known as hoi apo ton Mouseiou iatroi 
(‘the physicians from the Mouseion’), the archon of the physicians 
and the priest (of Asklepios: cf. I.Eph 1162) being the same as those 
in an inscription of this synodos (I.Eph 4101). A relation between the 
cult of Asklepios and an ‘intellectual’ association is also to be sup
posed in the case of the famous incubatory sanctuary of the god in 
Pergamon, where Aelius Aristides spent so much time. The repeat-

Hierapolis, and for isolated evidence from other cities of the northern and western 
Anatolian coast.
56. Samama 2003: 328, no. 205.
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ed use of the term therapeutai in this context, in inscriptions as well as 
in the speeches of Aelius Aristides, induced Herzog to believe in the 
existence of an association with the name therapeutai.57 From Aelius 
Aristides (Or. 50.19) we know that one of these therapeutai was Rho- 
sander, a member of a well-known Platonic philosophical school, to 
which other visitors of the Asklepieion also belonged.58 Further 
proof of this intellectual aspect can be found in the current refer
ence to sophists in the inscriptions from the place, as well as in the 
existence within the sanctuary of both a theatre and a library offered 
by a benefactor, Flavia Melitine, who was honoured by the boule and 
demos of Pergamon (I.Perg VIII 3, 38).59 The evidence of a Mouseion 
(I.Perg VIII 3,152) in the city makes it probable that there were two 
independent intellectual associations, which surely had some or 
many of their members in common (cf. the commentary on I.Perg 
VIII 3,152). The cultic aspect of the associations of teachers is only 
indirectly attested through the relation of these professionals to the 
gymnasion and the groups of neoi, ephebes and paides and through the 
direct evidence of the attachment of this institution to the cults of 
Herakles, Hermes and the Mousai. The honorary inscription dedi
cated by the synodos of paideutai in Ephesos to the lampadarchissa of 
Artemis may reflect the attachment of the synodos to the main cult of 
the city, though this is not strictly necessary. Neither the cult of the 
Mousai nor any other cult is attested in relation with the Mouseion 
in the Anatolian cities, except in Perge, where it is connected with 
the Alexandrine Mouseion.

57. Herzog 1935:1007-8.
58. One of them, Pryllianus, is called ‘from the temple’. For the possible intellectual 
associations in the Asklepieion, see Remus 1996: 152,159-60.
59. Habicht 1969:15,17 (cited by Remus 1996:160), who describes the Asklepieion as 
the ‘Zentrum des geistigen Lebens’ in the city, indeed in the province of Asia.

The role of the association of iatroi at Ephesos as a medical school 
and as a centre of diffusion of paideia is shown by the organization of 
medical contests (agones) in the disciplines of syntagma, cheirourgia, pro
blema and organon (I.Eph 1161,1162,1164,1165,1167,1168; Samama 2003, 
no. 210-215). There is no explanation of what one had to demonstrate 
when competing in each of these disciplines. We may suppose they 
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were demonstrations of medical skill in preparing medication (phar- 
maka) or writing medical treatises (the probable meanings of syntag
ma), in surgery (cheirourgid), in diagnosis (problema) and in making or 
using medical instruments (organa).60 In any case, they demonstrate 
the unity of theory, surgery and pharmacology that reminds us of 
Galen’s insistence on an integral knowledge and skill for a good 
doctor,61 62 and of the important relation of physicians to paideia. The 
agones were dated by the priest of Asklepios, the president of the as
sociation of physicians and the agonothetes. They were organised in the 
gymmnasion and a gymnasiarchos of the physicians was appointed during 
the days of the agones (I.Eph 1162,11.12-13, cf. 1164,1165). The fact that 
archiatroi were often winners of different demonstrations (cf. I.Eph 
1162) allows us to suppose that the agones were not for students of 
medicine, but for doctors. Even if they were not official examinations 
of civic physicians but the usual challenge matches in the context of 
civic festival, as Barton states, these agones were probably significant 
in the election of the public doctors of the city.'1'2 It is surely not a co
incidence that they date from the reign of Antoninus Pius (138-161 
AD), the emperor who restricted the right to enjoy exemption from 
liturgies to a certain number of physicians and teachers in each city.

60. Cf. Barton 1994:148 and n.72; Nutton 1995: 7-8; 1979,187-88; Samama 2003: 70-1. 
Barton (loc. cit.) assumes that the proofs consisted on free choice on medical theme 
on which to speak, surgical demonstrations, a theme chosen by judges, and medical 
instruments, though his assessment that ‘The order with words before deeds is 
notable’ is based in a false order, and for that reason is void. Nutton (1995) interprets 
the proofs as submission of novel inventions, of a drug (cnivraYpa) or an instrument 
(opyava), and resolution of a medical and surgical problem; or, alternatively, drug 
prescription (cnivraYpa), manipulation or bandaging (xeipoupyia), some form of 
diagnosis and the use of instruments.
61. Gal., Deopt. med. cogn., cited by Nutton 1995: 8.
62. Barton 1997: 148 and n. 72.

7. Representation of these associations in the community
There is really no evidence that associations of craftsmen and intel
lectuals in Asia Minor participated in public festivals. Most of the 
evidence presented by O. van Nijf comes from the West, while the 
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evidence from the East is always indirect or concerns Dionysiae tech- 
nitai, athletes and other sorts of associations which were profession
ally related to festivals.63 It is significant that there is no mention of 
professional associations either in the foundation of Demosthenes 
of Oinoanda (SEG 38:1462) or in that of Salutaris in Ephesos (J.Eph. 
%-f). inscriptions securing seats in theatres or latrines for these 
associations surely have a symbolic value, as van Nijf (1997) has 
stated, but also a practical one. The to/wz-inscriptions in the Ephe
sian latrines of the Vedius gymnasium can probably be explained by 
the fact that this gymnasion was near the Servilius stoa, where many 
professional associations had their headquarters.

63. van Nijf 1997:131-46.
64. I.Cos 37 (SylE 1025; Samama 2003: no. 121, mid C4 BC). For the Nestorides as 
possible association of disciples honouring Nestor, who, as Asklepios, had received 
medical teachings from Chiron, see Samama 2003, 224, n. 4.
65. See the donations made by apaidonamos to the paides at the end of his term of office 
in Carian Hydai: I.Mylasa gog. The inclusion of the paideutai among the recipients 
surely helped this profession to become a respectable group in society, cf. van Nijf 

z997: '75-. n- I3I-

In some cases the reference to teachers and physicians as profes
sional groups may be a reference to an association. Professional as
sociations appear frequently at public distributions and banquets in 
the Roman West. Though it is not usual in the Roman East, and 
there is no evidence in imperial Asia Minor, we have some examples 
in Hellenistic Cos, which are probably related to the change that 
took place in the physicians’ profession from an itinerant to an es
tablished one. These professionals appear among the recipients of 
sacrificial meat together with other associations: the nestorides, and 
the flute players, the smiths and potters.64 In first-century BC Priene, 
however, only foreign physicians and teachers appear among the 
recipients of sacrificial meat (I.Priene in; Samama, no. 226). They 
are listed together with other foreign professionals such as the theo- 
roi, technitai of Dionysos, masseurs and physical trainers, and togeth
er with the ephebes of the city.65

These examples, together with evidence from the Black Sea dat
ing from imperial times, suggest that it is possible that public distri
butions to these professions also occurred in Anatolia. A female 
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gymnasiarch named Aba was honoured in Istros for her distribu
tions to physicians and teachers, together with other social, cultic 
and professional associations. Lines 25-30 of the relevant inscription 
(I.Histriae 57; SEG 30.796, ca. 150-200 AD) read:66

66. See van Nijf 1997:170-188, on the professional associations in this inscription, and 
Robert 1989:195-266, esp. 205-8, on IGBtdg ia, 15(3).
67. See also the case of Dionysopolis in Moesia, where a gymnasiarch is honoured, 
among other things, for having made distributions to the boule and the visiting 
bouletai from a league of five cities, the agoraioi, iatroi and paideutai: IGBtdg I2 15(2) 
(early third cent. AD, after 212) and 15(3), which includes hymnodoi and foreign 
traders.

(...) toil; lu:]v yap/ ßow.cvrai; 7tötoiv Kai yspoDoiaotaii; Kai Tau/piaotai; 
Kai latpoi; Kai 7taio;-.vrai; Kai tot; toia/ Kai ;':c ovÖLiato; Ka/.ODLiövoi; sk Ödo 
Kat’ avöpa/ÖT|vap[i]cov/ Öiavof|i]f|v, fjv owtco tu; aXA] Kporspov,/sÖcoksv (...)

... for all members of the boule and the gerousia and for the Tauriastai 
(i.e. worshippers of Poseidon), the physicians, the teachers and all 
those who have been individually invited, she has distributed two di
nars per person, what nobody had done before...

Teachers and physicians are here distinguished from those ‘individ
ually invited’ (rote iöia Kai övoparog koZodjievoi), and appear after 
the bouleutai, gerousiastai and tauriastai, but before the cultic and pro
fessional associations of the hymnodoi (hymn singers), builders, 
craftsmen and traders of the Sacred Avenue, and the Herakleiastai 
(11.31-33: en gf]v Kai npvcpöoig Kai té/ktcooiv Kai iepo7t[Za]Teiraig Kai 
'HpaKZetaoraig). It seems that for the benefactress Aba, the most 
prestigious group of professionals consisted of physicians and 
teachers.67 We don’t know if they constituted an association or not, 
but the fact that they appeared together with professional associa
tions makes it probable that they were also one, or at least they were 
conceived as one by the community.
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8. Conclusions

There seems to be no important distinction between associations of 
physicians and teachers and other sorts of professional associations. 
The main difference is probably the different status of the members. 
Grammarians, sophists, rhetoricians and physicians in Asia Minor 
belonged to the middle and upper classes, some of them even to the 
elite.68 The higher recognition many of them received is neverthe
less much clearer in individual references to such professionals. 
When they join together as an association they seem to become an 
entity similar to other associations in its internal organisation, but 
also in its rights and obligations towards the community. Reference 
to membership of a private person is only found in documents 
erected by the association or addressed to the association as such, 
but usually not as a sign of identity in private documents of its 
members. The naming of an association after its founder is very 
rare, as are also inscriptions honouring individuals who are mem
bers of an association. Most of our evidence is about the relation
ship of associations with their patrons, benefactors, the community 
and the state. Speaking of the circle of Aelius Aristides, Remus 
(1996, 148) writes: ‘By virtue of their birth, means, and education 
they had little need to resort to such organization to attain the ends 
- social and professional - that motivated persons beneath them in 
the social scale to form voluntary associations.’ That rhetoricians 
and physicians who apparently did not need to join such associa
tions did in fact join them is a sign of their main practical profes
sional interest and, at the same time, of the associations’ significance 
not for the individual but for the koinon. As Baslez states, ‘ce n’était 
done pas le triomphe de l’individualisme, comme on l’a dit parfois, 
mais plutot la dissociation du collectif et du politique, confondus 
dans la cité depuis ses origines’.69

68. The social status of members of craftsmen’s and traders’ associations ranges from 
the lower class to the middle one, the Roman citizens being nevertheless more 
numerous than the members of the lowest classes: see Dittmann-Schöne 2001.
69. Baslez 1998: 439.

I think there is no evidence for assuming that teachers, physi
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cians, craftsmen or tradesmen joined associations to compensate a 
social lack or to achieve a social status they could not achieve other
wise, though sometimes such a thing could be, and surely was, a 
consequence of their membership. I think the symbolic and social 
value of associations that define themselves in terms of their occu
pational activities must not be overstressed in detriment to their 
professional value. The associations of teachers and physicians were 
constituted with a professional, not social, restrictive membership. 
The aim was clearly professional: to gain recognition and privileges 
that allowed them to exercise their profession, to have an estab
lished position and the possibility of access to public office and, fi
nally, to be related to an institution where they could have intellec
tual discussions and find students. Therefore their association was 
probably only theoretically voluntary. It seems very probable that a 
teacher or a physician in Ephesos or Smyrna had to join the profes
sional association in order to attain the privileges that their profes
sion claimed and to have the chance of being recognised publicly as 
a teacher or physician. Membership in such associations offered 
them the possibility of becoming a public physician or teacher. 
Public, here, means ‘recognised by the state’ as the community’s 
physician, sophist, etc. In many professions, the decision of associ
ating was surely a private decision, but the state not only did not 
oppose the establishment of these associations, but probably even 
granted them privileges in order to stimulate their creation. In the 
case of teachers and physicians this is, as we have seen, very proba
ble. The state also offered them a public space in which they adopt
ed the official ritual which is represented in the monumental epigra
phy, the displaying of statues and the institution of benefaction and 
patronage that allowed them to satisfy their professional needs. 
Honorary dedications and tomb protection were inherent to this 
kind of koinon. The association was guaranteed by the state as an 
important link in the community and a representative element of it. 
The community could benefit of the professional skill of its mem
bers, but also of its role protecting their tombs or in order to be 
honoured by being its patron or benefactor. For the state, the estab
lishment of such associations guaranteed the provision of education 
and health care, much like the existence of an association of bakers 
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in Ephesos (Dittmann-Schöne 2001: II.1.29) guaranteed the bread 
supply of the population, or, again, the existence of the association 
of linen-weavers in Lydian Saittai (Dittmann-Schöne 2001: no. Ill 
3.1-III.3.11) ensured the exploitation of a most important economic 
resource of the region.

It is not simply as a matter of form when physicians are hon
oured ‘for having attended the community in a private and in a pub
lic capacity’ in the third and especially in the second century BC.7° 
A significant example is the case of Onasandros, a physician who 
learnt the profession from a teacher and public physician (ötöaoKaXog. 
iarpoc; orpioaioc) of Cos. He became so well-known in the deme of 
Halasarna for his medical skill that after being an appointed medi
cal assistant for many years, he opened his private practice (iatreion) 
where he generously attended everyone, letting his private interest 
come second to his public function.?1 On the basis of the Lexlulias 
requirement of utilitas publica from associations, Herzog has recon
structed the lines 5-6 of Vespasian’s edict (see p. 97 above) as fol
lows: [’E7tetöf] rd rote éZeuØépotg 7tpé7tovra £7UTi]öci')|.i«ra / rate re 7iö/.cai 
Koivfji Kai iöiat '/pifaipa Kai rcov Øecov iepa vopi^erat] (Because the pro
fessions that are suitable to free persons are considered useful for 
the cities publicly as well as privately, and sacred to the gods). The 
insistence on public service, which we find in Hellenistic honorary 
decrees, seems to have been also a principal reason for the imperial 
(and probably local) policy towards these professions and for the 
steps taken to make the associations become a framework uniting 
private and public dimensions.

70. Samama 2003: nos. 106 (Halicarnassus) and 129 (Cos). See also the later evidence 
of Samama 2003: no. 245 (Robert and Robert 1954: no. 70B), 11. n-12 (Herakleia 
Salbake, Ci AD): aapacs%6|.ievov Top; 7toZei]rai; Kai Sqpooia Kai i[5]i(0TiKrä;.
71. Samama 2003: no. 137 (SEG 41. 680, Halasarna, C2 BC), 11. 24-38, cf. Samama 2003: 
no. 067, a nearly contemporary decree of Amphissa in Locris, in which a physician is 
honored for his work for the common health, treating everybody on equal terms (11. 
15-17): r[dv/ dy%ei]pics0eicsav afurä ai<mv acpi rd; Koivd; cstorripia; é<p‘ ioou Kai ao[0‘ / dajavra; 
eijvoiKrä; oiacpif/.dcac (... favourable preserving the confidence entrusted to him in 
relation to the common health, in equal conditions, and for everybody).

From the moment an association of teachers and physicians was 
founded, the private/public opposition no longer seemed to have 
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any more significance for the association and its representation in 
the community. If somebody had asked a pedestrian in an Ephesian 
street if the teachers that assembled in the Mouseion constituted a 
private or a public synodos, I wonder if he would have known how to 
answer.
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5
Newly Published Documents Concerning 

Cult Associations in the Black Sea:
Some Remarks

Alexandru Avram

Several inscriptions published in the last years provide new infor
mation about private cult associations in the cities of the Black Sea 
region in Hellenistic and Roman times. A few remarks will be pre
sented here.

Askold Ivantchik carefully published three very fragmentary in
scriptions from Tanais which date from the second century or the 
first half of the first century BC.1 All the documents have been 
passed by a local thiasos.

i. Ivantchik 2008 b. See also the Russian version of the same paper, Ivancik 2008 a 
(with abstract in English).

i. Ivantchik 2008 b, 94-95, no. 1. Tanais, 2nd cent, or first half of the 
ist cent. BC.

[------------------- 9t]aostT[at oi 7tspi ispsa töv Ösiva rov Ösivo<;]
[ - Kai Karspa ov]vöÖo[v töv Ösiva tou ösivo;-----------------]
[-------------- Kai] <pi/.ä[va9ov töv Ösiva tou Ösivo<;-------------]

4 [--------- KGl vs]coKÖp[ov---------------------------------------------]

[------------------ ].vKu[---------------------------------------------]
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2. Ivantchik 2008 b, 96-100, no. 2. Tanais, 2nd cent, or first half of the 
ist cent. BC.

vac. A[---------------------- sXXt]]-
vac. vctp% [?---------------------- ]
Ä7toXXrö[vio<;---------------------- ]

4 Ai]Ln']Tpi| o; — Kai oi Xoutoi]
Oia.uira.i [-------------------------- ]
Tavast '/_p[----------------------- ]
Tpavo; IIt[----------------------- ]

8 Sanpon no[---------------------- ]
vac. H[-----------------------------]
Äprs|ifö[copo<; tod Tivo; - - ]
Tortato ;[Tof) T.tvo;--------- ]

12 A....NY[---------------------- ]

3. Ivantchik 2008 b, 100-103, no. 3. Tanais, 2nd cent, or first half of the 
ist cent. BC.

[’E7ti tod T.tvo; - - ]Ö<bpou [sXXi]vapxou?]
[-------------------------;:.]<5oT. ro[t; 9tao(s)tTar;' velsim. S7tatvsoai]
[töv Ö. tod Ö. Kai GT];:<pavof)[o()ai xpuoro ?]

4 [oTscpavoi rt']v re siKÖvJa 7tofi[oao9at aurou]
[Kai ava9stvat--------- ]op vac.
[------------------------------ ]ÖS TCÖV [-----------------]
[---------------------------- pTAS SYST[-------- ]

8 [----------------------------- ] oüÖ’ kho[-------------- ]

These inscriptions are important, despite their fragmentary charac
ter. First of all, their early date requires attention. Though the 
known inscriptions from Tanais are not earlier than the Roman pe
riod, the paleographic features of the recently published ones show 
without any doubt that these documents belong to the Hellenistic 
period? Furthermore, we are informed that a thiasos existed at that

2. For the Greek character of Tanais and its resistance to Sarmatian influences, see 
Heinen 2005, 180: ‘Mit Recht hat man von einer zunehmenden Sarmatisierung des 
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time in this rather isolated city populated both by Hellenes and Tan- 
aitai, and led respectively by a hellenarch.es and an archon. This associa
tion included in its staff among others a pater synodou, convincingly 
restored in the first document,* 3 as well as a neokoros, attested by the 
same inscription.4 5

Bosporanischen Reiches, gerade auch in Tanais, gesprochen. Doch die Strukturen 
der Stadt und ihrer Vereine waren griechisch, genauso wie die freilich nicht immer 
einwandfreie Sprache ihrer Inschriften. Das zeugt von der außerordentlichen 
Lebenskraft griechischer Tradition am Rande der Steppe’.
3. See CIRB, 95-96, 98-100,104,105 from Panticapaion and 1261,1263,1277,1282,1288 
from Tanais.
4. See CIRB 59 and 1054 (vi/.Kopoc) with the editor’s commentary.
5. See in general Mitchell 1999. For Theos Hypsistos in the Bosporan Kingdom see 
especially Ustinova 1999; cf. Bowersock 2002; Heinen 2006,52-53.
6. CIRB 1260,1260a, 1261,1277-1280,1282,1284,1287-1287.
7. CIRB 1262-1268,1276,1290,1291.
8. Ivantchik also adduces CIRB 1237, in which he translates ‘sent by the king to Em- 
porion’ and argues that ‘Emporion was indeed a designation for a city within the 
Bosporan kingdom’, but the article in the sequence ei; to épaopiov rules out such 
possibility.

A thiasos managing the cult of Theos Hypsistos3 is well known in 
Tanais from later inscriptions,6 and other inscriptions7 seem to have 
been erected by the same association, although they do not mention 
the name of the god. However, Theos Hypsistos is not attested be
fore the ist century AD, which rules out the possibility that the new
ly attested thiasos of the middle or later Hellenistic period could be 
connected with this later series of documents. Ivantchik tried, there
fore, to find another solution. He insisted on the word Tovoiei (no. 2, 
1. 6) and developed the idea that a cult of Tanais (‘most likely a river 
god’) existed in the city, that the inscription is a dedication to this 
river god (see the dative) and that the thiasos is connected to this 
cult. Furthermore, Tanais would not be, in his opinion, the official 
name of the city, insofar as this community is attested by Alexander 
Polyhistor (FGrH o.-jy F 36; cf. Steph. Byz., v. Tdvaic; Str. 11.2.3; 
Ptol. 3.5.12, 5.9.16, 8.18.5) under the name of’Ejutoptov.8 The cult of 
the river god Tanais is, by the way, the only point where I do not 
agree with the editor’s views. First of all, it would be, in my opinion, 
rather strange that the name of the god to whom the offering was 
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addressed occurs after so many names of (leading?) members of the 
thiasos. The inscriptions referring to Theos Hypsistos all begin with 
the god’s name in dative, followed by the names of the leading and 
ordinary thiasitai who made the dedication. Secondly, I find no par
allel for a thiasos organized around the cult of a river god.

Without having a concrete suggestion for the restoration, I won
der if we are not invited to try [év] Tavdct. So, the god remains 
unknown, while ‘in Tanais’ could be understood as a supplementary 
precision in a context, which is unfortunately unclear.

Thiasoi are not widely attested in the Hellenistic period on the 
North shore of the Black Sea. I can adduce only the private associa
tions from Olbia: the BopetKoi Oiaarrai-’ and the obscure [ijepeig 
Enpijcnßpädai Kai 0i]aoirat connected to the cult of Zeus Soter.9 10 The 
thiasos of Tanais provides new evidence for private cult associations 
in this area in the Hellenistic period. On the other hand, taking into 
account the rather complex organization of this thiasos - including a 
pater synodou, a neokoros and, most probably, if the restoration can be 
accepted (no. 2,1. 1-2), the hellenarch.es himself, i.e. the chief magis
trate of the Greek community in Tanais -, this association seems to 
have been founded for a divinity of central importance. Several can
didates come to mind, first of all, of course, Dionysos. However, the 
sparse evidence on pre-Roman cults at Tanais does not allow specu
lation on the identity of the god.

9. IGDOP 95 (c. 300 BC): perhaps a ‘thiase apollinien qui pouvait avoir des rapports 
avec les associations orphiques’.
10.I.Olbiae 71 = IGDOP 11 (end of the 4th century BC): ‘thiase gentilice des prétres de 
Zeus Soter’.
ii. A good parallel would be furnished by some decrees passed by the Bachic thiasos 
from Callatis: I.Kallatis 35-36 = Jaccottet 2003, nos. 54-55; I.Kallatis 42-46 = Jaccottet 
2003, nos. 56-60. A.-F. Jaccottet, speaking about the ‘role ambigu, å la fois privé et 
public, joué par les thiasites callatiens’ (Jaccottet 2003,129), accepts my conclusions 
(Avram 2002, 70-71, 74-76).

I would like to add a last remark on this question. If the restora
tion |T|pocc ropg 0iao(e)iraig] in no. 3 is correct, we might ask if the 
association was really a private one. A thiasos passing a decree and 
using the same formulas as public documents seems to be rather 
public than private.11 Nevertheless, it is not certain that no. 3 be
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longs to the same series as nos. i and 2;IS accordingly, any specula
tion on this matter would be unproductive.

12. I also remark that the restoration [éaaivéoai] makes the second line too long. The 
insertion of this verb is doubtful.
13. The monument had been first published and commented from an archaeological 
point of view by S. Conrad (Conrad 2004, 160-161, no. 132) through the courtesy of 
the Museum of National History and Archaeology of Constanta, nevertheless, with
out the permission to publish also the inscription.
14. CIMRMt 76, 78/79 and 84/85; cf. BE 2003,576 and SEG51,1591-1593.
15. CILN 764 = ILS 4251 = CIMRMt 739: pater nrnimus.

A number of other relevant inscriptions come from the Western 
shores of the Black Sea and date from the imperial period. One of 
them is a funeral monument from the end of Hadrian’s reign found 
in Tomis.

4. Bärbulescu and Cåteia 2007. Tomis, end of Hadrian’s reign.12 13

M(otpKco) Avtcovto)
MotpKiotvcö 7ta-
Tpt VOLliLlM

4 Kai fepsi acorst-
pi]: Twirl]; kt/..

The editors commented mainly on the cult of Hecate in this region 
and on the office held by the 7tarf]p vopipoc, ‘dont 1’attribut vopipoc 
confirme la légitimité’. This title is attested only in a group of three 
dedications on statues from the mithraeum of Sidon dated to 390/391 
AD14 15 and in a Latin inscription from Aquileia.15 Moreover, one of the 
dedicatory statues from Sidon represents a Hecate Triformis (Triceps')-, 
thus, we have decisive proof for the connection between the cult as
sociations devoted to this goddess and the pater nomimos.

Philip A. Harland remarked that parental metaphors were wide
spread especially in the Greek East and that ‘such terminology was 
an important way of expressing honour, hierarchy, and belonging 
within the association or community, and it could also pertain to 
functional leadership roles (rather than mere honours) in certain
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cases’.16 He does not discuss the inscriptions from Sidon and Aqui- 
leia mentioning the pater nomimos, to whom the newly discovered 
monument from Tomis should be added, but he gives many other 
interesting examples of‘fathers’ in cult associations. Unfortunately, 
not all of them are convincing. He insists, for example, on the de
cree of a thiasos in Callatis,17 which, in his opinion, is ‘in honour of 
Ariston, who is called “father”, as well as “benefactor” of the cult 
society and founder of the city (narpoc écbv enepyéra Kai Kriora rac 
7té/.toc Kai cpiZoreigon ron Øiaoou)’.18 Not only did he misunderstand 
the text of the inscription, but he surely did not read my detailed 
commentary on this inscription, although he cites my corpus 
(LKallatis). The decree passed by the thiasitai is in fact for an Ariston 
(II), son of a homonymous Ariston (I), and the right translation is 
‘whose father is a benefactor and founder of the city and a honorary 
member of the thiasos'. Thus, the ‘father’ is here not a parental meta
phor, but obviously the real father of the beneficiary of the decree. 
Nor should the titles of euergetas and ktistas tas polios be connected 
with Ariston’s (I) membership within the thiasos, but with his public 
activities.

16. Harland 2007, 57.
17.1.Kallatistf, = Jaccottet 2003, no. 54 (c. 12-15 AD).
18. Harland 2007, 69-70; cf. my critical point of view in BE 2008, 363.
19. Harland 2007, 69-72.
20. CIRB 96, 98-100,104,105.
21. CIRB 1261,1263,1277,1282,1288.

More convincing are the other examples found by Harland in 
several inscriptions from the Roman period in Macedonia, in Thra
ce and on the North shore of the Black Sea.19 20 21 Nevertheless, one of 
the main conclusions of his study, namely that the title of ‘father’ or 
‘mother’ in the cult association would express a functional rather 
than a merely honorific role remains, as I submit, unproven. Several 
inscriptions from Panticapaion80 and Tanais81 mention the pair hie- 
reus mA. pater synodou, every time in this order. Therefore, we are invit
ed to identify these as the highest-ranking members of the associa
tion, and not that ‘one of its leaders was known as the “father of the 
synod” or simply “father”, alongside other standard functionaries 
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such as the priest (iepeug)’?8 On the other hand, we also have in 
Panticapaion an inscription, where the hiereus and the pater synodou 
seem to be the same person?3 To this evidence, the inscription of 
Tomis mentioned above should be added (a person having been 
both pater nomimos and hiereus). The possibility that a person may be 
in the same time hiereus and pater shows in my opinion that the first 
term addresses the functional leadership, while the second one is 
merely an honorific title. The rare epithet nomimos only adds a sym
bolic legitimacy. The cult association could confer on one of its 
leaders (i.e. the hiereus, the archiereus etc.) the honorific title of pater of 
the association. How then should we explain then the pair hiereus 
and pater synodou revealed by the Bosporan inscriptions mentioned 
above? Perhaps the ‘priest’ should be understood as an archiereus 
(see an analogy in Histria which I shall discuss below). There were 
perhaps more priests in every association but only one of them had 
the leading position in the board. Thus, the pater could be his pre
decessor in this position. Anyway, the newly published inscription 
from Tomis adds a new argument against any attempt to establish a 
functional hierarchy starting from the title of‘father’ of the associa
tion?4

22. Harland 2007, 72.
23. CIRB 95.
24. Cf. also Jaccottet 2003, 65-66: ‘Notons que ce titre apparait å une date tardive 
dans les associations et qu’il se retrouve dans des colleges aussi diflerents que les or- 
géons de Béléla, dans une association thrace, chez les Paianistes de Rome, ou chez les 
Dendrophores de Tomis. Ce titre qui place celui qui le porte å la tete de l’association, 
comme dans la hiérarchie mithriaque, provient peut-étre d’une influence romaine au 
travers du pater collegii largement attesté’ (she follows here Poland 1909,372).

Another inscription which may contribute to a better under
standing of the internal organization within private cult associa
tions was found in nearby Histria (Istros). Alexandru Suceveanu 
recently published several inscriptions discovered during his exca
vations at a basilica from the 6th century AD. Among them, we find 
a fragmentary catalogue of winners at a musical competition organ
ized by a local association.
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5. Suceveanu 2007,149.

[... Aip./.ou Kai 'Yfytaivcov------------------------ ]

[......... ]l> äp/tfipsia [------------------------------------]

[.. .I lajw; ÄvaciLi;':v[ou------------------------------]

4 [... .9ia]oov i5|lvoiÖ[cöv---------------------------------]

[ - - ]tcov a' /op<'>[r)W.Toi)VTo; (sic)------------ ]

[.. .veiKTpa]vTS<; S7t[i aycovoSsTou--------------- ]

[..i£pco(pav]TOL)VTCo[v (sic)------- m<y,: crovayco]-

8 [vioäpsvoi------------ ’IoukoüJvöou, <J>[X(äßioq)]

[
[
[

12 [
[

— ] Ou/.7t[to; - -]

— ]ot>, M;:i[oia; -] 

Aa]Öa, 'Io[ü/.(to;) -]

- - M--------------]

- - M----------------]

Unfortunately, Suceveanu’s edition is far from satisfactory and it is 
accompanied by a rather surprising translation: ‘... le fils de Lilias et 
Hygiainon ... la prétresse ... Papas, le fils d’Anaximénés ... 1’asso- 
ciation (bachique) des chanteurs (sic) ... ayant pour la premiere fois 
comme chef d’orchestre (sic) ... vainqueurs pendant l’agonothésie 
de ... et des hiérophantes ... ont participé au concours les suivants : 
... le fils de Iucundus, Flavius ... Ulpius ..., Meidias ... le fils de 
Dada, Iulius ...’ The editor adds that this inscription, ‘de quelques 
générations plus ancienne, autrement dit de la période des Anto
nins, que la plupart des inscriptions histriennes concernant les asso
ciations dionysiaques (IScM I 99-100, 167, 199, 208, 221), pourrait 
nous apporter, pour la premiere fois, la preuve de 1’existence d’un 
Oiaooc å Histria, assimilable ou non avec 1’association (mteipa) des « 
anciens Dionysiastes » de l’époque des Sévéres’.

I noted few years ago85 that in 1. 5 [rov ctjycova yopcofv], ‘the com
petition between the choruses, should be restored. Epigraphic par
allels are provided mainly by inscriptions from Halicarnassus, De
los and Termessus,86 while the same expression occurs in Plutarch 25 26

25. BE 2008, 379 (no. 6) with further other critical views.
26. Halicarnassus: GIBM 902 (cf. SEG 28, 839). Delos: IG XI 4,1150. Termessus: EAM
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(Vit. Alex. 67.8.2: äymva.c yopcov). The first visible letter is obviously a 
gamma (not a tau), furthermore, the word yopcoforaroDvrog] (sic) re
stored by Suceveanu is unattested.

The first letters of the text (a genitive of a personal name) might 
belong to the name of the governor of Moesia Inferior. All the doc
uments of private cult associations from the Roman period in His
tria and Tomis are introduced by the common formula t>7tep rf]c ron 
aikoKpdropoc (vel rcov anroKparopcov) kt/.. e.g. rir/_i]c re Kai vc[ki]c Kai 
aicovion ötapovfjg kt/.. Kai Kpariorot) t>7tariKon kt/.. Therefore, we might 
identify at the beginning of the text the name of Ovinius Tertullus, 
the governor of 198-202, which occurs in a similar position in an 
inscription from Tomis?7 A hedera after [—|/./.ou indicates that we 
have there the end of the introductory sequence. Then, we can con
tinue by supposing another sequence introduced by n[7tép] and re
ferring to the name of an unknown åpyiépeta, daughter of a man 
whose name belongs to the second declension (genitive in -[o]d). For 
my restorations of the next lines, I rely on another Histrian inscrip
tion published by the same association of the mteipa Aiovnoiaorcov 
7tpeoßDrepcov (this formula being attested in I.Histriae 199). I.Histriae 
100, the beginning of which is missing, gives [ - - ] Kai ron [Kpariorot) 
t>]7tartKOD ’Iou/.iou [r aiTOU/.iK|ou, npvcpöoi 7tpeoßi)re[poi oi 7te]pi rov péyav 
Øeov Aiovnoov. The dedication I.Histriae 167 has npvcpöoig 7tpeoßuiepoic 
iepoveücatg rote nepi rov Aiovnoov. I suggest, therefore, to insert the 
broken word [ - Joov (1. 4) in the common formula [oi 7tepi rov péyav 
Øeov Aiovujoov üpvcpöfoi 7tpeoßnrepoi]. Thus, we no longer have a 
[0ia]-oog, as cautiously suggested by Suceveanu, but the speira which 
is attested by the other inscriptions of the same series. Since these 
all date to the middle of the 2nd century AD to the end of the Sev- 
eran time, it is not surprising that the new document, dated to 198- 
202 by Ovinius Tertullus’ governorship, belongs to the same series. 
In my opinion, the text must be restored as follows:

['Yusp rfj<; rcöv Øsiorætcov oröroKpotTOpcov----------]

[ti. e. Septimius Severus and Caracalla) kt/..------- ]

III154 and 163 (in both instances dyräva %oprä).
27.1.Tomis  82.
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[— numerus versuum incertus-------------------- ]
[e.g. TO%q<; ts Kai vr.iici]; Kai arøviou Ötapovfjc, ku..] 

[--------------------- Kai KpaifeTou witiKof ’Ooustviou]

[Tspw]XXou Kai ü[7tsp rq<; Ösiva Tf[g--------------------- ]

[...o]l> ap'/_v:p;:ia[;--------------------------------------------------]

[...I lajita; Ava^tpév[on Kai oi 7tspi tov Ltü/av 9sov]

4 [Atövn]oov ULlVMö[0l 7tpSOßÜTSpOt-------------------------- ]

[tov ä]ycöva yopcö[v----------------------------------------- vst]-

[Ki]oa]vTS<; S7t[i aycovoSsTOU---------------------------------- ]

[7tpOOT]aTOL)VTCo[v ÖS--------------------------------------------- ]

8 ku..

We have thus a catalogue of winners at a choral competition. Sev
eral other documents of the same speira mention among its leading 
members an archiereus, a hiereus (perhaps the same as the archiereus'), a 
pater, an agonothetes, more prostatai and a grammateus and among the 
special officials a mesochoros, a chorostates and a mousarchos.1* The last 
office seems to be attested only by these Histrian inscriptions and 
by a fragment of Lyrica adespota.^ The other offices are rather com
mon and the new inscription does not add anything to them. Nev
ertheless, attention is required by the mention of an archiereia. This 
is, to my knowledge, the first occurrence of a woman holding such 
an office in a Dionysiae association. In her remarkable book devot
ed to the Dionysiae cult associations, Anne-Fran<;oise Jaccottet 
draws the attention to the contradiction between the common pres
ence of women in the mythical thiasoi and the modest evidence for 
the same matter in real associations. As for their functions within 
the associations, ‘il faut aussi remarquer que les fonetions de tete 
réservées aux femmes sont toujours en rapport exclusif avec 1’aspect

28. Archiereus-. I.Histriae 207. Hiereis-. I.Histriae 99-100 (= Jaccottet 2003, nos. 64-65), 199 
(= Jaccottet 2003, no. 66). Pateres-, I.Histriae 99-100 (= Jaccottet 2003, nos. 64-65). 
Agonothetes-. I.Histriae 100 (= Jaccottet 2003, no. 65), 207. Prostatai-. I.Histriae 99-100 
(= Jaccottet 2003, nos. 64-65; in the first of these insciptions A.-F. Jaccottet rightly 
replaces [iepo<pdv]rr|v of I.Histriae through [apooTcijTiyJ, 207. Grammateus: I.Histriae 167 
(= Jaccottet 2003, no. 63). Mesochoros: I.Histriae 100 (= Jaccottet 2003, no. 65), 167 
(=Jaccottet 2003, no. 63), 207. Chorostates: I.Histriae 100 (= Jaccottet 2003, no. 65). Mou- 
sarchos: I.Histriae 100 (=Jaccottet 2003, no. 65), 167 (= Jaccottet 2003, no. 63).
29. PMG, fr. 23, i, 2: rräi pouadp%<oi.
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religieux du college. Si une femme peut étre prétresse, cistaphore, 
archibassara etc., jamais elle ne sera spirarque. La femme est en prin
cipe incapable socialement d’assurer la direction administrative 
d’une association. Par contre, le role religieux qui lui est dévolu sou- 
ligne la haute compétence qui lui est attachée, tout particuliérement 
dans le domaine dionysiaque’.3“ To the examples collected and dis
cussed by Jaccottet, in which women have (or seem to have) leading 
positions in Dionysiae associations,30 31 32 the catalogue of a speira from 
Thessalonike should be now added, in which we find (col. II) 
among other women a pipTij p OTtcipac.52

30. Jaccottet 2003, 90.
31. Jaccottet 2003, nos. 22, 62, 70, 71,146,147,182,188.
32. SEG 49, 814 =AE 1999,1430; cf. SEG 51, 886.
33. The restoration of this name is not certain. I prefer to write without accent, not 
being able to choose between Iliraac and Ifrafc. £G7J.VIV, s. v. registrates 18 
occurrences in Thrace. See for this name Robert 1963,513-514.
34.1.Histriae 99 = Jaccottet 2003, no. 64.
35. IGBulg II 671.
36. GIL III 870 = ILS 4061 = Jaccottet 2003, no. 71.

If the woman whose name remains unknown is the archiereia of 
the speira, then |Tlaj7tac: : Åva^tpévfou] must be its pater. A parallel can 
be found in an inscription which reveals the formula [ij] mteipa 
Aiovnotaorcov 7tpeoßurepcDV oi 7tepi 7tar[épa] Äyi/./.Txx Ä/i/./.a Kai iepéa 
Aüp(ij/.tov) BiKTopaKaoroD.34 35 Above, I expressed my opinions about 
the title of pater in religious associations. I add that apart from this 
Histrian inscription and one more fragmentary document coming 
from Nicopolis ad Istrum,33 where a 7tarf]p G7Kipi]c is mentioned, no 
other example of pater related to an association called speira is known 
to me. We have, on the other hand, as we have seen, a pijrrip OTtcipac 
in Thessalonike. Moreover, a Latin inscription put up by the asso
ciation of Asiani in Napoca (Dacia Porolissensis) from 235 AD men
tions the pair Germanus spirar[ch]es Tattario Epipodia mater, and then, 
arranged in two separate columns, the men and the women who 
were members of the speira.36 Therefore, this last inscription and the 
documents from Histria might suggest a duality at the head of a 
speira-. a pater (or a meter, both taken in an honorific meaning, per
haps former archiereis') and a hiereus (taken as archiereus, see above).
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A last remark concerns the members of the Histrian speira. The 
first occurrence of this association seems to be I.Histriae 207, an in
scription which is dated, on prosopographical grounds, to the reign 
of Antoninus Pius. Among the prostatai we find M. Ulpius Artemido- 
ros, the ‘first pontarch’ and Histria’s most prominent citizen in that 
time,37 and T. Cominius Euxenides neoteros, another pontarch.38 
M. Ulpius Artemidoros is called uio[c rf]c 7t|é/.co)c, a title which 
obviously has nothing to do with his activities within the association, 
but which was conferred to him by the political authorities of the 
city.39 The catalogi being rather rare at the end of the 2nd and the begin
ning of the 3rd century, we are poorly informed about the Histrian 
elite during this period. Nevertheless, the presence of personalities 
like M. Ulpius Artemidoros among the prostatai of the association in 
the early years of its activity invites us to suppose that this speira was 
rather attractive for the Histrian elite. Since the competitions orga
nized by this private association were, as it seems, open to non
members,40 the speira was of some help to the city’s officials: it orga
nized, at least partially, contests which would normally have been 
staged by the city’s authorities. As in other cities of the Western Black 
Sea coast or Asia Minor, benefactors of the imperial period seem to 
demonstrate their generosity through private foundations, profes
sional or cult associations rather by assuming offices in the boards of 
the city.

37. The same M. Ulpius Artemidoros also appears in I.Histriae 137,178-180 (with com
mentary), 193. Cf. Avram, Bärbulescu and Ionescu 2004, 360-361 with note 22.
38. See about his family Ruscu 2004, 907-910.
39. Cf. Canali de Rossi 2007,100-101 no. 207 (with the wrong reference ‘proviene in- 
vece da Tomi’).
40. So far the speira put very much emphasis on promoting these contests by publish
ing so many documents concerning them.
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Foreigners’ Associations and the 
Rhodian State

Stéphanie Maillot

i. Introduction

Two kinds of phenomena are particularly noteworthy in Hellenistic 
Rhodes: the importance of foreigners—numerically speaking—and 
the importance of associations, koina of the eranos type, since we 
know about more than a hundred such groups, dated mainly to the 
second and first centuries BC. This chronology confirms the conclu
sions of recent studies based on Rhodian commerce and amphora 
trade,1 2 3 conclusions that discredit the view about the so-called ‘long 
twilight of Rhodes’ after 167 :a after the declaration of the emporion of 
Delos as a free port following the Roman victory on Perseus of Mac
edonia, Rhodes was still an independent city-state, a prosperous 
and active cultural and commercial center, and a naval power.5

1. Lund 1999; Rauh 1999; Finkielsztejn 2001b. See also Gabrielsen 1993.
2. The expression is used by Berthold (1984, 233) as the title of his last chapter, where 
the author describes the ‘decline’ of Rhodes after the Third Macedonian War.
3. See the latest syntheses about Hellenistic Rhodes: Gabrielsen 1997; Wiemer 2002.
4. On the associative phenomenon in Rhodes, see Pugliese Carratelli 1939-40;
Gabrielsen 1994a, 1994b and 1997,123-129; Maillot 2005.

It is central to our understanding of Rhodian society in this pe
riod not only to determine the possible existence of links - and to 
describe the nature of these links - between the two phenomena, 
but also to shed light on the importance of the relations between 
associations of foreigners and the city-state in the Hellenistic age.4 
Most of these associations were established at Rhodos, the emporion 
and eponymous capital of the city-state. But they are also attested in 
the ancient cities on the island (Lindos and Camiros) as well as in 
the Peraia (Rhodes’ continental territory in Caria) and some of the 
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islands that were incorporated into the Rhodian state, among oth
ers, Nisyros, Telos, Symi and Chalke.

Associations of foreigners were the very type of private group
ings which could not be ignored by a city-state. In Classical times, 
most cities welcomed foreigners, but placed severe limitations on 
their residence and rights, notably those relating to access to justice 
and property rights. This remains unchanged in Hellenistic times. 
The citizen-body of a city-state is still a very exclusive group, even if 
contacts and mobility are greater and more important than before. 
We must therefore ask whether the grouping together of foreigners 
in associations was under the supervision of specific state institu
tions, and how the official and juridical recognition of such associa
tions operated. One has then to consider the degree to which such 
groups became integrated into the public and civic life, particularly 
by adopting polis practices in their internal workings, and by par
ticipating in certain aspects of the civic life.

2. Definitions: what is an association of foreigners?

Associations of foreigners are a major issue for our understanding 
of the associative phenomenon and of Hellenistic societies as a 
whole. Historiographically, they have played an important role in 
the renewal of studies on ancient Greek and Roman associations 
that has taken place since the 1980s. This renewal has partly its ori
gin in the new social history developed in the United States in the 
1970s, above all in community studies and ethnic studies.3 This kind of his
tory places greater importance on the specifities of the historical 
experience by the community. The methodological foundations for 
this culturalist approach consists of the importance ascribed to the 
values and customs imported by migrants and subsequently used 
by them to describe their relations to the new society they are living 
in. This is the general framework within which the paradigm of the 
foreigners’ association is constituted and has to be understood. A 
case in point are the works of M.-F. Baslez, which are centered on 
the evidene relating to the koinon of the Poseidoniastai Berytioi (Posei- 

5. See, e.g., Fishman 1985; Hollinger 1995; Green 2002, 25-26,53-59.
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doniasts from Beirut) emporoi (merchants) naukleroi (ship-owners) kai 
ekdocheis (and ware-house-men), or to that relating to the koinon of 
the Herakleistai Tyrioiemporoi kai naukleroi at Delos. Accordig to Baslez, 
during this period of demographic growth at Delos, the common 
interest on which these new groups were based was, in fact, their 
members’ origin from the same place. Ethnic community is thus an 
exact rendering of the generic term koinon as applied by the Hera- 
cleists from Tyre and the Poseidoniasts from Beirut’.6 In this kind of 
analysis, foreigners’ associations are based on three factors: (i) com
mon geographical origin and ethnic exclusivity; (2) common pro
fession; and (3) common cult, that is, the worship on foreign soil of 
the group’s theoipatrioi, a practice usually regarded as an element of 
the so-called oriental religious feeling, one believed to emphasize 
more mysticism and less on ritual.

6. Baslez 1977, 207. See also Baslez 1984, 338: ’certains groupements expriment des 
solidarités exclusives, nationales ou professionnelles. Ils font une politique dont il 
s’agit d’apprécier le caractére particulariste et revendicatif.
7. Lapethiastai: IG XII 1, 837; Paphioi: I.Lindos II, 392b, 1. 8, 394,1. 5.
8. IG XII3,104 (imperial period).
g. IG XII3, 6 (ist cent. BC).
10. Rhodos: Herakleotai, Maiuri 1916, 13g, no. 10 = Pugliese Carratelli 1939-40, no. ig 
(ist half of the 2nd cent. BC); Herakleotai [,..]oneioi,IGXII 1,158; Herakleotai Poseidaniastai 
Polemoneioi hoi syn Agathameroi, Pugliese Carratelli 1986-87, no. 12. Chalke: Herakleotai 
Xouriastai,IG XII 1, 963. The contexts in which the ethnic Herakleotai appears and its 
combination with cultic names shows that it is used for associations of the eranos type 
and not simply for indicating the city of Herakleia. For when cities are honouring 
someone, the snotA polis is used, see, e.g„ Maiuri, NS 18. Doubts remain as to the 
identification of the city from which the Herekleotai living in Rhodes came. There 
are a number of cities called Herakleia (Herakleia) in the Hellenistic world: for a list, 

The associations of foreigners in Rhodes nevertheless present a 
very different picture. Only a small minority acknowledge a foreign 
geographical origin, even fewer a common origin: we find a koinon of 
Lapethiastai from the Cypriot city of Lapethos and a group of Paphioi 
(who, however, do not use the generic term koinon) at Lindos;7 two 
groups use the regional ethnic Syroi (from Syria): a koinon ofAphro- 
disiastai Syroi, on the island of Nisyros,8 * 10 and the Adoniastai [Aphrodisia- 
stai] Asklapiastai Syroi, on Symi;-’ groups of Herakleotai appear at the 
capital city of Rhodos and Chalke,“ and, finally, some Roman nego- 
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tiatores, cives Romani qui negotiantur, are attested at Rhodes.11 12 13 14 15 Very few 
associatons declare a profession common to all its members: for in
stance the cives Romani qui negotiantur, the group of teachers of the Syl- 
leioi Lolleioipaideutai hoi syn Syllai,11 a group of Haliastai Athanaistai Her- 
maistai Aristeideioi hoi synergaxamenoi ton hippodromon (i.e. ‘those who 
built the hippodrome’),^ a koinon of public slaves, Diosatabyriastai hoi 
tas polios douloiX and some resident farmers at Lindos, the katoikeuntes 
kaigeorgeuntesenLindiapoleifi Notably, there are no associations of em- 
poroi or naukleroi, except the particular case of the katoikeunteskaigeor- 
geuntesenlindiapolei, who are also once attested as nauklareuntes.16 One 
should add the fact that the divinities worshipped are very seldom 
theoi patrioi. The few cases known are: the koinon of the Meniastai at 
Lindos, who worship the Phrygian god Men; the HerakleotaiXouria- 
stai, who probably whorship the Nabatean Dusares; the Aphrodisia- 
stan Basileias Aphroditas koinon, who probably worship the Phoenician 
Astarte.17 Most associations accumulate in their names an impres
sive number of divinities, for instance the koinon of the Soteriastai

see Robert 1973, 438 n. 18; Robert 1978, 477-490. The Rhodian evidence offers no 
means for an identification. Geographical proximity, though, suggests Herakleia on 
the Latmos, which had ties to Rhodes. An independent city after Apamea in 188 BC, 
this Herakleia is allied with Rhodes, and the treaty signed in 185 BC with its 
neighbour Miletus indicates that Herakleia and Miletus, though they became allies, 
pledge not to act counter to their respective treaties with Rhodes (Sylt1 633). This 
political situation could explain an emigration from Herakleia to Rhodes and at the 
same time an affirmation of ethnic or civic identity.
11. CIL III Suppl. 2,12266 (end of ist cent. BC). See Bresson 2002.
12. IG XII i, 918 (ist/2nd cent. AD).
13. NuovoSiippl.Epigr.Rhod. I, no. 3 (2nd cent. BC). Some doubt remains about the 
sense of synergaxamenoi: one thinks of the Delian expression hoi ten tetragonon [agorari] 
ergazoumenoi, where ergazoumenoimeans ‘traders’ (Roussel, ID 170g), or more precisely, 
‘those who make business’ there.
14. IG XII i, 36.
15. See below 168-g.
16.I.Rh.od. Per. 510 (Bresson, RecueilPm 27), 11. 9-10.
17. Meniastai: IG XII 1, 917; HerakleotaiXouriastai at Chalke: IG XII 1, 963; Aphrodisiastan 
Basileias Aphroditas koinon: Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 8 (ist cent. BC). The 
expression theoipatrioi is not attested in Rhodes. It is known in the neighbouring 
island of Astypalia through the koinon of the thiasosolAtargatis and the ancestral gods: 
IG XII3,178 (3rd cent. BC or later).
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Asklapiastai Poseidoniastai Herakleistai Athanaistai Aphrodisiastai Hermaistai 
MatrosTheon, comprising the cults of a savier god (probably Zeus), 
Asklepios, Poseidon, Herakles, Athena, Aphrodite, Hermes and the 
Mother of Gods.18

18. IG XII i, 162 (2nd cent. BC). See Morelli 1959.
19. Konstantinopoulos 1966,56 (195 BC, cf.), 11.1-16: ‘In the priesthood of Sodamos, 
the twelvth of the month Hyakinthios, when Xouthos of Antiocheia was archeranistes, 
the following have been elected to be in charge of the building of the enclosure of the 
graves: Dionysos of Ephesos, Zoilos of Gargaron, Matrodoros of Ephesos; they 
wrote up the names of those who promised to give money and have given it. The 
following, willing to participate to the construction of the enclosure of the graves 
and its gates, in accordance with the decree of the koinon, have promised to give 
money’ (there follow the names of eight eranists from Antioch, Ephesos, Ilion, 
Cappadocia, Sicyon and Gargaron).
20. Kontorini 1989,73, no. 10 (172/170 BC). Of the 32 contributors attested in this list, 
24 have an ethnic from another city (Athens, Cyzicus, Amisos, Ephesos, Miletus, 
Halicarnassos, Herakleia, Phaselis, Etenna in Pisidia, Selge, Chios, Samos, Thera, 
Laodiceia, Alexandria) or another region (Cilicia, Pisidia, Lucania and Armenia). 
Seven have the ethnic Rhodios/Rhodia. This does not mean that the civic rights of 
these individuals were recently acquired, or restricted (so Hiller von Gaertringen 
1941, 731-840; Meyer 1937, 560-582). The use of the ethnic Rhodios/Rhodia was not a 
means through which Rhodian citizens reaffirmed their legal status in contexts 
where foreigner are the majority (so Pugliese Carratelli 1953: Kontorini 1989), but 
probably an indication - self-conciously and voluntarily provided by the persons 
concerned - of belonging to the socio-professionnal group of the sculptors working 
in Rhodes: see Gabrielsen 1994b, who shows that Rhodios/Rhodia is attested only in 
sculptor signatures and in connection with members of koina - two groups that 
overlap in our inscriptions. Other examples of subscription documents, in which the 
list of contributors is not preserved, are: IG XII1, g, an unknown koinon headed by an

Given all this, how are we to identify groups as associations of 
foreigners? Some rare and valuable documents provide indications 
for the composition of such associations, since they comprise lists of 
members with foreign ethnics. Some of these documents record in
ternal subscriptions (epidoseis~). One example concerns the subscrip
tion solicited by an unknown koinon to finance th repair of the com
mon cemeteries;19 20 a second concerns the subscription solicited by 
the SamothraikiastaiAristobouliastai Hermaistai Panathenaistai hoi syn Ktesip- 
honti (i.e. ‘those together with Ktesiphon from Chersonesos’) for the 
acquisition of a plot of land.80 To these we should add an inscription 
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of a peculiar type: a list of the agonothetai and gymnasiarchoi who had 
presided over the organization of internal competitions of the koinon 
of Asklapiastai Nikasioneioi Olympiastai, an asociation founded by one 
Nikasion from Cyzicus; the document includes also a list of the eu- 
ergetai and euergetides of the koinon.11

individual from Kibyra; Maiuri 1925-1926, no. 5 (ist cent. BC), an unknown koinon,
headed by an individual from Laodikeia and presumably including among its
members A Laodikean and an Ephesian; IG XIIi, 937, the koinon of the Dionysiastai
Athanaistai Dios Atabyriastai Euphmnöreioi hoi syn Athenaioi Knidioi (Lindos, ist cent. AD),
whose head Athenaios comes from Cnidus.
21. IG XII i, 127 (beginning of the 2nd cent. BC). The name of the koinon can be 
deduced from another document: Hiller von Gaertringen and Saridakis 1900, no. 
108. IG XII i, 127 comprises 43 names of which 28 have a foreign ethnic (7 from 
Antioch, 4 from Soli, 2 from Alexandria; other cities or regions are Cyzicus, Ilion, 
Lysimacheia or Alexandria in the Troad, Chios, Cnidus, Symbra, Phaselis, Selge); 10 
persons carry the ethnic Rhodios, of which 5 are known as sculptors from other texts.
22. The list of foreigners, Suppl.Epigr.Rhod. I, no. 63 (Jones 1992,124-25: end of 2nd - 
beg. of ist cent. BC) mentions 35 foreigners, from Asia Minor (Halicarnassos, 
Aphrodisias, Stratoniceia, Nysa, Antiocheia on the Maeander, Caunos, Tabai, 
Herakleia, Termessos, Rhodiapolis), Phrygia (Epictetos, Dara, Apamea Kibotos), 
Greece and the islands (Athens, Megalopolis, Cos, Paros) and Syria (Damas, Seleucia 
on the Tigris). Subscription list of foreigners: Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 21 
(ist cent. BC) has at least 164 foreigners (21 metics, 3 persons in possession of epidamia 
[see p. 154], 4 public slaves). Of these 164 persons, 36 are women coming from Asia 
Minor (Smyrna, Ephesos, Sardeis, Myndos, Cnidus, Halicarnassos, Mylasa, 
Alabanda, Caunos, Herakleia, Phaselis, Perge, Soli), the islands (Cos, Samos, Paros), 
the Black sea region (Cyzicus, Nicomedia), continental Greece (Athens, Argos), 
Syria and Phoenicia (Antioch, Laodikeia, Apameia), Egypt (Philadelphia, 
Alexandria) and the West (Rome, Tyndaris). Subscription list of foreigners, perhaps 
slaves: Papachristodoulou 1989, 134, no. 10 (ist cent. BC). Dedications put up by 
groups of foreigners: Maiuri, JVS 8 (2nd cent. - ist cent. BC) and 37 (ist cent. BC). 
Subscription-list of foreign women: Maiuri 1916,134-135, no. 1 (Migeotte 1993: end of 
2nd - begin, of ist cent BC), with 21 contributors: 12 foreigners and 9 citizens.
23. Jacopi 1932, no. 6 (beg. of ist cent. BC). The list comprises 21 subscribers, of 
whom 8 have foreign ethnics, 7 are metics and 6 are citizens from Camiran demes.

At this point one should also mention a few lists of foreigners 
and subscriptions by foreigners, which may or may not have been 
issued by associations,11 as well as an interesting subscription list for 
a public purpose, in which the majority of contributors are foreign
ers?3 There is a mention of one Philokrates from Ilion who in an- * * * * * 21 22 23 
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other inscription is mentioned as an euergetes of the Isiastai, the syn- 
thytai Rhodiaistai epidamiastai, the Hermaistai Thesmophoriastai and the 
Matioi ktoinetai eranistai Philokrateioi.84

The citizens give a total of 20,000 drachmas, the foreigners a total of 4,700 drachmas 
(at a maximum), but the second biggest amount in the list (3,000 drachmas) comes 
from an individual from Antioch; the estimated grand-total, including now lost 
amounts, is estimated at 35,000 drachmas.
24. IG XII i, 157 (beg. of ist cent. BC).
25. AD 23 B (1968) 445.
26. IG XII i, 937 (ist cent. BC).
27. IG XII i, 918 (i!t cent. AD).
28. IG XII i, 161.
29. Jacopi 1932, 214, no. 53 and Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 18 (120 BC, cf. 
Finkielsztejn 2001a). The Hermogeneioi appear also without the mention Aphrodisiastai 
in Maiuri,JVS 28. See below note 109.
30. IG XII i, 155 (159/8 BC, cf. Finkielsztejn 2001a). See Gabrielsen 1994a.

Other criteria indicate that most members of a given association 
were foreigners, even when no list of members is preserved. The fol
lowing categories probably comprise associations of foreigners.

1. Associations bearing the name of a foreigner and being structured 
around him. They use his name in two ways, either in the formula 
hoisyn (+ name), or as the basis for an adjectival derivation. The case 
of the eranistai Samothraikiastai Aristobouliastai Hermaistai Panathenaistai 
hoi syn Ktesiphon (i.e. those assembled around one Ktesiphon from 
Chersonesos) has already been mentioned. We can add the Soteria- 
stai hoi syn Damatrioi Selgei,^ the Dionysiastai Athanaistai Dios Atabyraistai 
Euphranoreioi hoi synAthenaioi Knidioiy1 *' the Sylleioi Lolleioipaideutai hoi syn 
Syllai,^ the DiosXeniastai [Pan]athanaistaiLindiastai hoisyn Gai[o]i,s8 and 
the koinon of the AphrodisiastaiHermogeneioi, which is known from a de
cree honouring the founder, Hermogenes of Phaselis, and an excep
tional document listing the land-property titles of the koinon.1^

2. Associations which have a foreigner as their main magistrate. A 
famous example is Dionysodoros of Alexandria, who was archeranistes 
of the koinon of Haliadai kai Haliastai for twenty-three years (and an 
euergetes-mcm\scr for no less than thirty-five years) and and archeranistes 
of the koinon of the Paniastai for i8 years.3“
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3. Associations honouring their euergetai members who are also for
eigners. For instance Dionysodoros of Alexandria, who was hon
oured as euergetes by the Dionysiastai, the metic Charixenos of Andros, 
euergetes of the Aphrodiastai Hermaistai,'' Sosikles of Crete, euergetes of 
the eranistaiAdoniazontes-y1 Ariston of Syracuse, euergetes of the koinon of 
Sabaziastai,® Stratonika of Halicarnassos, euergetis of the HaliadaiHal- 
iastai, probably the same association as the one who honours Dio
nysodoros of Alexandria,31 32 33 34 35 36 Protimos of Sidon and Doros of Media, 
euergetai of a unknown koinon® the Galatian Karpos, euergetes of an 
unknown koinonß6 These inscriptions are quite numerous.

31. Maiuri,JVS 42.
32. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 1 (2nd cent. BC).
33. Kontorini 1983 no. 8 (end of 2nd - beg. of ist cent. BC).
34. IG XII i, 156 (mid-2nd cent. BC).
35. Maiuri,JVS 192-193.
36. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 11 (ist cent. BC).
37. About 600 persons are mentioned in Morelli’s list (1955), subsequently enlarged 
by Sacco (1980). On the importance of foreigners in Rhodes, some comparisons are 
possible with Delos: 1,626 persons with 254 ethnic names in Tréheux’s list (1992); or 
with Athens: 1,259 foreigners bearing 197 ethnic names attested in 3,300 funerary 
inscriptions covering 800 years: Vestergaard 2000.
38. See for example the koinon of Asklapiastai Nikasioneioi Olympiastai, founded by 
Nikasion of Cyzicus, IG XII 1,127 (with note 21 above): in this list of euergetai appear 
Nikasion’s wife Olympias of Soli, his sons Dion and Demetrios (both Rhodian 

What do these documents tell us about the nature and workings of 
associations of foreigners? First of all, these groups are not based on 
an exclusive ethnic criterion: members may have immigrated from all 
parts of the ancient world, thought often from the southern part of 
Asia Minor, of course, but also from the northern part (Troad, Bithynia, 
Pontus), Syria and Phoenicia, continental Greece, the islands and 
even from some more remote regions (the West, Africa, Arabia, Arme
nia). This ethnic mix is comparable, in every detail, to the composition 
of the whole population of foreigners attested at Rhodes in the last 
three centuries BC. More than 1085 foreigners bearing some 214 differ
ent ethnic names can be recorded in the epigraphical sources.37

Of course we find persons of the same origin in the same associa
tion, be they linked by family ties or not,38 but more important, it 
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seems, is the phenomenon of mixed marriages. On fifty funerary 
monuments for couples of foreigners where the husband is a mem
ber of a koinon - as in most of the cases - twelve attest to mixed mar
riages.39 These facts surely show that such unions were crafted in 
Rhodes and are a sign as well as a result of the numerical impor
tance of foreigners living in the city and the integration between 
foreigners of diverse origin. I think therefore that we must under
line the ethnic mix of Rhodian associations, thereby adding to the 
social mix known from other Hellenistic associations: i.e. the inclu
sion of women and children, free men, freedmen and slaves. Some 
associations include Rhodian citizens, as shown by the use of the 
demotic or the ethnic Rhodios (see p. 140 above).The majority, how
ever, are foreigners.40

citizens), his daughter Olympias and Basilis, his granddaughter or daughter-in-law. 
The koinon is organized in three phylai called Nikasioneis, Olympeis and Basileis', the origin 
of these names is quite clear. See Maillot 2009.
39. IG XII i, 157 and Jacopi, 1932, 214, no. 6 (see above notes 22 , 23); IG XII1,158; 
164; 165; 384; 385 (end of the Hell, period); I.Lindos II, 683 (ist cent. BC); Maiuri,JVS 
41, 46; Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 19 (I.Rhod.Per. 169 (2nd cent. BC); I.Rhod. 
Per. 57 (two cases, end of ist-beg. of ist cent. AD). We must also take into account the 
inscriptions that permit us to establish family alliances through onomastics and 
prosopography: we have found more than 33 mixed marriages for 64 couples of 
foreigners. See Maillot 2005.
40. This kind of mix is also attested in Athens, another cosmopolitan centre: Ismard 
2010,348-352. There is, however, no comparable use there of an ethnic like Rhodios in 
a context of predominantly foreign members.
41. /GXII i, 158.

Members of associations do not claim a common origin they do 
not have. This is probably the reason why they worship an impres
sive number of divinities, some of which are specifically Rhodian. 
Even when common origin forms part of the name used by an as
sociation in official documents, a closer look reveals that it does not 
constitute a grounds for exclusion: for instance, the association of 
Herakleotai is known, among other documents, from the funerary 
stele of a member who came from Phaselis.41 Nor do members of 
(Rhodian) associations in general proclaim a common profession 
either. Prosopography is often the only way to detect any common 
professional activity by the members: that the association founded 
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by Nikasion of Cyzicus, the Asklapiastai Nikasioneioi Olympiastai, has 
many members who were sculptors is something known from other 
texts (see note 21 above).

It is impossible to apply to the associations of Rhodes the model 
devised by M.-F. Baslez for Delos. Baslez holds that the primary 
function of the associations of foreigners, at Delos as elsewhere in 
the Greek world, was to introduce foreign cults and thus make their 
diffusion easier.48 But as has been demonstrated, associations of for
eigners at Rhodes are not based on a common ethnic origin, ex
pressed through cults or by any other means, which then would al
low us to speak about communautarisme or religious sects. Foreigners 
are all non-Rhodians, in a strictly juridical sense, and this fact does 
not have any consequence in terms of ethnic or cultural homogene
ity. The level to which non-Greek foreigners were also foreigners in 
a cultural sense is very difficult to establish. This is possible only 
through case studies taking into account all aspects of the Helleni
zation of the communities they came from, among which the degree 
of adaptation of social and political institutions of Greek origin, 
what some called ‘poliadization’.« Foreigners associations at Rho
des do not privilege the original culture of their members, but are 
based on the common experience of expatriation on arrival in a new 
society, at Rhodes itself. Accordingly, one should expect them to 
rest on multiple networks - geographical, familial, or professional.42 43 44 
Such associations, uniting as they did people from different parts of 
the Greek world and the hellenized (or non-hellenized) ethne of the 
eastern Mediterranean, were the products of the very society they 
formed. Therefore, they can be seen as representing, not so much 
international, wide-ranging networks, but rather local networks in 
big exchange centers - their aim being to ease their members’ estab
lishment and integration in the Greek world. On the other hand, 
and even though there is as yet no clear proof of it at Rhodes, it is 
quite probable that some among these mixed and multiethnic 

42. Baslez 1977,197.
43. On the notion of ’poliadisation’ as the adoption of institutions characteristic of 
the civic institutions see Couvenhes and Heller, 2006.
44. Maillot 2009.
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groups, constitute the formal side (i.e. the institutionalization) of 
international exchange networks.45 However, many of them proba
bly comprised not only merchants, but also representatives of vari
ous other professions, nationalities and statuses, probably includ
ing not a few freedmen.

45. See Vlassopoulos 2009.
46. Trümper 2006, 117: ‘The picture which emerges from the epigraphic evidence is 
that of a thoroughly hellenized Phoenician association: in their epigraphic habit, 
exclusive use of the Greek language, organization, interpretatio Graeca of their 
patron god Poseidon, and cult and honorific practices, the Poseidoniasts betray a 
comprehensive knowledge of and adaptation to Greek-Hellenistic customs and 
culture. This can even be seen in the earliest datable inscription. There was obviously 
a certain permeability in membership and an opening to ethnic and professional 
outsiders, but the extent of outside membership cannot be determined. (...) 
Therefore, not only the association itself, but also its clubhouse (...) would have 
been far less secluded than was often suggested in literature.’
47. IG XII i, 155,1. 83 and 108.

These findings from Rhodes invite us to pursue further the mod
ification of Baslez’s ‘Delian model’, which has been initiated by 
Monika Trümper.46 They suggest that we should radically change 
our view about the juridical, political and psychological aspects of 
the relationship between privaste associations and the state.

3. The internal organization of associations

Many aspects of the internal organization of associations of foreign
ers confirm what has just been said about their composition. Here 
again they do not follow the path of particularism but imitate the 
organisation and institutions of the city-state.

At the head of the koinon we find a magistrate bearing the title 
archeranistes, i.e. President of the association. Texts do not say any
thing about the mode of selection, but he can stay in office for sev
eral years. Dionysodoros of Alexandria was archeranistes of the koinon 
of Haliadai kai Haliastai for twenty-three years and held the same of
fice in the koinon of the Paniastai for eighteen years.47 Whatever the 
mode of selection, the fact that an archeranistes could remain in office 
for so many years leads to the conclusion that this post was held by 
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important members and was less accessible to modest members of 
the association, who are called idiotai. The President of the associa
tion was assisted by archontes (officials). These were probably elected, 
as suggested by the use of such formulas as the one in the decree of 
the Haliadai kai Haliastai-, kai toi archontes oi te enestakotes kai oi meta tauta aei 
airoumenoiA* According to the same document, the officials could pro
pose decrees (which perhaps reveals a probouleutic function), and 
they presided over official ceremonies at which members were hon
oured. An epistates (superintendent), helped by logistai (accountants), 
functioned as a treasurer: together, these officials were responsible 
for purchasing the crowns for the euergetai and for looking after the 
finances of the koinon in general. The grammateus (secretary) was re
sponsible for writing up the decrees and for recording the dealings 
of the association. A hierokaryx (sacred herald) was in charge of the 
official proclamations during assemblies, called syllogoi. There is not 
any attestation of a Council, whether termed boule or something else. 
It is possible to see the archontes (officials) themselves as a Council, 
especially if they had probouleumatic functions, and if the epistates 
can (as his title seems to indicate) be seen as their head. In that case, 
the institutions of koina would indeed be very similar to those of the 
polis. This general picture is above all based on the decree of the Hal
iadai kai Haliastai for Dionysodoros of Alexandria (ZG XII i, 155). 
Other documents attest to magistracies named epimenioi^ and 
episkopoiy° but we are not able to say anything about their functions. 
The distribution of particular tasks was not very strict, however, as 
the same task could be performed by different officials. The official 
proclamation of honours, for instance, could be the responsibility of 
the epistates or the hierokaryx-p1 so, too, the purchase of honorific crowns 
could be done by the archeranites, or the logistai, or again the epistatesA1

The decrees issued by koina are called psephismata and in all respects 
imitate the formulae of civic decrees. They are ratified by the whole

48.11. 20-21.
49. See the decree of the Sabaziastai for Ariston of Syracuse: Kontorini 1983, no. 8.
50. See the decree of the Diossoteriastai Zenoniastai: Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 2 
(2nd-ist cent. BC).
51. IG XII i, 155,11. 30-31.
52. IG XII i, 155, II.52-55.
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membership, the eranistai, who are also called to plethos (the multitude).53 
Any member of the association, archon (official) or idiotes (private indi
vidual), is entitled, in writing, to propose resolutions.54 Decrees are 
clearly distinguished from nomoi (laws), which are the statutory law, 
‘the highest law’ (megistos nomos), or ‘the unchanged law’ (akinetos 
nomos).55 No inscription with the text of such an ‘unchanged law’ of a 
koinon has been discovered to date. Thus we can only surmise that, 
among other things, it determined the nature of honorary crowns to 
be awarded in accordance with the nature of the acts to be recom
pensed by such honours; additionally, it presumably prescribed the 
penalties to be meted out for transgressing the law. Essentially, these 
penalties seem to have been of a financial nature.56

53.ZGXII i, 155,1. 6.
54- A? XII i, 155,11. 97-98.
55. See the formulas kata tode to psaphismakai kata tous nomous (ibid., 11. 25-26), and toiek 
tounomoiimegistoi (ibid. 1. 103).
56. See ibid. 11. 101-3.
57. By contrast, the inscription of the koinon of the thiasos of Atargatisand the ancestral 
gods at Astypalaia is dated by the name of the priest of the koinon-. IG XII 3, 178. In 
this case, a priesthood internal to the koinon is attested, which is never the case in the 
Rhodian koina.
58. IG XII i, 155,11. 20-38.

Decrees of associations are dated with reference to the Rhodian 
eponymous magistrate, the priest of Halios. Whenever the name of 
this eponymous magistrate is known, we can date the decrees with 
precision.57 It is therefore the civic calendar of Rhodes, which con
stitutes the official frame in which the assemblies and festivities of 
our groups are inscribed: these are deliberative assemblies (syllogoi), 
and the religious gatherings (synodot), which can last for several 
days. During the synodoi, the sacrifices are performed, the euergetai 
(living or dead) are crowned, honours are officially proclaimed and 
the monetary contributions to be paid by the eranistai to the finance 
these honours are collected.58

Associations not only adopt the institutions and practices of the 
city, but also its system of values. They reward with symbolic or 
material honours such personal qualities as arete (excellence) eunoia 
(benevolence) and philodoxia (love of glory). Heading the material 
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honours is exemption of an eranistes from the eranos, the annual con
tribution to the koinon. Such exemption can be granted several 
times, and sometimes it is given for life.59 Then come the crowns, the 
value of each standing in equal proportion to the acts for which the 
individual is honoured, and probably also to his wealth; simultane
ously, the value of crowns reveals the financial capabilities of a 
koinon-. a golden crown, for instance, can cost as much as ten gold 
staters.60 61 62 63 A Heracleot who had performed a choregia (probably a pub
lic liturgy rather than one internal to the association) was honoured 
with seven gold crowns by four different koinaf but crowns of foli
age are profusely attested, too.6s The award of crowns was a stand
ard honour inspired from the public area. The frequency of the 
practice was such that in one instance complex mechanisms for sell
ing the crown, after it had been awarded at annual ceremonies, were 
set up by the koinon of the Haliadai kai Haliastai.6^ The wealthiest koina 
also honoured their honorands with one or more bronze statues, 
which probably were to be seen within their cemeteries or houses.64

59. Maiuri, NS 46 (funerary monument of Dionysodoros of Alexandria and his 
brother Iakchos, mid-2nd cent. BC).
60. This is the value of the crown awarded by the the Paniastai to Dionysodoros of 
Alexandria: IG XII 1,155, 11. 77-78, and also that of the crown offered by the Syllieoi 
Lolleioipaideutaihoisyn Syllai to Apollonios of Pergamon: IG XII1, 918.
61. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 6 (ist cent. BC), see appendix, no. 38. The most 
striking example are the 29 gold crowns and 5 foliage crowns given by 26 different 
associations of various categories (military groups, civic subdivisions, private 
associations, etc.) to a single person, probably a citizen, whose name is not preserved: 
Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 19 (ist half of the 2nd cent. BC). On crowns see 
Appendix.
62. We find regularly specification of the leaves (ivy, oak, poplar, myrtle), which are 
often depicted on the rectangular funerary altars: Fraser 1977, 27, 68. Several golden 
crowns have been found in the Rhodian necropoleis: Kaninia 1994-95, who offers a 
typology of crowns, and a hypothesis about the possible relationship of ivy crowns 
and chthonic aspects of the Dionysiae cult. See also Filimonos and Giannikouri 
1999. A very interesting document is the list of crowns attribuated to at least seven 
foreigners from different cities (Ephesos, Antioch, Halicarnassos, Alexandria), 
discovered in the eastern part of the Rhodian necropolis: Maiuri, A".S 45. This 
document can be interpreted as the register of crowns for euergetai of associations.
63. IG XII i, 155,11. 53-66.
64. Ploutarchos of Apameia received a bronze statue from the Aph.rodisiastai Soteriastai:
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Among symbolic honours, the most important is that of euergesia, 
the official title of euergetes of the koinon. This title and other honours 
are officially proclaimed (through the act of anagoreusis) at various 
festive occasions/5 or during the synodoi. This anagoreusis tan timan 
(proclamation of the honours) took place during the honorand’s 
lifetime and after his death. The honours awarded by the koina were 
therefore to a high degree symbolic in character. Their posthumous 
proclamation at ceremonies expressed the desire to create a com
mon history for the koinon and to ensure its continuity ‘for ever’ (eis 
ton aei chronon).

see appendix no. i; an Herakleot received two from the koinon ojthe Aristobmiliastai 
SoteriastaiHeph.aistiastaiAgathodaimoniastai  Menekrateioihoisyn Menekratei: see appendix no. 
38; Hermogenes of Phaselis received one from tkieAphrodisiastaiHermogeneioi: appendix 
no. 3.
65. For example, at the celebration of the Adonia festival (kath’hekastaAdonia) for the 
koinon ojtheeranistaiAdoniazontes: Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 1.
66. These citizens are the priest of Athana Lindia, Mikythos son of Mikythos, euergetes 
of the HermaistaiAlkimedonteioi (I.Lindos II, 251:115 BC), who probably are named after 
the stratagos Alkimedon son of Alkistratos: IG XII 1, 50, 1. 1; and the priestess of 
Athana Lindia, Nikassa daughter of Myonides, wife of the priest of Athana Lapheides 
son of Lapheides. Nikassa is titled euergetis and soter in the dedication of her bronze 
statue by a group of foreigners, the katoikeuntes en Lindia polei: I.Lindos II, 394 (the 
bronze statue of Nikassa is also mentionned in I.Lindos II 392a).

Is there something specifically Rhodian here? The code of hon
ours and the attending agonistic spirit were common to all ancient 
Greek cities; additionally, the political vocabulary used by associa
tions of foreigners belonged to a cultural koine, since many associ
ates were of Greek origin. Two features nevertheless stand out and 
must be stressed: the use of the Rhodian civic calendar by the asso
ciations; and the importance of the title of euergetes in the Rhodian 
koina. Leaving aside such very prominent figures as the Hellenistic 
monarchs and the Roman emperors, we know of twenty cases of 
euergetai in the Rhodian epigraphic corpus, all of which appear in 
non-civic - that is non-state - inscriptions, and none in public de
crees. Of those twenty cases, eighteen are foreigners and seven con
cern euergetai of koina-, and both of the two Rhodian citizens hon
oured in this way receive their titles from associations.* 65 66 By 
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comparison, the epigraphic corpus of Athenian cult associations 
offers not a single reference to the term euergetes.61

67. Arnaoutoglou 2003,149-150.
68. Gauthier 1985, 27-30.
69. See the remarks of Gauthier 1985,129 n. 1.

The frequent use of the title euergetes by the Rhodian koina of for
eigners may be explained in three ways. Firstly, it can be an example 
of the more general theory, put forth by Gauthier, according to 
which Greek city-states awarded the title euergetes only to foreigners, 
never to their own citizens.67 68 Secondly, the Rhodian practices may 
be interpreted as an additional indication of the ‘personalization’ 
(understood as the creation of personal distinctions) characterizing 
the associative phenomenon in Rhodes. These groupings were cer
tainly very far from the experience of egalitarianism typifying the 
(Athenian-style) radical democracy: while we do not know how the 
principal magistrate of an association was appointed, we do know 
that he sometimes is also both the founder and an euergetes of the as
sociation, and that he can remain in office for many years. Many of 
these associations must have been something akin to clientela- 
groupings, or groupings led by a charismatic figure (in the Weberi
an sense), as is shown by the use of a personal name in the name of 
some associations. This is not to say that the personal qualities of 
arete (excellence) and eunoia (benevolence) are by nature aristocratic 
rather than democratic,69 for birth has nothing to do with the title of 
euergetes. On the other hand, wealth and integration in the Rhodian 
society are doubtless the foundations of this asociational ‘meritoc
racy’, which has a strong oligarchic flavour.

Thirdly (and finally), an explanation of Rhodian practices ought 
to take into account two remarkable circumstances: that some euerg- 
etai are the recipients of honours from both private and public bod
ies, that is, from private associations and subdivisions of the state, 
respectively; and that, while some of those honoured with the title 
euergetes clearly are members of the associations honouring them, 
others are not necessarly members of these particular bodies. This 
is, for instance, the case with the metic Philokrates of Ilion (appen
dix no. io), the metic Euphrosynos of Idyma (appendix no. 37) and, 
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in a most impressive way, of a person whose name is not preserved, 
but who received at least thirty-one golden crowns and five foliage 
crowns from twenty-four bodies of both public and private nature 
(appendix no. 39). This, however, is not something peculiar to for
eign euergetai, for the same practice can be observed with some high- 
ranking officers of the Rhodian navy who are also patrons of asso
ciations.7“ Therefore, the phenomenon described here does not fit in 
the notion of what French scholarship calls ’évergétisme de relai’; 
the central idea behind this notion being that those unable to be
come part of the state-managed memory by receiving the official title 
of euergetes from the polis would turn to the privately-managed memory, 
i.e. primarily the family and the association.70 71 These features rather 
pertain to a political and social mode of participation that is not 
adequately captured by our traditional vocabulary of ‘public’ and 
‘private’, since it occurs in a different space, one which V. Gabriels
en and C.A. Thomsen have labeled ‘the fourth space’ (see Introduc
tion to this volume).

70. See below notes 130,131.
71. On ‘évergétisme de relai’, see Schmitt-Pantel, 1982.

4. The legal framing of associations and their recognition 
by the law of the polis

What institutions were set up by the city-state of Rhodess to deal 
with the remarkable development of associations of foreigners? 
Certainly, the public associations, which were exclusive to citizens, 
were under state control, and the foreign population was subject to 
some form of supervision; on arrival to Rhodes, foreigners were un
der an obligation to register as such. The existence of different 
terms for foreigners residing in Rhodes must reflect different sta
tuses: metics (metoikoi), those with a foreign mother (matroxenoi), 
those in possession of epidamia and those simply called residents (ka- 
toikountes').

The metoikos status appears frequently in inscriptions (66 persons 
use the term metoikos) but not in any systematic way. We know of 
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persons who, like Damo of Perge,78 had received the right to own 
realty (enktesis), but who are not called metoikoi. No metoikos is record
ed with the name of his deme of residence, and most foreigners are 
distinguished as such through mention of their ethnic, even when it 
is clear that they are permanent residents, rather than itenerant for
eigners. This must be compared to the probable disappearance 
from Athens of the juridical status of the metic after the end of the 
third century,® an evolution presumably linked to the decline of At
tic demes as the fundamental units of Athens’ public organization, 
and probably also the loci for the collection of the metoikion.'1'1 Never
theless, we do not know of any metoikos in Rhodes who was regis
tered in a deme, and this leads to the conclusion that demes were 
not involved in the registration of foreigners. This may be con
firmed by the expression metoikos apo Rhodou, which appears only 
once in the Rhodian epigraphic corpus, and which could suggest 
that metoikoi were registered by a central polis institution.® Moreover, 
the great number of foreigners who do not have the status of metoikos 
could indicate the existence of a different mode of registration from 
that based on the deme as the unit in which the metoikion was col
lected.

72. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 21AIII, 1. 11.
73. The last explicit mention of the metoikos status in the Athenian epigraphic record 
is in /GIP554,1. 11 (306/305 BC).
74. Whithehead 1977, 77. On the declining importance of the Attic demes: Ismard 
2010,338-43.
75. Kontoriniig8g, no. 16.
76. Jacopi 1932, no. 6 (left column), 11. 17-18, and (right column) 11. 21-23, 31-36.; 
Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 21 AIII, 11. 31-32.
77. Kolobova 1966, 65-72, on which see Gauthier 1972,132 n. 85.

Some metoikoi mention their prostates. Four documents present the 
formula using the verhprostateuo16 This institution remains obscure. 
The non-systematic mention of the prostates has been interpreted by 
K.M. Kolobova as indicating that membership of an association 
exempted one from the obligation to have a prostates11 The official 
membership lists of associations would have been a satisfactory in
strument of control for the state. However, there is not one single 
document from an association which could be characterized as an 72 73 74 75 76 77 
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official list of members. It seems therefore possible to advance an
other hypothesis: possibly, usage of the verb prostateuo, instead of 
the substantive prostates, aimed at indicating that the prostates had a 
permanent responsibility for the metoikos, and that this responsibili
ty fell onto apolis magistracy.78

78. This magistracy need not necessarily have had a commercial function in the 
emporion of Rhodes, as Rauh (1993, 36-37,125) suggests on the basis of a comparison 
with the prostataiemporiou in Naukratis.
79. In these cases, the word always appears in the formula: ‘(proper name), on d 
öaidaLiia SéSorai’ (’to whom epidamia has been granted’). In other cases, the word 
appears as the object of the verb aoietv and has the non-technical meaning ‘to stay for 
a brief time’: see Lévy 1987, 47-67, 54 n. 38.
80. IG XII i, 157; Jacopi 1932, 214, no. 6.
81. The cult of the goddess Rhodos is well attested: a document from Cos ordains that 
tax-farmers should sacrifice to Aphrodite, Poseidon, Kos and Rhodos (SylE 1000; 
Vrecken 1953). In the treaty between Rhodes and Hierapytna (ca. 200 BC), there is a 
provision about a sacrifice to Halios and Rhodos (Sy//3 581; ICIII, 3, Ai, 1.3). An altar 
of Halios and Rhodos has been found in Lindos (I.Lindos II, no. 140). On the 
hypothesis of a personified goddess Epidamia and the importance of political 
personifications in Hellenistic times, see Robert 1967,12.

Those in possession of epidamia deserve special mention. As re
cipients of epidamia, an institution peculiar to Rhodes,79 80 these for
eigners were privileged with the right of residence in Rhodian terri
tory. This right seems to have been granted to a limited number of 
foreigners, the majority of whom are attested as members of asso
ciations. We know of thirty-one grants of epidamia from exclusively 
private inscriptions; no public decrees attest to this institution. 
Since an Ephesian is recorded in possession of both epidamia and 
enktesis, we can infer that the epidamia status in itself did not include 
the right to own realty (enktesis). This status was obviously superior 
to that of metoikos-. on his funerary inscription, Philokrates of Ilion is 
described as possessing epidamia, whereas in an earlier subscription 
list he features simply as a metoikos.*0 The same funeraty inscription 
reveals also the existence of an association of epidamiastai, the koinon 
synthytan Rhodiastan Epidamiastan, which confirms the importance at
tached to being granted that status. The members of this asociation 
united around the cult of the goddesses Rhodos and Epidamia, the 
personification of the priviledge they had been granted.81 Whenever 
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the social position of the persons possessing the epidamia can be es
tablished, it is seen to be rather high (a proxenos, a banker, three 
sculptors, a wealthy contributor). Three of them are members of the 
same koinon-. Nikasion of Cyzicus, Satyros of Ephesos and Theon of 
Antiocheia;8s two appear in the same list of foreigners: Mnaseas of 
Chios and Apollonios of Alexandria;85 two partake in the same 
dedication;82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 four feature as contributors to the same public sub
scription, in which foreigners abound;85 and three of them appear in 
another subscription.86 Fourteen among them knew one or more of 
the other «/>z7fømz'«-holders and belonged to the same social circles. 
This ‘little world’ has been materialized into associations, a sugges
tion supported partly by the fact that two of the relevant documents 
were issued by koina,^ partly by the possibility that one of the three 
subscriptions belonged to a koinon.ss

82. IG XII i, 127 (beg. of the 2nd cent. BC).
83. Maiuri,JVS no. 8. The editor takes this document to be a subscription list, but no 
monetarty contributions are recorded.
84.I.Lindos II, no. 130.
85. Jacopi 1932, no. 6. There are two lost names with the ethnics Antiocheus and 
Astypalaieus, in addition to Menis of Oroanda and Philinos son of Nikomedes from 
Megara. The Antiocheus paid the sum of 3,000 dr., the second largest on thee list, on 
his own behalf and on behalf og his daughter and wife.
86. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 21. The purpose of the subscription is unknown. 
The persons concerned are an Ephesian, Timotheos of Soli and Simalos of Mylasa.
87. IG XII i, 157 and 127.
88. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 21.
89. In Jacopi 1932, no. 6: whereas the epidamiaAiolAer from Antiocheia (as also another 
Antiochean) paid 3,000 dr., most of the other foreigners gave less than 300 dr.; the 
largest sum (10,000 dr.) comes from an individual who might be a foreigner. In the 
subscription of the eranistai SamothraikiastaiAristobouliastai HermaistaiPanathenaistaihoi syn

What can be concluded from all this? Associations enabled some 
of their members to make themselves known, thus functioning as a 
mechanism of societal integration. Alternatively, by honouring par
ticularly those among their members who already had an important 
position in Rhodian society, they helped these individuals to en
hance even more their social standing: proof of this ‘inequality’ is 
provided by the disparity of the amounts given by contributors to 
the two subscriptions mentioned above.89 This second possibility 
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seems more probable. Well-established foreigners had the opportu
nity to form associations thereby creating an organizational frame
work of social life which they could share with newly arrived or less 
well-established foreigners.

Some foreigners attained a defacto privileged personal status, 
which subsequently could become visible in the role they played 
within koina. But did the Rhodian state recognize and interact with 
these groups? Was there any authority specifically charged with the 
control of associations of foreigners? It has been suggested that 
such control was exercised by a board of magistrates attested only 
at Rhodes, the epimeletai of foreigners.* 90 Many hypotheses have been 
proposed for this poorly known function. M. Launey thought the 
epimeletai of foreigners were in charge of the recruitment of merce
naries.91 92 Others, notably G. van Gelder and D. Morelli, thought 
they were judiciary magistrates acting as judges for foreigners.98 Ac- 
corsing to L. Criscuolo, they were in charge of the grant of the pub
lic honour of xenia to important foreigners.93 K. M. Kolobova94 
holds that every metoikos-member of an officially recognized associa
tion would have been automatically placed under the jurisdiction of 
this board of magistrates, which consequently was in charge of es
tablishing the official list of associations and perhaps of their mem
bers, too. This last hypothesis is attractive but very difficult to sub
stantiate.

Ktesiphonti, which aimed at the purchase of a plot of land, three persons (Kallipos of 
Athens, Ktesiphon of Chersonesos and Thyrsos of Cyzicus) gave 680 dr. out of a total 
of 930 dr., while most of the other contributors gave 5 dr.: Kontorini 1989, no. 10.
90. This magistracy is attested in two documents: a list of magistrates with the entry 
epimetaitonxe[non], followed by the names of 5 persons, IG XII1,49 (Syll.s 619: (188/187 
BC, cf. Schmidt 1957, 182, for the date); and a dedication for Ploutarchos son of 
Heliodoros, mentioning that he had been in charge of the epimeleia ton xenon: Pugliese 
Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 7,1. 9 (beg. of ist cent. BC). Plutarchos is also known as a 
sculptor originating from Apameia (see appendix no. 1), and as holder of qute many 
other offices.
91. Launey 1987, 27 n. 7.
92. van Gelder igoo, 231-32; Morelli 1955, 132; Oehler 1907, 167. Contra: Criscuolo 
1982,135-47; Gauthier 1972,151-52.
93. Criscuolo 1982,145-47.
94. Kolobova 1966, 65-72.
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Most scholars, though, support a general interpretation, which 
actually seems more plausible: these epimeletai were magistrates con
trolling the foreigners and their possessions, notably imports, in
vestments, and realty.95 From this point of view an interesting paral
lel is to be found in the magistracy of the metoikophylakes proposed by 
Xenophon, when he deals with the care which the Athenians ought 
to take of their metics (ton metoikon epimeleia-. Xen. Vect. 2.1).96 Each of 
these metoikophylakes should - according to Xenophon - draw up lists 
of metoikoi, and the city would honour those with the longest lists. 
Probably, Xenophon thinks of a kind of test (dokimasia~) used for 
deciding who is to be awarded the right of residence,97 since these 
magistrates would be responsible for registering the foreigners, pro
tect them and support their establishment in Athens, particularly 
through grants of enktesis.

95. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, 197; Gauthier 1972, 254 n. 126. Préaux 1958, 185: 
’L’existence de magistrats civils \i.e. les épimélétes des étrangers] spécialement 
chargés des problémes relatifs aux étrangers (on songe au polémarque d’Athenes et 
au préteur pérégrin de Rome que les documents grecs appellent orpatiy/oc éai rräv 
^évcov prouve tout å la fois l’importance de ceux-ci au sein de la ville de Rhodes et le 
soin que mettait la cité å leur assurer elle-méme, mais en dehors d’elle, une 
organisation.’
96. Whitehead 1977,125-29.
97. A dokimasia of citizenship by public courts is attested at Athens: Osborne 1976; 
Osborne 1981-1983 vol. 1, 151-163. Xenophon compares metoikophylakes with 
orphanophylakes, who are not documented by other sources. On dokimasiai in Hellenistic 
times see Feyel 2009.
98. Maiuri, A"5 1.

Additionally, one may point out the following. Firstly, there is 
one text, which is not taken into account by any of the studies men
tioned above: it is the Rhodian copy of a Samian decree honouring 
a Rhodian, Akamas son of Damonikos, for having been in charge of 
the epimeleia of the Samian refugees in Rhodes in 366, that is, after 
the founding of an Athenian clerouchy on Samos.98 This shows that 
the epimeleia of the foreigners must be attributerd a wide signifi
cance, and not be limited to a particular privilege or a particular 
judiciary procedure.

Secondly, whichever their exact functions, the epimeletai of the 
foreigners in Rhodes had strong links with the associations. Two 
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epimeletai have integrated koina into their circle of ‘clients’. The one, 
Aristombrotidas son of Aristombrotidas," belongs to a famous fam
ily from Camiros. He is attested as taking part in a public subscrip
tion together with a koinon of Sarapiastai from Camiros,m° and anogther 
text attests to his being honoured with golden crowns by several 
associations: the Asklapiastai of Camiros, the Hermaistai of Camiros, the 
Sarapiastai of Camiros, the Kouraistai of Kytelos and the Triktoinoi hoi en 
Leloi.im The other epimeletes is a very active sculptor, Ploutarchos son 
of Heliodoros, originally from Apamea. He received many honours 
from the koinon of the Aphrodisiastai Soteriastai, of which he was an eu- 
ergetes and probably also a member.1'’2

gg. IG XII i, 4g, 1. 51. The military career of Aristombrotidas appears in Pugliese 
Carratelli ig86-ig87, no. 1, while his prestigious religious offices are listed in Pugliese 
Carratelli ig3g-ig4O, no. 3 (Tit Cam. 84 and 3 E c, 1. 31).
100. Tit.Cam.Suppl 157b B.III, 7-13: Apicuoiißpotiöac [A]pi<jto|.ißpoti8a ',A[pio]c (...) Kai 
Lapa[ai]acsTäv rräv éy Ka[pip<oi] koivöv. Here kai means ‘together with’.
101. Tit. Cam. 84.
102. See appendix, no. 1.
103. Examples from elsewhere include the Egyptians and the traders from Kition 
(Cyprus) who were granted permission by the Athenian Assembly to own land at 
Athens, on which to build a sanctuary of Isis and a sanctuary of Aphrodite, 
respectively: /GIIa 337 (333/2 BC); and the separate grants of enktesis to the Thracians

These documents do not allow us to say anything about the 
function of epimeletai, but they emphasize the mediatory role played 
by associations—and the framework they provided—in the relations 
between foreigners, the city and its most important figures. In any 
case, associations of foreigners were among the close relations of 
important civic magistrates, some of whom might (like Ploutarchos 
mentioned above) themselves be of foreign origin.

A question central for the status of foreigners is their access to 
ownership of property, particularly land and buildings. Besides elu
cidating the relationship between associations and the state, this 
question brings to the fore the intricate issue of property owned 
collectively by a private body. According to our evidence, foreigners 
associations do not have to ask their host state for an authorization 
to exist, but they do have to ask for permission to own land or hous
es.“3 At Rhodes, inscriptions show that the greatest concern was
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possession of a common cemetery, the koinoi topoi or koinoi taphoi. This 
concern had both psychological and practical sides. While we know 
too little about the religious aspirations, cultural practices and eco
nomic activities of associations, we do know for certain they all 
showed great concern with the acquisition and maintenance of a 
common cemetery. The number of funerary monuments of eranistai, 
references to the location of cemeteries in their decrees, the frequent 
appearance of tombs as the purpose of subscriptions and not least 
the archaeological remains associated with such cemeteries - all go 
to show just how important they were thought to be.“4 Of the fifty- 
two documents attesting to one or more associations in the capital 
city of Rhodes, twenty-five are funerary inscriptions,1'’5 four are sub
scription lists with a clear funerary purpose“6 and five are decrees

(ZG 11=1283) and the Sidonians (Baslez-Briquel-Chatonnet 1991, 229-240) in the 
Piraeus. The petition made by the association of the Tyrioi Herakleistai emporoi kai 
nauklmion Delos to the Athenian Assembly and Council concerned the donation to 
the association of a plot of land, on which to construct a temenos of Herakles: ID 1519 
(153/2 BC), esp. 1. 13. The petition was brought to Athens by the association’s 
ambassador, Patron son of Dorotheos (ibid. 1.16).
104. On the Rhodian necropoleis, see Fraser 1977; Patsiada 1996, 14-22; Fabricius 
i999> 165-196.
105. Hiller von Gaertringen 1896, 43, no. 12; IG XII 1, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 
164, 165, 384, 385; Maiuri 1916, 127, no. 4 ; Maiuri, JVS no. 39, 40, 41, 43, 46, 192, 193; 
Maiuri 1925-1926, no. 6; Suppl.Epigr.Rhod. I no. 17; Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, nos. 
8, 11; Pugliese Carratelli 1986-1987, no. 12; I.Lindos II, 683. We should also that 
funerary monuments were especially popular among the foreign population: of the 
ca. 100 inscribed round altars from Rhodes registered by Berges (1996), 49 can be 
attributed to foreigners or slaves; the majority of the rectangular altar, too, belong to 
foreigners (Fabricius 1999,180-181).
106. (1) An unknown koinon for the enclosure of the cemetery (Konstantinopoulos 
1966). (2) The eranistai Samoth.raikiastai Aristobouliastai Hermaistai Panathenaistai hoi syn 
Ktesiphonti: since the stone was found in the ancient necropolis, the purpose of the 
suncription was probably the purchase of a plot to be used as cemetery (Kontorini 
1989, no. 10). (3) An unknown koinon for the repair of the enclosure and the mnameia, 
which had been damaged during an earthquake (ZG XII1, g). (4) An unknown koinon: 
Maiuri 1925-1926, no. 5. To this group of documents belongs also ZG XII 1, 937 
(Lindos), of the koinon of the DionysiastaiAth.anaistaiDiosAtabyriastaiEuphranoreioihoisyn 
Athenaioi Knidioi.
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showing the importance of cemeteries;“7 thirty-nine of these have 
been found in the necropoleis of the capital city of Rhodos. The 
common cemeteries were also places of assembly, religious ceremo
nies (during which the monuments of euergetai were crowned) and 
feasts; there, too, the associations displayed decrees and honorary 
funerary monuments.“8

107. (1) Decree of the Sabaziastai for Ariston of Syracuse ‘who had taken care of the 
taphoi (Kontorini 1983, no. 8). (2) Honours by the Artemisiastai to Chrysippos of 
Merops for helping to bury a dead member (Peek 1969, no. 2). (3) Decree of the 
HaliadaikaiHaliastai for Dionysodoros of Alexandria, which details the honours to be 
accorded to him posthumously at his tomb (IG XII 1, 155). (4) Decree of the 
Aph.rodisiastai Hermogeneioi for Hermogenes of Selge about the land plots and the 
cemetery of the koinon. (5) Decree of the DiossoteriastaiZenoniastai, which mentions their 
tombs (taphiai) (Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 2).
108. The crowning of the funerary monuments is attested by the decree for 
Dionysodoros of Alexandria, IG XII 1, 155,11. 88-89. This ritual is confirmed by the 
‘bosses’ (round projections) on the upper surface of some funerary monuments, on 
which the crowns were placed, cf. Fraser 1977,15-16,19-24,42, 68; figs. 37 a-d, 38, a-d. 
Among 75 rectangular altars, 28 have two bosses, 6 one, while one monument has 
three bosses.
109. See Arnaoutoglou 2003,119-144, with exhaustive bibliography on the question of 
property (pp. 120-23, 133-38), and the conclusion that ‘property matters are an 
indecisive factor in our attempt to assess the juristic personality of the ancient 
Athenian association’. Against the idea of collective property see: Ustinova 2005,177- 
190; Ismard2Oio, 141-185. More recent studies see a form of juristic recognition which 
does not correspond to modern conceptions of a legal entity. Hatzopoulos (1973) 
hypothesizes a recognition of associative property through a divinity, i.e. the property 
in question belongs to a deity. Arnaoutoglou (2003) rejects the possibility of an 
explicit juristic recognition and, on the analogy of public associations, thinks that the 
recognition was de facto-, associations would be a ^/«wz-legal phenomenon. Ismard 
(2010, 141-185) bases his view on an examination of the h.ekatoste inscriptions, which 
record the tax on sales of land by some associations in the second half of the 4th 
century BC (Lambert 1997); contra Arnaoutoglou (2003,136), he holds that the land of 
associations was alienable, and that associations were the real owners and managers 
of public land at Athens. The Athenian polis would never have existed as a juristic

Here one may raise the question about the legal status of the as
sociation: was it regarded as a corporation, i.e. a body possessing 
juristic personality, and by extension, did the concept of collective 
property exist? This question has been at the center of a long debate 
(see also Introduction in this volume).“9 A particularly interesting 
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Rhodian inscription sheds some light on the issue. It is the decree of 
the Aphrodisiastai Hermogeneioi, which ordains the writing up of the 
amphouriasmoi ton eggaion ton hyparchonton toi koinoi , ‘the land property 
titles possessed by the koinon . On the reverse (face B) of the stele 
one of these amphouriasmoi (property titles) is detailed.1“ This koinon 
was probably founded by the metic Hermogenes of Phaselis, from 
whom it took its name, and is administrated by three archontes-. Her
mogenes himself, the metic Menogenes of Galatia and Theudotos 
of Arabia. The real property of the koinon consists of land plots, a 
house (worth 12,000 dr.) located in the capital city of Rhodos, and 
a common cemetery. The amphouriasmos on face B of the stele is a 
very difficult text, but the following seems reasonably clear. The 
koinon, represented by its treasurer Nikasion of Lindos, has made 
three payments to Sostratos of the deme Brygindarioi. Theaidetos 
from the deme of Astypalaea garantees that the amphouriasmos will be 
surrendered to Perdiccas of Argos, a member of the koinon. In all 
operations, the name of the koinon is associated with some of the of
ficials with a part in the operation, whether the three archontes'" or 
the treasurer Nikasion of Lindos."2

person (a personaemorale, according to French law), its mode of existence being simply 
the plurality of its subdivisions; associations would have been recognized through an 
‘imperfect fiction’ by which an association was linked to one of its members (Ismard 
2010,159). A parallel to this form of recognition is seen in the boards of magistracies, 
where the name of a magistrate sometimes is heading the name of the whole board, 
no. Maiuri 1921-1922, 223-232 (SÄG3.674; Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, 158-161, no. 18, 
fig. 13, with a juridical commentary by V. Arangio-Ruiz, pp. 161-165; cf. Fraser 1977, 60-61. 
hi. Lines 1-2, and esp. 19-20: AippoSicsiacsräv 'Eppo/Ysveicov Koivräi 'Eppo[Y]é[vei] 
C>aOT|Zitai peroiKtoi Kai Mrivoyevei TaZarai peroi/Ktoi Kai ©euSorcoi Apaßv e[%]ere. Cf 11. 
6-7: 'Ep|iOYévr|i; Kai Mt|voyévt|>; Kai <-)::6öotoc Kai AippoSicsiacsräv/ 'EppoYeveicov koivöv.
112. Lines 20-21: NiKaoi/cov NiKaoicovoi; Aivooyto/.irac Kai AippoSicsiacsrav 'EppoYeveicov
KOIVOV.

The presence of these persons - significantly, mentioned in a 
strictly juridical context - is probably justified by the role they as
sumed during the acquisition of property, particularly so the treas
urer who is a citizen. The koina of foreigners had to find ways in 
which to include among their memberships persons with real prop
erty rights. This perhaps explains the position of Nikasion of Lin- 
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dos as a treasurer. The fundamental fact is that a koinon had to trans
act jointly with one or more of its members in order to have access 
to real property.113

113. This conclusion is in line with the hypothesis of Ismard (2010, 145) about a 
‘forme de responsabilité collective sous la forme d’un sujet irréductiblement plurief.
114. Tit.Cam. 109 (IG XII, 1 694).
115. See, e.g., the second-century BC decree of the the ktoina of the Potidaieis on 
Karpathos, I.Lindos II, col. 1009 (Segre 1933, 379-82; IG XII 1, 1033). On the state 
subdivisions of Rhodes, see Gabrielsen 1994c, and 1997, 141-154, Appendix II, ‘The 
Patrai, Diagoniai, and Ktoina'.
116. IG XII 3, 6; SGDI4288: ist cent. BC (Hiller von Gaertringen apud IG XII 3, 6; 
Guarducci 1935, 423 n. 8), but ist cent. AD (Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940,185).
117. Durrbach and Radet 1886, 261 n. 10; I.Rhod.Per. no; Bresson, RecueilPme 159. On 
the formjMiwM, see Robert 1978, 403, no. 64a.

5. The integration of koina into civic and political life

Integration of the koina of foreigners can be initially examined by 
looking at their relation to the polis subdivisions, especilly the ktoina. 
At Rhodes, the ktoina seems to be a public unit of a territorial char
acter. Additionally, it has a religious function, which is pronounced 
in the evidence from Camiros.114 115 The ktoina has probably also a role 
in the defense of the territory, which is supervised by an epistates."*

From the first century BC onwards, foreigners honoured by as
sociations of the eranos type are also honoured by ktoinai, of which 
they sometimes are members. Philokrates of Ilion, already men
tioned above, appears as metoikos in a first-century subscription, as 
e/izW«mz«-holder, and member of many koina, one of which is a koinon 
of epidamiastai. Mofreover, he was the founder of a the Matioi ktoinetai 
eranistai Philokrateioi, that is, eranistai who belong to the ktoina of the 
Matioi. Two other occurrences are relevant. In an inscription from 
Syme (from the first century BC or or first century AD) a metoikos 
from Idyma in Caria is honoured by two koina (the Samothraikiastai 
Aphrodisaistai Borboritai and the Adoniastai Aphrodisiastai Syroi) and by 
two ktoinai.116 117 In an inscription of a later date (151-300 AD) from Ph- 
oinix in the Peraea, the metoikos Philoumenos is honored by the 
koinon of the ptoina (i.e. ktoina), of which he has been epistates.111 All 
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this can be explained by the circumstance that after the first century 
BC the ktoina included foreigners residing in its territory, and also 
that some of its members formed private associations. They thereby 
took over a mode of association especially favoured by foreigners. 
This does not mean that the ktoina as an institution ceized to exist or 
that it transformed into an association of the eranos type. In fact, 
ktoinai and associations of ktoinatai are attested simultaneously.

Private associations were active in public life by participating in 
public subscriptions together with citizens. In the first part of the 
second century, the association of the Sarapiastai of Camiros contrib
uted to a subscription together with Aristombrotidas son of Aris- 
tombrotidas, an important man from Camiros, who had held the 
most important civic and military offices, one of which was that of 
epimeletes of the foreigners.118 119 At Camiros we know also a public sub
scription by associations.1^ At Lindos, a public subscription of 115 
BC aimed at providing a dedicatory golden crown for Athana, Zeus 
Polieus and Nike and includes six associations subscribing with one 
Timapolis.ISO It is not sure that every association attested here is a 
group of foreigners but their importance in that part of public life 
is, indeed, noteworthy.

118. Tit.Cam.Suppl. no. 157b, fig. 23. Cf. Migeotte 1992, no. 44. The aim of the operation 
was probably the construction or repair of a building.
119. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 4 with fig. VIII 1 (and Tit.Cam. no. 159a, fig. 
119); Migeotte 1992, no. 46.
120.1.Lindos II, 2; see Migeotte 1992, no. 40,117-121.

The important participation of foreigners in subscriptions in the 
capital city of Rhodes needs to be stressed as well. We already men
tioned a public subscription of importance (one amounting to 
35,000 dr.) in which we find six citizens from two demes of Camiros 
and at least fifteen foreigners: the largest single contribution (3,000 
drachmas), among those that are preserved, is paid by a foreigner 
from Antioch who had received the epidamia-, the highest contribu
tion of a citizen reaches only 2,000 drachmas. Though probably not 
a subscription by an association, the euergetes and founder of a koinon 
Philokrates of Ilion is taking part in it (IG XII1,157).

Worth mentioning are also a subscription by women, the major- 
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ity of whom are foreigners;181 a subscription by foreigners for a un
known purpose;188 and four subscriptions of koina of foreigners for 
funeral purposes.183 These documents show sometimes very big dif
ferences between the financial capacities of contributors. But others 
reveal a more balanced situation: the already mentioned and very 
long list of foreign subscriptors, mentioned above,184 contains 74 
sums; two are each of 100 drachmas, but the overwhelming majority 
differs from five to fifty drachmas, with an average amount of 23 
drachmas. It is instructive to compare the sums relating to this sub
scription (the preserved total amount from which is 1,858 drachmas 
paid by 164 persons who made 74 contributions) with those relating 
to a subscription at Camiros, among the participants in which we 
find Aristombrotidas son of Aristombromtidas and other prominent 
citizens: the 1,200 drachmas collected were paid by 120 persons who 
belonged to 70 families, the individual contributions ranging from 
five and one hundred drachmas. Equally wide ranging contribu
tions are observable in the Lindian public subscription solicited for 
the clothing and treasury of Athana Lindia: 1,445 drachmas were 
collected through 69 contributions amounting from five to two 
hundred drachmas.185

121. Migeotte 1993.
122. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 21 (ist cent. BC).
123. See above note 106.
124. Pugliese Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 21.
125.1.Lindos no 2; see Migeotte 1992, no. 40,117-121.
126. Gabrielsen 1997, 94-97,123-128; Gabrielsen 2013, 77-79.
127. Berthold 1984, 44.

Foreigners use the same financial means as citizens do, on a com
parable scale and on the basis of a similar spectrum of fortunes. In 
some subscriptions, they give the most important sums.

It would be of considerable interest to define the role of associa
tions of foreigners in the Rhodian army. We know numerous cases 
of military associations of synstrateusamenoi centred on military lead
ers.186 A good example is provided by Theaidetos and his son Asty- 
medes, who have both been admirals of the Rhodian fleet187 and 
ambassadors to Rome on several occasions, notably during and af- 121 122 123 124 * 126 127 
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ter the Third Macedonian War.is8 The two were the founders or 
Benefoctors (euergetai) of the association of Apolloniastai Theaideteioi 
AstymedeioiP3 We know that Pausistrateioi bears the name of an indi
vidual who had served as admiral of the Rhodian fleet approximate
ly at the same time as Theaidetos:128 129 130 Livy informs us that many 
young Rhodians took up military service because of ther great pres
tige of Pausistratos. We also know of an ApolloniastaiAntiocheioisystra- 
teusamenoi koinon, founded by the commander of a squadron, 
Antiochos,131 132 and of the Aphrodisiatai Halikiotai Polykleioi and the Pol
ykleioi Boarsai, founded by Polykles, the holder of important military 
and civic offices.138 The importance of the associative phenomenon 
in the naval forces is one of the bases of the analysis of Rhodian 
society provided by V. Gabrielsen’s The Naval Aristocraty of Hellenistic 
Rhodes. In this perspective, the Rhodian state would have been a de 

facto aristocracy dominated by great families, who had monopolized 
the most important priesthoods of Halios and of Athana Lindia, 
and who provided generals for the army and admirals for the navy. 
Military associations were part of this social network as a clientele 
to this ‘aristocracy’ and, apart from their psychological dimension 
as groups of comrades in arms, had a practical function of recruit- 

128. Theaidetos was a priest of Halios: IG XII 1, 1135. In early 180 BC he led the 
Rhodian delegation sent to Rome to discuss the future of Lycia at the end of the 
Antiochie War (Polyb. 22.5); he led many delegations to Rome around 168, after the 
Third Macedonian War, at one of which he petitioned for Roman clemency towards 
Rhodes (Polyb. 28.2, 3; 16, 3; 29.11.2; 30.5.4 and 21.1-2, where Polybius says that 
Theaidetos was a navarchos'). Astymedes was sent to Rome as a member of the 
delegation led by his father (Polyb. 30.4.1; 30.5.1; 30.22.3; 21.6.1; 21.72. 20); he was 
again sent to the senate in 164 ; he is attested as a priest of Athana Lindia in 154 
(I.Lindos II, nos. 1 and 217); he was admiral and amabassador to Rome during the 
Second Cretan War (Polyb. 33.15.3).
129. IG XII i, 163.
130. A fragment of Polybius (21.7.[5]), quoted by the Souda, s.v. ‘Pyrphoros’, informs 
us that he was a nauarchos towards the end of the war against Antiochos in igo BC. He 
was killed in Samos in the same year. He is supposedly the first military commander 
to have used a pyrphoros (a fire throwing device), which was a specifically Rhodian 
invention: Livy 37.11.13, 37.30.3. Cf. van Gelder, igoo, 138 ff.
131. IG XII i, 43; Maiuri, A'.S 18,11. 26-27.
132. Maiuri, JVS 18,11. 23-24, 27.
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ment milieux.133 This interpretation is indisputable, but it seems like
ly that foreigners participated in this phenomenon on a scale equal 
to their integration in the Rhodian army. Livy (33.18.3) tells us 
about the strong presence of foreigners in the Rhodian army and 
about what he calls ‘allied troops’; the treaties with Hierapytna and 
Olous of around 201 or 200 BC, after the First Cretan War, contain 
clauses about the organization of the recruitment of mercenaries.134

133. Gabrielsen 1997,126.
134. Treaty with Hierapytna: ZCTII, 3, Ai; treaty with Olous: SEG 23.547 and a similar 
treaty wtih Chersonesos, a city on the north coast of Crete: Chaniotis 1991, 258-60. 
Cf. Gabrielsen 1997, 54,170-71, nn. 86-90.
135. These groups are named after the Panathenaia. It would be an exaggeration to 
suppose, following I.lindos II, col. 797, that these are associations of seamen sent as 
theoroi to the Athenian Panathenaia. This is how Blinkenberg (ibid.) explains the non- 
doric form of the term. Refernce to a local festival called Panathenaia is made in 
inscriptions from Camiros: Tit.Cam. 106, 110B, 11. 54-56 (194 BC), and 159, 11. 1-7 (ist 
half of 2nd cent. BC).
136. This is quite clear when the name appears in the formula strateuomenoi en triemiolia 
h.aonoma...' or ‘ enpleontes en... ’, or with a specification of the kind of the ship (aphraktos 
orkataph.raktos'): I.Lindos II, 420; Maiuri 1916,142, no. 11; AD 18 A (1963) nos. 1 and 7.
137. See I.Lindos II, col. 796, appendix to the commentary of no. 420a; I.Lindos II, 
300a, 1. 7 (121 BC); 292,1. 7 (88-85 EC); 303, U- 4,11 i(a- 90-70 AD); 391,1. 32 (10 AD); 
no 392a, 1.13 and b, 1. 6-7 (10 AD); 394,11. 6-7 (10 AD.); 420 a, 11.10-14 (23 AD); Jacopi 
1932, 190, no. 19,1. 12 (ca. 100 BC); Maiuri, NS 18,1. 19 (c<z. 80 B.C); IG XII1,107,11. 
2-3 (c<z. 50 AD); j()AI s, (1901) 161,1.11 (Augustan era); JÄ1913,10, no. 9,1. 5 (Augustan 
era). We can add AD 18 A (1963), no. 1,1. 1 (ca. 50 BC) and no. 7,1. 11 (ist cent. BC); 
Maiuri 1916, 142, no. 11 = SEG 3.679; and without strateuomenoi, but with the mention 
of the military term dekas. Jacopi 1932, 210, no. 48; SEG 15.497 (ca. 100-50 BC). One of 
these texts gives the names of seven members of Panathenaistai strateuomenoi syskanoi, 
who call themselves syssitoi, all being citizens: I.Lindos II, 292.

But we must stress the difficulty of linking foreigners and their 
associations with the Rhodian army in the epigraphical corpus. No 
inscription allows us to link a foreigner firmly to an association of 
an explicitly military character, something which is usually indicat
ed by the participial form strateuomenoi. The case of the Panathenaistai 
groups is a good example.135 The Panathenaistai strateuomenoi corre
spond quite clearly to a ship’s crew136 137 and appear in a number of 
inscriptions between 121 BC and the beginning of our era;13? but this 
is done only in the context of honours given to civil or military mag- 
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istrates. On the other hand, they are known as associations that in
clude some foreingers, but without the mention of strateuomenor, in 
this latter case they often include cults of other divinities such as 
Herakles, Halios, Hermes, the Samothracian Gods and Zeus Xeni- 
0s.138 Most studies conclude that all Panathenaistai were in fact mili
tary groups,139 while insisting on the exclusion of foreigners from 
the Rhodian naval forces. But if so, how are we to explain the pres
ence of some foreigners in the membership of the Panathenaistai? 
Launey supposed that these groups assembled mercenaries fighting 
on land,140 but it appears quite doubtful that the important Rhodi
an naval forces would not have included foreigners or even slaves. 
Another possible hypothesis, based on an observation by V. Gabri
elsen, would be that foreigners constitute that part of a crew which 
is normally invisible in the surviving documents. Gabrielsen points 
out that the surviving inscribed lists of Rhodian crews are not offi
cial lists but parts of honorific/dedicatory texts, and therefore do 
not necessarily reflect the real composition of a crew—rowers, for 
instance, are never mentioned—but the personal and social ties of 
an elite.141 We could then suppose that the Panathenaistai honouring 

138. In seven cases we find foreigners as members of an association called Panathenaistai 
or as the recipients of honours by such a group: Philiskos of Antioch was honoured 
by the Panathenaistai Herakleistai and the Haliastai Panathenaistai (Maiuri, NS 39); 
Moschion of Phaselis was honoured by the Samoth.raikiastai, the Panathenaistai and the 
Aphrodisiastai (Maiuri, NS, 43); Kratippos of Kyaneai made a dedication to the koinon 
of the PanathenaistaikaiHerakleistai (IG XII1,36); Aphrodisios of Phaselis was honored 
by the koinon of the Panathenaistai (IG XII 1, 159); Ktesiphon of Chersonesos was 
euergetes of the koinon of the eranistai Samoth.raikiastai Hermaistai Panathenaistai hoi syn 
Ktesiphonti (Kontorini 1989, no. 10: 172/170 BC); Agathoboulos of Pladasa was 
honoured by the Panathenaistai in an inscription from Chalke (/G XII3, 962); and one 
Gaius gave his name to the koinon of DiosXeniastai Panath.anaistai Lindiastai hoi syn Gaioi 
(IG XII i, 161): significantly, this koinon appears in a funerary inscription together 
with other koina as worshippers of Apollon Stratagios.
139. Gabrielsen 1997,124; Launey 1987,1018-1022; I.Lindos II, col. 796.
140. Launey 1987,1018-1022.
141. Gabrielsen 1997, 96. Cf. the crew lists in Segre 1936, 227-44; Suppl.Epigr.Rhod. I 62 
(3rd-2nd cent. BC); NuovoSuppl.Epigr.Rhod. I 4 (ist cent. BC); Pugliese Carratelli 1986- 
1987, no. 16; Jacopi 1932, no. 5 (probably ist cent. BC); Maiuri, NS 5 (Hellenistic); 
I.Lindos II, 88 (265-260 BC) and 421a (25-30 AD); Kontorini 1983, no. 6 (2nd-ist cent. 
BC). A few foreigners are sometimes listed at the end of a document.
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foreigners are groups parallel to those of citizen-soldiers, adopting 
a kind of sociability from which they are otherwise excluded. They 
would not mention their military function because they would not 
be allowed to do so, or at least would not have a legitimate right to 
do so, because they are not part of the fighting crew, but a merely a 
force of traction.14« On the other hand, we cannot exclude the pos
sibility that the Panathenaistai could be the crews of merchant ships, 
and not military.

142. This hypothesis is nevertheless difficult to reconcile with the case of Ploutarchos 
of Apamea, honoured by Aphrodisiastai Soteriastai who mention all offices he assumed, 
civil or military, see above note 90.
143. On the participation of foreigners in Rhodian festival contests, see Maiuri, NS 35 
(late 3rd cent. BC); Kontorini 1975. From Rhodes we do not have documents similar 
to the ephebic lists of Athens or to the dedications made by foreign ephebes on 
Delos.
144. Bettali 1995,123-47.

One last possibility is that the absence of the title strateuomenoi 
could be the effect of an epigraphic habit. In fact, five of seven at
testations of foreigners linked to Panathenaistai are funerary inscrip
tions, whereas the documents attesting Panathenaistaistrateuomenoi are 
dedicatory inscriptions for citizens’ statues. In this case a final re
mark is necessary: the aforementioned hypotheses do not really take 
into account the fact that these associations named themselves after 
a festival with competitions. It is probable that these groupings 
were based on a common participation to athletic contests named 
Panathenaia and therefore fostered a form of solidarity akin to that of 
the gymnasium. The crucial question is, however, whether in Rho
des foreigners had access to the gymnasium.1« It should be noted 
that modern historians sometimes use the expressions ‘foreign sol
diers’ and ‘mercenaries’ as equivalents.142 143 144 But it is important to dis
tinguish between foreign soldiers recruited for a specific task and 
foreign residents participating in the common war effort. If all Pana
thenaistai were soldiers, then we can safely assume that foreign resi
dents were elisted in the Rhodian army.

In contrast with the hypothetical military groups of foreigners, 
the relationship between prominent Rhodians and another type of 
groups of foreigners, ‘those who live (katoikeuntes') in Lindos and 
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farm (georgeuntes) in the Lindian countryside (en taiLindiai?, is more 
evident. They are attested through thirteen Lindian inscriptions,145 
one of which informs us that the group included also ‘shippers’ 
(nauklareuntes) P6 The dates of these inscriptions range from 137 BC 
to the end of the first century AD. The group of the katoikeuntesgeor
geuntes kai nauklareuntes xenoi is also attested by five inscriptions from 
the Lindian deme of Physkioi in the Peraia,147 and one inscription 
from the island of Telos.148 149 150 151 They appear always as dedicants of stat
ues for Lindian notables alone;145 they are also listed among various 
boards of religious magistrates, military associations, civic subdivi
sions and other eranoi associtions. Are they really an association 
(koinori)? In one of the relevant inscriptions the word koinon is re
stored.15“ But the fact that the katoikeuntes of Lindos join other boards 
and associations in voting honours for the priests of Athana Lindia 
and their families - awarding golden statues and crowns, bronze 
statues and golden images - leads us to conclude that they pos
sessed the organization required for engaging in such acts and 
therefore formed a koinon. Two inscriptions mention the honours 
granted by the katoikeuntes and ‘all the other eranoi’, which indicates 
that the katoikeuntes, too, are considered as an eranos.

145. I.Lindos II, 229 (137 BC); 249 (117-116 BC); 264 (before the ist cent. BC); Jacopi 
1932, no. 48 (69 BC); I.Lindos II, 300a (121 BC); 349 (38 BC); 391 (10 AD); 392a-b (10 
AD); 394 (10 AD); 420 (23 AD); 425 (ist cent. BC), and the decree ZGXII 1, 762 (23 
AD); SGDI4155; Sokolowski 1969, 245, no. 20.
146.I.LindosIt, 384 (ca. 80 AD); Habicht, 1990. Cf. Bresson 2004.
147. Bresson, RecueilPéré27, 28 and 29 (all three from the beg. of ist cent. BC), 32 (97- 
150 AD), 35 = I.Rhod.Per. 514 (163 AD). These inscriptions are from the Roman 
imperial period.
148. Peek 1969, no. 48.
149. In the inscriptions of the Peraia and in I.Lindos II, no. 425 (ist cent. BC).
150. I.Lindos II, 300a (121 BC), where they are also called Ath.anaistai.
151. In the dedicatory inscription of a statue for Hieroboula, spouse of a priest of 
Athana Lindia (I.Lindos II, 420, of 23 AD), the last lines confirm that Hieroboula has 
received a crown from all eranoi existing when her husband Kallistratos was priest, 
and these are the groups mentioned in the preceding lines including the katoikeuntes', 
an unpublished inscription mentioned in a note by Pugliese Carratelli (1939-1940, 
175, n. 4,10 AD) is said to have recorded the honours granted to Nikassa priestess of 
Athana Lindia (on whom see I.Lindos II, 392a, 394, 10 AD), listing among the
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Are they foreigners? Certainly, the word katoikeuntes has several 
meanings.158 However, a Lindian decree of 23 AD, which aims at 
‘augmenting the honors to Dionysos’ during Dionysia festival, men
tions the appointment of six foreigners (xenoi) choregoi, who are to 
be chosen ‘from among the katoikeuntes and georgeuntes in the city of 
Lindos (ek ton katoikeunton kai georgeunton en Lindiapolei)^ A list of ka- 
toikoi has also been discovered at Lindos.* 152 153 154 Bresson has stressed 
that the names of the katoikoi attested at Lindos—as well as those of 
the metoikoi appearing on the same stone—have many common 
points both with the names of amphora producers attested on am
phora stamps and with the ‘monétaires rhodiens’ at the end of the 
second century BC.155 The city would have appealed to wealthy for
eigners at this date, among which were some freedmen, to finance 
its monetary emissions either by way of performing a liturgy or by 
purchasing from the state the right to issue coins. The inscription 
regulating the appointment of choregoi for the Sminthia festival clear
ly indicates that some of these xenoi katoikeuntes were wealthy. The 
case of Lindos does not seem to support the hypothesis of 
Papazoglou,156 who contrasts the enektemenoi (foreigners having 
been granted the right of enktesis') and the katoikeuntes (residents 
without that right): the fact that choregoi are taken among them goes 
against their identification as dependent labourers on the land 
owned by the citizens.

honouring bodies ‘the katoikeuntes and all other eranoi'.
152. See Hommel,i93; Papazoglou, 1997,166.
153. ZGXII i, 762 (23 AD); SGDI4155; Sokolowski, 1969, 245, no. 20.
154.1.Lindos II no. 278.
155. Bresson 2001.
156. Papazoglou 1997,167.

6. Conclusion

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of the associa
tive phenomenon to civic, social and political life of Rhodes. It is 
found among the citizen and foreign population. Associations 
formed by citizens are centred around an elite occupying the most 
prestigous and strategic functions, priestly as well as military, 
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whereas foreigners group themselves in associations that are cen
tred around persons who stand out not only for their wealth, but, to 
be sure, also for their integration into the economic networks of 
Rhodes. Even if professional activities remain very obscure, due to 
the nature of sources, one need only think of the large number of 
sculptors present at Rhodes.'57

157. On the associations as ecomonic networks, see Gabrielsen 2009.
158. See the Introduction of this volume.
15g. I.Lindos II, 132.
160. /GXII i, 104; I.Lindos II, col. 376. The father Zenon, proxenos of Arados, is also 
known from a dedication to Zeus Soter (IG XII 1, 32) and a dedication to Athana 
Lindia on behalf of his children: I.Lindos II, 120; his daughter was called Rhodias.

The presence of associations with predominantly foreign mem
bers in the public life is an indisputable consequence of the state’s 
favorable attitude towrds foreigners. The social or ‘societal’157 158 * inte
gration of associations is caused, or facilitated, by their mixity and 
the juridical and social mobility of foreigners. This led to the for
mation of a new elite, which formalized existing networks into koi- 
na, took active part in civic life and remained close to Rhodian no
tables. A striking example of the integration of an elite of foreigners 
in Rhodes comes from the second-century BC: Dionysios of Ara- 
dos, titled euergetes, was the son of the proxenosZenon of Arados and 
his wife Astis of Sidon. Dionysios dedicated two statues of his 
mother, one to Athana Lindia on the acropolis of Lindos (a work 
executed by the sculptor Phyles of Halicarnassos, who himself had 
received the title of euergetes) the other in the capital city of Rho
dos on a monument on which also stood two statues of citizens’ 
wives.160

Among these well-established foreigners we find some figures 
known from diverse documents, some of them unparalled in the 
Rhodian epigraphic corpus and indeed in our record on the Hellen
istic koina as a whole: Ploutarchos of Apamea, a sculptor who had 
held the highest civic posts (one of which was the epimeleia of the 
foreigners); Nikasion of Cyzicus, father of naturalized Rhodian 
sculptors, who had assembled forty-six individuals around his fam
ily-like association; Philokrates of Ilion, holder epidamia, who gave 
his name to a group that corresponds to a civic subdivision, the 
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ktoinatai; Hermogenes of Phaselis, the founder of the association 
whose property titles are preserved in a separate inscriptions; and 
finally, Dionysodoros of Alexandria, President of several koina for 
over twenty years.

The members of koina have generally very different financial ca
pacities. The concern with common cemeteries reflects one of their 
uses of common ressources, and collective possession of property is, 
of course, fundamental for foreigners and slaves, since neither of 
these status categories, as individuals, had the right to right own re
alty. Associations of foreigners seem to have been part of the Rho
dian eunomia (‘good order’) celebrated by Strabo (14.2.5 [652]) and 
have certainly played a role in the attempts at social regulation. For 
the Rhodian state they were a means of controlling different seg
ments of the urban population, particularly of securing the stable 
supply of a foreign workforce. Moreover, they constituted a compo
nent of the elite’s sphere of influence and at the same time the or
ganizations encompasing a foreign ‘aristocracy’ settled at Rhodes. 
Associations were the centre of political practices that had adopted 
democratic procedures and values; they provided an institutional
ized framework to different types of networks among the foreign 
population, whether professional or familial. All in all, they offered 
themselves as ideal places for foreigners to mingle with each other 
and with the citizen population. As such, they proved useful for the 
foreigners and for the Rhodian State.

Appendix :
Crowns in the context of foreigners’ associations

1. The sculptor Ploutarchos son of Heliodoros, who first signed 
with the ethnic Apameus (I.Undos II, 13rd, before 91 BC) and then 
obtained Rhodian citizenship (I.Lindos II, 287,131b, 19yd; 308b; IG 
XII i, 48,108 and 844; Kontorini 1989, no. 2; Jacopi, 1932,105, no. 
2), received three golden crowns from the Aphrodisiastai Soteriastav. 
Pugliesse Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 7.
2. The metic Charixenos of Andros received a leaves crown from the 
koinon of the Aphrodisiastai kaiHermaistav. Maiuri,JVS 42.
3. Hermogenes of Phaselis: a leaves crown and two golden crowns 
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from the Aphrodisiastai Hermogeneioi'. Jacopi 1932, no. 53; Pugliesse 
Carratelli 1939-1940, nos. 7,19.
4. Sosikles from Crete: a leaves crown from the eranistaiAdoniazontes'. 
Pugliesse Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 1.
5. Ariston of Syracuse: a leaves crown from the Sabaziastai'. Kontorini 
1983, no. 8.
6. Chrysippos of Merops: a leaves crown from the Artemisiastav. Peek 
1969, no. 2.
7. Dionysodoros of Alexandria: a golden crown, ‘the biggest al
lowed by the law’, from the Haliadai kaiHaliastai', a golden crown 
from the Dionysiastar, and a white poplar leaves crown and a golden 
crown of ten staters from the Paniastar. IG XII1,155.
8. An unknown person: four golden crowns and two leaves crowns 
from six koina, the Haliastai Athanaistai Hermaistai Aristedeioi, the Dios 
Soteriastai Sarapiastai, the Sarapiastai, the MeniastaiAphrodisiastai, the So
teriastai Asklapiastai Poseidaniastai Herakleistai Athanaistai Aphrodisiastai 
Hermaistai Matros Theon and the Hestiastai'. IG XII1,162.
9. Stratonika of Halicarnassos: a leaves crown by the Haliadai and 
Haliastai-. IG XII1,156.
10. Philokrates of Ilion: two golden crowns from the Hermaistai Thes- 
mophoriastai and from the Matioi ktoinetai eranistai Philokrateioi'. IG XII1, 

157-
11. A foreigner from Phaselis: a golden crown from the Herakleotai 
[—Joneioi: IG XII1,158.
12. Aphrodisios of Phaselis: a leaves crown from the Panathenaistar. 
IGXH i, 159.
13. Damas of Lydia: a leaves crown from an unknown koinow. IG XII 
i, 160.
14. An unknown person: three golden crowns and two leaves crowns 
from various koina, the DiosXeniastaiDionysiastai G[..]ioneioi, the Pana- 
thanaistai, the Soteriastai Dios Xeniastai Panathanaistai Lindiastai hoi syn 
Gai[o]i, the [Dios]AtabyriastaiAgathodaimoniastaiPhilonieoi, the Dionysia
stai Chairemonieoi and the koinon of Apollon Stratagios: IG XII1,161.
15. A foreigner married with Thallo of Syria: a golden crown from 
the Poseidoniastai andAsklapiastai'. 7GXII1,164.
16. A foreigner from Laodikeia: a leaves crown from the Isiastai'. IG 
XII i, 165.
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17. Korinthos of Samos: a leaves crown from the DiosatabyriastaiAga- 
thodaimoniastai Philoneiov. Suppl.Epigr.Rhod. I no. 17.
18. Philiskos of Antiocheia: a leaves crown from the Haliastai Pana
thenaistai and a golden crown from the Panathenaistai Herakleistav. NS 
39-
19. A foreigner: two golden crowns from the Aphrodisiastai Basileias 
Aphroditas koinon and the Aphrodisiastai Theuphaneiov. Pugliesse Carra- 
telli 1939-1940, no. 8.
20. Karpos of Galatia: a golden crown from the Diossoteriastai'. Pug
liesse Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 11.
21. Chrysippos of Bargylia: a golden crown from the Diossoteriastai'. 
I.Lindos II, 683.
22. Iakchos of Alexandria (brother of Dionysodoros of Alexandria): 
a leaves crown from an unspecified koinon-. Maiuri,NS 46.
23. Marsyas of Ephesos: a leaves crown from the Herakleistai Poseido- 
naistai-. Maiuri, 1925-1926, no. 6.
24. Isidoros of Antiocheia: a leaves crown from theAthanaistaiLindia- 
staiDiodoreiov. Maiuri, NS, 41.
25. Protos of Perinthios: two golden crown from the Diodoreioi and 
theDiophanteiov. Maiuri, NS 40 (on the correction IlepivØioD, see Hill
er von Gaertringen 1926,197; De Sanctis 1926, 59.
26. Moschion of Phaselis: a golden crown from the Samothraikiastai 
and two leaves crowns from the Panathenaistai and the Aphrodisiastai-. 
Maiuri,NS 43, ist cent. BC.
27. Ktesiphon of Chersonesos: a golden crown from the eranistai

Kontorini 1989,73,10.
28. Hephaistion of Antiocheia: a leave crown from the Meniastai: IG 
XII i, 917.
29. An unknown person: a golden crown from the Dionysiastai Atha- 
naistaiDiosAtabyriastaiEuphranoreioihoisynAthenaioiKnidior. ZGXII1,937 
(ist cent. BC).
30. Apollonios of Pergamon: a golden crown of ten staters from the 
SylleioiLolleioipaideutaihoisynSyllai: ZGXII 1, 918 (istcent. BC).
31. An unknown person: a golden crown from an unnamed koinon, 
one of whose magistrates comes from Cyrene: LRhod.Per. 128 (120-51 
BC).
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32. Zenon of Selge: two golden crowns and two leaves crowns from 
the AsklapiastaiTheoneiov. I.Rhod.Per. 169 (2nd cent. BC).
33. Alexandras of Kephallenia: a golden crown from the Adoniastai 
AphrodeisiastaiAsklapiastaienAulais-. I.Rhod.Per. 57 (2nd half of the 2nd 
cent. BC-ist half of the ist cent. BC).
34. Epaphrodeitos of Cos: a golden crown from the Heroistai Samo- 
thraikiastav. I.Rhod.Per. 57 (2nd half of the 2nd cent. BC-ist half of the 
ist cent. BC).
35. A foreigner from Pladasa: crowns from the Aphrodisiastai and the 
Panathenaistav. IG XII 3, 962 (Chalke).
36. An unknown person: a crown from the Herakleotai and the Xouri- 
astar. IGXII?»^ (Chalke).
37. the metic Euphrosynos of Idyma: three golden crown from the 
SamothraikiastaiAphrodisiastaiBorboritai, a golden crown from the Adon
iastai [Aphrodisiastai]AsklapiastaiSyroi: IG XII3, 6 (Syme, ist cent. BC).
38. An Herakleot: a crown from the koinonoftheAristobouliastaiSoteria- 
stai Hephaistiastai Agathodaimoniastai Menekrateioi hoi syn Menekratei, the 
Diossoteriastai Zenoniastai, the Aphrodisiastai Epitynchanonteioi kaiAphrodisi
astai Meneteioi and the Hermaistai Athanaistai Haliadai Haliastai-. Pug- 
liesse Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 6 (ist cent. BC).
39. An unknown person: 31 golden crowns and 5 leaves crowns from 
at least 24 associations, private as well as and ‘public’: Pugliesse 
Carratelli 1939-1940, no. 19 (ist half of the 2nd cent. BC).
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‘L’État intervint peu å peu’: State Inter

vention in the Ephesian ‘Bakers’ Strike’

Jonathan S. Perry

A comprehensive reconsideration or even a recasting of the interac
tions among State authorities—standing in for ‘the public’—and the 
non-public associations would seem a desirable goal for scholarly 
endeavours at present.1 2 My own recent book touched on the con
nexions between associations and conceptualisations of Statism, 
particularly in Fascist Italy,8 but I have expanded on these themes in 
a piece that has now appeared within an Oxford Handbook of So dal Rela
tions in the Roman World, on the collegia in their wider contexts.3 When 
I was introducing ‘collegia’ to a general readership, it occurred to 
me that the famous story of striking bakers in Ephesus should be 
incorporated, but I found it difficult to do so—beyond noting J.-P. 
Waltzing’s mention of the story and his all-too-predictable reaction 
to the notion of restive collegiati. In Waltzing’s time and place, fin- 
de-siecle, industralised Liege, it was natural for someone of essen
tially bourgeois sensibilities to downplay the notion of strikes, with 
their latent or overt tendency toward violence, at least when nego
tiation alone does not lead to the optimal result.

1. I wish to express my sincerest thanks to Professor Gabrielsen for the honour of 
an invitation to speak in Copenhagen and for the opportunity to address certain 
points at greater length in this forum. Many thanks are also owed to the anony
mous reviewer of this piece, for careful analysis and provocative questions, as well 
as to those who have heard versions of this paper in Copenhagen and Calgary, inter 
alios, Jesper Carlsen, Kasper Evers, Matthew Gibbs, Brent D. Shaw, Dorothy J. 
Thompson and Christian A. Thomsen.
2. Perry 2006, especially for the discussion of Fascist ‘Corporativismo’ in Chapter 3.
3. Perry 2011, 499-515.

The inadvisability of strikes was subsumed within Waltzing’s 
larger argument concerning the consequences of State intervention 
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in workers’ assemblies and even, from time to time, their grumbling 
about such interventions. Drawing inspiration from industrial Bel
gium (which I investigated for my book’s second chapter) Waltzing 
argued that it was in the best interests of both the power élite and 
the wider membership of trade unions to cooperate. In both Ro
man and modern cities it was preferable, he claimed, to expend en
ergy in cooperation rather than conflict, with the classes trusting 
each other and bowing mutually to a higher purpose. In short, col
legia were, in Waltzing’s frequently—even repetitiously—expressed 
opinion, useful to the State, but only if they were encouraged to 
continue managing their financial houses as they saw fit, with very 
little or no interference from political authorities. In its turn, the 
State, at least until the third century CE, benefited from allowing 
the collegia to preserve their traditional freedoms; loyalty was en
gendered, and a rising tide lifted all boats. Wise emperors refrained 
from either micromanaging or overregulating the collegia, and 
workers, for their part, had little interest in protesting working con
ditions or behaving contumaciously to secure their basically reason
able advantages. By contrast, state intervention in Late Antiquity 
would leave in its wake the destruction of both the associations’ 
liberties and their efficacy. Waltzing’s vision, and especially the un
willingness of workers to strike, formed the standard lens through 
which organised labour was examined throughout much of the 20th 
century. For one example, Rostovtzeff commented, ‘If strikes were 
infrequent, that was due to the low standard of industry and not to 
the docile mood of the workmen and to the employment of slaves.’4 
In 1963, MacMullen noted the paradox that, despite their ‘extreme
ly rare’ presence in ancient sources, strikes are ‘quite often men
tioned in modern works’. Here, though, the reluctance to strike was 
explicable ‘due to the existence of servile labor and due more espe
cially to the highly organized and eventually compulsory form into 
which the state dragooned the labor force.’5

4. Rostovtzeff 1957,1:350. Rostovtzeff was skeptical of the evidence collected by 
Buckler 1923 concerning strikes in the Empire; see extended note at 11:621-622.
5. MacMullen 1963, 269.

These themes of licence and suppression can, in their essential 
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formulation, be traced back to Waltzing’s Etude historique. The sec
tion in which the so-called ‘Bakers’ Strike’ text appears develops the 
‘Economic or Professional Purpose’ which drew a collegium togeth
er. Waltzing essentially answers the question with a negative. Strikes 
are one example, to his thinking, of the general lack of attention 
paid to the practical details of the profession which had furnished 
the group’s name. Waltzing notes that unions do not express, at 
least in extant sources, concerns about apprenticeship or quality 
control of the craft. ‘La vie familiale’ is all that motivated and sus
tained organisations of this sort, and a Princeps stood to gain loyal 
subjects by encouraging and not browbeating (or foot-tattooing) 
them. This conclusion rendered it difficult for Waltzing to explain 
the significant correspondence between Trajan and Pliny on the au
thorisation of collegia in Bithynia. For Waltzing, Trajan was, de
spite appearances, an emperor who wished to authorise collegia, 
especially those that were useful to the state and ‘sans danger’.6 In 
short, local conditions in Bithynia forced him to resist his natural 
and more generous impulses. Another text, first published in 1899 
and incorporated into the later volumes of the Etude historique, 
seemed to imply that local conditions were not always favourable to 
Roman officials and that the placid surface of government could be 
disrupted by, at least, the hanging threat of collective action. This 
inscription, a copy of a letter written by the praefectus annonae 
around 200 CE to a provincial subordinate at Arles, notes that the 
‘navicularii marini’ of the area have given indications that they will 
cease operations if their grievances are not addressed. Waltzing laid 
stress on the ‘cessaturi’ in the inscription, which in his estimation 
signaled that the threat had merely been posed and not yet put into 
effect.7

6. Waltzing 1895-1900,1:123-128.
7. For the text and extensive commentary see Waltzing 1895-1900:111:526 and 
IV:6i6-623- The key phrase reads, mm quadam denuntiatione cessaturipropediem obsequi[i], 
sipermaneat iniuria. Many thanks to Kasper Evers for drawing my attention to this 
document.

Given this line of argument, Waltzing was obliged to address a 
text that seemed to concern actual striking workers as more than a 
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‘curious example’—and its recent publication, only a decade earlier, 
would probably have made its contents familiar to Waltzing’s read
ers. ‘Il serait intéressant,’ he observed, ‘de savoir si les travailleurs 
n’avaient jamais recours aux moyens violents et si les greves, par 
exemple, étaient connues dans le monde romain. Les auteurs n’en 
parient pas, mais l’épigraphie fournit un exemple curieux.... Cet 
édit prouve que les boulangers de Magnésie étaient associés et que 
l’association les avait mis en état d’affamer la ville et de troubler 
1’ordre.’8 This stern reprimand addressed to ‘the bakers of Magne
sia’ was first discovered in Magnesia on the Maeander and then 
published in BCH in 1883.9 10 Until the 1910s, it was generally believed 
that the bakers were based at Magnesia, but the inscription was sub
sequently securely identified with Ephesus and has been interpreted 
in that civic context ever since. Fontrier also introduced in his BCH 
commentary the concept of ‘une greve des boulangers’.“ As such, it 
has been adduced as an instance of resistance among workingmen, 
at least for some time and sufficiently to terrify the State into clamp
ing down—or more accurately into threatening to do so in the fu
ture. The text has been published in many venues (though not al
ways perfectly) and translated for many more. American students 
often encounter it when learning about collegia, since the text is 
included in the Lewis/Reinhold primary source reader used in an
cient Roman history classrooms throughout the country.11 12 In its 
original form (with some modifications) the text may be rendered 
thus:“

8. Waltzing 1895-1900,I:igi-ig2.
g. Fontrier 1883.
10. Ibid., 506: ‘Fin de l’édit d’un gouverneur romain adressé aux habitants de Mag
nésie ål’ occasion d’une greve des boulangers de cette ville.’
11. Lewis and Reinhold 1990,11:250-251.
12. The text is adapted from Merkelbach 1978. Other publications include SEG4.512 
and I.Eph. 215, as well as Buckler 1923.

[...]0s Kai Kara cn)v9f]Kr]v 7ta|raYTp]avTcov [.................... ]

aik|....................................]

[ßaijvstv evictis töv Öfjptov k; TOpa/jjv Kai (lopi'ißou; sv7ti7tTtv Ötä rip’ 

ofpuKpo-?]
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Xoyov Kai åØpaoiav tcöv äpTOKÖ7tcov S7ti Tfj <r/op<T otüosoiv écp’ o i; s/pfjv 

[au-]

tod; Li;:w.7t;:Li<p();':\’TO; fjÖT] Ötki]v Djrorr/yiv' S7tei Ös to Tfj 7téXsi oupcpefpov 

xpn]
5 Tf[g todtcov TiLiMpia; Lia/./.ov Kpoupav, ävayKaiov ip/i]G0Lnp’ ÖTaray]Li<m| 

odtod; occxppovfcai' Ö9sv amr/opr.iiM pijrs owsp/soSai tod; apTOK[o-] 

tod; Kax’ srarpiav pf]TS 7tposoTi]K0Ta; 9paoDvso9ai, 7r;:i9ap'/_;:iv Ös 7t[av-] 

toi; toi; D7tsp tod Koivfj ODpcpspovTo; s7riTOTTOLiövoi; Kai ti]v ä[vay-] 

Kaiav tod apTOD spyaoiav ävsvösfj naps/siv Tfj koXst' di; av äXro tt[; an-]

io Toiv tö ä7tö todÖs fj ODVidiv 7tapä tü öup/opoDLiöva fj 9opf)ßoD tivö; [Kai 

OTÜ-]

osoi; ocäp'/_o>\’. Li;/Ta7r;:Li<p();:i; Tfj 7rpom]KODOi] Tsipioipia KoXao9ij[osTai' ] 

säv ÖS Ti; ToX|4.f]OT] TT]V 7toXlV SVSÖpSDOIV ä7TOKpD\|/ai aDTÖV, ÖSKDSIpfia; 

S7TT 7TO-]

Öö; 7tpo<5OT]|iKo9rp6Tai' Kai ö töv totodtov Ös D7toÖs^äpsvo; [Tfj] 

aDTfj Tipoipia d7tsd9dvo; ysvijosTai....

[Thus it happens] at times that the people are plunged into trouble 
and tumults by the [petty?]

speaking and recklessness of the bakers in the agora, for which distur
bances they ought already to have been hauled into court and sub
jected to judgement. Since, however, it is necessary to put the benefit 
to the city ahead of the punishment of these individuals, I deemed it 
a pressing matter to bring them to their senses with an edict. Where
fore I forbid the bakers to assemble in a faction or to be emboldened 
by their leaders, but rather to obey in every detail the measures that 
have been set in place for the common good and that it is their job to 
ensure that the city is sufficiently supplied with bread and not in need 
of it. From this time forward, if any of them should be caught in the 
act of assembling contrary to the regulations or heading up any tu
mult and disorder, he shall be hauled into court and punished with 
the appropriate penalty. Should anyone undertake to conceal himself 
and set upon the city unawares, he shall be branded on the [foot?] 
with the word “Decuria”. And the person who shelters such a man 
will be liable to the same penalty.

Nevertheless, it must be admitted from the start that this is a rather 
problematic text. It is fragmentary, with a missing right edge that 
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obscures crucial phrases at the end of each line, and various read
ings have been proposed and challenged throughout the century. 
Merkelbach gives a sense of the complexity involved, in his brief 
analysis of the text for ZPE, suggesting that it was originally com
posed in Latin and then translated into Greek.13 Merkelbach com
plains of the needlessly convoluted grammar in the Greek, but one 
should note that there is also a small mistake in his edition: ‘Kpih|/at’ 
should be ä7toKpb\|/at’. Such a reading conforms with all the other 
versions and the original transcription of the text given in its 1883 
publication.

13. Merkelbach 1978,165: ‘Dieser Erlass des Statthalters ist offenbar zunächst latein
isch abgefasst und dann ins Griechische übersetzt, und solche Texte sind 
bekanntlich oft der Schrecken des Schreckens für den griechischen Epigraphiker 
(jedenfalls für mich), weil die Regeln der griechischen Grammatik nur noch einge
schränkt gelten und man oft den Sinn erst erkennen kann, wenn man den auf dem 
Stein erhaltenen griechischen Text probeweise ins Lateinische zurückübersetzt.’
14. On the - for the most part and officially - cordial and quiescent interactions 
between Roman authorities and local government in Ephesus, see Dmitriev 2005, 
265-286.

In the remainder of this paper, I shall explore two points regard
ing this text and the wider ‘interests’ we may share with these Bak
ers. First, I shall examine the conclusions of the leading scholars 
who have written on the theme of strikes and the non-public asso
ciations, especially in light of the questions addressed elsewhere in 
this volume. Second, I wish to propose my own interpretation of 
the text based on some of its wording and the larger phenomenon 
of collegia-State interaction. In this portion of the paper, I shall also 
knead in commentary on Labour-State relations in the early decades 
of the twentieth century, seeing what new food for thought may 
arise.

From the outset, though, we should comment on some pecu
liarities of the text itself. Most striking is that the magistrate passing 
the edict is not named and that the governor seems simply to be 
protesting his unwillingness actually to inflict these penalties. In 
fact, he insists, he has been forced into drastic measures by the reck
lessness and stupidity of the bakers themselves.14 äpTOKO7toi also 
seems an odd choice, rather than üpro7toioi, but bakers’ associations 
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were not uncommon in Asia Minor. There is an epigraphic reference 
to a ‘collegium pistorum’ in Thyatira,15 as well as a dedicatory in
scription made to a prominent local élite by ‘oi üproKOTtot’ in that 
city.16 The recipient (together with his extended family) of this 
lengthy honour dating to the second half of the third century is re
corded as C. Julius Julianus Tatianus, and among his various listed 
offices is agoranomos. Perhaps his service in this office had brought 
him into contact with bakers in the agora, a factor that also seems to 
appear in the Ephesian document? Dittmann-Schöne includes one 
other reference to bakers in her collection of professional associa
tions in the cities of imperial Asia Minor, specifically a simple mark
er äproK67tcov MiZr]oicov preserved in Didyma.1? She interprets this as 
indicating ‘einen größeren reservierten Verkaufsbereich in der 
Markthalle von Didyma’ for the bakers in neighbouring Miletus. 
Accordingly, references to other bakers’ organisations in the sur
rounding cities would suggest cooperation—at least in official 
terms—with civic authorities.

15. Among others, CIG 3495.
16. The text has been published as TAMN.t, 966, and it has been tabulated as 
TII.1.18’ in Dittmann-Schöne 2001,185.
17.1.Didyma522; Dittmann-Schöne’s II.6.1, p. 172.
18. A systematic illustrated study of the monument may be found in Petersen 2003.
19. von Petrikovits 1981, 69 and 100.

In a related concern, it is also unclear from the text whether the 
bakers in question are actual workers in the trade or perhaps the 
owners of baking establishments in the city. One thinks particularly 
of Eurysaces, the freedman baker who had come up in the world 
sufficiently to celebrate his accomplishments with an impressive 
monument near the Porta Maggiore.18 However, there is certainly 
room here to accommodate bakers at a lower end of the industry 
within Ephesus. A similar difficulty is posed by those identified in a 
series of inscriptions from Roman Italy by the seemingly simple 
term ‘lanarius/lanarii’. While one might conclude with Waltzing 
that they were ‘ouvriers en laine’, at what stage of production should 
we place them? H. von Petrikovits has observed that, because Latin 
terms do not always distinguish ‘producers’ and ‘salesmen’ in a par
ticular industry, the lanarii could have played either role,19 and Su- 
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zanne Dixon explains more succinctly, ‘The word tells us only that 
they did something with wool’.80 While the textile industry may 
have been, in Dennis Kehoe’s valuation, ‘a basic component of the 
economic life of many ancient cities’, the fundamental unit of pro
duction in the industry was small-scale and within the reach of many 
civic entrepreneurs. ‘The major capital outlay for this industry, the 
purchase of a loom, was relatively modest, and it seems likely that 
many weaving establishments consisted of little more than a space 
within a private house’.81 In his analysis of professional textile-pro- 
duction and textile-sales associations in imperial Asia Minor, Pleket 
found it similarly frustrating to determine whether they were pri
marily designed for ‘Geselligkeit oder Zünfte’, given the impossibil
ity of knowing which groups, specifically, are represented in the 
documents. Unlike guild documents from the Middle Ages, the de
tails of the production, maintenance of standards of production, 
expectations of salespeople, etc. simply do not appear in texts from 
this period.88

Moreover, the severity of the penalty also leaps out at one, but 
observe that the details are based on a restoration of the text. As it 
stands, the precise word or formula to be branded on the foot (which 
is also restored) is obscure. Analysing the phenomenon of branding 
and tattooing, C.P. Jones concluded that the evidence for branding 
in the Roman period was ‘ambiguous’, although he did not address 
this document. Cicero had joked that a ‘K’ for ‘kalumniator’, a false 
accuser, might be ‘attached’ to the heads of his enemies, making 
them unlikely to forget the ‘Kalends’ in future. Nevertheless, this 
penalty—another one threatened but not carried out?—‘could be tat
tooed as well as branded’.83 Even if the full word were to be incised 
into the violator’s flesh, there seems to have been confusion concern
ing how to spell ‘decuria’.84 And must it be the foot? This seems in-

20. Dixon 2OOO-2OOI, g.
21. Kehoe 2007,564-565.
22. Pleket 2008,537-538.
23-Jones 1987,153.
24. Buckler 1923 comments on the peculiarity of the language here, suggesting that 
this is a clumsy transliteration from the Latin that might have been placed on a 
branding-iron. He also speculates, comparing a line of Herodas, that the ‘branding’
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dicated by the delta that opens the next line of text, but perhaps 
another word would fill the space as effectively? As I reconstruct it, 
it should be the speakers’ mouths that have offended, but, given the 
state of the document, this is difficult to prove.

Nevertheless, the most curious item of all is the absence of any 
indication of the specific grievance that has initiated this shadowy 
‘greve’. W.H. Buckler, in his 1923 analysis of ‘Labour Disputes in 
the Province of Asia’, drew attention to this odd fact in his commen
tary on the inscription, one of (merely) four he could muster for the 
purpose?5 Beginning the piece with a comment that we know too 
little about the lives of artisans in Greco-Roman towns, and that 
evidence ‘as to their conflicts with employers [is] surprisingly mea
gre,’ he proceeds to detail the tiny number of inscriptions, scattered 
between the second and fifth centuries, that give any indication of 
workers’ collective action. Choosing to leave aside Egypt, ‘owing to 
the peculiarity of its labour conditions’,86 Buckler could find only 
four instances of actual labour unrest, codified in four inscriptions 
from Asia province. Our text is the first of these, and the final one is 
a declaration of contract by a Sardian builders’ union from 459 
CEA The article is organised as an examination of each text and 
then a summary of general conclusions. He begins by noting the 
modern parallels, while also cautioning against the temptation of 
pursuing these too closely: ‘For convenience “union” will here de
note an association of artisans, and “strike” a deliberate abandon
ment of work by any group of workers, but these terms are not 
meant to imply that a union or a strike was in the 2nd or 5th century 
what is connoted in the 20th by the same word.’ In short, he argues, * 25 26 27 

might actually have been a tattoo applied with needles and ink. In any event, ‘Here 
it was doubtless an official device for identifying a dangerous character.’ (p. 46).
25. Buckler 1923.
26. On the large number of associations in Egypt and evidence of their activities, 
seeespecially Arnaoutoglou 2005.
27. Buckler’s analysis of this document has been superseded by Garnsey 1998. 
Garnseyquestions Buckler’s assertion of an actual union reflected in the text and 
the ‘pay scale’ for builders Buckler detected in it, and he goes on to mine the docu
ment for information concerning how ‘good’ business was for builders, even at this 
late date.
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‘we shall do well to approach our texts with scepticism, and to re
frain from reading into them modern ideas.’88 Buckler also makes 
the important observation (p. 29) that ‘as a rule only things of good 
report were commemorated in stone’. Because labour disputes were 
likely to have been regarded as ‘discreditable’, their absence in the 
inscriptional record may be explained in simple terms. In my article 
for the Oxford Handbook I also drew attention to this point: a lacuna 
of inscriptional commentary on disputes and economic resolutions 
by an association’s membership may be nothing more than a rea
sonable attempt to avoid the prying eyes of the élite?9 Why, after 
all, should they have advertised their internal deliberations on 
stone?

28. Buckler 1923, 27-28.
29. Perry 2011, 503.
30. Buckler 1923, 32.

Buckler then provides a text, with translation, coupled with a 
series of pointed questions, including, ‘Were the workmen, as in 
modern cases, opposed to the master-bakers, or had all bakery 
workers been protesting against some grievance affecting their 
trade as a whole? Was it Employees vs. Employers, or Bakers vs. 
The Authorities? Was the friction purely industrial?’28 29 30 Note here 
that Buckler has underscored the problem of identifying which 
class was represented by the bald category ‘Bakers’, at least in the 
authority’s understanding of the term. Furthermore, he adds: ‘Three 
points are noteworthy: (1) the offenders were not punished, but 
merely warned what punishment to expect in case of any future 
disobedience; (2) no penalty was threatened in the event of another 
strike; (3) while the bakers’ union was forbidden to hold seditious 
meetings (11. 7-8, 11), there was no ban upon its ordinary business 
and no threat of its dissolution.’ This final point is quite significant 
and has often been ignored. The governor presumably had it in his 
power to disband the association since, as Buckler observes, all in
dustrial unions except three (regarded as ‘vitally necessary to the 
city’s well-being’) would be dissolved for disorderly conduct at Al
exandria in 215 (p. 33, n.i).
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Nevertheless, on this occasion, the authority merely chose to 
warn the group and perhaps, specifically, its leadership. Why did he 
restrain his hand? Buckler does not answer this question directly, 
but his summary of the findings from all four inscriptions reveals 
his general reaction. According to his analysis, labour strikes ‘oc
curred from time to time’ and, while ‘[tjheir causes and their objects 
remain obscure’, they ‘proceeded unchecked by the authorities’ 
provided, naturally, that they were ‘not disorderly’s1 But at what 
point does a work stoppage constitute a threat to the general wel
fare? Bakers are, of course, in a position to cause real suffering 
among the populace rather quickly. But the precise means by which 
they would ‘suspend work’ would also be a function of their stand
ing in the profession. Does it necessarily mean they would stop bak
ing bread? Or would they simply disrupt the food supply by other 
means, perhaps by choking off transportation from outside the city, 
raising prices summarily, or—most likely of all—creating scarcity by 
hoarding their product and driving prices up?

Dio Chrysostom reacted to threats from his neighbours in Prusa 
by protesting that he had not hoarded grain and thereby contrib
uted to a food shortage.38 Imogen Dittmann-Schöne quotes this 
document and suggests that the so-called ‘Bakers’ Strike’ here 
might better be described as ‘eine Arbeitsverweigerung’ (‘a refusal 
to work/suspension of work’) or an ‘Arbeitsunterbrechung’ (‘inter
ruption of work’) rather than a ‘Streikaktion’, strictly speaking.31 32 33 
Regardless of the precise means of disrupting the chain of bread, at 
the milling, baking, or distribution phases, it is not difficult to imag
ine a riot ensuing in short order. In his study of the food supply in 
the Roman Empire, Garnsey notes that this unnamed official ‘could 
hardly ignore’ the riots ‘into which Ephesus was plunged as a result 
of a bakers’ strike.’ (Notice that he has presumed a riot has actually 
taken place, which the text does not explicitly state.) Under such 
circumstances, ‘state intervention’ would clearly be warranted in or- 

31. Ibid., 45.
32. Compare Erdkamp 2008, on other interventions by state authorities in Asia Mi
nor in the event of grain shortages, pp. 116-118.
33. Dittmann-Schöne 2001, 71 and 143.
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der to prevent further disruption to the supply of a critical re
source.34 35 One can see here the temptation that lay before a govern
ment official—‘nationalising’ the group in the interest of ‘public 
utility’ would squelch private initiative, but it would also ensure the 
continuation of one of the city’s most important supply lines.

34. Garnsey 1988, 259.
35. Bradley 1994, especially Chapter 6: ‘Resisting Slavery’. For an assessment of the 
‘goldenage’ of American scholarship on antebellum slavery and its impact on his 
own thinking, see Bradley 2008.

This is the theme to which Ramsay MacMullen turned in the 
1960s, first in an article and then in his Enemies of the Roman Order. In 
his ‘Note’ on Roman strikes, MacMullen broadens the definition of 
‘strike’ considerably, to include rural work stoppages, work aban
donment and other instances of labour unrest, for which there is a 
great deal of evidence beyond the four inscriptions Buckler had 
plucked out. One thinks here of a parallel development in the his
tory of slavery, as scholars of antebellum American slavery and K. 
R. Bradley were steadily expanding the notion of ‘resistance’ in the 
period.33 A work slow-down, theft, willful destruction of property, 
running away, etc. all constituted options of resistance, and a slave 
revolt, or a workers’ riot, may not have been the only—or even the 
preferred—means of expressing dissatisfaction with working condi
tions.

MacMullen stresses the importance of the chronological frame
work in evaluating the text. It was precisely in the second century 
(our text seems to date from late in the second century) that the 
state was taking the first tentative steps toward intervening in colle
gia—a move that would culminate in the tying of workers to their 
associations under direct state control in Late Antiquity. This is, of 
course, basically Waltzing’s argument, but MacMullen puts it col
ourfully here: ‘The state, in trying to make the fullest use of these 
resources, had to apply both the stick and the garrote, compulsion 
and concession, and of these, both (strangely) strengthened the 
condition of labor so far as economic factors permitted. Compul
sion produced organization, which in turn could be used to extract 
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further concessions.’36 These findings are reinforced in his book on 
social unrest in the Empire generally. Here, he avers:37

36. MacMullen 1963, 270.
37. MacMullen 1966,176.
38. Ibid., 178.

The rarity of this recourse shows how wide a gulf separates ancient 
“trade associations” or “unions” from their modern equivalents.... If 
anything can be said on the basis of the evidence—a dozen strikes 
scattered over four centuries—it is only this: that their potential as a 
weapon of aggression was never realized, in drawn-out campaigns, 
and that their defensive use, such as it was, appeared more clearly in 
the period when, by the government’s own policy, the internal or
ganization of societies had been more firmly articulated.

Thus, MacMullen stresses internal organisation as a precondition 
for coordinated labour action. Furthermore, ‘Precisely these groups 
of workers came handiest to the ambition of a demagogue, presum
ably because they were the best regimented and most responsible to 
their own leaders; while, in descending order of notoriety, weavers 
or builders or the poor peasants likewise compacted by law into 
hereditary professions to serve the public interest used their sense of 
solidarity to go out on strike.’38 Accordingly, the State had only it
self to blame: workers had been ineffective in resisting their betters 
until they possessed a rigid internal hierarchy that could coordinate 
their activities vis-å-vis an aggressively interventionist State.

Dittmann-Schöne drew a similar conclusion in her analysis of 
the invariably symbiotic relationship between professional associa
tions and government authorities in Asia Minor, while also under
scoring the inadvisability of appropriating comparative evidence 
from more recent times. Unable to coordinate their activity across 
great distances due to difficulties of communication, it is impossible 
to imagine, in her estimation, a concentrated strike action, such as 
one might see today or even in the late nineteenth or twentieth cen
turies. We should not envision representatives from local unions 
sent to some central steering committee elsewhere, as members of 
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city associations were instead ‘selbständig’ units incapable of inter
city, regional or provincial coordination.39

39. Dittmann-Schöne 2001, 71-72.
40. In a recent piece, Arnaoutoglou 2011 has also dealt with the issue of ‘sociability’ 
vs.‘guild’ concerns by suggesting that associations might have pursued both social 
and professional interests simultaneously. Their interests may not be precisely what 
we, or even medieval guild-members, would consider strictly ‘economic’, in the 
sense of preserving their crafts. However, they may have been economically driven, 
as they attempted to enmesh themselves in the economic life of their cities.
41. Arnaoutoglou 2002, 39.

The same concepts of State and association interaction emerge, 
further developed, in the most recent study of this text, by Ilias Ar- 
naoutoglou, in an important 2002 article composed of two parts.40 
The first stresses the proliferation of collegia in the East, making a 
significant complement to most work (like my own) that centres 
upon Rome and the Western provinces. This portion is a chrono
logical survey of the evidence for collegia in the East, demonstrat
ing the relative freedom of action accorded to these associations, 
without interference from Roman authorities. He then turns to the 
implementation of Roman law in regard to collegia in the East. The 
Trajan-Pliny correspondence is convincingly explained here as a re
action to ‘the recent, violent past of the provincia Bithynia-Pontus’. 
In other words, local conditions and Trajan’s prejudice against this 
particular province influenced his decision and only in this specific 
respect. I would add something more: perhaps Trajan’s exaspera
tion with yet another letter from Pliny has prompted him to take a 
firmer line?

Nevertheless, Trajan’s complaint about how all associations, re
gardless of their stated purpose, ultimately devolve into ‘hetairiae’ 
is a significant one. Arnaoutoglou’s article argues that the Ephesian 
text is not a blanket ban on associations but rather, as in Bithynia, a 
reaction to a local problem with merely short-term application. Also 
it is clear that the governor is targeting the leadership of the organi
sation and commenting on the ‘embryonic internal organisation’ 
within it. The baker strike inscription remains a crucial piece of evi
dence, as it remains, in this analysis, ‘Our sole testimony for a Ro
man intervention in associative life’.41 Focusing new attention on 
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the inscription and comparing the riots accompanying Paul’s visit 
to Ephesus, Arnaoutoglou posits that the unnamed Roman admin
istrator reacted so strongly to the ‘unrest’ occasioned by the bakers 
because of the group’s ‘embryonic, if not non-existent, internal or
ganisation’. In this sense, and building upon the findings of van 
Nijf concerning the willingness of collegial leaders to imbibe exist
ing notions of social hierarchy, the bakers’ associations were being 
‘used to exercise disciplinary power over their misbehaving mem
bers’ (p. 43). Thus, the official lost nothing in his action—since he 
hoped to reduce ‘the threat of social unrest due to the activity of 
associations, without any immediate cost to the Roman administra
tion.’ (43)

I have made a similar argument concerning the co-opting of col
legial élites by state élites in my Oxford Handbook chapter. The classic 
works on Roman social relations (especially those by MacMullen 
and Alföldy) reinforced the social aspects of a complex dance be
tween collegium members and their social betters. As suggested by 
the pioneering works in this field, there would seem to be two espe
cially productive and illuminating avenues to pursue, specifically in 
respect to the collegia. First, we might ask how the members of 
these associations created their own ‘mini-societies’, forming new 
networks of social interaction among these generally lower-stratum 
individuals. And second, we might explore how these societies in
teracted with other similar groupings in their cities, and particularly 
with political elites, who also possessed most of the social goods to 
which the urban poor aspired. If we concede that the collegia were 
organised for broad social advancement, rather than for narrow fi
nancial gain, how did they set out to accomplish this and, more 
importantly, what concessions were made by both parties to the ex
change? The best approaches to the available evidence have sought 
to combine two basic methods, evaluating on the one hand the inte
rior and on the other hand the exterior dynamics relating to colle
gium members. Work by John Patterson, Onno van Nijf (especial
ly), and Koen Verboven emphasises the legitimacy of this approach.48 
Accordingly, collegial rituals and meetings reinforced existing pat- 42 

42. Patterson 2006, 262k van Nijf 1997 and van Nijf 2003; Verboven 2007.
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terns of organisation, and, by mimicking the epigraphic habits of 
their social betters and of State officials, the leaders of collegia ‘in
ternalised and reproduced’ the hierarchy of their cities.

I would suggest, however, that there is another, far less optimis
tic, but perhaps more realistic, way to evaluate the interaction of 
collegia and socio-political élites. If the members of a collegium 
went out of their way to imitate the élite, might this not be per
ceived as an instance of their subjection to the local hierarchy, and 
an attempt by that hierarchy to reinforce the lower status of the 
group? Consider, for example, an intriguing historical parallel that 
van Nijf has introduced (in a 2002 Festschrift article in honour of 
H.W. Pleket)43 illuminating the possible connexions between pri
vate associations and civic hierarchies. Comparing the Dutch civic 
guards (the ‘schutters’) of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
he concluded that membership in groups of this sort provided an 
outlet for self-expression and ‘a focus for their sociability’ for men 
of middle rank, who were effectively forbidden access to the higher 
reaches of the civic aristocracy. However, by shifting our focus and 
evaluating this interaction from the top down, one might conclude 
that the political élite had other motives in mind while allowing this 
sociable group a wide berth. Seen from this angle, it is particularly 
telling that city authorities offered the schutters subsidies for 
clothes, sashes and drink, on the occasions of their parades (p. 321). 
One might wonder whether these concessions were designed delib
erately to stress their subordinate relation to the State, in case their 
sociability made them think too much of themselves. Pleket himself 
offered a pleasing image of the status of collegial aspirations and 
their limits in his 2008 article on this sort of ‘sociability’. While the 
associations were keen to be considered an element of a staid, quies
cent political structure, they were actually operating ‘in der “grauen 
Zone’” between the civic élite and the upper reaches of‘the people’.44

43. van Nijf 2002.
44. Pleket 2008,540.

To illuminate this grey zone somewhat, I would point out an al
ternative path to the bakers’ edict. The tone of the magistrate’s deci
sion, and the specific punishments he threatens to mete out, indi
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cate that he has detected a complex internal organisation in the 
bakers’ associations, and that he is as a result deliberately targeting 
the groups’ officers. He contrasts those who would assemble the res
tive bakers and stir them up with insidious speeches with those who, 
like himself, are charged with seeing to the ‘common’ good of the 
city, appealing to the rank-and-file membership to distance them
selves from their leaders. Protesting that he is personally reluctant 
to antagonise the bakers, the administrator claims he is only at
tempting to render them wiser with his actions. Thus, the opposite 
of wisdom would be to listen to any speeches proposing a work 
stoppage, which would never be in the community’s, or even the 
bakers’, best interests, especially over the long term.

By my reading, the text of the inscription deals deliberately with 
the notion of political speech, rather than with any economic or even 
social actions that might be taken by the membership. The image 
that has risen to the fore of the governor’s mind is that of the speak
er haranguing an audience of workers, whipping them up into a 
frenzy that could be ungovernable—even by the collegial leader
ship. Along these lines, note that the word tw/./.oyov has been re
stored, but there have been other plausible candidates. Wilhelm 
had suggested optKpoZoyov, thus ‘recklessness in complaints about 
trifling matters.’45 Buckler agreed with Calder’s proposal of 
oKatoZoyov, citing a parallel case in the Book of the Prefect, rendering it 
something like ‘recklessness in evil speaking’.46 Regardless of the 
precise restoration, one should pay close attention to the notion of 
political speech here. Notice the tone of the words used throughout 
the text, like rapa/q and 0opußog (used twice). The Liddell and Scott 
compares the Latin ‘tumultus’, and cites examples of both words in 
political contexts: Plutarch’s Lfe of Caesar for rap<r/q and Thucydides 
for 0opußog.47 The sound of the word is the rumble of the crowd, in
flamed by the speaker, and preparing for action as a result of what 
they have heard. It is probably important, in this context, to remem
ber that the government official is specifically anxious to avoid un

45. Merkelbach 1978,165.
46. Buckler 1923, 46.
47. Liddell, Scott and Jones 1976, s.v. ‘™pir/i|’ and ‘OopußoA
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rest ‘in the agora’. Perhaps he fears disruptive speech in a part of the 
city accustomed to forensic exercises of a flammable type? If this 
were the case, then threatening the speaker who roused the more 
docile members of his group into action, especially in the public 
square, would seem a logical approach. Accordingly, then, it was in 
the governor’s interest to detach the average collegiatus from the 
organisational élite. In spite of his stated reluctance, he really is tar
geting these dangerous speakers, and he wants to make sure that the 
other bakers recognise that he is on their side.

Thus, collegial association may have been a tool, not created but 
ultimately wielded by the State, in order to organise and control a 
potentially restive urban population, engendering loyalty, of a sort, 
in the process. These lessons were not lost on the government of 
Fascist Italy: throughout the country, ‘Dopolavoro’ organisations 
were instituted, to provide relaxation, moral uplift and, of course, 
ideological indoctrination ‘after work’.48 One might compare the 
‘clubs’ of employees that are sometimes formed by a modern corpo
ration, perhaps in order to divert attention from a dwindling pot of 
resources and to improve—or to monitor?—staff morale. One won
ders how much consolation such associations can provide as the 
Domitianic thunderbolts of lay-offs assault a present-day corpora
tion.

48. On the Dopolavoro and other institutions of‘leisure’ in Fascist Italy, see espe
cially DeGrazia 1981.
49. Ward 1900: 11:85, with n. 4.

As is my wont, I think a further detour into modern historiogra
phy is in order, specifically to the early decades of the twentieth 
century. In his famous The Ancient Lowly, published in 1900, C. Os
borne Ward commented that the second-century bakers were not 
‘lawless and dangerous’, promoting no ‘bread riot’, but merely ‘a 
strike, such as frequently occur among the trade unions now.’49 
Waltzing seemed, in his estimation, ‘to think this strike of the bak
ers an inimical onslaught against good order because it was the plea 
of the governor to suppress it with a violent hand, in order that the 
inhabitants might be furnished their bread with regularity. We are 
inclined to think that the supply of bread for this city might have 
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been a public function for there was no other source whereby to 
supply them.’ Several writers in the early part of the last century 
thought that labour and government had complementary interests, 
yet both needed to preserve their freedom of action in order to real
ise them most effectively.

This leads one to Father T.A. Finlay, a Jesuit priest and ‘econo
mist’ who commented on this incident in a 1911 speech. Finlay was 
born in Dublin in 1848, in the midst of the Famine, joined the Jesu
it order and eventually became Chair of Political Economy at the 
National University of Ireland and President of the Statistical and 
Social Inquiry Society of Ireland, between 1911 and 1913. He retired 
in 1930 and lived on another decade, during which he was feted by 
an annual lecture. His obituary insists that Father Finlay rigorously 
applied economic principles, but always within a Christian frame
work. As a committed Christian (and not as a Marxist, presumably) 
his approach to ‘political economy’ inevitably hinged on ethical 
concerns. The Society he addressed had been founded in 1847, to 
study, especially, the effects of the Famine and to make recommen
dations to the government to ameliorate living conditions for Ire
land’s poor. As the organisation’s President, he addressed the Soci
ety on 28 November 1911, incorporating the striking bakers into his 
analysis. Strikes were rare in the Empire, he conceded, but that fact 
should not obscure the legitimate aspirations of working people, 
since the securing of patronage was also, in its way, a means of ob
taining leverage: ‘To protect their interests the unions adopted, as a 
rule, a more effectual and less dangerous policy: they placed them
selves under the patronage of some man of high rank and potent 
influence; they paid him honour during his life by erecting statues 
and other memorials to perpetuate his fame, and in return they en
joyed his protection while he lived, and often benefited by substan
tial bequests after his death.’5° This yields a solution that sounds a 
great deal like Corporatism, organising labour and employers into 
a seamless mechanism striving for the benefit of all: ‘To fulfil its 
beneficent functions adequately it [the Labour Association] must

50. Finlay ign/12: 513. Further on the Reverend Finlay, see G. O’Brien’s obituary, 
The EconomicJournal 50.197 (1940): 157-159.
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be free. But free with an ordered freedom, with a liberty which can
not be abused to the prejudice of the general well-being.’ (p. 522).

Nevertheless, the 1910s witnessed another conceptualisation of 
‘the general well-being’, and an utterly novel approach to the ‘old 
relations of human sympathy and Christian kindliness between 
master and man.’ This rebellion, perhaps as in second-century Asia 
Minor, hinged on an isolated speaker upon whom an agitated group 
could fixate. Let us compare a scene from the Smolny Institute for 
Girls in St. Petersburg, which had become the headquarters of the 
Bolsheviks in 1917 and would serve for the planning of the October 
coup. (It is now the office of the city’s mayor.) A remarkable mo
ment in Lenin’s—and Trotsky’s—life occurred in 1917 when Lenin 
came to address the assembly, which was described as being in a 
‘tumultuous’ mood. Trotsky’s rendering of the scene stresses the 
spellbinding quality of Lenin’s performance and his uncanny abili
ty to connect with a crowd:51

51. Trotsky 2008, 853-854.

Lenin, whom the Congress has not yet seen, is given the floor for a 
report on peace. His appearance in the tribune evokes a tumultuous 
greeting. The trench delegates gaze with all their eyes at this mysteri
ous being whom they had been taught to hate and whom they have 
learned without seeing him to love. Now Lenin, gripping the edges of 
the reading stand, let little winking eyes travel over the crowd as he 
stood there waiting, apparently oblivious to the long-rolling ovation, 
which lasted several minutes. When it finished, he said simply, ‘We 
shall now proceed to construct the socialist order.’

And in this respect, at least, there is a fortuitous København con
nexion. The Workers’ Museum in central Copenhagen was once 
guarded by a statue of Lenin, but, succumbing to the protests of the 
past national government, it has been moved to the back of the mu
seum. Could it be the case that Lenin, like a tumultuous baker, still 
possesses such power nearly a century later?
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The Community of the Pastoral Epistles
- A Religious Association

Korinna Zamjir

i. Introduction

Many ancient societies and groups bear names that correspond to 
what modern scholarship defines as private or voluntary associa
tions (thiasoi, eranoi, collegia etc.), or may be described as such with a 
reasonable degree of certainty.1 The earliest Christian communities 
/ ekklesiai were not designated by any of these typical terms, nonethe
less they shared some similarities with such societies. There is no 
consensus among New Testament scholars on whether the ekklesiai 
could be regarded as associations. This comparison is often rejected 
on apologetic grounds, and differences are emphasised to such a 
degree as to make any assimilation of the Christian ekklesiai to asso
ciations impossible? However, the idea that these communities 
functioned as religious associations is not really a modern one. Ear
ly Christian writers from the second to the fourth century referred

1.1 wish to thank Vincent Gabrielsen for the opportunity to present a paper at the 
Symposium on Private Associations and the Public Sphere in the Ancient World in 
September 2010 and for including my contribution in this volume. I also need to 
thank the anonymous reviewer who read my paper for the suggestions and correc
tions and for checking the language of this essay.
2. Judge (2005,501-524) produces an almost caricatural portrait of cultic associa
tions, denying them any real concern with religion, any doctrine, any capacity to 
transform the community. He questions the religious motivation for joining asso
ciations (see his depiction of the association of Sunion [Sokolowski, 53], pp. 506- 
507). ‘[Njeither correct belief nor good behavior was part of what we choose to call 
“religion” in antiquity’ (Judge 2005, 513). Conversely, Christian churches represent 
an intellectual and ‘socially activist’ religion, uninterested in cult properly speak
ing, identified here with sacrificial cult; ‘their fundamentally innovatory remodel
ling of life puts them at the opposite end of the social scene from the classical cults’ 
(Judge 2005,514).
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to Christian communities in terms of religious associations. They 
did so partly in a polemical or apologetic context (repeating criti
cism by non-Christians),3 partly in a natural way of speaking about 
these communities.4 The same language was used by non-Christian 
authors.5

3. Origen., C. Cels. 1.1 (PG 11, 652A, ANF 4): Celsus accuses Christians of forming 
secret, illegal associations (synth.ekas, crovØijKcu;), a charge rejected by Origen (these 
synthekai are directed against the laws of the devil). Celsus assimilates Christians to 
members of foreign, ecstatic, superstitious or secretive cults (the Metragyrtae, the 
members of the Mithras-cult, the Sabbazians; 1.9, PG 11, 672A). Origen emphasises 
that Jesus appeared to the members of his cult (thiasotai, Øtacrørat; 3.23; PG 11, 
945B). See also Lactant., Div. Inst. 5.1 (cultores Dei summi, PL 6,548A).
4. Euseb., Hist. eccl. 1.3.12: Christ committed to his thiasota (Oii/woto.ic) ‘the uncovered 
virtues’; cf. also 1.3.19 (PG 20, 73.59; 76.63; NPNF 2.1,106-107); 10.1.8: a ‘splendid 
day [...] illuminated [...] the churches of Christ (rat; ÉKKXr|aia<; roü Xpioroü) [...]. 
And not even those without our communion (toic ejjaøev roti KaØ' ij|icL; Øiacou) were 
prevented from sharing in in the same blessings’ (NPNF 2.1, 777)-
5. Lucian, Dement. Peregr. 11 (the Christian leader as thiasarchesy, Celsus (Orig., C. Cels.
3.23, PG ii, 945B: Christians as thiasotai, Øtacrørat). See also Schmidt 1965,515-516.
6. Apol38-39, CSEL 69 (1939), 90-95; ANF 3, 67-70.

In an often quoted passage, Tertullian applied the features of 
religious associations to Christian churches,6 to argue that they had 
to be accepted just as the licitasfactiones were (Apol. 38.1), since they 
posed no threat to the social, political and moral order. Describing 
the Christian community, he mentioned precisely the features and 
functions of religious associations (Apol. 39): cult (without antiso
cial features), respect for ethical requirements, charity towards com
munity members, burial of deceased members and a respectable 
organisation. Tertullian tackled these issues not without a polemi
cal-apologetic edge. He contrasted superior Christian morals with 
alleged Greco-Roman immorality and opposed the holiness and 
moderate character of the Christian (eucharistic) meal (coma nostra) 
to the excesses related to conviviality in many associations (the Salii, 
the Hercules-devotees, the Apaturia, Dionysia, the Attic mysteries, 
the Sarapis-cult).

Although early Christian authors did not regard such compari
son to be unconceivable, it was not until the late 19th century that 
New Testament scholars started to consider the analogy between 
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ekklesiai and associations.7 Nevertheless, from the second half of the 
20th century research on associations in the Greco-Roman world has 
been increasingly received and applied in New Testament scholar
ship, in the social analysis of earliest Christianity.8 Today many New 
Testament scholars think that ancient associations, notwithstand
ing the broad variety of their aims, structures and statutes, are social 
formations that may provide some insight into the way early Chris
tian communities have functioned.

7. Heinrici 1876; 1896,5-9; Hatch 1882.
8. Barton and Horsley 1981, 7-41; Klauck 1995, 49-57; Kloppenborg and Wilson 
1996; Ascough 2003; Harland 2003a; Gutsfeld and Koch 2006; Dunn 2009, 608- 
617.
9. Dibelius and Conzelmann 1972; Brox 1969; Roloff 1988; Oberlinner 1994; Wolter 
1988; Collins 2002; Weiser 2003; Merz 2004.
10. Roloff 1988,42-43; Oberlinner 1994: XLVI, 10; Weiser 2003,59-61 (probably 
Ephesus); Wolter 1988, 22.

In this paper I argue that, although New Testament sources 
dealing with Christian, more specifically Pauline communities, are 
less explicit, certain texts allow us to infer that as early as the first- 
century Asia Minor communities were organised as religious asso
ciations. To this purpose I examine the ways in which features of 
ancient associations are reflected in the structure and functioning of 
the community addressed by the Pastoral Epistles. I analyse its or
ganisation, membership, offices, internal regulations, as well as its 
interaction with society and the attitude toward the state.

The Pastoral Epistles [PE] are a corpus of three letters (1 and 2 
Timothy, Titus) traditionally attributed to Paul, yet in fact pseu
donymous writings9 most likely composed by the same (unknown) 
author, probably in a community of Western Asia Minor,10 toward 
the end of the first century. According to the underlying (fictitious) 
narrative, Paul has left two of his prominent disciples, Timothy and 
Titus, in Ephesus and Crete, respectively, to organise the local com
munities, to ensure continuity in ministry by appointing local lead
ers, to silence the opponents who teach a different doctrine and pro
mote a different lifestyle, and to establish norms of behaviour for 
officials and for members, for men and women, for the wealthy and 
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for slaves. The author is particularly interested in delineating group 
identity by emphasising the importance of established officials in 
leading the community, by adherence to what he calls sound doc
trine and to contemporary social norms.

Before assessing the character of this Christian community, it is 
essential to consider the very different nature of the sources on as
sociations on the one hand, and early Christian ekklesiai on the oth
er.11 12 13 * * * * For associations, inscriptions and some papyri have preserved 
the bylaws, lists of members and officials, the honorific decrees for 
benefactors, the epitaphs of members, but with few exceptions they 
provide very little insight into the day-to-day life of the group. Con
versely, New Testament sources offer snapshots of the life of Chris
tian communities; they may formulate some (often circumstantial) 
regulations, but hardly any statutes, except maybe for the house
hold and station codes18 of the deutero- and trito-Pauline epistles.* 
These differences account for many of the difficulties encountered 
when comparing Christian ekklesiai to associations.

11. Rightly, Downs 2008, 77-78.
12. The household codes establish the norms of behaviour for the members of a 
household, and list pairs of addressees: husband and wife, parents and children, 
masters and slaves. Such codes are typically found in Col 3,18-4,1 and Eph 5,21-6,6. 
New Testament scholars trace back the roots of household codes to ancient 
literature on household management (Balch [1982]; Gielen [1990]), against earlier 
opinions that household codes were inspired by Stoic duty lists (Weidinger [1928]). 
Station codes regulate the behaviour of various groups in the community (e.g. the 
officials), and may be found in the PE (Verner 1983, 90, 92; Wagener 1994, 62; 
Marshall 1999, 232-236).
13. The corpus of thirteen epistles attributed to Paul comprises seven genuine
epistles (Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, 1 Thessalonians,
Philemon), as well as pseudonymous writings composed at various stages after the
death of the apostle. There is no consensus about the authorship of the latter. The 
debated letters are sometimes classified, based on their similarities and the probable
time of their composition, into deutero- and trito-Pauline. The first group includes 
Colossians, Ephesians and 2 Thessalonians, the latter the Pastoral Epistles. See
Klauck 2006,324.
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2. The ekklesia in the Pastoral Epistles. Organisation and 
functioning

To briefly rehearse the matter, private associations were groups or 
societies that transcended the private sphere (the oikos) and were not 
part of the political structures of the polis. They were founded on 
private initiative and members joined freely to achieve various com
mon aims.14 These groups were rather well organised and developed 
statutes and offices that frequently reproduced those of the polis. 
Undoubtedly, every element of this definition may be challenged.15 
Many associations were household-based and their (first) members 
were the free individuals (commonly relatives) and the slaves of an 
oikos. The private character of associations may also be debated, 
since, as Gabrielsen and Thomsen show in the Introduction to this 
volume, some originally private associations acquired a marked 
public dimension over time and carried out functions otherwise 
pertaining to the public sphere. The private/public dichotomy may 
also be simplistic, and Gabrielsen and Thomsen rightly argue that 
associations created a sort of‘fourth space’. Further, even the volun
tary character of membership is sometimes debatable, due to legal, 
social and religious coercive factors. The sphere of associations may 
perhaps not be assimilated to modern civil society. Yet, it is striking 
that many associations engaged the private initiative and action of 

14. From the 19th century onwards associations were commonly classified according 
to their functions, into professional, religious and funerary associations (collegia

funeratida, a term coined by Mommsen, and assimilated to the collegia tenuiorum of 
Marc., Dig. 47.22.3.2). Mommsen 1843, 87-93; Waltzing 1895, 3-48 (religious), 141- 
153, 256-300 (funerary), 161-194,passim (professional); Kloppenborg 1996, 18; 
Ascough 2003, 20-21; Sirks 2006, 23-25. However, all associations fulfilled various 
functions (van Nijf 1997,10; Gabrielsen 2001, 217), and irrespective of their main 
activity all had a religious dimension (Waltzing 1895,195-211, Poland 1909, 5; Wilson 
1996, 13; Kloppenborg 1996,18). This makes the traditional taxonomy rather 
inappropriate. The classification proposed by Harland (2003a: 29-50), based on the 
type of underlying networks and connections (household, ethnic, geographic, 
neighbourhood, occupational and cultic) seems more apposite. I use the term 
religious association to refer to those groups that were mainly based on cultic 
relations.
15. See the discussion of these issues by Gabrielsen and Thomsen in this volume.
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individuals within self-organising structures other than those of the 
polis in order to produce outcomes that shaped the larger society.

Ancient associations shared territorial proximity, a professional 
and/or religious community of interests, a cult, conviviality, and the 
duty to provide for the needs, in particular for the burial of mem
bers.16 Common meals had a major role in forming and delineating 
group-identity. They also expressed and consolidated rank and in
ternal hierarchy,17 and often had a religious meaning.18

16. van Nijf 1997,11; Garnsey and Sailer: 1997,101.
17. van Nijf 1997, 53-54.
18. Wilson 1996, 12.
ig. Contemporaries may well have perceived Christian communities as household 
based mystery cults (Klauck 2003, 225; Betz 2004, 88-89) •
20. Betz 2004,107-118.

2.1. Mainfeatures of the ekklesia

Early Christian communities were analogous to private religious 
associations,19 20 insofar as they were rather well-defined socio-reli- 
gious groups, with a distinct (although evolving) constitution, 
whose members joined voluntarily for the purpose of achieving re
ligious and social aims. One may of course wonder how voluntary 
the membership of relatives and slaves of an oikos was, but this was 
not a specifically Christian problem.

i. In the case of the PE the religious dimension is rather obvious. It 
appears in the worship of God and of Jesus Christ the Saviour (Tit 
1,4; 2,10-13; 3,4-6; 2 Tim 1,10), in the focus on the mystery of faith (1 
Tim 3,9) and on piety (eusebeia, 1 Tim 3,16), issues that hardly need 
further elaboration. The religious element is also expressed in the 
regulations concerning behaviour at worship (1 Tim 2,1-9) and the 
performance of rites like baptism (Tit 3,5), an initiation rite,80 and 
the introduction to office through the imposition of hands (1 Tim 
4,14; 2 Tim 1,6). From earlier texts, like 1 Corinthians, it is evident 
that the cult comprised the Eucharistic celebration as well, i.e. a 
cultic meal that resulted in communion with Christ and among 
members and shaped the identity of the community (10, 16-17), in 
connection with a more profane side of conviviality (11,20-23.33- 
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34) ?’ Strikingly, this aspect, so central to any ancient association, is 
not mentioned in the PE. Yet, in view of multiple references in other 
New Testament texts, it is probable that by the end of the century 
the Eucharist was celebrated in all Christian communities (although 
there may have been local variations in terms of frequency and of 
rite).

2. Participation in other cults or associations does not seem to be a 
main issue for the author, unless one takes the anti-Jewish polemic 
as an indicator of demarcation from Judaism?8 Participation in non- 
Jewish cults is never mentioned, but this is no proof of exclusivity 
or of free involvement in other cults?3

3. The community of the PE was concerned with the welfare of its 
members, looking after the destitute widows (1 Tim 5,4-8,16) and en
couraging better-off members to care for the less fortunate (1 Tim 
5,16; 6,17-18). A passage regulating admission to the community of 
widows (1 Tim 5,9-10) lists among other criteria the deeds of chari
ty?4 Burial of deceased members as an obligation of the community, 
a feature of many associations,83 is nowhere mentioned in the PE (or 
in the Corpus Paulinum), yet certain passages in Acts (5,6.10; 8,2) 21 22 23 24 25 

21. Theissen 1974,188; Ebel 2004,171, noting the role of the meal in community
formation and communication.
22. On this feature of the PE: Weidemann 2008, 49-54.
23. The commonly evoked Christian exclusivity (McCready 1996, 62, 66) may be 
true with respect to the ideal, yet reality was certainly different. Christians hardly 
broke all their ties to society and its religious life (Borgen 2004,30-59). Paul’s 
position concerning participation in sacrificial meals is telling for the Corinthian 
situation. Although he warns against idolatry (1 Cor 10,14-21) and against 
scandalising the ‘weak’ (8,7-13; 10,28-29), he does not regard participation in meals 
offered by non-Christians a real threat to Christian identity (8,4-5). The very fact that 
he has to address the topic shows that some Christians did not regard participation 
in such meals as a repudiation of their religious identity. Ascough lists a number of 
associations that prohibited their members to leave the group and join another one 
(2003, 85, 88-90).
24. On widows as a community: Spicq 1969, 532-533; Dibelius 1955, 58; Roloff 1988, 
292-293; Oberlinner 1994, 221-222, 231, 233-234; Verner 1983,163-165.
25. The identification of the collegia tenuiorum with the collegiafuneraticia, just as the 
existence of the latter is contested (van Nijf 1997,10,31-69; Perry 2006: esp. 30-35; 
Kloppenborg 1996, 20-23; Ascough 2003, 21, 24-25).
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suggest that Christians also regarded this task as their duty toward 
community members. Probably, this was not different in the com
munity of the PE.

4. The ekklesia was more than likely founded by Paul several dec
ades before. This is suggested by the location of the epistles in the 
area of Pauline mission, by the references to persons known from 
Paul’s entourage, and by the exceptional authority he is assigned in 
the epistles. (The author of the PE wrote these fictitious letters in 
the name of Paul, who was obviously an authority for the address
ees). In establishing ekklesiai Paul acted very much like any other 
founder of private cults?6 The fact that the PE were written several 
decades after the death of the founder created a rather special situ
ation, compared to that of associations whose founders still actively 
influenced the community?7 From this (and only this) perspective, 
the situation was comparable to that of testamentary associations. 
Nonetheless neither the community nor the letters served the com
memoration of the founder, as in testamentary associations. 2 Timo
thy, although apparently a testament, aimed only on the surface to 
preserve the memory of Paul. The founder evoked in the epistles 
was turned into a paradigmatic character whose authority was used 
to support the drafting and/or rethinking of the statutes.

5. The community is designated as ekklesia (éKK/.i]Gia Øeon Coivroc), 
i.e. as assembly of a community belonging to the living God, or, 
otherwise, the oikoc ©eon (1 Tim 3,1s)?8 The theophoric appellation 
links ekklesia and oikos to the worshipped deity.

The Christian ekklesia19 has been derived from the Septuagint 
[LXX], as a translation of the Hebrew qahal, designating the (new) 
people of God?° However, the LXX more often translates Ihq with 26 27 28 29 30 

26. Betz 2004, 87-88, 99,117. On individuals’ role in founding and reforming 
associations: Poland 1909, 272-274.
27. On these associations: Ascough 2003,32-34; Klauck 1995, 53-54.
28. In the authentic and deutero-Pauline epistles the most frequent term, the ekklesia, 
commonly refers to the community or gathering of members in a specific location or 
oikos (Kat' oikov aiimv ÉKKXqcsiav; Rom 16,5; cf. Col 4,15), or the ekklesiai of God 
assembled in various areas (1 Thess 2,14; cf. Gal 1,22; 1 Cor 1,2),
29. Schmidt 1965,501-536; Roloff 1993, 83-85.
30. Dunn 2009, 600.
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synagoge. This contradicts the hypothesis that Christians were com
pelled to use ekklesia to refer to their community.31 32 Moreover, the 
political connotations of the term are obvious. In the Greek East it 
was expectedly associated with the public assembly of the free citi
zens of the polis; the translators of the LXX must have been aware of 
this meaning. More importantly, the term is not entirely unknown 
in the language of voluntary associations.38 Here ekklesia is mostly 
functional, denoting the gathering or ‘business meeting’ of mem
bers. In earliest Christianity the term was very likely used in a func
tional sense as well, to denote the coming together of the commu
nity (e.g. for worship).33

31. Rightly critical of this hypothesis: Ascough 2003, 73-74.
32. Ascough 2003, 74; Harland 2003b: 498: ID 1519 = CIG 2271, second cent. CE (the 
assembly of the synodos of merchants and shippers); OGIS 488 (the assembly in 
Kastollos near Philadelphia, second/third cent., but it may refer to the ekklesia of the 
village: Buckler 1937); IGLAM 1381,1382, from Pamphilian Aspendus; cf. also 
Poland 1909, 332: the Tyrian Herakleistai of Delos, and the dZeupojicvoi of Samos, IG 
XII.6 i. For ekklesia as assembly, see also the decree of the koinon of Dionysiae technitai 
(Magnesia Mai., I.Magnesia 89. 9).
33. For ekklesia as a nomen actionis: Roloff 1993, 85; Dunn 2009, 599-600.
34. Poland 1909, 459-463; Sokolowski 1955,55. The oikos of the Theoi Megaloi 
appears in two inscriptions from Athens (112-110 BCE), Vélissaropoulos 1980,105- 
106. See also IG XII.8 230 (Samothrace) (oikoc Oroic w'/aZoic); I.Magnesia 94. 3, 6.
35- Kloppenborg 1996, 23.
36. The association of Philadelphia dedicated to Zeus Eumenes and Hestia: SylD 985;
Sokolowski 1955,53-58 (doc. 20); Barton and Horsley 1981, 7-41. Stowers argued that

Oikos was also used for associations, denoting both the associa
tion and the locale of meetings.34 * It is not by accident that already 
earlier the authentic and deutero-Pauline epistles designated the 
Christian community as the ekklesia assembled in a specific oikos 
(Rom 16,5; cf. Col 4,15). This term is therefore again of some inter
est, as it approaches the community of the PE to household-based 
or household-like associations. These comprised the members of a 
household33 and persons from outside the oikos. Such was the often 
quoted association in Philadelphia (Lydia), founded by a certain 
Dionysios, demanded by Zeus to allow entrance into his oikos to men 
and women, slaves and free, to perform rites of purification, sancti
fication and mysteries.36 * Several other examples of associations with 
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a religious character founded in an oikos/domus are known.3? Such 
associations could not always be identified with a household strictly 
speaking. Barton and Horsley have appropriately shown that even 
the association of Philadelphia was open to outsiders, as well.* 37 38 39 
These examples show that the oikos could be the centre and point of 
departure for a religious association that went beyond the limits of 
the household, a situation largely comparable to that of the early 
Christian communities.

this was a household cult, not an association (Stowers 1998, 287-301). Yet the sharp 
distinction between these two entities is hardly convincing. Even Stowers admits the 
participation of friends, guests and relatives living outside the household in this cult 
(Stowers 1998, 288-289; Downs 2008, 84, n. 43). Moreover, while oaths could be 
made by members of a household, one wonders why a guest entering the oikos would 
take an oath sustaining the stability of a household foreign to him/her. Further, 
entering this oikos is conditional (it depends on respecting the regulations), but 
joining a household was not, neither for women, nor for slaves. As to the text, 
Dittenberger (in Syll.3 985) restores m- Ouoii/c (1. 13) and rd puanipia (1. 41); 
Sokolowski, Barton and Horsley have rd pucrajpia in both lines; for other options, see 
Stowers 1998, 289, n. 31: ta iepa (Wilamowitz-Moellendorff; yet, admittedly too 
short, just as tcu; Ouoii/.c), rd icpoøura (preferred by Stowers). Stowers wishes to discard 
the possibility that this cult celebrates mysteries.
37. To mention only a few: the association established by an Egyptian priest of 
Sarapis on Delos (second cent. BCE), IG XL41299; an association dedicated to 
Sarapis and Isis in the Lokrian Opus, in the house of Sosinike, IG X.2 255, cf. 
Ascough 2003,30-31; the second-cent. CE Dionysiae association established by 
Pompeia Agrippinilla in Tusculum, which included kin, slaves, freed persons, men 
and women: Alexander 1932, 240-242; Lietzmann 1933, 311; Meeks 1983, 31; Cancik 
2007, 35-36.
38. Barton and Horsley 1981,16-17; Sokolowski 1955,55.
39. On these officials and the possible origin of these designations in the language 
of associations see further section 1.3: Statutes and offices.

These considerations allow us to regard the community of the 
PE, designated as £KK/.i]aia Øeon and oIkoc; ©eon, as a religious asso
ciation modelled after the household, which incorporated members 
belonging to more than one household. All the more so, as its offi
cials - the episkopoi and diakonoi™ - had a position analogous to that 
of the heads of households (i Tim 3,4-5.12). This designation is un
derstandable, as at an early stage Christian communities were prob
ably gathering in the house of better-off members, though other 
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settings were also possible.40 41 42 43 Because of the conversion of some 
oikoi, at an initial stage, there was some overlap between oikos and ek
klesia. Kloppenborg parallels with good reason formulae like Kar’ 
oIkov anrcbv £KK/.i]aia in the Pauline corpus (Rom 16,5; cf. Col 4,15: 
rf]v Kar’ oiicov anrfjg [Nngcpfjg] £KK/.i]Giav), with the set phrase collegium 
quod est in domo Sergiae L(uci) f(iliae) Paullinae that appears in a good 
number of Roman inscriptions, arguing that early Christian com
munities functioned as domestic collegia.*1 The claim that the oikos 
model embraced by 1 Timothy has nothing to do with the social 
gatherings of collegia, or with meetings of a philosophical thiasos, but 
should be seen merely as ‘the private invitation of a host to the fellow 
Christians in his district of the city’,48 is in no way convincing.

40. Horrell 2004, 349-369; Dunn 2009, 602-603, 606-608.
41. Kloppenborg 1996, 23, cf. CIL Vl.g 148-9149,10260-10264; Mommsen 1843, 94- 
Whether the latter was indeed a Christian collegium that met in the house of Sergia 
Paullina, granddaughter of Sergius Paulus, the proconsul whom Paul allegedly 
converted in Cyprus (Ads 13,7.12), as argued by Sordi (1984, 222), is less certain.
42. Lampe 2003,374, emphases in the original.
43. On the apparently external, hostile origin of the appellation: Horrell 2007.

6. It is not clear whether the members of this community referred 
to themselves as Christianoi, a term with a theophoric resonance re
minding of the theophoric name of many ancient associations. Yet the 
term is attested only in Æt; 11,26; 26,28; 1 Pet 4,16, and not in the PE.« 

To sum up, this ekklesia was a community dedicated to the wor
ship of God and Jesus Christ that had been founded some decades 
ago by Paul. Members joined freely (with the caveat that the free
dom of slaves and subordinated family members was probably 
more limited), and pursued both religious and social aims, even 
when in the PE there is no explicit reference to conviviality and to 
the burial of deceased members. The designations of the commu
nity, though not the most typical, also appear in the case of other 
(religious) associations.

2.2. Membership

The ekklesia is comparable to religious associations with a heterogene
ous membership in terms of gender and of social standing.
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i. The proliferation of associations in the Greek East was often 
associated with the decline of the classical polis, leading to the dis
solution of political and social life, to geographic dislocation, up- 
rootedness, and a shallow religious life.44 45 Consequently associations 
provided opportunities and social status to the marginalised, to 
those excluded from political and social advancement, men and 
women of lower condition, foreigners, freedmen and slaves (collegia 
tenuiorum), who created a parallel polish There is some truth in this 
assessment, if one considers the social condition of the poor, of 
slaves and foreigners. Yet it would be mistaken to regard the asso
ciations as havens of the marginalised, who could in no other way 
obtain recognition.46 This stereotyped view is contradicted by many 
associations that counted better-off members as well, some even 
representatives of the elites.47 Moreover, tenuior is a relative term that 
did not designate the poor, but the one whose means, though not 
insignificant, did not suffice to make him qualify for public offices 
involving a much more important financial burden.48 It would be 
mistaken to generally identify membership of collegia with the 
marginalised,49 and one should not overlook their civic, political 
and socio-economic impact.50

44. For a criticism of the ‘decline of the polis’ theory: Harland 2003a: 89-112; id. 
2006, 21-49.
45. Kloppenborg 1996,17-18; Meeks 1983,31; Ascough 2003, 25; Walker-Ramisch 
1996,134.
46. Meeks 1983,31; Ascough 2003, 25; Walker-Ramisch 1996,134.
47. van Nijf 1997, 21-22; Sirks 2006, 30-31, Ascough 2003, 59; Bendlin 2002,12. On 
Mithraism: Rüpke 2007,113-115. Referring to the collegium Lanuvianum, Garnsey and 
Sailer note that the membership fee and monthly dues (generally club dinners) 
envisaged ‘modestly prosperous men’; the impoverished could not afford 
membership (1997,101).
48. Sirks 2006,31-32.
49. Wilson 1996,13-14. On social heterogeneity: Harland 2003a: 27-28, 34, 42-44, 
46-47.
50. Due to better-off members or patrons, associations could voice their interests 
(Walker-Ramisch 1996,133; van Nijf 1997, 20-22). They created a social network that 
enhanced common action. Several associations carried out important building 
projects, contributing to the development of urban centres. Some acquired 
significant wealth and influence. On this issue: Gabrielsen 2007,188,193-194,197-
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The community of the PE was socially heterogeneous. Most of its 
members were probably non-elite, poor, free, freedmen and slaves. 
However, a number of passages show that some members were 
wealthy. The rich (7t/.owioi) are exhorted to avoid conceit and exces
sive reliance on wealth and are demanded to use their means for 
benefactions (1 Tim 6,9-10. 17-19).* 51 52 Women are demanded to give 
up expensive adornment and lavish lifestyle (1 Tim 2,9; 5,6).5S So
cial stratification is also suggested by the slave paraenesis (Tit 2,9- 
10; i Tim 6,1-2), implying that some members held slaves.53 The ap
plication of the oikos paradigm to the church (1 Tim 3,15) and the use 
of the topos of household management in the station codes also 
shows that the wealthy were influential members of the community. 
The officials (the episkopos and diakonos') must have been aware of the 
responsibilities and social expectations pertaining to the status of a 
head of household.54 The episkopos (overseer) and the diakonos were 
expected to be good managers of their own household, a require
ment seen as the natural prerequisite for community leadership (1 
Tim 3,4-5.12; Tit 1,6).

198; Gabrielsen 2001,176-177, passim.
51. Kidd 1990,15-16.
52. Spicq 1969, 292, n. 3, 419-420, 423-425; Verner 1983,171,180; Kidd 1990, 102-103.
53. Holding a small number of slaves did not make one the representative of the 
elite (Meggitt 1998,129-131). Yet people owning even a few slaves were financially 
better placed than the truly destitute. Should a master of only a few slaves have run 
out of funds, he could still sell or rent out the slaves (Martin 2001,55).
54. Verner 1983, 91,105,133,152-153,155; Kidd 1990, 83; Oberlinner 2007, 306.
55. Horrell 2001, 307, 309. Merz shows how 1 Tim 6,1-2 rejects any egalitarian

The heterogeneous social structure was responsible for the inter
nal tensions between better-off and socially inferior members, as re
flected in the exhortations addressed to slaves (1 Tim 6,1-2; Tit 2,9). 
These were warned against despising their masters on account of 
their shared Christian brotherhood. This means that some mem
bers, and clearly the author, feared the rebellion of their Christian 
slaves. Significantly, in the PE there is no exhortation to masters to 
treat their slaves as brothers and sisters in faith. The äöc/.cpöc 
(adelphos)-terminology is used in 1 Timothy to underpin the ideolo
gy of fuller service and submission.55
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2. It is often assumed that contrary to ancient associations Chris
tian communities had a deeper sense of fraternity and equality, 
overriding social inequality.* 56 Yet this is problematic on two counts. 
On the one hand, members of various associations were bound by 
ties of fictive kinship, given their shared (professional or religious) 
interests and their belonging to the community.57 Kinship and 
friendship language was not uncommon in associations, as shown 
by the adelphos or philos terminology.58 59 Fraternal love (Philadelphia^ 
and affection (philostorgia)60 were not unknown. On the other 
hand, while the sentiment of Christian brother(sister)hood may 
have been rather intense at earlier stages, the PE reinforced social 
order, as shown by the slave paraenesis.61 In addition, the emer
gence of offices (i Tim 3,1-7; Tit 1,5.7) created an internal hierarchy. 
Hence, this community was comparable to associations which com
bined egalitarianism due to fictive kinship and hierarchy, in view of 
the heterogeneous social composition and of the internal struc- 

conclusion that might have been derived from Phlm 16, confirming the privileges of 
the masters (Merz 2004, 257-267; Merz 2006,113-132).
56. Cf. Gal 3,28; Rom 12,4-5;1 Cor 3,8; 10,17; 12,12-13; Phil 2,2. McCready 1996, 62-63.
57. Waltzing 1895,329-330; Poland 1909,54-55; Harland 2005, 491-513; Wilson 1996, 2, 
13; Ascough 2003, 76-77.
58. Harland (2005, 497-510) has numerous examples. The members of a first-cent. CE 
association of Lamos (Kilikia) I.KilikiaBM 2,201; those of an association of Sinope 
(Pontus) dedicated to Theos Hypsistos; the mystai of the Eleusian mysteries; priests 
or other cult officials in associations of Halikarnassos and Mylasa (IGLAM 503 a-b; 
icp.'L dSelapoi; cf. I. Mylasa 544). The pater or mater collegii seem to be important 
members. Poland 1909,371-373; Harland 2007: esp. 61, 69-75; Hemelrijk 2008,120-122 
passim (probably officials); Kloppenborg 1996, 25. In a synodos from Tanais 
dedicated to Theos Hypsistos the leader is called pater; members of another thiasos 
are called brothers (CIRB 1263,1277,1282,1288,1284, Harland 2005,502-503). 
Harland has several other examples. The members of the Mithraic associations are 
calledfraters, while the patres are top officials: Beck 1996,180.
59. A Latium association dedicated to Hygeia: Harland 2005,500 (cf. IG XIV 902a, 
p. 694 [addenda]).
60. The commemoration of a deceased member by a thiasos of Tlos (Lycia): IG XIV 
902a, Harland 2005,500. A third-cent. Thessalonian association warns the ‘brothers’ 
against opening the tombs of members: IG X.2.1 824, Harland 2005,501.
61. Already in the household codes (Col 3,18-4,1; Eph 5,23-69), and in the slave- 
paraenesis of 1 Pet 2,18-25.
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ture.6s Belonging together bridged, but did not eliminate social dif
ferences.

As a matter of fact, one may hardly contrast Christian egalitari
anism with the hierarchical structure of associations. In the PE Ac
tive kinship and egalitarianism gradually lost ground to the hierar
chic perspective. The adelphos terminology in i Tim 6,2 is a 
reminiscence of the egalitarian dimension, reflecting a self-under
standing of the members as brothers and sisters in the household of 
God, certainly owing to the Pauline inheritance. Yet precisely this 
dimension was problematic for better-off members, and if not theo
retically rejected, it was practically neutralised. The fraternal per
spective was replaced by one of patriarchy.

3. In terms of gender, some associations only accepted members 
of one sex, others were inclusive.62 63 The often-quoted religious asso
ciation from Philadelphia, dedicated to Zeus Eumenes and Hestia, 
was gender-inclusive,64 just as several other associations.65 In a good 
number of associations women held offices and priesthoods, or they 
were founders and patrons.66 67

62. Mithraism is one of the eminent examples. Beck 1996,180; id., 2006,180-181,191; 
Rüpke 2007,113. Another good example of social heterogeneity is provided by the 
Philadelphian association (of Syll.3 985): Barton and Horsley 1981, 22.
63. On women in associations: Poland 1909, 289-298; Kloppenborg 1996, 25.
64. Sylt.' 985; Sokolowski 1955, no. 20; Barton and Horsley 1981, 8-10.
65. The mysteries of Andanya, the dendrophori of Magna Mater (Regium Iulium), the 
Dionysian thiasoi all over the empire (the Tusculanean association founded by 
Pompeia Agripinilla; the one of Amphipolis [Macedonia]; the collegium Asianorum in 
Napoca; the collegium Bachii in Nikopolis [Moes. Inf.], the collegium Romanorum in 
Tomis). Alexander 1932, 240-242; Ascough 2003,54-59; Hemelrijk 2008,123-125.
66. Poland 1909, 295,345-346; Hemelrijk 2008,120-122 passim.
67. See further section 1.3: Statutes and offices on the exclusion of women from 
offices.

The community of the PE included men and women alike, as 
opposed to certain ancient gender-exclusive associations, but not 
unlike many inclusive ones. However, the PE are extremely nega
tive about the participation of women in the life of the communi
ty.6?

4. The ethnic composition is unknown. The fictitious character of 
the setting makes it difficult to draw any conclusions from the names 
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mentioned in the epistles. The community was probably made up 
essentially of Gentile Christians, but we cannot know more. If the 
reference to Jewish myths and to those of the circumcision (Tit 
1,10.14) was not merely meant to create the ‘feel’ of authenticity, 
there may have been a minority Jewish (Christian) group. We can
not know whether there were foreigners or resident aliens among 
the members. But if the philoxenia demanded from the episkopos/pres- 
byteros (Tit 1,8; 1 Tim 3,2) was not simply a conventional virtue of the 
official, it may well be that the community admitted Christians com
ing from other geographic areas. All the more so as other sources - 
admittedly earlier than the PE - still know of itinerant teachers. 
(The PE focus on local leaders). There is no reason to suppose that 
Christians were less mobile than their contemporaries.

2.5. Statutes and offices

It is a commonplace that associations were modelled after the polis, 
in terms of organisation, offices and hierarchy.68 The (assembly of 
the) association drafted statutes and decrees.69 70 Associations elected 
their officials, attended to religious duties and common celebra
tions, managed their finances, and settled conflicts within the asso
ciation?0 In doing so, associations actually mirrored the structures 
and functioning of the polis.

68. Walker-Ramisch 1996,134; Ascough 2003, 25; Gabrielsen 2001, 217; Gabrielsen 
2007,188-190; Garnsey and Sailer 1997,101.
69. Gabrielsen 2007,189.
70. Walker-Ramisch 1996,133.

1. In an analogous manner the ekklesia organised itself, established 
bylaws, appointed officials, performed religious celebrations, and 
certainly managed finances. Important parts of 1 Timothy and Titus 
may be regarded as an attempt to shape the statutes of the group. 
Such are the church orders and/or station codes, i.e. the regulations 
concerning offices (Tit 1,5-9; 1 Tim 3,1-7.8-13; 5,9-14.17-20) and the 
roles of the members, in particular women (1 Tim 2,9-15; 5,14; Tit 
2,3-5) and slaves (Tit 2,9-10,1 Tim 6,1-2).

2. As an important element of their organisation, all associations 
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had a number of officials, bearing a broad variety of titles.71 72 Offices 
led to the creation of an internal hierarchy, often expressed in the 
regulations concerning benefits received by officials, in particular at 
common meals. At gatherings officials received honorary allotments 
according to the internal hierarchy.78 The quinquennales of the cultores 
Dianae et Antinoi in Lanuvium, as well as the officials of the Roman 
collegium Aesculapi et Hygiae, received a double or triple share of the 
meal portions, occasional allotments in food, wine or money.73 The 
officials of the Athenian Iobacchoi may also have enjoyed preferential 
treatment at meals, if the order of the officials named as receiving 
alimentary allotments can be taken to suggest such a hierarchy.74 75

71. Epistatai, archontes, epimeletai, episkopoi', the president as archeranistes, archithiasites, 
archisynagogos, female proeranistria. Other offices include the tamias, diatonos, grammateus, 
curator, or are referred to with terms employed for public magistracies (prytanis, 
gymnasiarchi). Cultic functions are exercised by priest(esse)s. Poland 1909, 337-423; 
Ascough 2003,79-83; Meeks 1983,31; Gabrielsen 2007,189.
72. Waltzing 1895,305-306,367, 402-403; Kloppenborg 1996, 22; Schöllgen 1989, 
236-237.
73. ILS 2.7212 (= CIL 14.2112); van Nijf 1997,54; Schöllgen 1989, 237-238; Klauck 
1995, 57i Garnsey and Sailer 1997,101; Theissen 1974,190.
74. IG 11=1368, cf. also van Nijf 1997,54.
75. On the integration of two terms of different origins (episkopos and prebyteros) in the 
PE and in Acts 20: Oberlinner 1994, 248-250; Brown 1992,1345; Schneider, G. 1982, 
294-296.
76. In Paul’s lifetime offices are not as developed as in many Greco-Roman 
associations, probably in view of their recent establishment. Local officials (the 
proistamenoi in the early 1 Thess 5,12; the episkopoi and diakonoi in Phil 1,1) play an 
important role in the community, but we do not know much of their actual tasks.
77. Poland 1909,373,377,381 (episkopoi); Beyer 1935, 604-617, esp. 607-610; Ascough 
2003, 80-81 (episkopoi). For Egyptian presbyteroi, see Thompson in this volume.
78. Beyer 1935, 608-609; Poland 1909,377,381, 448; Ascough 2003, 80-81. Episkopoi 
(Dion and Melleipos) as financial officers of an association of Thera lend money 
and use the interests to finance a festival (IG XII.3 329, second cent. BCE). Episkopoi 
as financial officials of a temple are recorded in IGL1990. An episkopos of a Dionysiae 
synodos is charged with the bestowal of honours (ID 1522). At Lindos episkopoi appear

The role of officials (the episkopos/presbyteroi,™ and the diakonov, Tit 
1,5.7; 1 Tim 3) increased in the PE, compared to earlier periods.76 
The names of these offices were attested in associations.77 The episko- 
pos could be a supervisor of cultic or financial matters.78 The dia-
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konos, male or female, had various auxiliary roles.79 One may not 
presume a single pattern of attributions for one specific office desig
nation, since (with some exceptions) the same title could refer to 
different functions in different associations. One may assume with 
good reason that in the PE the offices of episkopos/presbyteros and dia- 
konos (i Tim 3,2.8.11-12; Tit 1,5.7) were taken from the practice and 
language of associations. Yet, one may not draw any conclusion 
about the role of the officials with the same name in (different) 
Christian communities. Candidates for office had to be scrutinised 
(dOKigoi^éaØcoaav in 1 Tim 3,10), a requirement reminding the scruti
ny to which candidates for office were submitted in public life and 
sometimes in associations.80

in lists of various officials (along priests, prytanes, grammateis and hypogammateis, 
treasurers and others); I.Lindos II 208 (160 BCE); 378 (27 BCE); Spicq 1969, 441. 
See also IG XII.1 731 (a list of officials of a religious association of Ialysos, Rhodes); 
IGBtdg IV. 2214 (a list of officials of an oikos dedicated to the Olympian gods, 
Pautalia [Kyustendil], Shatrovo); IScM 1,58 (Istros, second cent. BCE, decree 
bestowing honours on Meniskos). Although Poland (1909,377) had argued for the 
relative rarity of the title and cautioned against tracing back the Christian office to 
the world of associations, the term is more frequent than he supposed.
79. For diakonoi performing various offices connected to the cult, see Poland 1909, 
42-43, 71,165,391-392; Ascough 2003, 82-83: CIG 1739b, IG IV 774 and 824, both 
from Troizen, third cent. BCE; IG IX.1 486; RIG 1226 (cf. also CCAA, 95-96, no. 289, 
Kyzikos, first cent. BCE, diakonoi take part in an offering to Magna Mater);
I.Magnesia 217 (first cent. BCE, diakonoi set up a statue to Hermes); CIG 1800 (an 
association of diakonoi dedicated to an Egyptian deity). Associations from 
Metropolis, Lydia (CIG 3037) and Kyzikos (Mouseion 93) have male and female 
diakonoi. For a diakonos among other religious officials see also IG IX.ia 2:247; 2:251; 
2:248, all from Thyrrheum, Acarnania, second cent. BCE. Diakonoi may also denote 
the members of a cult-association (Ambrakia; Poland 1909,42-43).
80. Dokimasia, a procedure typical of Athenian democracy and generally of public 
life, was also applied in associations. See the second-cent. CE Athenian eranos: IG IIs 
1369, 11. 31-36: [j.iT)]5evi e^écrao iot[év]ai ii; rqv ovLivotdrqv <rovo8ov rräv epavtcrträv apiv äv 
SoKi/jiaaSfl ei' écsn ä|vv|oc Kai eüaEßf|>; Kai äv a|()|<k- öoKiiia|u:|to> 8e ö apo<jrärr|i; [Kai] [ö] 
åp%iepayiørf|>; Kai ö y[p]appaTEÜ>; Ka[i]/ [oi] rapiat Kai <tov8ikoi. For the admission of the 
Iobacchoi, see also IG 11=1368.32-37.

3. As opposed to many other religious associations, priesthoods 
are entirely absent, probably because of the lack of sacrificial rites 
proper. A tamias is not mentioned, yet, as the community looked af
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ter the destitute widows (i Tim 5,1), there must have existed a fund 
and someone to manage it.81 82 83

81. That administering finances was the task of the episkopos (Hatch 1882, 39-41), as 
in many associations, is possible, but difficult to know.
82. Verner 1983,128-134, 151-157.
83. Spicq 1969,428-429.
84. Verner 1983,151,155-156,160; Kidd 1990, 84-85.
85. Verner 1983, 155-156,
86. Oberlinner 2007, 306.
87. Spicq 1969, 428; Oster 1987, 82.
88. MacDonald 1988, 212.
89. Waltzing 1895,349; Poland 1909, 295,345’346; Ascough 2003,33-34; 54-59.
90. On gynaikes as diakonoi: Spicq 1969, 460; Roloff 1988,164-165; Oberlinner 1994, 
139-142; Marshall 1999, 492-494; Collins 2002, 90-91.

4. Leaders probably came from better-off householders.8“ The 
aspiration to the position of episkopos is described as kalon ergon (1 Tim 
3,1), a perception that corresponds to contemporary views on pub
lic office having a strongly liturgical dimension,89 performed by the 
better-off for the benefit of the community.84 The bathmos kalos 
(ßaögög ku/.oc), a noble standing acquired by the diakonoi (1 Tim 
3,13), may also be read in this light.85 Leaders were expected to attest 
qualifications and abilities similar to those demanded from political 
leaders or from heads of private associations.86 The concern of the 
episkopos with hospitality and common welfare matches the same pat
tern of public service.87 Besides, the leader had to dispose of certain 
means to provide hospitality.88

5. While many religious associations were gender-inclusive in 
terms of leadership as well,89 in marked contrast to these, in the 
community of the Pastorals women could probably exert auxiliary 
roles (the female diakonoi, and the widows), but were excluded from 
leadership. Female diakonoi are dealt with ambiguously (gynaikes in 1 
Tim 3,11).90 Widows belonged to a community probably engaging 
in charity. The author strived to reduce their influence. The patriar
chal character of the oz'Zw-ccclcsiology (1 Tim 3,16) restricted the 
public role of women (1 Tim 2,11-12; 5,11-14) and limited their re
sponsibilities to traditional female roles (motherhood and domestic 
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tasks ).91 92 In doing so, the author restricted the roles that were car
ried out by women in the lifetime of Paul.98

91. On the consequences of the oikos model: Roloff 1988, 214-216; Wagener 1994, 65, 
113, 235-245; Oberlinner 2007: esp. 304-306
92. Dautzenberg 1983,160-162,167-181; Bieringer 2007, 221-237,316-336; Schrage 
1995, 506; Lindemann 2000, 240-241.
93. Quinn and Wacker 2000, 430; Roloff 1988, 287; Fiore 2007,102. Kidd (1990, 
103) and Marshall (1999, 582) assume that ripa implies an expression of honour 
involving material support for the destitute widows.
94. Wagener 1994,148. Dibelius and Conzelmann (1972, 73-74) read 5, 3 only as an 
instruction to honour the widows. Schneider, J. (1969,180) thinks that honour has 
a material aspect as well.
95. Schneider, J. 1969,178; Wilson 1979,53 (stipend); Roloff 1988,308 (‘Ehre’ and 
‘Besoldungsleistung’); Verner 1983,156 (‘financial support of regular church 
officers’); Wagener 1994, 144; Fiore 2007,102 (at 1 Tim 5,3), yet more cautious with 
respect to the remuneration of the presbyters (hi). Dibelius and Conzelmann 
understand 8urW| Tiprj as an approval of presbyters holding two offices, for double 
financial compensation (1972, 78).
96. Schöllgen 1989, 232-239; Oberlinner 1994, 252; Fiore 2007, in.

6. The financial aspect of holding offices also deserves consideration. 
The passages referring to this aspect are quite ambiguous. ‘Timo
thy’ is exhorted to honour the true widows (i Tim 5,3). The expres
sion cherastima ('/Jipoc riga) is understood either as instruction to give 
financial support to widows with no relatives,93 or as remuneration 
for officials (AmtsehreZ-besoldung, cf. 5,17).94 95 Worthy presbyters are 
said to deserve double honour (dipletime in 1 Tim 5,17). Given the 
reference to material/financial reward in the context (v. 18 is an allu
sion to i Cor 9,9-14 endorsing the right of the ministers of the gospel 
to material reward), time is often taken to refer to a remuneration for 
the services of the presbyteroi.^ Yet time cannot refer to an established 
routine of paying salaries to professional clergy, a practice attested 
only from the end of the second century.96 The practice of paying 
wages, properly-speaking, would also contradict ancient mentality 
and practice according to which offices were undertaken at one’s 
own expense. All the more so as the presbyteroi/episkopoi presumably 
came from the better-off. Therefore some commentators read this 
diple time (oui/.f] ripi']) against the background of granting allotments 
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to officials of voluntary associations, according to the internal hier
archy.97

97. Schöllgen 1989, 236-237. Somewhat similarly Quinn and Wacker 2000, 460-461 
(a honorarium, the gift of food).
98. See e.g. the reference to Titus Aelius Marcianus Priscus, leader of the festival in 
honour of Artemis in Ephesus: Oster 1987, 74. The bestowal of honours on 
benefactors is often introduced with ripfji;, comparable to 1 Tim 5,17. See e.g. 
the honorary decree for Dionysius, at Mylasa (11. 2-5; Harrison 2002,1). For 
women: I.Ephesos III 630a, 681, 892.
99. Oberlinner 1994, 254.
100. Oberlinner 1994, 245-247, 251-254.
101. On the roles and obligations of patrons: van Nijf 1997, 48, 82-111; Garnsey and 
Sailer 1997,101. On female patrons: van Nijf: 113,123-124,149-150; Hemelrijk 2008, 
115-162. On the financial contribution of benefactors: Ascough 2003, 62-64; 79; 
Barclay 2006,113-127. Even associations that collected membership dues were 
largely dependant on benefactors (Ascough 2003, 62).
102. van Nijf 1997, 77, 95-100 (brokers).
103. van Nijf 1997, 84-95.

7. Time/tima (rt)ir]/Ti)ia) is very common in honorary inscriptions 
and decrees for office holders and benefactors.98 Time (upr]) means 
honouring the official and/or benefactor by giving a - mostly mate
rial - return on benefactions. In the Pastorals (tima/time') should also 
be understood as recognition of the honour to which prominent 
groups and officials, the widows and the presbyters were entitled, 
honour that more than likely had a material expression. Whether 
these honours meant a larger share in community meals, honorific 
seats, or something else is difficult to tell. The dipletime (out/.i] ripf]) 
to which presbyters were entitled may suggest that these were wor
thy of higher consideration compared to other members of the com
munity, maybe to widows,99 if one takes into account that in associa
tions, provision with double or triple share in various allowances 
was a recognition of one’s rank.100 101 102 103

8. Well-to-do members and especially patrons of associations act
ed as benefactors, sponsored the meals, bequeathed, built and 
equipped shrines and meeting places, and donated funerary plots.1“ 
They were also patronage brokers, providing legal defence in 
court,108 or forwarding the interests of professional associations.1" 
Patronage was also important for Christian communities, if one 
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considers that the better-off hosted community gatherings, offered 
hospitality to other Christians and provided support in various oth
er ways.“4 In the community of the PE the wealthy were also ex
pected to act as benefactors: they were to share their wealth for the 
benefit of the community (äyaOoepyeiv. 7tZot)reiv év cpyoic ku/.oic. 
süperaooroDC eivat, koivoivikouc, i Tim 6,i8).“5 Better-off women were 
expected to take care of the destitute widows they hosted in their 
house (i Tim 5,16).

104. On may consider the service of Stephanas and his oikos (1 Cor 16,15), of Phoebe, 
prostatis of many (Paul included: Rom 16,1-2), the role of Prisca and Aquila, co
workers of Paul hosting a household church, just as Philemon and Apphia (Phlm 
1-2), Nympha (Col 4,15), and Onesiphoros (2 Tim 1,16).
105. Kidd 1990,127-129. For pETdSi&opi and derivates referring to benefactors: SIG 
2.762 (Dionysopolis, first cent. BCE); I.Priene 55 (11. 22, 24: the koinon of the Ionians 
for priest Dionysios Ameniou, 128/7 BCE); I.Priene 113 (Aulus Aemilius Zosimos, 
84/01 BCE).
106. Dibelius 1955,32-33: ‘das Ideal christlicher Bürgerlichkeit’; Dibelius and 
Conzelmann 1972, 8,39-41; Roloff 1988,383-384; Wilson 1979, 42; Harland 2003a: 
230-232.
107. Oberlinner 1994, 69; Oberlinner 1996,161-162.
108. Schlier 1977, 386-393; Wilckens 1989, 28-66. The passage may take over an early 
Christian topos (Wilckens 1989, 31). I am not convinced that Rom 13 would contain 
a hidden transcript reflecting resistance to the imperial order (pace Elliott 1997,184- 
204).

3. Interaction with the state. Attitudes toward the polis and 
toward civic authorities

i. The author of the Pastorals promotes respect for and submission 
to civil authorities (1 Tim 2,1-2; Tit 3,1), encouraging thereby a posi
tive attitude toward society and social order.“6

This deference to authorities is probably inspired by Paul’s ex
hortation in Rom 13,1-8.104 105 106 107 108 Paul urges Roman Christians to submit 
unconditionally to authorities (a’r/owiatc wcpc'/oi'iGaic D7toraooéoØco, 
13,1). As their power comes from God, submission is ultimately obe
dience to the divine will. Civil authorities are guardians of legality 
and morality. For this reason Christians are expected to fulfil their 
obligations toward the state.“8 We do not know what made Paul 
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write this paraenesis that puzzles commentators with its optimistic 
view of the state and of Roman authority. It may have been part of 
his missionary strategy, and it clearly antedated the Neronian perse
cution.109

109. Viviano 2009, 237-238. Roman (Jewish) Christians had already been affected 
by Claudius’ decision to expel the Jews and probably Jewish Christians (Wilckens 
1989,36, cf. Suet., Claud. 25.4).
no. Oberlinner 1996,162-163.
in. On the political significance of eusebeia/pietas in the imperial propaganda from 
Augustus up to the second century: Standhartinger 2006. The theological 
dimension of eusebeia in this context is slightly overstated by Marshall (1999, 423). I 
do not see how prayer would imply a hope for the rulers’ conversion (pace 
Marshall 1999, 422).

The PE show even stronger deference for (Roman) authorities. 
Tit 3,1 catches up with Paul’s exhortation in Romans (‘remind 
them’) without motivating the need to submit to authorities (archais 
exousias hypotasesthai, åp'/aicécoi)Giaic wordoccOai). This attitude is the 
first in the list of virtues to which Christians should subscribe, fol
lowed by readiness for good deeds, forestalling slander, meekness 
and gentleness toward everyone. Submission has a unifying func
tion in the worldview of the Pastorals; it is required in the family, in 
the church and in society.1“

i Tim 2,1-2 goes further, demanding public prayers for all hu
mans, chiefly for civil authorities (tmep ßaotZecov Kai 7tavrcov rcbv év 
wcpo'/fl ovrcov), obviously for the emperor and the representatives of 
the imperial government. The twofold motivation given is different 
from that proposed by Paul in Romans. First, submission to au
thorities may provide for Christians the likelihood of a quiet and 
peaceful life (eremonkai hesychionbion, ijpepov Kai i'igd/iov ßiov), in piety 
(eusebeia) and dignity (semnotes).'" Respect for authority is thereby 
connected with social peace. Second, compliance with the worldly 
powers is congruent with the universal saving will of God (w. 3-4). 
In Titus and 1 Timothy such deference toward authorities indicates 
a concern for respectability and hope for earning the esteem of the 
outsiders. This positive attitude toward authority and society sug
gests that Christian allegiance is compatible with civic loyalty. How
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ever, the ideal of good citizenship may not go so far as to deny the 
ultimate fidelity to Christian faith.118

112. These views are shared with Acts, which is a political apology directed at 
Christian readers, demonstrating the fairness of Roman rule and its role in securing 
social order. Nevertheless, it also expects Christians to remain faithful. The PE 
manifest a similar acceptance of the political rule, limited by the demand to 
preserve Christian fidelity (Wilson 1979, 36-52).
113. Gill 2008.
114. Gill 2008,141-144,147-152.
115. So also Price 1984,3, 232.
116. Spicq 1969, 251; 346, 360, 573-574; Roloff 1988,355; Collins 2002, 59-61; Gill 
2008, 152-156,158-160. Collins asserts that 1 Tim 2 emphasises the humanity of 
Christ against the claimed divinity of the emperor. Yet, this is difficult to sustain: 
for that purpose one would emphasise the divinity of Christ against the human nature 
of the emperor.
117. Soter (otoriip) for God may be traditional, drawn from the LXX. In this 
particular text it may merely be used as a nomen agentis (Dibelius and 
Conzelmann 1972, 41).
118. Soter (ooraip) was the attribute of various divinities: Zeus, Asclepius, Athena or 
Artemis: Poland 1909, 238; Price 1984, 39, 225; also I.Ephesos 3402; Milet VI1308; 
I.Stratonikeia 1122; I.lralleis 10; IG II2 2869; I.Ephesos 26; 2928 with add. p. 22; 1265; 
I.Magnesia -jg; Manganaro 1965, no. 24.
119. To Asia Minor Christians soter may have brought to mind the title of emperors 
or other officials (Augustus: Price 1984, 54; Claudius: Scramuzza 1940, 261-266 (Uoc

M. Gill discovers in this passage elements of polemic against the 
imperial cult.112 113 He rightly notes that the exhortation takes up lan
guage and practice connected to the imperial cult114 (prayer for the 
authorities as an expression of eusebeia,1^ and hope that civic loyalty 
will secure a peaceful existence). Yet one wonders whether the refer
ences to the one saviour God and to Christ as sole mediator (2,3-5) 
are indeed as political and polemical as he argues.116 Gill’s argu
ments rest on the fact that these divine and Christological attributes 
challenge the imperial cult that assigns a divine character as well as 
a mediating and salvific function to the emperor. Actually, one may 
not be sure whether 1 Timothy is inspired by the traditional Old 
Testament depiction of God as saviour, mediated by the LXX,"7 118 119 
whether it takes over a title of prestigious deities,118 or whether it as
signs to the (Jewish) Christian God the title of the emperor and 
other officials and benefactors.119 Given the religious use of the term 
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both in Hellenistic Judaism and in the Greek-speaking world, the 
term could simply be a title of God. Even if th author was inspired 
by the imperial cult, this does not mean that soter is used polemi
cally. Writers commonly applied to God titles borrowed from the 
political sphere (God as king and ruler of the earth in the OT; Greek 
gods and goddesses as kings or queens180), not because they wished 
to defy the rule of earthly monarchs, but simply because they de
scribed God (the gods) with the title of the highest known authori
ty. It is therefore possible that God is perceived as the saviour of all 
humans, just as officials are saviours of a city and the emperor is the 
saviour of the empire.

crørqp Kai r:6r:p7r:ti]t: IGRR IV.584, Aezani; crørqp 194 oiKoujisvi^: IG XII.2 541, Erebus,
Lesbos; motqp Kai ri'irp-Orip: IGRR 4.1099, Halasarna, Cos]. See also Vespasian
(I.Iasos 602). For senators, and for Titus Flaminius, Price, 42, 46-47. A search on
soter (raotiip) in the epigraphic database of the Packhard Institute of Humanities
shows numerous cases where the term is used for benefactors and/or lower officials. 
Therefore the term in itself need not be taken as indicative of the imperial cult.
120. Neyrey 2005, 66-67.
121. Plut., Prae. ger reip. 20-21, Mor. 816A-F.
122. Plut., Fab. 9.2; Ale. 26.2.9.
123. Plin., Ep. 10.33,345 iO-92, 93; 10.96, 97. On legal regulations and on Roman fear 
of illicit and disruptive actions of collegia-. Waltzing 1895,115-121,132-140; Cotter 1996, 
74-89; Sirks 2006, 21-40; Ascough 2003, 42-46. The impact of restrictive Roman 
legislation in the Eastern provinces has been challenged: Arnaoutoglou 2002, 27-44; 
Harland 2003a: 161-173. See also Perry in this volume.

Respect for and obedience to authorities was an essential virtue 
in ancient societies. This attitude was trusted to secure social con
cord and the very existence of a state.181 * * * Hesychia (ljcn'i'/ia) marked the 
assent of the masses to the decisions of political leaders.188 These 
convictions are shared by the PE. In i Tim 2,2, hesychia is directed 
against involvement in political turmoil. Christians, as loyal citi
zens, should respect the social and political hierarchy, avoiding to 
be charged with unruliness. It is difficult to tell whether this has to 
do with the attempt of the Roman authorities to restrain associa
tions, in order to prevent social and political disruption.185 * * From an 
inner perspective, this position resulted from the loss of the sense of 
eschatological immediacy. At any rate, this expression of loyalty 
also shows that the attitude of this community (or at least of the 
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author) did not differ so much from that of contemporary associa
tions.184

2. Nothing is known about the way in which the state, through 
the local representatives of the imperial government, related to this 
ekklesia. The group was probably too insignificant to attract much 
attention. Whether the exhortations to submit to authorities and 
the wish for a quiet life, discussed above, indirectly reflect some sort 
of pressure from the local authorities is merely a matter of specula
tion.

4. Summary. Was the community of the Pastoral Epistles a 
religious association?

This essay has explored the features of the ekklesia of the PE, to check 
the hypothesis that this community can be assimilated to a private 
religious association. To sum up, religious associations were estab
lished on private initiative, sometimes by a single founder, and 
members were tied together by a common cult. These associations 
could bear specific names (thiasos, mystai, cultores), yet other, less spe
cific appellations were also known. The name often carried a theo- 
phoric element. Religious associations were frequently related to 
the structures of the oikos. Although subject to state control, gener
ally such associations were not part of the public cult. They had a 
more or less established organisation, officials and statutes. In terms 
of gender, religious associations were more frequently gender-inclu
sive, compared to professional ones. Members not infrequently be
longed to various social strata.

The community envisaged by the PE was more than likely 
founded by Paul, whose role was analogous to that of numerous 
other persons who established religious associations. Members 
joined freely, because of their common devotion to and worship of 
God and Jesus Christ. Their community is named ekklesia Theou and 
oikos Theou, both clearly theophoric. Whereas the origin of the term 
ekklesia is debated, it is not unknown in associations. The oikos (do-

124. On the participation of associations in the imperial cult: Harland 2003a: 115-
136. The PE would certainly not promote participation in the imperial cult. 
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mus) is rather common as a reference to associations, and some reli
gious associations even bear the name of oikos of the worshipped 
god(s) (e.g. the oikos of the Theoi Megaloi), just as the Christian ekklesia 
does.

The ekklesia, though replicating in a sense the oikos, includes mem
bers belonging to more than one household. Both men and women, 
better-off householders and slaves can be members. The ethnic and 
geographic heterogeneity is difficult to assess. In the PE we find 
merely a reminiscence of the adelphos terminology so typical of the 
authentic Pauline epistles, and even that is used for an ideological 
purpose. This challenges the often quoted contrast between the fa
milial relations in Christian communities and the alleged lack of 
such dimension in associations.185

125. McCready 1996, 64.

Two aspects very typical of associations, namely conviviality and 
the burial of deceased members, are not mentioned. Yet New Testa
ment scholars would probably not conclude from this silence that 
the Eucharist was not celebrated in this community or that Chris
tians were unconcerned about the decent burial of their fellows.

The station codes and church orders of the PE may be regarded 
as drafts of statutes. Yet, these writings pertain to a different genre 
than the bylaws of some known associations. One should not there
fore expect to find any full-fledged statutes here. In terms of or
ganisation, the institutionalisation is more advanced compared to 
the lifetime of the founder, not only because of the offices, but also 
because of the emphasis on the exclusive authority of officeholders. 
The offices named here (episkopoi, diakonoi) can be found in associa
tions, as well.

The PE report about the attitude to be displayed toward the 
state. The author expects members to submit to civil authorities, 
moreover, to organise public prayers on their behalf, in the hope 
that Christians may live a quiet life, in eusebeia. Whereas some mod
ern authors discover signs of anti-imperial polemic, in fact these 
epistles express loyalty toward Roman authorities. It may well be 
that this loyalty is motivated by the hope to avoid censure. At any 125 
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rate, we do not find here anything of the harsh anti-Roman, anti
imperial polemic of the Book of Revelation.186

The PE, as otherwise other New Testament writings, do suggest 
a marked concern with teaching, probably to a greater extent than 
in Greco-Roman associations. This concern is largely due to the 
Jewish roots of the Christian faith, and as such should not be used 
to oppose Christian communities to associations. Although Juda
ism was deeply concerned with teaching, Jewish communities were 
also organised as associations. On the other hand, it would be 
anachronistic to project our perception of doctrine (that inevitably 
includes the system of Christian dogmas developed through centu
ries) into the first century, and to regard the Christian ekklesiai as a 
sort of theological institutes.

Christian communities developed within a given society and 
from its members. At the formative stage, these inevitably drew 
from the experience of their society. In terms of organisation, early 
Christian communities come very close to religious associations. 
The community of the PE is a good illustration of this point.
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The Trade Associations of Ptolemaic 
Egypt: Definition, Organization and 

their Relationship with the State

Matt Gibbs

i. Introduction

This chapter considers the trade associations of Ptolemaic Egypt, 
and will deal specifically with three issues.1 First, the question of 
definition: What defined these groups as associations and as pri
vate, voluntary collectives? Second, the organization of these 
groups will be examined: Were they imitations of the state or were 
they based on another model? Finally, the relationship between 
these collectives and the Ptolemaic administration will be consid
ered, with particular relevance to their legal status and their posi
tion in part of the economy of Hellenistic Egypt.

i. The paper that forms the basis of this chapter was presented at the ‘Public 
Associations and the Public Sphere in the Ancient World’ symposium, held on 
September 9-11 2010, at the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, 
Copenhagen. For the invitation and hospitality, I thank Vincent Gabrielsen, 
Christian Ammitzbøll Thomsen, and Sofie Sidor. For their comments, advice, and 
help, I thank the participants at the symposium, and in particular Colin Adams, 
Peter Fibiger Bang, Boris Chrubasik, Jennifer Cromwell, Georgy Kantor, Andrew 
Monson (who was also generous enough to share his research with me), Jonathan S. 
Perry, Pauline Ripat, Dorothy Thompson, Christian Ammitzbøll Thomsen, and 
Conor Whately.

To start, trade associations themselves, in their most simple 
form, were collective bodies comprising individuals linked and 
identified by occupation or involvement in a trade, although they 
likely had a variety of interests that ranged broadly across econom
ic, social, and religious spheres. The tradition was certainly long- 
lived too; the fenomeno assodatwo in Egypt has a significant history, 
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particularly in the form of trade and socio-religious collectives. 
They appeared as early as the Saite period, continued through the 
Ptolemaic period and into the fourth and fifth centuries AD.S The 
associations in Egypt probably owed their origins not only to earlier 
Pharaonic precursors, but also to Greek antecedents, given the ex
istence of trading links between Egypt and the Mediterranean world 
(to be discussed later) .3

The primary form of evidence for Hellenistic Egypt, the papyri, 
offer a rather different view of thefenomeno associativt) than is usually 
provided by the epigraphic evidence in the ancient Mediterranean, 
and although epigraphic texts concerning associations in Hellenis
tic Egypt do exist, the papyri are much more prevalent.4 The epigra
phy associated with associations was typically created, not through 
any obligation to the state, but for disseminating and recording 
what the issuing association deemed necessary and desirable to be 
known in broader circles of society.5 Very few of the papyri represent 
an attempt to glorify or honour the associations themselves (al
though the regulations, or nomoi, could perhaps be seen in such a 
light). Much of the evidence concerning the associations in Hellen
istic Egypt consists largely of nomoi, letters, a variety of transactions, 
and state administrative documents that can be broadly divided 
into ‘private’ and ‘public’ spheres of interest: ‘private’ in the sense 
of internal documentation that would rarely have been disseminat
ed to non-members (so, for instance, the nomoi of these associa
tions); and ‘public’, with regard to the papyri that illustrate the re
lationship between the associations and Graeco-Egyptian society as 
a whole (for example, contracts between the administration and 
associations). Moreover, on occasion, the division between these 
spheres can be blurred, and ‘private’ documentation can appear in 
the ‘public’ context (as in the case of legal proceedings).

2. See de Cenival 1972; 1986; Muszynski 1977; Donker Van Heel 1996; Pestman 1993; 
Monson 2006; 2007a; 2007b; Monson and Arlt 2010; Gibbs 2008; Venticinque 2009. 
See further the chapter by Venticinque in this volume.
3. On Egypt’s external trade: Manning 2010, 23; 2007, 442; Austin 1970, 35-40.
4. E.g. I.Fayoum I 6 (104 BC); II ng = SB I 5022 (second-first century BC).
5. Gabrielsen 2001, 219.
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Consequently, the very difference in the nature of the evidence 
can lead to some difficulty in establishing firm criteria for defining 
associations in Hellenistic Egypt. Perhaps most the significant 
problem is one of terminology: How are trade associations identi
fied, and how did they identify themselves?

2. Definitions
The evidence reveals an almost bewildering array of terms for, and 
in connection with, associations generally: for instance, synodos, 
koinon, thiasos, and ethnos.6 As a result, the terminology of these groups 
can be incredibly confusing, especially when attempting to distin
guish and examine a single feature in the activities and interests of a 
particular group or groups;7 in fact, most of these collectives likely 
had several socio-economic and socio-religious interests.8 9 10

6. E.g. I.Fayoum III 204 (68 BC); III 205 (51 BC); SB I 4224 (c<z. 41 BC); SB V 7835 = 
P.Lond. VII 2193 (69-58 BC?); P.Enteux. 21 (218 BC); O.Bodl. I 312 (late third century 
BC); P.Ryl. II 65 (67 BC?). On issues of terminology, see further the Introduction to 
this volume.
7. A case in point: I.Fayoum II 134 (79 BC): synodosgeorgonid-ion (cnivoooc yetopyröv iSiov).
8. The problem is certainly not found in Egypt alone; see e.g. Gabrielsen 2001, 218 
(and n.12) and the Introduction to this volume.
9. BGZ7VIII1741 = SB IV 7405.6 (63 BC).
10. P.Ryl. II 65.3 (67 BC?): advrei; oi ék toü eøvoui; veKpotdqrøi; P.Köln VI 290 (213 BC), 
for fOvoc in this context cf. Thompson 2001,1262; 2008, 32; and in this volume.

In some instances either this terminology was not used, suggest
ing that the association preferred the use of an occupational desig
nation (or, of course, that the context required it), or was used in 
conjunction with an occupational designation: the naukleroi 
Hippodromitaiy the pantes hoi ek ton ethnous nekrotaphoi.™ These difficul
ties are not only inherently linked to the way in which these groups 
portrayed themselves, but are also indelibly connected to the man
ner in which the state administration and other individuals in Ptole
maic society chose to deal with the associations themselves. As such, 
any line of distinction between trade and cultic association is diffi
cult to draw; there were similarities between their organisation and 
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dedications.11 12 The problem lies, then, in the rather fluid identities of 
these collectives in their relationships to their own members, to the 
state administration, and to society generally.

11. Clarysse and Thompson 2006, vol. 2, 204 and n.458.
12. Adams, Adams 2007,183-85.
13. SB XII 11078 = SB VI 9629.2-3 (c<z. 100 BC): oi fcri/.iypotrc ri)v StdØecsiv rräv %aprräv. 
Cf. Lewis 1973,134-39.
14. BGWX. 1933 tea. 230 BC), with BL VI, 18; cf. Hauben 1971, 272-75 (and BGZ7VIII 
1741 = SB IV 7405; BGU VIII 1742 = SB IV 7406; BGU VIII 1743 + XIV 2368). The 
inference is caused by the use of the first person plural 6iio/.o|-/|oini.':v (7). Then ‘they’ 
acted as a loose collective, and were not represented by officials.
15. Perhaps I.Fayoum II134 (79 BC).
16. E.g. PSI VI 599 (mid third century BC), and BL VIII: 399; P.Ryl. II 65 (67 BC?); 
P.Enteux. 20 (221 BC); 21 (218 BC); P.StanfordGreen dem. 0.1.-] (Monson and Arlt 2010, 
115); P.Berl.Spieg. 3115 = P.Assoc. p.103-07 (110-107 BC).
17. E.g. P.Hib. I 67 (228 BC); I 68 (ca. 228 BC).

What does appear to distinguish the trade associations consid
ered here from simple loose groups of crafts- and trades-people 
united for one-off events or transactions are specific forms of regu
lar collective activity. Of course, not all forms of collective activity 
lead to the existence of trade associations.18 Some instances likely 
point to loose groups of crafts- and tradespeople banding together 
for a singular purpose. For example, a group of individuals who 
were involved in the retail sale of papyrus, around the turn of the 
second and first century BC, designated themselves simply as ‘con
tractors of the retail sale of papyrus rolls’ when dealing with the ep
istates, the archiphylakites, and other officials in Tebtunis;13 a text, from 
the third century BC, likely concerning the transport of grain seems 
to infer that four naukleroi collectively performed a singular contract 
for the state, that they were not connected through any links based 
on an association, and that the execution of the contract was likely 
a one-time affair.14 The evidence does, however, reveal clear instanc
es of concerted united action by trade associations: dedications,15 
the creation of nomoi or allusions to them in other documents,16 the 
contracting of, and payments for, services rendered over periods of 
time.17 Moreover, the fact that on occasion (and often on more than 
one occasion) the state administration identified, recognized, and 
dealt with these groups as unified collectives is telling: even in situ
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ations where associations generally were to be dissolved, the state 
administration still acknowledged their presence.18

18. E.g. P.Tebt. Ill 700 = C.Ord.Ptol. 50 = C.Ptol.Sklav. 111 (124 BC).
19. Wilson 1996, i.
20. Gabrielsen 2009, 179 and San Nicolo 1972, vol. 2, 6-7. A second characteristic - 
that the members of these associations distanced themselves from the prevailing 
juridical distinctions between categories of status (cf. Gabrielsen 2009, 179) - is 
unfortunately difficult to see in Hellenistic Egypt.
21. See pp. 251-54 and pp. 260-61.

Given the differences in the forms of evidence between Egypt 
and the Mediterranean at large, and in the data that they provide, 
the trade associations of Ptolemaic Egypt should be defined by the 
following criteria: first, self-identification (including identification 
by the state administration) illustrating a level of longevity. Second, 
specific defined collective actions and activities: for instance, the 
composition and application of association nomoi governing a wide- 
range of members’ behaviour, agreed to by the members them
selves; continued contracts between associations, or their represent
atives, and other parties (including the state administration); and 
other socio-religious activities, often noted in the nomoi, that all ap
pear under the auspices of an ‘association’ designated by occupa
tion.

The trade associations of Hellenistic Egypt were voluntary, or 
private, associations. The terms ‘voluntary’ or ‘private’ have been 
typically used to distinguish these forms of associations from those 
sponsored by the polis or state, or from other institutions where 
membership was automatic.19 20 21 In fact, one of the general characteris
tics of the private, or voluntary, associations of the Mediterranean 
was that, typically, they had no formal affiliation to the polis or state 
in which they operated, despite the fact that they remained subject 
to the laws of these poleis or states.80 This is certainly the case in 
Egypt, although there are examples of trade associations dealing 
with the officials of the Ptolemaic administration, most notably, the 
naukleroi Hippodromitai of Memphis, and the state farmers.81 In these 
cases, however, it is unclear whether the affiliation was anything be
yond the completion of a contract between the association and the 
state administration.
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In Egypt, at least, participation in a trade association does not 
appear to have been a formal prerequisite for practicing crafts- or 
trades-people at any level under the Ptolemies. The foundation of 
an association appears to have been set in motion by either the vol
untary action of several individuals who shared a common notion or 
set of ideals, or perhaps under the guidance of a single person who 
could influence the collective membership with their own personal 
principles?8 The voluntary act can be seen in the agreeing to, if not 
the signing of, the nomoi that governed the behaviour of the mem
bers of these collectives generally?3 The extant Graeco-Egyptian 
nomoi of trade associations (and associations generally) reveal a star
tling array of collective activities, ranging from commensality, fu
nerary activity, through to socio-economic interests. They also bear 
a startling resemblance not only to one another, but also to those 
regulations that governed associations in other areas of the Medi
terranean. More interesting is that, although the member’s initial 
endorsement was voluntary, once these regulations were agreed 
upon and signed, they seem to have become legally binding and 
authoritative?4

22. San Nicolo 1972, vol. 2, 6-7; cf. IG III 1, 23, 29 (first century AD).
23. P.Ryl. II 65 (67 BC?); P.Enteux. 20 (221 BC); 21 (218 BC); P.Stanford Green dem. 21.7 
(Monson and Arlt 2010,115); de Cenival 1972,166.
24. P.Enteux. 21 (218 BC); P.Siut 10591 rt VI (170 BC); P.Ryl. II 65 (67 BC?).
25. P.Berl.Spieg. 3115 = PAssoc. p.103-07 (110-107 BC)

Given the nature of an association based primarily on occupa
tional links, the only necessary requisite for membership was likely 
active participation in the profession with which the association it
self was concerned. Consequently exclusivity, as an inherent aspect 
of a trade association’s membership, would probably have been a 
dominant factor in admission. Yet evidence for this aspect in the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods, and in particular the latter is rather 
insignificant. Nonetheless, the available data often seem to illus
trate a single profession amongst the members: for example, there is 
little in the ordinance concerning the association of choachytai at 
Thebes to suggest it was made up of more than a single profession?3

In some instances, however, there does seem to have been infor- 
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mal pressure on non-members by particular trade associations, and 
there are examples of the implementation of regulations that at
tempted to enforce mandatory participation?6 The demotic statutes 
of the association of choachytai at Thebes noted that all those who 
had turned sixteen years of age or had practised for ten years should 
join the collective, otherwise they were to be pointedly excluded 
from practising the trade?7 Whether membership in a trade associa
tion was hereditary (like the practice of a specific trade may have 
been) is another aspect that remains unclear, but is certainly one 
that is related to this discussion; in these cases familial links could 
be entwined with occupational connections. The most interesting 
and most damaging consequence of hereditary collective member
ship is that it effectively restricted admission to those individuals 
belonging to particular families. The suggestions that members of 
the same family belonged to the same association at the same time, 
and that membership could only be passed through familial links 
are by no means new. This is particularly true in light of the heredi
tary tendency of occupations not simply in Hellenistic Egypt, but in 
ancient societies generally?8 There are certainly several examples of 
associations and trade collectives that treated membership as trans
ferable through and between families?^ An example, dating to the 
early first century BC, in the form of a professional oath illustrates 
that two families of‘god’s sealers’, possibly equivalent to either the 
Greek nekrotaphoi or entaphiastai, had joined together to become a sin- 

26. MacMullen 1974, 70ft.; Pavis d’Escurac 1990,117-18.
27. P.Berl. Spieg. 3115 = P.Assoc. p.103-07 (110-107 BC); Pestman 1993,196-201; Thompson 
1988,156, n.8; Muhs 2001,15-16, n.31. Cf. perhaps P.Ryl. II 65 (67 BC?): The veKpotdipoi 
ask that the accused pay the fines specified in the Demotic ordinance and that they 
‘receive the proper penalty’; was the penalty exclusion? See lines 10-13: f|§ioDv mivtdcai 
KaraOTfjrai toi>; :?/Ka/.oini.<voiK Kai rytava'/Kdoai af>toi>; <7iiv::'/oii/:vouc cutoSoüvai aütoit rd 
Sitopiopeva eaitipa Kai tä/./.a ta ei^ tö ßacstZiKov, tu%eiv 8' at>toi>; cbv apooi]K::i. On the 
choachytai (%oa%utat), the pastophoroi Amenophios ton en lots Memnoneiois (aaotoipopoi 
'Apevaxpio; toti év toi; Mepvoveioi;) (UPZ II 191 [hi BC]; 192 [no BC]; 193 [no BC]; 
Pestman 1993,193-95); Derda 1991, 26.
28. Clarysse and Thompson, 2006, vol. 2, 203-4.
29. W.Ch.r. 110A 12-15 (no BC); San Nicolo 1972, vol. 2, 28; Roberts, Skeat and Nock 
1936,54; P.Berl.Spieg. 3115 = P.Assoc. p.103-07 (110-107 BC); OGIS 51 = SBV 8855 (ca. 246 
BC); Syll.31109 (AD 178); Syll.31112 (AD 212); IGR IV 353d, 17-18.
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gie trade association.3“ A clause in a text concerning an association 
of weavers, from the late first century BC, notes ‘the principal lady 
together with the women of the elders and the women of all the 
weavers of Coptos, who are confirmed/recorded together with their 
children and the children of their children’; this likely refers to the 
wife of the president, the wives of the elders, as well as the wives of 
all members, alongside their children.30 31 32

30. RAsh.dem. 118 (70-60 BC); Reymond 1973,130-31; Thompson 1988,156.
31. Stud.Demotica V 158 = P.BM dem. 1325.8-9 (31-30 BC); Farid 1995, 32ft.; cf. Allam 
2002.
32. Clarysse and Thompson, 2006, vol. 2, 204.
33. Poland 1909,337-38.
34. Gabrielsen 2009,181.

Nevertheless, even in spite of such attempts at the informal mo
nopolisation of particular areas of trade by associations, independ
ent crafts- and trades-people continued to flourish under the Ptole
mies, as did the voluntary and private trade associations. Their 
regulation does not appear to have interested the state, perhaps 
because they had been incorporated into administrative tax struc
ture with, one assumes, very little trouble; they offered the state an 
effective means of using a social institution that was already estab
lished, and this seems to have reflected Ptolemaic practice general
ly.38

3. Forms of Organization

It is generally considered that the associations of the ancient Medi
terranean imitated the state in their organization and their dealings 
with their members and with others. Poland, in his seminal study of 
associations, proposed that private collectives typically emulated 
the organization of the polis-, in fact, he noted that both the polis it
self and these private ‘imitations’ paralleled one another in terms of 
development.33 It is a statement that certainly holds true in several 
circumstances. Even so, the approach has recently been reconsid
ered and developed, bearing in mind that there were alternatives to 
thc/jofo and its organization in the Hellenistic Mediterranean.34 The 
resulting view is that the founders of these early private (or volun- 
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tary) associations had a clearly imagined and agreed upon organi
zational structure that was preferred above all others.35

35. Ibid., 181 and n.34 therein.
36. Muhs 2001, 4-5; cf. Roberts, Skeat and Nock 1936, 84-87; de Cenival 1972,139-41; 
Muszynsky 1977,145-46,160-61. For socio-religious associations, see de Cenival 1986; 
1988; Bomann 1991, 69-75.
37. Muhs 2001, 5.
38. Bowman 1996, hi; Monson 2007a, 196; Muhs 2001, 5-6.
39. Rostovtzeff 1941, vol. 3, 1590, n.25; Bowman 1996, hi; Muhs 2001, 5; e.g. the 
associations of mortuary priests, crocodile- and falcon-mummy bearers: P.Lille dem. I 
29 = P.Assoc. p.3-10 (223 BC); P.Mil.Vogl. dem. inv. 77-78 (178 BC), in Bresciani 1994, 49- 
68; PCair. II30606 = PAssoc. p-45’5i (157 BC); P.Hamb. dem. 1 = PAssoc. p.59-61 (151 BC); 
P.Cair. II31179 = PAssoc. p.63-68 (147 BC); 30605 = SB 14458 = PAssoc. p.73-78 (145 BC); 
30619 = P.Biirgsch. 20 = P.Assoc. p-93’97 (137 BC); P.Berl.Spieg. 3115 = P.Assoc. p.103-07 (110- 
107 BC); On the links between Roman and Hellenistic associations, and the earlier 
Pharaonic Egyptian and Greek collectives: Boak 1937, 219-20; Roberts, Skeat and

This structure is perhaps, at least in part, reflected in the extant 
nomoi of the associations. Do these nomoi reflect the laws of the Greek 
poleis of Egypt or the laws of the state administration? It is difficult 
to say, but it is worth noting that the origin of associations based on 
occupation in Egypt is considered to have been Greek in nature, 
while the comparable Egyptian socio-religious collectives grew 
from an independent tradition.36 Despite this, the similarities be
tween the Demotic and Greek regulations may suggest a common 
institution that, in all likelihood, was derived from Greek prece
dents, since these collectives appear to reflect the widespread distri
bution and mobility of Greeks, as well as Greek culture and influ
ence, during the period immediately before - and throughout - the 
Hellenistic era.37

Whether or not this secular Greek model was brought to Egypt 
with the influx of Hellenic society and culture, the crux is that the 
examples from Egypt were adapted for use in this Hellenistic-Egyp- 
tian context;38 39 this model, or aspects of it, could be grafted onto the 
existing traditional indigenous institutions. The Hellenic influence 
of the Ptolemaic period instilled the natural characteristics of tradi
tional Greek institutions in the Egyptian collectives, and caused the 
apparent cultural shift in associations that stemmed from an indig
enous custom.33
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It was not the/w/zt that was at the forefront of Hellenistic Egypt 
administration, but the administrative district, or the nome. It was 
an organizational unit that had existed prior to Alexander the 
Great, and formed the foundation for both the Ptolemaic and later, 
the Roman administrative state and bureaucracy.* 40 There were three 
branches of administration within this organizational unit, at least 
in the third century BC: that of the nomarch (with the toparch and 
komarch at local levels),41 42 43 who was responsible for agricultural pro
duction; the oikonomos, and subordinate antigrapheis, who supervised 
finances; and the basilikos grammateus, assisted by the topogrammateis 
and komogrammateis at the local levels, who were responsible for re
cords. The official in Alexandria to whom all of these nome officials 
were subordinate, was the dioiketes, the chief financial officer for the 
Ptolemaic kingdom. Furthermore, the Ptolemies developed a mili
tary administration, headed by the strategos. The position itself de
veloped out of necessity from the king’s maintenance of a merce
nary army, and the distribution of land to them to provide an income 
in times when they were not required. Control of these military 
cleruchs fell to the strategoi, and over time the authority of the tradi
tional bureaucracy diminished as these soldiers relied on their com
manders and officers rather than the civil authority.48 At the village 
level, in the Fayum at least, all but the smallest villages had a village 
headman (the komarch') and most had a komogrammateus, who repre
sented the state administration.« These officials were supported, in 
part, by the village presbyteroi who were likely integrated into the ad
ministrative bureaucracy by the second century BC; they were re
lied upon for the system of rents and tax collection,44 and were 
probably responsible to higher administrative officials.45 *

Nock 1936, 85-97; de Cenival 1972,139-42; Muszynski 1977,146-74.
40. Manning 2010,147.
41. For the confusion surrounding the title of nomarch, see Rowlandson 2010, 241.
42. Bagnall 1976,3-4.
43. Clarysse and Thompson, 2006, vol. 2,112.
44. P.Tebt. I 40 (117 BC); Tomsin 1952, 95-130; 467-527; Allam 2002, 12-15; Thompson, 
2001, 1261-62; Manning 2003, 50.
45. Crawford 1971, 105; Monson 2007c, 370; Verhoogt 1998, 70-105; Bonneau 1993,

I54-74-
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In point of fact, with regard to the state administration, there 
certainly seems to have been a considerable overlap between the 
terminology used to refer to officials of the Ptolemaic bureaucracy 
and the trade associations: these collectives had theirpresbyteroi, their 
own leading men, and their own grammateis.

Committees of presbyteroi, or elders, can be found in several in
stances.46 Notable among them are the. presbyteroi in the associations 
of royal, or state, farmers,47 as is their appearance in an association 
of ‘carriers’ and in a collective of ‘administrators’;48 the latter are 
often connected to the transportation of grain.49 There were also six 
presbyteroi and one hiereus who represented a collective of millers in 
Alexandria in the late third century BC.5° Moreover, a group of el
ders can be found in an association of weavers at Coptos,51 52 and in a 
corporation of choachytai at Thebes, and although perhaps not at the 
top of the hierarchy, were clearly entrusted with certain responsi
bilities.58

46. Tomsin 1952, 95-130; 467-527.
47. For the suggestion that these farmers constituted trade associations, cf. San 
Nicolo 1972, vo. i, 157-78, and Monson 2007c, 370. See e.g. P.Tebt. I 43 (118 BC); I 40 
(117 BC); I 48 = W.Chr. 409 (c<z. 118-112 BC); PtiTebt. Ill 788 (143 BC); PGrenf. II 37 
(second/first century BC).
48. P.Erasm. 112 (152 BC); I 13 (152 BC?).
49. Rostovtzeff 1922,125, n.94; Préaux 1939,146, n.i.
50. OGIS 729 (221-205 BC). The pres by ta vi here are preceded by Amenneus, apparently 
the priest of the collective. It is possible that Amenneus was a member of the presbyteroi 
as well as the hiereus', however, the position of his name within the inscription may 
suggest otherwise.
51. Stud.Demotica V158 = P.BMdem. 1325 (31-30 BC).
52. P.Berl.Spieg. 3115 = P.Assoc. p.103-07 (110-107 BC); de Cenival notes that one of the 
elders was in charge of wine (1972,167-68).
53. Stud.Demotica V 158 = P.BMdem. 1325 (31-30 BC); Allam 2002,18.

As to the identities of these presbyteroi, we can only speculate; we 
are occasionally given their names, but more often than not, we are 
given little else. If the extant evidence is anything to go by, then 
these councils of elders were not present in all trade associations. 
We can perhaps assume that they were generally members of the 
associations that they represented, as is clear in some cases;53 they 
may have been senior, or at least more experienced. Where they ap
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pear in relation to trade associations, they seem to have played a 
central role in the guidance and running of the collective. That a 
committee of the more experienced and older members existed 
should be no surprise; these individuals had most likely been active 
participants in both the association itself and the profession for 
some time. As such, their experience may have been invaluable to 
the association as a whole.

The terminology associated with the leading men of the trade 
collectives appears to have varied. The extant evidence suggests 
that only one chief official served at any given time, although the 
length of tenure may well have varied.54 According to the Demotic 
evidence, a single president, assisted by four elders, administered 
the affairs of a collective of weavers in Coptos,55 and a chief official 
(although supported by a second-in-command and a small number 
of elders) governed a collective of choachytai at Thebes.56 On some 
occasions, in the Greek texts, they were called prostatai,57 with per
haps the most notable appearing as leading officers of the naukleroi 
Hippodromitai of the first century BC, who provided declarations of 
shipments that were carried for the state.58 The title can be found 
frequently in the comparable evidence,59 60 while it also appears to de
note minor police officials (such as the prostatesphylakiton),6° and ad- 

54. Gibbs 2008, 90-93.
55. Stud.Demotica V 158 = P.BMdem. 1325 (31-30 EC).
56. P.Berl.Spieg. 3115 = RAssoc. p.103-07 (110-107 BC).
57. In fact, apocrratip and the related aporowoc, cf. San Nicolo 1972, vol. 2, 60. For 
further examples (including comparable evidence), see OGIS 130 (second century 
BC); SB I 3939 (date unknown); Cf. for the repayment of an eranos loan and the 
appearance of aprostates in such a context, e.g. BGUVJ1134 (10 BC); IV1135 (10 BC?); 
IV 1136 (11/10 BC?); IV 1165 (20/19 BC?).
58. BGZ7VIII1741 = SB IV 7405 (64/63 BC); BGZ7VIII1742 = SB IV 7406 (64/63 BC); 
BGZ7VIII1743 + XIV 2368 (63 BC); cf. Vélissaropoulos 1980,113-15; Thompson 1988, 
60-61; Fraser 1972,187-88.
59. P.Ryl. IV580.7 (78/49/27 BC?): on dating, see Richter 1991, 252. Here, the officials 
of the association are mentioned (a apocrotip and a ypappaTeu^, presumably in 
support of Heracleides’ decision to reassign his burial benefit (ratpiKov); I.Fayoum II 
119 = SB 15022 (second/first century BC). Cf. P.Ryl. IV590 (51-30 BC?): here the chief 
official was assisted by a ypappareiji;.
60. SB I 4309.25 (third century BC); Bauschatz 2013, 94.
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ministrators of a specific type of land, the revenue from which, al
though paid to the state, was set aside for the maintenance of the 
king’s children.61 62 On other occasions, the term hegoumenos can be 
found: Peteharmotes is identified as the hegoumenos of the notophoroi at 
Kaine in a text concerning the transport of grain.68 The use of this 
term (and the related hegemon) seems to be common in socio-reli- 
gious associations and by branches of the administration in Ptole
maic Egypt,63 but it is important that the military aspects of this title 
not be overlooked.64 65 66 67

61. PSFebt. I 81 v 19 (second century BC): oi apocstdrai rfji; KL'/yipioiVvip npocsoSoi). It is 
unclear whether the land represented a permanent endowment for the king’s 
children, or whether they retained it when they came to the throne (cf. P.'lebl. I App. 
i, no.7).
62. P.Erasm. 113 (152 BC?).
63. See, for example SB V 7835 = P.Lond. VII 2193.6, 14 (69-58 BC?) and Roberts, 
Skeat and Nock 1936,39-88; PRebt. II 573 v (first century BC-first century AD); III 731 
(153-152 BC/142-141 BC). The use of this term seems far more common in the Roman 
period: e.g. P.Mich. V 245.43 (AD 47); II i24r ii ig (AD 46-49); II i23r xxi 31 (AD 45- 
46); P.Carlsb. 53 = SB XX 15023.12-13 (AD 92); cf. Daniel 1979, 41-46; Llewelyn and 
Nobbs 1997, 624-25 on P.Grenf. II 73 = C.Pap.Hengstl. 63 = W.Ch.r. 127 (late third century 
AD).
64. Plate 133 = PHib. I 44 (253 BC); OGIS 731 = SBV 8925 (205-193 BC); Fischer-Bovet 
2014,155-56.
65. The f>7CT|pÉu|i; also appears in the state administration (rwigpeTi^ orpauiyoi), cf. 
Strassi 1997, 25-71), but rarely in the context of trade associations (a f>7U]pÉn|>; yetopyröv 
in P.Tebt. I 45 = M.Ch.r. 40 [113 BC]). There are, however, comparable Ptolemaic 
examples, e.g. SB V 7835 = P.Lond. VII 2193 11 (69-58 BC?); cf. Roberts, Skeat and 
Nock 1936,50, 80.
66. For grammateis working for collectives of royal, or state, farmers cf. P.'lebl. Ill 848 
(early second century BC); III 927 (c<z. 140 BC); III 1067 (204-180 BC?); IV 1129 (123 
BC); P.Erasm. I 6 (second century BC); PFay. 18A (first century BC).
67. PRyl. IV 580 (first century BC).

The most common overlap came in the form of the secretary or 
grammateus.1^ Various types of secretaries worked in the state admin
istration, assisting officials at almost all bureaucratic levels. But out
side the governmental organization, there are several examples 
where they can be found acting as subordinate officers in trade 
associations,66 and in comparable socio-religious collectives.6? In 
the mid-first century BC, both Eudemos and Onnophris can be 
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found acting as «Tamm ateis of the naukleroi Hippodromitai and the kteno- 
trophoi (cattle-breeders) of Bacchias, respectively.68

68. See p. 245 and p. 21, and P.Fay. 18B (first century BC).
69. Ptlebt. Ill 700 = C.Ord.Ptol. 50 = C.Ptol.Sklav. 111 (124 BC).

The most common form of leadership model appears to have 
been based on a single president, although the terminology that 
was used in conjunction with this official’s position was varied. Of
ten this individual was supported by a subordinate, typically a gram
mateus (or at least an assistant of sorts). Further, occasionally a coun
cil ofpresbyteroi was also used; these individuals would fulfil a variety 
of roles, from the guidance of the association itself, through to re
sponsibilities for particular areas of collective life.

That there was a degree of correspondence between the termi
nology used for officials in the state bureaucracy and those in trade 
associations is certainly true, but to posit any more than that is dif
ficult. It could perhaps be argued that the officials in these collec
tives were reflections of those that worked for the state administra
tion, but to argue this definitively would perhaps push the evidence 
too far. The fluid nature of the terminology itself in the context of 
trade associations, however, may echo the changeable nature of the 
organization of the state civic and military administration itself; 
there certainly were changes made during the three centuries of 
Ptolemaic rule, and conceivably this may be reflected in the rather 
fluid nature of the officials of these associations.

4. Forms of Interaction

In considering the forms of interaction between these trade associa
tions and the state, it would perhaps be best to start with the evi
dence that may illustrate the view of associations held by the Ptole
maic administration. Most significant is P.Tebt. Ill 700, which 
contains an official receipt for the payment of, and the appropriate 
taxes on, two purchases of land by Ammonios, son of Taurinos, that 
had been put up for auction by the government.69 More important
ly, the manuscript also contains copies of official documentation, 
including a royal decree of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II concerning
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the property of various associations in Alexandria; at least part 
(perhaps even all) of the land that was purchased by Ammonios had 
belonged to an association, hence the relevance of the decree. By 
the order of the administration, all gymnasia, politeumata (?), and 
other associations (in this case, synodoi) of Alexandria, were ordered 
to declare all of their landed property in the chora. Furthermore, the 
decree ordered the sale, through auction, of this property, appar
ently for the profit of the Idios Logos and the crown, in consequence 
of the dissolution of these associations.?0

The reasons for this prostagma and the precise nature of the provi
sions of the text are unfortunately lost; the text is severely mutilat
ed.?1 Yet there are a few observations that we can make. The first is 
one of terminology: What exactly is meant by synodos? The term is 
typically used as a general term to indicate any sort of association, 
ranging from socio-religious groups to trade collectives, and this is 
perhaps the point here.?8 Second, given that the prostagma ordered 
that associations had to make a declaration of land and property 
owned, and that they were to be dissolved following the promulga
tion of this decree, then it stands to reason that in this period asso
ciations were acknowledged and permitted, at least in Alexandria, 
by the state prior to implementation of this decree. Third, these as
sociations had been allowed to own land and property both in the 
capital itself, and in the chora.

What concerns us here though is the state’s actions towards 
these associations, and the possible reasons that underpinned them. 
At the time when this document was written, civil stasis had already 
engulfed parts of Egypt,70 71 72 73 and by the close of the 120s, the kingdom 
was in tatters; a fact undeniably demonstrated by the amnesty de- 

70. Otto and Bengston 1938, 67ft.; Rostovtzeff 1941, vol. 3, 1541-42; Taubenschlag 
'955-. 647-
71. Lenger 1980,120.
72. Roberts, Skeat and Nock 1936, 72.
73. See Hölbl 2001,194-204; Huß 2001,596-625; Thompson 1992,311-14. Disturbances 
at Alexandria were almost certainly caused by the action of Euergetes II: SB V 7803 = 
SEG 8.370 (second century BC); Diod. Sic. 33.28c; Just. 38.8.13-15; Vai. Max. 9.2.ext.5. 
See also PTebt. 15 = C.Ord.Ptol. 53 (118 BC); Huß 2001, 621-22, n.219; 180-81.
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cree of 118 BC, that marked the reconciliation of the royal family.74 75 
The complaint of the priests of Souchos to a local official, that the 
land was unsown, and that both their temple (and more significant
ly for the administration) that royal interest was suffering, was per
haps typical of the problems that occurred, at least in the south of 
the kingdom.ra

74. P.'lcbt. 15 = C.Ord.Ptol. 53; McGing 1997, 296.
75. Thompson 1992,313; W.Ch.r. 11 (after 123 BC).
76. Lenger 1980,120.
77. Capponi 2010,115.

Concerning the clauses in P.Tebt. Ill 700 relating to the synodoi, we 
are left with an interesting historical context, but little direct evi
dence. Despite the damage to the text, it seems relatively clear that 
the ownership of the property by the associations concerned had 
given rise to difficulties or abuses that needed correcting, and this 
was not the first time that these problems had arisen; the document 
also contains a reference to a previous decree bearing on the same 
subject, implying that this decree was unlikely to refer to a perma
nent ban. It is possible to infer that these synodoi were dissolved on 
account of some sort of collective strike or activity that was deemed 
unacceptable in the eyes of the Ptolemaic administration that likely 
affected the productivity of the land, or at least the proceeds that 
would have gone to the administration in the form of taxation. It 
seems entirely plausible that due to the civil unrest in Alexandria 
and Egypt at this time, Euergetes H’s ‘firm hand’ may have been a 
result of a considered decision not only to bring a cessation to the 
stasis, but also perhaps, as Lenger has suggested, to curb the finan
cial strength of associations in Alexandria and perhaps even be
yond.76

Occasionally, the control of particular groups in Egypt does 
seem to have interested the Ptolemaic administration. At some 
point perhaps between 215-205 BC (although the king and the dat
ing of the document have been recently questioned),77 Ptolemy IV 
Philopator (?) decreed that those individuals who performed the 
rites of Dionysos in the chora of Egypt were to travel to Alexandria, 
within a defined time limit, and were required to register them
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selves.78 They were to register the individuals (from three genera
tions before) who had introduced them to the cult,79 and to hand in 
their copies of the books concerning the mysteries, after having in
scribed their names on them. The reasons behind the edict are dif
ficult to establish, and several suggestions have been mooted: that 
the king wanted to unify the countless mystery cults in Egypt by 
establishing an official cult of Dionysos; that he aimed to register 
those who participated in the chora with the intention to limit, main
tain control, or simply to get rid of them; that the king, whoever it 
was, was in financial need and hoped to introduce a tax on priests, 
and this edict represented an attempt to assess those liable, in order 
that the cult of Dionysos might be promoted; or that the edict sim
ply represents ‘the desire to exercise control over the activities of 
this group of performers’.80 Whatever the king’s motive, and one 
suspects that any definitive answer is impossible, what seems clear 
is that any of these reasons suggest a measure of control.

78. SB III 7266 = BGUW 1211 = Sel.Pap. II 208 = C.Ord.Ptol. 29 (215-205 BC).
79. Cf. Liv. 39. 8-19; CIL XIV 2112,1,10-13 = ILS 7212; FIRA III 35. The parallel is also 
drawn by Schubert (2000,163, no. 55), while Burnet stresses the affiliation between 
Dionysos and Osiris (2003, 50-51, no. 4).
80. Bagnall and Derow 2004, 261, no. 160; de Ligt 2000,242; and contra Roberts, Skeat 
and Nock 1936, 43, n.io; Harland 2003, 163; but cf. Lenger 1980, 68-70. On Ptolemy 
IV’s use of Dionysos for royal self-representation, see FGrHist 631 Satyros Fi and Ma 
2008,376. On the Bacchanalia and Rome’s difficulties, see Bispham 2007, 91-95.
81. PSI IV 421 = C.Pap.Hengstl 3 (mid-late third century BC). Zenon was a private 
secretary to Apollonios, the dioiketes to Ptolemy II, and acted as overseer for the 
Apollonios’ estates at Philadelphia; cf. Orrieux 1983.

That state control and the suppression of associations (or loose 
collectives of tradespeople) - at least when warranted - was likely at 
the heart of some of these measures is perhaps illustrated by the dif
ficulties for the local and state administration caused by groups of 
workers: at Philadelphia in the third century BC, Zenon received a 
threat from the chomatophylakes, who were owed wages for the previ
ous two months and had not received their grain allowance for the 
past month;81 they threatened to run off if they were not paid what 
they were owed, adding that the canal had already filled up. In an
other example, dating to the mid-third century BC, Panakestor sent 
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a letter to Zenon, which referred to recent difficulties involving 
groups of workers.8“ The problem lay with the valuation of land fol
lowing a survey, and a resulting strike by the farmers, who appar
ently refused to agree to any valuation set by Apollonios or his men 
(including Panakestor), whether fair or unfair, and claimed that 
they would rather renounce their rights to the crops; they alleged 
that Apollonios had made an agreement with them about the pay
ment of one-third of the harvest.82 83 Eventually, after four days, when 
Panakestor returned to Philadelphia, accompanied by Damis, in an 
attempt to convince the farmers to return to the land, Apollonios’ 
men offered them the chance to present their own lower valuation; 
an opportunity the farmers accepted. Also from the mid-second 
century BC, a letter from Antiochos to Dorion notes that the latomoi 
from a quarry at Kephalae had deserted; Antiochos ordered Dorion 
to find the offenders and then send them to him under guard.84 At 
the turn of the second century BC, a group of royal farmers, in pro
test at the conduct of Marres, the topogrammateus, who was trying to 
extort money from their wives, chose to go on strike and took refuge 
in the neighbouring villages.85

82. PSIV 502 = White 1986, no. 18 = Burnet 2003, no. 50. Cf. Rostovtzeff 1922, 75-77; 
Orrieux 1983, 85,119-20; and for dating, BL IX, 315 (cf. P.Cain.Zen. Ill 59327 = C.Ptol. 
Sklav. II138 hi [249 BC]).
83. See P.Tebt. I 26 (114 BC) for a similar example.
84. P.Hib. I 71 = C.Ptol.Sklav. II 219 (245 BC).
85. P.Tebt. I 41 (105-90 BC). See also PSIV 490 (257 BC) (and Messeri Savorelli and 
Pintaudi 1995, 115); PTbt. I 24 (117 BC); perhaps P.Tbt. Ill 731 (153-152/142-141 BC). 
For possible implications and resolutions of labour action, see P.Tebt. I 18 (115-114 
BC); I 61b.194-98 (117 BC); Cuvigny 1985, 55-60; Verhoogt 1998, 144, 189. See also 
Monson 2012,148-151.
86. There are examples of associations adjudicating small disputes outside Egypt, cf. 
SÆG 52.1197.

In this light, the relationship between the laws of the state and 
the regulations of these associations proves intriguing. From the 
nomoi themselves, one can assume that the notion of internal juris
diction was very important. Disputing members would presumably 
seek redress through the nomoi that all of the members had agreed 
upon, before going to the state to resolve the issues.86 In a famous 
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example, at Siut in 170 BC, two brothers were trying to sue one an
other.8? The conflict was brought before the laokritai - a panel of 
three Egyptian judges taken from the priestly class before whom the 
Egyptians could resolve civil law disputes according to hereditary 
law and in Demotic - who decided the case; but the interesting 
point is that the younger brother’s argument may have referred to a 
‘statute of the elders’ and to an association to which both he and his 
elder brother belonged.87 88 The decision of the laokritai did not take 
this into account.

87. P.Siut 10591 rt VI 3-4.
88. Seidl 1962,155; but see Allam 2002,19 and Capponi 2010,115 for the uncertainty 
over the phrase itself.
89. P.Enteux. 21 (218 BC).
go. Cf. P.Enteux. 20.9 (221 BC). Here the strategos orders the local official to verify the 
contents of the collective’s nomos (rov Øumjitikov vopov, cf. 20.5), so that the latter 
might follow it.
yi.P.Ryl. II 65 (67 BC?).

There are two other significant cases involving association nomoi 
in similar legal contexts. The first, a comparable example from the 
late third century BC illustrating the attempts of two individuals, 
Therous and Teos, to receive redress following the failure of an as
sociation’s promised funeral expenses, proves interesting. They 
pleaded with the king to order Diophanes, the strategos, to contact 
Ptolemaios, the epistates, so that they could receive the taphikon ap
parently promised to Therous’ sister and Teos’ wife, Soeris, who 
was the priestess of an association of women from Kerkethoeris for 
four years.89 The association had apparently refused to pay. Di
ophanes seems to have dealt with the complaint, and ordered Ptole
maios, the epistates, to deal with the issue. If Ptolemaios was not able 
to do this, he was to send the case to Diophanes who presumably 
would see that the case was tried in the correct manner.90

The second concerns the judicial sentence pronounced by the 
chrematistai - a judicial court consisting of three members (delegated 
by the king to try civil and fiscal cases) and a clerk, with jurisdiction 
over one or several nomes in combination - involving an associa
tion of neltrotaphoi.t' What is clear from the text is that all of the mem
bers agreed to ‘an Egyptian contract’ (a set of Demotic 
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regulations?),98 that this contract contained fines to be paid to the 
association itself and to the treasury in the event that this agreement 
was contravened, and finally that the pact was indeed broken. The 
petitioning members ask that the accused, a certain Petosiris and 
others with him, be subject to the fines applicable in the Demotic 
contract. The appeal was likely unsuccessful, but how the case came 
before the chrematistai (due to the lack of details) is a mystery, par
ticularly given that suits of this kind were to be brought before the 
laokritav, in n8 BC, Ptolemy VII Euergetes II had not only defined 
the competencies of these two courts according to the language of 
the documents that were at the root of the case, but also prohibited 
the chrematistai from taking cases between Egyptians."

92. P.Ryl. II 65.3.
93. Riebt. 15 = Sei.Pap. II 210 =Jur.Pap. 75.207-20 (118 BC); Monson 2012,123-24.
94. BGZ7VIII1741 = SB IV 7405 (64/63 BC); BGZ7VIII1742 = SB IV 7406 (64/63 BC); 
BGZ7VIII1743 + XIV 2368 (63 BC), and also perhaps P.Erasm. 112 (152 BC); 113 (152 
BC?). It has been argued that this collective of naukleroi was not a private group of 
traders employed by the state but an organization created by it for the transport of 
grain (Rostovtzeff 1922,125, n.94).

In all three instances, the cases were passed to courts or to senior 
members of the state administration (although clearly dealt with fi
nally by local officials). The supposition then is that an association’s 
ordinance, regulations, and agreements, signed collectively by the 
members, took the form of private contracts and were enforceable 
as such. Whether these associations had a clearly defined legal and 
juristic identity cannot be assured, but they certainly could com
plain to the state concerning infringements of their regulations to 
seek and acquire redress.

Outside the legal sphere, these associations found a place in the 
economy of the kingdom. In this context, there were several ways in 
which trade associations could be useful to the state. One was trans
port, and in particular the transport of grain from the localities of 
Egypt to Alexandria in the north of the kingdom. Here, we find the 
naukleroi Hippodromitai operating out of Memphis, engaged in the 
transport of grain alongside the state administration.92 93 94 A second 
was supply and collection, particularly of grain, where the govern
ment seems to have relied not only on individuals, but also on 
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groups to supply and collect both revenues and extraordinary lev
ies. For instance, a petition by the komarch and the presbyteroi of farm
ers notes that 1,500 artabas of wheat were to be delivered to the 
treasury, and for 80 artabas of wheat that were ‘imposed in connec
tion with the king’s visit’.95

95. P.'l'ebt. I 48 = W.Ch.r. 409.5-9 tea. 118-112 BC), cf. P.Tebt. 15.59 (118 BC).
96. Wallace 1938,181; von Reden 2007,95; Manning 2007,445. For Ptolemaic interest, 
see P.Rev.Laws (259 BC); P.Tebt. Ill 703 = Sel.Pap. II 204 (c<z. 210 BC); Bingen 1978; 
2007, 157-88.
97. Manning 2007, 445; von Reden 2007,150.
98. P.Cair.Zen. II59247 = SB III 6747 (252 BC).
99. Caution is to be advised; the procedures concerning the tender of concessions in 
the Ptolemaic dorea may have been rather different. Contracts here could be farmed 
out, but the underlying system is still unclear, cf. P.Cair.Zen. II 59220 = SB III 6816 
(254 BC); II59241 = SB III 6991 = C.Pap.Jud. I ga (253 BC); von Reden 2007,145, n.74.
100. P.Mich. I 36 (254 BC); P.Cair.Zen. II 59199 (254 BC); see also P.Cair.Zen. II 59202 
(254 BC); P.Col.Zen. I 34 (254 BC); Manning 2007, 445; von Reden 2007,146-47.

The most obvious use of these associations would have been in 
the system of carefully monitored monopolies. These typically in
volved productive industries, such as papyrus, certain fabrics, salt, 
and oil, and included the manufacture, import, export, and sale of 
these products.96 The monopolies themselves were likely an attempt 
to secure a maximum return from the land and the products manu
factured, with minimum investment.97 98 99 This strict regulation of pro
duction and an exorbitant charge set against private imports ena
bled the administration to fix an artificially high level; this led to an 
increase in the amount of government revenue. These monopolies 
were apparently put up for auction in the villages of the choral and 
presumably the method for the distribution of these concessions 
was similar in the cities." Typically, the contractors agreed to pro
duce a fixed amount of product within a specified period of time for 
a fixed price; raw materials and tools were provided in several cas
es.100

Although there are problems of precise definition here, and we 
cannot be sure that the groups here are in fact trade associations, 
there are tantalising hints at a deeper form of organization behind 
the scenes in several interesting examples. In the third century BC, 
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a group of weavers, with several assistants, proposed to produce a 
fixed amount of cloth in a specific time period, in this case, a piece 
of cloth (presumably a talent-weight) every six days; they asked for 
a specific payment per completed piece to cover their necessary 
costs (such as washing) and wages, but also offered an alternative: a 
daily wage, as well as an initial payment apparently to cover the 
costs of a hyperetes, which was to be deducted from their wages.“1 
Furthermore, in two documents from the Heracleopolite nome, 
payment was authorised by Asclepiades (probably the local oikono- 
mos or his antigrapheus) for groups of weavers at both Ancyronpolis 
and Choibnotmis for a variety of fabrics manufactured for the 
government;“8 interestingly here, the prices paid can be compared 
with those fixed in P.Rev.Laws. 46.18-20.

5. Conclusion

Although problems remain with the range of terms used to describe 
these groups (particularly in the Greek papyri), there is enough evi
dence to suggest that the trade associations of Ptolemaic Egypt 
were private and voluntary associations. Their organization appears 
to have a fluidity that may have reflected the changeable nature of 
the state administration at the regional and local levels. There were 
ways in which these groups may have imitated civic life, for exam
ple, in their nomoi and their officials, and it is fair to say that there 
were certainly considerable similarities between the terminology 
used to refer to the latter and the titles of particular administrative 
offices, but to push the evidence further than that at this stage would 
be unwise.

With regard to their relationship with the state itself, we are more 
fortunate. Although control over particular associations may have 
interested the administration at specific times, there is little evidence

101. PSZVI599 (mid third century BC); BL VIII: 399; Orrieux 1983,142; Clarysse and 
Vandorpe 1995, 64; Rowlandson 1998, no. 201b. Interestingly, von Reden (2007,147) 
suggests that the hyperetes in this case was a supervisor. Cf. SB XII11078 = SB VI 9629 
(ca. 100 BC).
102. P.Hib. I 67 (228 BC); I 68 (ca. 228 BC).
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for any sort of permanent regulation of these organizations. The 
reasons behind the decrees considered above may have more to do 
with their narrow historical context rather than any enduring con
trol over associations generally, despite collectives of workers (as
sociations presumably among them) clearly causing problems at 
the local and regional levels; the evidence for these groups that 
dates to the periods after these decrees were promulgated stands 
against any form of permanent ban. Moreover, the trade associa
tions were useful to the administration, and the introduction of all- 
encompassing prohibitions would have certainly caused problems 
for the state. The nomoi of the trade associations (and collectives 
generally), in some cases, appear to have been taken as private con
tracts. But it is worth noting that the state or its legal institutions 
did not acknowledge these regulations artlessly: the administration, 
at least theoretically, could dispense justice in whichever way it saw 
fit. Furthermore, these groups could prove valuable to the economy, 
particularly in the areas of transport and supply, both of which were 
concerns for the state. Particular areas of the economy do appear to 
have been tailor-made for the state exploitation of trade associa
tions, but despite inferences, there is little definitive evidence for 
their use in the system. In all, the relationship between the state and 
the trade associations in Ptolemaic Egypt was reciprocal, and al
though it seems to have varied between hostility, indifference, and 
support, it may well have aided some of the fiscal policies of the 
state, and also provided (at least, most of the time), an environment 
favourable for the survival and longevity of such associations.
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IO

Ethnic Koina and Politeumata in 
Ptolemaic Egypt

Thomas Kruse

i. Introduction

The publication, by James Cowey and Klaus Maresch, of the docu
ments of the Jewish politeuma in the nome metropolis of Heracleop- 
olis in Middle Egypt, dating from the second century BCE in 2001 
(P.Polit. Iud.),1 2 most certainly marked an important turning point 
in the ongoing debate on the extent of autonomy Jewish communi
ties enjoyed in classical antiquity in general and notably in Ptole
maic Egypt? But it has also reopened the discussion among schol
ars about the role which ethnic based organisations like ethnic koina 
and politeumata played for the integration, autonomy or (to say the 
least) self-administration of foreign ethnic groups like (but not 
only) the Jews in the countries where they resided. In particular in 
Ptolemaic Egypt and in possessions of the Ptolemies outside Egypt.3 
The ‘challenge’ the papyri of Heracleopolis represent was just re
cently illustrated by a long article published by Bradley Ritter in 
2011 in which the author tries to reinterpret the politeuma of Hera
cleopolis in opposition to (as far as I see) the unanimous scholarly 

1. The citations of papyrus editions and other papyrological works follow the .Check
list of Editions of Greek, Latin, Demotic and Coptic Papyri Ostraca and Tablets' 
easily accessible in the WWW under the following link: http://library.duke.edu/ru- 
benstein/scriptorium/papyrus/texts/clist.html. I wish to express my warm thanks to 
Vincent Gabrielsen for his friendly invitation to participate in this volume and for his 
enduring patience during the long time I prepared this article.
2. There is no room here to outline this scholarly debate for useful overviews con
cerning Egypt see Kasher 1985; P.Polit. Iud. p. 3-9; Honigman 2003. Arzt-Grabner 
2012.
3. For a most recent recapitulation of the problem of ethnic minorities in Hellenistic 
Egypt, see Thompson 2011.
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perception in which this institution was perceived ever since the 
publication of the texts more than ten years ago. The present article 
therefore considers itself not only as a discussion of Ritter’s assump
tions but also as a reassessment of the role of ethnic koina mdpoliteu- 
mata in Ptolemaic Egypt and the way in which these two institutions 
might have interrelated.

2. The politeuma of the Jews in Heracleopolis

Let us begin first with the Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis. Its full 
official designation appears in P.Polit. Iud. 8, a petition of a Jew 
named Theodotos concerning an unrepaid loan which he gave to a 
Jewish woman. The petition is addressed toic «p/oixjt ro (etoc) tod 
év 'HpuK/.éoDC 7IÖ/.CI 7io/.it£d| palme uov ’Ionöodcov - ‘To the archons of 
the politeuma of the Jews in Heracleopolis who are in office in the 
37th year’ (i.e. of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II = 134/133 BCE).4 We 
learn by this, that the politeuma was a community of Jews, which was 
located in Heracleopolis and headed by officials, who were accord
ing to the institutional model of the Greek polis called archontes and 
functioned for a period of one year.5 In the other petitions in P. 
Polit. Iud. shorter variants of the address formula appear. Some of 
them are simply addressed ‘to the archons’ (toic; ctp/ODoi)6 or (alter
natively) ‘to the archons of the year so-and-so’ (toic to [year num
ber] (croc) ap/ODGi).7 In others there figure as addressees ‘the poli- 
tarches and the politeuma'' (e.g. AZscuvopcot 7io/.iTdp'/i]i kocI uni 

4. P.Polit. Iud. 8,4-5. F°r the year numbers in the P.Polit. Iud. documents which 
(since there appears a 37th and 38th year) quite probably were all written in the 
reign of Ptolemy VIII between 144/143-133/132 BCE cf. the remarks of the editors in 
the introduction (P.Polit. Iud. p. 2).
5. Naming magistrates according to political institutions and their serving for a 
limited period was of course also the case for magistrates of private associations, for 
Ptolemaic Egypt see e.g. P.Tebt. III.2 894, an account of a private club where there 
is mentioned the governing body of this association called dp-/) consisting of a com
mittee of six (or about six) persons, who served for the period of one year (see 
Fragment 1 verso 1. 54 and the remarks of the editors in their introduction).
6. See P.Polit. Iud. 4,2; 7,1; 11,1.
7. See P.Polit. Iud. 3,1; 5,1; 6,1; 9,1; 10,1; 12,1; 13,1; 14,1.
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7toZnei))iaTi)8 9 10, the latter meaning in an abstract form the council of 
archons - the exact size of which we do not know - which was pre
sided over by an official bearing the title of politarches, who presum
ably also functioned for a period of one years and somehow played 
a role of a primus inter pares within the collective body of leading offi
cials of the politeuma.

8. P.Polit. Iud. i,i-2 and 2,1-2 (135 BCE).
9. According to P.Polit. Iud. 17, which was written in Tybi year 27 (i.e. 26 Janu- 
ary-24 February 143 BCE), a certain Euphranor functioned at this time aspolitarches, 
wheras the Straton who is mentioned in P.Polit. Iud. 18 (written around Toth year 
29 = 28 September-27 October 142 BCE) as leading official of the politeuma and is 
unofficially called Kpinp most probably also held the office ofpolitarches (see P.Polit. 
Iud. p. 138).
10. The competences of the Jewish politeuma of Heracleopolis in my opinion there
fore clearly extend beyond the scope of those of the functionaries of private associa
tions, even if one admits that the Demotic rules of certain religious associations in 
Ptolemaic Egypt suggest that they could also mediate legal disputes of their mem
bers (see P.Assoc, passim).
11. See e.g. Bowman and Rathbone 1992:109: 'there was no need for status 
groups with communal privileges and duties (sc. in Ptolemaic Egypt). Although 
“associations” called politeumata and koina are found in the towns and villages, they 
were religious and cultural groupings, capable of attracting the patronage of pow
erful individuals but with no official role’.
12. P.Polit. Iud. 12.
13. P.Polit. Iud. 8.
14. P.Polit. Iud. 9.
15. P.Polit. Iud. 5; ii.

The petitions of P.Polit. Iud. reveal quite far reaching legal and 
executive competences of the Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis 
which indicate a formal administrative authority“ and therefore 
clearly prove that such associations could indeed play an important 
official (i.e. administrative and political) role which was denied by 
many scholars before the papyri from Heracleopolis became 
known.11 12 Most of the petitions concern complaints and legal dis
putes about private contracts (leases18 loans,13 labor-14 and sale15 con
tracts etc.) by means of which the petitioners seek to initiate legal 
action against the other party which they accused of having violated 
the agreement; that is to say: the accused person should be sum
moned by the authorities of the politeuma, who were then to arrange 
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for oral proceedings. But there is also an accusation of hubris,16 and 
we learn moreover that the officials of the politeuma could conduct 
investigations of unexplained deaths17, and even had the right to ar
rest certain wrongdoers, even though we are not told the reason for 
the imprisonment of the relevant individuals.18

16. P.Polit. lud. i.
17. P.Polit. Iud. 6.
18. P.Polit. Iud. 2 is a petition to the politarches and the politeuma by a Jew who asks 
for being released from prison while P.Polit. Iud. 17 is a piece of correspondence 
between officials of the politeuma ordering that certain imprisoned people of the 
village of Tebetnoi should be released.
19. P.Polit. Iud. 1,16-18.
20. Because of the usage of this terminology I would consider it a bit too premature 
when D. Thompson most recently characterized the Jewish politeuma in Hera- 
cleopolis as a ‘corporate structure which, though it enjoyed the name of politeuma, 
was not in fact a political structure in our sense’ (Thompson 2011, no). Though, it 
may not have been one in ‘our sense’, it seems to me, that the Jewish politeuma could 
very well be perceived as ‘political’ by its contemporaries.

Most of the petitioners call themselves ’IoDooiot and in most cases 
their opponents are Jews as well. But among the latter there are also 
people of non-Jewish origin who are called ‘those from the harbour’ 
(oi üto tod opgon). This means that the politeuma of the Jews in Hera- 
cleopolis could in certain cases also settle legal disputes between a 
Jewish complainant and a non-Jewish opponent and obviously had 
some competence over the harbour area of the town, a fact that may 
be due to the probable military origin of the politeuma to which we 
will refer again a bit later. In some cases the petitioner designates 
himself as ‘one of the people of the politeuma’ (udv üto TOD7to/.iT£D|.iaTOc) 
as does Andronikos who submitted the petition P.Polit. Iud. i, in 
which he complains about a certain Nikarchos (an æto tod oppon), 
who has publicly insulted him ‘in the presence of some other peo
ple, both members of the politeuma and people of another tribe"’ 
(7tap6vrcov rtvcov Kai 7to/.itfi)v Kai äZZocpbZcov).I9 20The Ü7tö ron 7to/.itci')|.iatoc 
should be the actual members of the Jewish politeuma in Heracleop- 
olis and as such they could also be called 7toZirat being full members 
of a political body like the citizens of a Greek polis.80 Thereby they 
obviously sought to stress the separation from all other people not 
being members of the politeuma, the cAZocpnZot, which in this context 
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of course also bears the connotation of ‘non-Jew’.81 The other peti
tioners, however, who figure in the P.Polit. Iud. documents and are 
simply styled as ’Iouöaiot are Jews residing either in Heracleopolis or 
in the Heracleopolite nome, but could also address the officials of 
the politeuma if they sought legal action against another Jew. Maybe 
because they (at least the ones who resided in the nome metropolis 
itself) were associated in some way with the politeuma (as were the 
mijutoZireuogEvoi of the ethnic koina of the Ptolemaic mercenary 
troops in Cyprus)88 or they simply were subordinate to the authori
ty of the politeuma.

That the territorial competence of the Jewish politeuma extended 
beyond the area of the city of Heracleopolis is proved by petitions 
to the politeuma by Jews residing in villages of the Heracleopolite 
nome83 as well as by correspondence between the officials of the po
liteuma in Heracleopolis and Jewish elders (presbyteroi') of certain vil
lages of the Heracleopolite nome.84 These documents show that 
these Jewish village presbyteroi (who were obviously allowed to con
duct proceedings in legal disputes between Jews on the village lev
el) after having acted as a sort of court of first instance could bring 
certain cases before the politeuma. Village Jews on the other hand 
could appeal to thepoliteuma officials in Heracleopolis as to a higher 
level of jurisdiction after already having had a first hearing of their 
case before the Jewish village presbyteroi. The authority of the politeu
ma of the Jews in Heracleopolis could even be appealed to by Jews 
from outside the Heracleopolite nome as is attested by P.Polit. Iud. 
8 (already cited above) which is a petition of a Jew residing in the 
neigbouring Oxyrhynchite nome to the archons of the Jewish poli
teuma in Heracleopolis.

As Aryeh Kasher in his review essay on the P.Polit. Iud. already 
has pointed out, the documents of the politeuma of the Jews in Hera
cleopolis fully confirm the perceptions of the character of such eth
nic politeumata held among scholars before the papyri from Hera-

21. See also the commentary of the editors on P.Polit. Iud. 1,17-18.
22. On these see section III below.
23. P.Polit. Iud. 9.
24. P.Polit. Iud. 18-20.
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cleopolis became known85 and for which the concise definition by 
Smallwood may serve as an instructive example: ‘A politeuma was a 
recognized and formally constituted corporation of aliens enjoying 
the right of domicile in a foreign city and forming a separate, semi- 
autonomous civic body, a city within a city; it had its own constitu
tion and administered its own internal affairs as an ethnic unit 
through officials distinct from and independent of those from the 
host city.’86 In addition to that, the Heracleopolitan papyri provide 
clearcut proof for the previously much debated question whether or 
not Jewish politeumata existed in Ptolemaic Egypt and that we in fact 
have to trust the information given in the so called ‘Letter of Aris- 
teas’ about the existence of a Jewish politeuma in Ptolemaic Alexan
dria at the time when the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible 
(the so called Septuaginta) was composed; a source that was hith
erto dismissed by many scholars as legendary fairy tale.8? Further, 
the documents in P.Polit. Iud. also dispelled the doubts that the 
Jewish garrison and settlement in Leontopolis in the Nile Delta

25. Kasher 2002.
26. Smallwood 2001: 225-226.
27. Aristeas (ed. Wendland) 308-311: TeZeiocsiv 5é ore eZaße, crovayayröv ö A^pirpio; to 
aZfjØo; träv TouSaicov ei; töv toaov. ot> Kai td rfj; ép|ir|veia; éreZéaØip aapavéyvo) aäcsi. 
aapovtcov Kai trav Sieppiveoodvtcov, oinve; iieyå/.ip aao5o%fj; Kai aapa toti aZfjØou; etu%ov, 
(b; äv peydZcov ayaØcbv aapaittot yeyovore;. (boaiirco; 5é Kai tov Ar||.if|Tpiov cutoSe^apevoi 
aapeKaZeoav petaSoövai toi; hyoujievoi; aiiträv peraypayavra töv aavta vöiiov. Ka0<5; 8e 
aveyv(bcs0r| td Tcir/q. cstavre; oi iepei; Kai träv épppvécov oi apeoßiitepoi Kai träv cutö too 
aoZireiiparo; oi te hyoiijievoi too aZfjØou; eutov iéaei KaZrä; Kai desito; diqpiiqveiitai Kai Kata 
stäv t|Kptßto|.i£vto;, KaZtö; ecstiv, iva Siapevij taö0' oiitto; e%ovta Kai pf| yevrpai ppSepia 
StacsK8W|. ‘When the work was completed, Demetrius (i.e. Demetrius of Phaleron) 
collected together the Jewish population in the place where the translation had 
been made, and read it over to all, in the presence of the translators, who met with 
a great reception also from the people, because of the great benefits which they had 
conferred upon them. They bestowed warm praise upon Demetrius, too, and urged 
him to have the whole law transcribed and present a copy to their leaders. After the 
books had been read, the priests and the elders of the translators and the Jewish 
community (hoi apo toupoliteumatos) and the leaders of the people stood up and said, 
that since so excellent and sacred and accurate a translation had been made, it was 
only right that it should remain as it was and no alteration should be made in it.’ 
The similarities between the Jewish politeumata of Alexandria and Heracleopolis are 
e.g. stressed by Honigman 2003.
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founded by Onias III or (more probably) Onias IV was in fact a 
politeuma as was presumed by some scholars in particular because of 
a metrical burial inscription most probably originating from this 
site for a Jew named Abramos of whom is said that he had func
tioned as politarches.^

The judicial competences of the Jewish politeuma in Heracleop- 
olis are apparently modeled according to those of the regular ad
ministrative officials which were defined by the famous legal histo
rian Hans-Julius Wolff as the Ptolemaic ‘Beamtenjustiz’ (designating 
jurisdiction exercised by single adminstrative officials as opposed to 
that of the regular law courts)?9 Thus the prerogatives of the poli
teuma could (potentially) interfere with the administrative and judi
cial competences of the Ptolemaic officials and therefore had to be 
integrated in the existing scheme of the local administration. Hence 
the establishment of a politeuma as that of the Jews in Heracleopolis 
is to be considered as inconceivable without the formal authoriza
tion through a privilege of the king.3“ Against this background the 
Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis obviously was not just a private 
association of certain individuals with a common ethnic origin, but 
rather a public institution of the Ptolemaic government and part of 
the local administrative level of the Heracleopolite nome. As such it 
stands in my opinion not only de facto but also de iure closer to a 
political community and thereby to the sphere of the state than to 
that of a private association. 28 29 30

28. Horbury and Noy 39 (= CPJ ijßoAjj-y): d/./.a Kai dp'/i) | aavSiijitp ÉØviKfl écrtéipet' év 
copier I Sicjcrøv ydp te roacov aoZirdp%(ov aütoc ereipco. The inscription (which unfortu
nately cannot be dated accurately) shows that there must have existed more than 
one Jewish politeuma in Lower Egypt, see also Honigmann 2003, 65-66; for a recent 
study on the temple of Onias and the Jews of Leontopolis see Capponi 2007.
29. Wolff 1962,113-193; see also P.Polit. Iud. p. 13-15.
30. See also Smallwood 2001, 225: ‘It (sc. thepoliteuma') had to be officially autho
rized by the local ruler or civic body, presumably by a written charter setting out its 
rights and constitution, though no example of such a document survives.’
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3. Ritter’s thesis: K politeuma not of the Jews but as the 
‘civic body’ of Heracleopolis?

The perception of the Jewish politeuma of Heracleopolis as it is out
lined above was first established by the editors of the P.Polit. Iud. 
and became since then widely accepted among scholars in the past 
ten years. Most recently, however, Bradley Ritter challenged this 
view in a long article31 32 by arguing that the politeuma in the papyri 
from Heracleopolis was not actually that of the Jews but rather the 
‘civic body of Heracleopolis’.38 Its president was according to Ritter 
the politarches. The archontes, however, who also figure as addressees 
of the petitions in P.Polit. Iud., were to be the leaders not of the/w- 
liteuma but of the Jews, whose jurisdiction is nevertheless supposed 
to have been extended ‘somewhat beyond the Jewish community 
proper’33 and was even a jurisdiction ‘over’ the politeuma as the sup
posed ‘civic body’ of the nome metropolis of Heracleopolis.34 35 This 
seems a provocative in light of the address in P.Polit. Iud. 8,4-5 
which very clearly states that the archons represent the politeuma of 
the Jews: rote ap/onai to (croc) too év 'HpuK/.éoDC 7toZet 7toZiTet>[)ia]Tog 
Ttov ’IoDöaicov, which was translated by the editors: ‘An die Archont
en des Politeuma der Juden in Heracleopolis, die im Jahr 37 im Amt 
sind.’33 Since even Ritter admits that ‘this interpretation is at first 
sight unexceptionable’36 he has first of all to invalidate the argu
ment for the identification of the Jewish politeuma drawn by the edi
tors from this translation of the phrase and all the other scholars 
hitherto dealing with the subject and has to find a convincing differ
ent translation of the address in P.Polit. Iud. 8. Ritters whole argu
mentation stands and falls with the success of this endeavour, and 

31. Ritter 2011.
32. Ritter 2011,10 and passim.
33. Ritter 2011,12.
34. Ritter 2011,12: ‘if the politeuma is in fact the civic body ofHeracleopolis, then 
Theodotos (i.e. the petitioner in RPolit. Iud. 8) is pointing to the Jewish archons’ 
jurisdiction over it.’
35. RPolit. Iud. p. 102; see also Kruse 2006,168.
36. Ritter 2011,11.
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- to anticipate the results of what follows - it falls; and this failure is 
inescapable.

Ritter states that the translation of Cowey and Maresch ‘mini
mizes or even ignores the apparently close connection made in the 
original between the politeuma and Heracleopolis. Accordingly, 
they posit a direct connection between the Jews and Heracleopolis 
(‘die Juden in Heracleopolis’) which is not made in the original 
text’.37 This statement is simply not true, because the editors do ex
actly what Ritter blames them for having ignored, that is to say: 
they fully take account of the fact that the politeuma is closely con
nected with Heracleopolis by translating correctly ‘Politeuma der 
Juden in Heracleopolis’. The German ‘in’ in this translation most 
certainly refers to the fact that the politeuma is located év 'HpaK/.éouc 
7toZet as the Greek text clearly states and it obviously does not refer 
to the Jews as residents of Heracleopolis as Ritter assumes. Ritter’s 
interpretation might be due to an insufficient understanding of the 
German translation and for him it might have been perhaps clearer 
if Cowey and Maresch would have translated: ‘das in Herakleopolis 
befindliche Politeuma der Juden.’ But this would of course be a 
rather inelegant and awkward German.

37. Ritter 2011,11.
38. Ritter 2011,11.

After this first misconception the second one follows immedi
ately, since Ritter continues: <Instead, I would suggest that the 
phrase be translated ‘to the archons of the Jews, of the politeuma in 
Heracleopolis, for the year 37’. Any translation should retain the 
basic syntactic structure of the original text, and Heracleopolis is to 
be associated primarily with the politeuma, not with the Jews’.38 The 
last statement is presumably due to Ritter’s peculiar unterstanding 
of the German translation of the editors - superfluously decorated 
with an unjustified advice (apparently adressing the editors), as to 
how to deal adequately with ancient texts. Moreover, this advice 
falls back on the advisor himself, since Ritter’s translation in fact 
does not retain ‘the basic syntactic structure of the text’ as he falsely 
claims it would do. Quite contrary to this claim Ritter’s translation 
evidently destroys the syntactic structure of the Greek phrase by 
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establishing an artificial block in the grammatical relations when he 
puts rote op'/oixjt at the beginning of the phrase together with rcov 
’Ionöaicov at the end of the sentence and at the same time assuming 
that this (supposed) grammatical dependency is separated in the 
middle by roh év 'HpaK/.éonc 7ié/.ci 7to/.ir£i')|.iæroc. Ritter obviously pre
sumes that the hierarchic positions of the single syntactic elements 
of the address of P.Polit. Iud. 8 are arbitrarily interchangeable. By 
this disregard of the rules of the Greek language Ritter changes the 
clear hierarchy in the grammatical relations of the phrase, i.e. the 
petition is addressed (i) to the archons who are in office in the year 
37 (rote op'/oixjt to A (croc)), who are (2) those of the politeuma located 
in Heracleopolis (ron év ’HpaK/.éonc to Al TO/JTcnpaTOc) which is (3) an 
association of the Jews (rcbv ’Ionöaicov). There can be no doubt that 
the second genitive clause (rcov ’Ionöaicov) is grammatically depend
ent from the first genitive clause (ron év’HpaK/.éoncTOAiTO/.iT£D|.iaTOc) 
which in turn of course depends on rote ap'/ouoi, thereby allowing 
only one possible sensible translation of the phrase: ‘To the archons 
of the politeuma of the Jews in Heracleopolis.’

Since, as I have shown, Ritter fails to offer a satisfactory alterna
tive translation of P.Polit. Iud. 8,4-5 (which is impossible anyway), 
all his other arguments on the (supposed) ‘body’ (politeuma) of Her
acleopolis, its (supposed) politarches and their relation with the (sup
posed) leaders of the Jews (the archons) fail as well. There is there
fore no need here to discuss them in greater detail. At the end of this 
section I nevertheless just briefly want to raise three more funda
mental objections against Ritter’s thesis. Objections which I think 
would remain valid, even if one were to follow his erroneous inter
pretation of the address formula of P.Polit. Iud. 8.

(1) In a longer part of his article Ritter tries to deny that the poli
tarches and the archons both belonged to the politeuma by hinting at 
the fact that they do not appear together in the address of any peti
tion in the P.Polit. Iud.39 Instead these petitions are addressed either 
to the archons or to the politarches and the politeuma together. This led 
Ritter to assume that the politeuma and the politarches have to be dis
tinguished as a different body from the Jews and their archons. As 

39. Ritter 2011, 29-33.
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an additional backup for this assumption Ritter points out that the 
texts which involve the politarches and the politeuma concern other 
topics (e.g. an accusation of hybris or the imprisonment of wrongdo
ers) than the petitions directed to the archons, which are only re
lated to the violation of private contracts. In Ritter’s opinion this 
suggests that the politeuma was not responsible for Jewish affairs but 
had much broader executive competences and has therefore to be 
identified with the ‘civic body of Heracleopolis’, while the Jewish 
archons could only deal with the matters of private law and legal 
disputes involving Jews. In a hitherto unedited papyrus in the col
lection of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek in Munich, however, there 
is preserved a petition of a Jew from a Heracleopolitan village which 
is addressed ‘To the politarches Straton and the archons’ (Erpdrcovt 
7io/.irdp'/i]i Kai rote op/onot).40 This provides a clear-cut proof that 
both the politarches and the archontes together were the leading offi
cials of the politeuma and that also the politarches was concerned with 
Jewish affairs. The Munich papyrus equally proves (as was already 
pointed out above), that the different address formulas of the peti
tions in RPolit. Iud. (archons alone or politarches and the politeuma 
together) are merely variants of style which are due to the taste of 
the individual writers but does not imply that we have to deal with 
two different institutions. The Munich papyrus instead just offers a 
third variation (i.e. an address to thepolitarches and the archons) and 
Ritter’s statement that ‘our only evidence, then, that links the Jew
ish archons and the politeuma is ultimately ambiguous’41 is therefore 
to be considered as completely unfounded.

40. Pap. Graec. Mon. 287+293; this papyrus will to be edited by the present author 
in P.Münch. IV (forthcoming).
41. Ritter 2011, 17.

(2) Throughout his article Ritter never provides a satisfactory 
explanation as to how we should imagine the relationship between 
his supposed ‘civic body of Heracleopolis’ (politeuma) on the one 
hand and the Jewish archons on the other. Ritter also has to postu
late such a relation because one cannot deny the obvious fact that 
even by accepting his interpretation of the address in P.Polit. Iud. 8, 
this same address clearly establishes a close connection between the 
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archons and the politeuma, because the archons are designated as ron 
sv 'HpixK/.coDC 7IÖ/.CI 7io/.iTci)|.iaTOC. There is an apparent contradiction 
in Ritters interpretation that the archons of the Jews should be 
somehow connected with the politeuma, but the politeuma should not 
be that of the Jews. A contradiction the author does not seem fully 
aware of. Are we to assume that the archons are at the same time 
leaders of the Jewish community and members of the ‘civic body of 
Heracleopolis’? This Ritter does not say explicitly but rather he gets 
himself tangled up in contradictions when he characterizes the ad
dress of RPolit. Iud. 8 as a ‘reference to archons of the politeuma (the 
civic body of Heracleopolis), who were at once further described as 
archons of the Jews’.48 Now the confusion is complete: What is 
meant by designating the archons as those ‘of the politeuma’ who 
were ‘further described as archons of the Jews’? Does ‘further de
scribed’ mean that the archons belonged to the politeuma or not? 
Their designation as ‘archons of the politeuma’ by Ritter seems to 
imply that. But how could they on the other hand simultaneously 
be ‘archons of the Jews’, who ‘were there to govern local Jews’?« 
Moreover, the address of RPolit. Iud 8 according to Ritter points 
‘to the Jewish archons jurisdiction over [the politeuma^,42 43 44 45 while at 
the same time they should have formed ‘a Jewish board of archons 
with a distinct jurisdiction over Jews, but one officially recognized 
also by the local population’.« What is this supposed to mean? 
How could Jewish archons have exercised ‘a jurisdiction over’ a 
‘civic body’ (politeuma) of Heracleopolis and at the same time have a 
‘distinct jurisdiction over Jews’? And why should non-Jewish resi
dents of Heracleopolis and members of its civic body (supposedly 
named politeuma) have accepted such a jurisdiction over themselves 
by Jewish archons? According to Ritter the politeuma played a very 
important administrative role, since ‘the authority of the politeuma 
and its politarches extended fairly widely throughout the nome’?46 

42. Ritter 2011,13.
43. Ritter 2011,13.
44. Ritter 2011,12 (see also ibid. 13).
45. Ritter 2011,13.
46. Ritter 2011, 13.
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If this would have been the case, one wonders, what the officials of 
the local administration would have said to all this, under whose 
authority (most notably that of the nome strategus) the Heracleop- 
olite nome was placed.

(3) The third objection concerns Ritter’s assumption that there 
actually existed a ‘civic body of Heracleopolis’ called politeuma in 
second-century BCE Egypt. It is an assumption that in my opinion 
seems to be due to a certain unfamiliarity with the political and ad
ministrative institutions of Ptolemaic Egypt. First of all the fact has 
to be stressed that we have no other evidence for the existence of 
such a supposed ‘civic body’ in any nome metropolis of Ptolemaic 
Egypt, whether in Heracleopolis or elsewhere in the Egyptian chora. 
One may, of course, take refuge in the standard excuse of the acci
dental preservation of our source material. But would it not seem 
somehow strange that we do not hear of any other such ‘civic body’ 
(called politeuma) of the residents of an Egyptian nome metropolis 
for three centuries? And would it not be even more strange (if one 
considers the sizeable amount of administrative correspondence in 
our evidence), that our sources should remain totally silent of any 
bureaucratic interaction between such a supposed ‘civic body’ or at 
least its leaders and the very well documented administrative offi
cials of the local bureaucracy and their day to day routine? Moreo
ver, if one takes into account that the politeuma as the ‘civic body of 
Heracleopolis’ according to Ritter should have played an impor
tant role in the local administration and is characterized by him as 
an ‘important association with the governmental apparatus of the 
nome capital’?47 What Ritter seems to assume here is the existence 
of a political body of at least a privileged part of the residents of 
Heracleopolis headed by a leader bearing the title of politarches and 
with administrative and judicial competences in the town itself and 
the nome. This would imply that the nome metropoleis as early as in 
the second century BCE had certain rights in administering their 
own affairs. But such a ‘civic body’ designated as politeuma is not 
heard of in any of our extant sources and most probably did not ex
ist in any nome metropolis of the Egyptian chora in Ptolemaic Egypt.

47. Ritter, 2011,13.
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The reason for this is that these towns clearly lacked the status of 
self-governing political communities of citizens, because they were 
not poleis in the legal and constitutional sense of the word. That -polis 
was indeed a component of the (Greek) names of most of these 
Egyptian norne metropoleis, of course means nothing in terms of their 
legal status.48 49

48. Nevertheless, Ritter (2011, 28) assumes the opposite by stating: ‘Heracleopolis 
status as a polis was real, and in this case the integration of the word polis into the 
very name of the city is not coincidental. However limited its governmental ma
chinery, it was a polis.’
49. Thompson 2011,103.

It had to wait until the Roman takeover of Egypt before such 
competences of local self-administration slowly developed in the 
Egyptian norne metropoleis because the Romans instigated a process 
of ‘municipalization’, first through the introduction of municipal 
honorary offices (archai) in the first and second century CE and the 
accompanying formation and separation of a municipal elite in the 
nome metropolis. This process then culminated in the formal intro
duction of town councils (boulai) under the Severan emperors in the 
early third century CE which raised the norne metropoleis of the Egyp
tian chora to equal status with the other Greek poleis in the Roman 
East. In the Ptolemaic period, however, only the capital Alexandria 
and the cities of Naukratis in the Nile Delta and Ptolemais Hermiou 
in Upper Egypt were poleis in the legal sense of the word and en
joyed the right of self-administration. The norne metropoleis of the 
chora, however (though they certainly formed administrative, reli
gious and cultural centres), which Dorothy Thompson so aptly de
scribed as ‘non-political poleis'were placed under the administra
tion and jurisdiction of the centralized bureaucracy of the country, 
which at the local level was first and foremost represented by the 
nome strategus and his staff.

Quite contrary to the existence of ‘civic bodies’ in the nome 
metropoleis supposed by Ritter there are indeed attestations of ethnic 
based politeumata in Ptolemaic Egypt. They were known long before 
the publication of the P.Polit. Iud. such as the politeuma of the Idu- 
maeans in Memphis or that of the Cretans in the Arsinoite nome 
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(Fayum). One could also mention in this context the politeuma of the 
Jews of the town of Berenike in neighbouring Kyrenaika which 
(though not attested before the reign of Augustus) most probably 
was established already under the Ptolemies. We will deal further 
with these and other associations of ethnic communities in Egypt 
and the Ptolemaic realm presently. So far their mere existence in the 
Ptolemaic period in my opinion makes the assumption that also the 
politeuma in second century BCE Heracleopolis was such an ethnic 
based community (i.e. of Jews) much more probable than its identi
fication with a imaginary ‘civic body of Heracleopolis’ made by Rit
ter.

This erroneous identification is also fostered by the fact that Rit
ter not only seem to be not very familiar with the administration of 
Ptolemaic Egypt in particular, but also with the political institu
tions of the Greek and Hellenistic world in general. Throughout his 
article there can be observed in my view an insufficient differentia
tion between the use of the term polis in the simple meaning of 
‘town’ and as the technical and legal term for a self administrat
ing city-state or local unit of a state, which the Egyptian nome metro- 
poleis certainly were not. This imprecise and inconsistent handling 
of the ancient legal, administrative and political terminology is pre
sumably also responsible for Ritter’s questionable thesis that the 
politeuma in Heracleopolis is the ‘civic body’ of the nome metropolis 
of Heracleopolis. Thereby Ritter quite obviously does not take into 
account that the collective denomination of a citizen body (or its 
institutions) in the Greek world is always made according to the 
pattern ‘city (or council and people) of (e.g.) the Athenians’. The 
people are the institution. That is to say: apoliteuma of the citizens of 
an existing town most certainly would not be styled as a politeuma 
‘in’ that same town.

According to Ritter’s assumption one would therefore rather ex
pect a denominaton like ‘the politeuma of the Heracleopolitans’ 
(7toMreu)iaTC£)v'Hpaid£O7toMTC0v), but not ‘the politeuma in Heracleop
olis’ as it is designated in the address of P.Polit. Iud. 8: ro év 
'HpuK/.éouc 7IÖ/.CI 7io/.iT£i)|.ia (sc. tcov ’Iouöodcov). In other words: desig
nating a politeuma by merely pointing to the location of the politeuma 
(as Ritter obviously assumes was done in P.Polit. Iud. 8), but not 
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saying who the people are who actually constitute the politeuma does 
not make much sense in terms of ancient political, constitutional or 
legal terminology.

But naming its location and the people who in fact are the poli
teuma as is certainly the case in P.Polit. Iud. 8 renders perfect sense 
if one wants to designate a body consisting of people sharing a com
mon foreign ethnic origin and residing (or are hosted) in an already 
existing community and thereby forming somehow ‘a city in the 
city’. Thus the politeuma in Heracleopolis was that of the Jews resid
ing there and therefore it was described as ro év 'HpaK/.éoi)c 7toZet 
7io/.iT£i)|.ia Tcov ’IoDöaicov.50

50. In a very similiar way the. politeuma of the Jews of Berenike in Kyrenaika is de
scribed as to aoZiiriiLii; rräv év BepeviKi] TouSaiov in two inscriptions (Liideritz 1983, 
no. 70 and 71).
51. Ritter 2011,10: *... the supposed Jewish politeuma of Heracleopolis is more ex
tensive in scope than any other such institution for which we have evidence.’
52.1.Prose 25 (=OGIS II 737).
53. I.Prose 25,1-4: éai auvaytoyffc | Tffc vrvqOdoip év uäi ävco AttoZZ[(o]| vision roü
Tto/.iTOÜLiaToc Kai rräv | curö rfj,; noZsiOi; TSiijiaiiov.

4. Ethnic politeumata in Egypt
Although Ritter in my opinion clearly fails to disprove the existence 
of a Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis, he is no doubt right in point
ing to the fact that the papyrus documents in P.Polit. Iud. reveal 
unprecedented judicial and executive competences of such an as- 
sociaton which were hitherto not heard of in the known sources 
which attest ethnic politeumata in Egypt.51 * The politeuma of the Idu- 
maeans of Memphis for example is only known through an honor
ary decree (designated as psephisma) which is preserved in an inscrip
tion from 112-in BCE.5S This decree by which a prominent 
Ptolemaic official named Dorion was honoured was passed in a 
meeting of the politeuma together with other Idumaeans residing in 
Memphis and apparently associated with it, which took place in the 
sanctuary of the ‘Upper Apollonieion’.53 * Dorion who is functioning 
as strategus and priest of the Idumaean guards (iepebg ron 7tZfj0oi)g rcov 
payatpocpopcov) is honoured for his financial aid in the embellishment 
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of the said sanctuary and therefore should at certain sacrificial 
events receive a palm branch and his name is to be included in the 
sacred hymns which are sung on such occasions. Quite similarly the 
only hitherto attested activity of the politeuma of the Jews of Berenike 
in Kyrenaika are two honorary decrees for two of its benefactors 
recorded in two inscriptions from the reigns of Augustus and Tibe
rius.54 Thepoliteuma of the Cilicians in Krokodilopolis (the capital of 
the Arsinoite nome) and that of the Boeotians in the nome metropo
lis of Xois in the Nile Delta are merely attested through second- 
century BCE dedicatory inscriptions which mention them as either 
addressee or donor of the dedication.55 A politeuma of Phrygians in 
Alexandria is known through a dedication to Zeus Phrygios by a 
former priest of this associaton dating from the year 3 BCE.56 Also 
in Alexandria there is attested a politeuma of soldiers (for whom no 
ethnic origin is given) which was headed by a prostates and set up a 
dedication to Zeus Soter and Hera Teleia in 112/11 or 76/75 BCE.5?

54. Lüderitz 1983, no. 70 (9/8 or 7/6 BCE) and 71 (24/25 CE).
55.1.Fay(o)um 15 (= SB IV 7270) (Medinet el-Fayum, 125-100 BCE): Dedication of a 
pylon to Zeus, Athena and to ‘the politeuma of the Cilicians’ (Kai rrai aoZiTijipaii rrav 
KiMkcov, 11. 5-6); SEG 2:871 (Xois, ca. 165 BCE): Dedication on behalf of (rwrép) Ptol
emy VI and Cleopatra II to Zeus and other gods by the Boeotian Kaphisodoros, 
archisomatophylax and strategus of the Xoite nome and ‘priest of the politeuma’ 
(iepew Toil 7toZireij|.iaTOi;, i.e. of the Boeotians) and his two sons Metrophanes and 
Ptolemaios Kaio]iari<yuvr|Y|.iévoiévS6eiBoio)Toi [Kai] oi <r| inipo/.it::u6ii::voi (11. n-13).
56. I.Alex.Ptol 74 (= OGIS II 658 = IGRR I 458 = SB V 7875): ieparehoai; too 
;to/.it::6iiatoc rräv Gpuyräv.
57. SEG 20:499,3-7: to ao/.ii::i)ii</1 Trøv év AZe§av|Speiat <pepoj.ié|vrav orpartorräv rav 
apooTci ti]c (there follow the name of the prostates and that of a grammateus').
58. I.Alex.Ptol 24 (=1.Prose 61 = IGR11078 = SEG 2:848; 124 CE).

Another fragmentary Alexandrian inscription provides evidence 
for apoliteuma of Lycians located there.58 The text is the beginning of 
a copy from the minutes Qiypomnematismoi) of the procurator of the 
Idios Logos concerning the decision in a legal dispute between the 
politeuma and a scribe of a komogrammateus over the supervision of 
graves or burial places (mnematophylakia) belonging to the politeuma. 
The inscription was presumably set up because the final decision of 
the official was one in favour of the politeuma. Although the text 
dates from the reign of the Roman emperor Hadrian the politeuma
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very probably existed already in the Ptolemaic period since the Ro
mans had no need or motive to allow new foundings of such ethnic 
politeumata which under their rule had lost their original political 
and military functions and were reduced to the status of private as
sociations.

Since it is true that these inscriptions do not give the slightest 
hint, that these politeumata had functions or competences similar to 
those which possessed the Jewish politeuma of Heracleopolis, they 
cannot, however, serve as evidence for the opposite, either, because 
inscriptions are set up with the intention to eternalize people and 
their achievements while the petitions and the other documents in 
the P.Polit. Iud. are the accidental leftovers of a bureaucratic day to 
day business and administrative routine, normally not destined to 
be cut in stone. But this incomparableness of our source material of 
course leaves us with a methodological problem if one wants to 
evaluate the role other politeumata than that of the Jews of Heracleo
polis played in the social and political life of Ptolemaic Egypt.

Not in an inscription, but in a papyrus document from Tebtynis 
in the Arsinoite nome there appears a politeuma of Cretans.59 This 
unfortunately very fragmentary papyrus is a piece of official corre
spondence written about 145 BCE and concerning the transfer of a 
military settler (KdroiKoq) of the cavalry named Asklepiades to the 
fifth hipparchy. In this procedure two officials named Sosos and 
Aigyptios designated as ‘appointed by the politeuma of the Cretans’ 
(7ipo'/cipiG0é\'T£c kto tod 7io/.iT£D|.iaTOC Tcov Kprpcbv)60 were involved, 
though this was clearly not their main function because the latter 
must have been mentioned in the lacuna in 11. 9-10 of the papyrus. 
Because of the fragmentary state of the document the exact nature 
of this involvement remains unclear, but it was quite probably due 
to the fact that the removal of Asklepiades to the fifth hipparchy 
came along with his admission to thepoliteuma of the Cretans.61

59. P.Tebt. 132 (= W.Chr. 448; cf. BL I 423; VIII 489; XI 270).
60. P.Tebt. 132,9 cf. 1. 17.
61. See also Schubart 1910, 64-65.

The information for the politeuma of the Cretans in Krokodil opo
lis like those for that of the Idumaeans in Memphis and the Boeoti- 
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ans in Xois or the politeuma of the Jews in Leontopolis clearly points 
to a military background for the establishment of these and presum
ably the other ethnic politeumata in Ptolemaic Egypt as well as in 
Ptolemaic possessions outside Egypt (as perhaps in Sidon in 
Phoenicia).68 That also the origin of the politeuma of the Jews in Her- 
acleopolis was military in essence is suggested by the fact that (as 
has been already noted above) the authority and judicial compe
tences of this politeuma obviously were not restricted to Jewish resi
dents of Heracleopolis and the Heracleopolite nome but also ex
tended over legal disputes between Jews and residents of the 
harbour area, a distance of some 1.5 km to the west of the town on 
the bank of the Bahr Yussuf (as the Arabs called the western branch 
of the Nile in Middle Egypt). This can be explained best by assum
ing that not only a great number of Jews were residing in the har
bour area of Heracleopolis,6s but also that the politeuma of the Jews 
was linked in some way to the remarkable military activities that 
took place in Heracleopolis and the Heracleopolite around the mid
dle of the second century BCE. About this time the Heracleopolite 
was developed into some form of military stronghold with a fortress 
(phrouriori) both in the metropolis itself and in its harbour - where 
there was even stationed a trihemiolia i.e. a type of a smaller warship 
- and with several minor phrouria across the countryside of the no
me.62 63 64 A dossier of papyrus documents informs us about the activity 
of the (presumed) first commander (phrourarchos) of the harbour
fortress named Dioskurides,65 and these documents prove that not 
only the military but also the civilian residents of the harbour area 

62. In this town there are attestedpoliteumata of Pisidians, Caunians and Pinarensi- 
ans who set up burial inscriptions (see Ruppel 1926,311) for deceased soldiers who 
were members of the relevant politeuma and as such (like the members of the Jewish 
politeuma in Heracleopolis) called politai. But it is to be admitted that it is not sure 
that these funerary stelae indeed date to the period of Ptolemaic control over this 
city which lasted till the end of the third century BCE, and a date to the following 
Seleucid dominion cannot therefore be excluded (see also below n. 85).
63. See P.Polit. Iud. p. 12.
64. For the military activities in the Heracleopolite nome around the middle of the 
second century BCE and their interpretation see Kruse 2011.
65. P.Phrur. Diosk.
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of Heracleopolis were placed under the authority of the phrourarchos.
We cannot of course be sure at present if the Jewish politeuma in 

Heracleopolis was established at the same time as the phrourion in 
the harbour area of the town, but this assumption would gain some 
probability if one presumed that the largest part of the garrison of 
the harbour fortress indeed consisted of Jews.66 Maybe the phourar- 
chos and the politeuma of Jews exercised some sort of joint authority 
over the harbour and its inhabitants though we presently cannot 
determine exactly how both of them were related to one another. 
That Jews in general played an important role in the Ptolemaic mil
itary, and especially in the time of the dynastic conflict between the 
royal siblings Ptolemy VI, Cleopatra II and Ptolemy VIII around 
the middle of the second century BCE is evident from literary sourc
es (in particular Flavius Josephus) as well as from several papyrus 
documents.

66. See Kruse 2011, 261.
67. Thompson 1984,1072-1073.

The evidence for the Idumaeans in Memphis that we have dis
cussed above, suggests that not all people sharing this ethnic origin 
and residing in Memphis belonged to the politeuma, but that with 
the actual members of the latter (consisting of the Idumaean guards 
designated as the 7i/.i]0oc rcbv payatpocpopcov) there were associated oi 
cmö rijc 7té/.£coc ’Iöonpdioi - ‘the Idumaeans of the town (i.e. Mem
phis)’. These Idumaeans are to be identified, as Dorothy Thompson 
very convincingly has argued,67 with the civilian members of the 
Idumaean community of Memphis like e.g. the relatives of the sol
diers, and such civilians were very probably also the mijutoZiTeDopEvoi 
as were those which are described as the associates of the politeuma of 
the Boeotians in Xois and of some ethnic koina of Ptolemaic merce
nary troops in Cyprus (with which we will deal again a bit later). 
This would mean that the membership in an ethnicpoliteuma would 
normally be restricted to soldiers of a common ethnic origin garri
soned in a specific locality (and perhaps their male offspring) while 
the civilians of the same origin were only associated with such a 
(military) politeuma. Though it would be perhaps not wholly implau
sible, that to the group of such sympoliteuomenoi there could also be 
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admitted certain civilians who did not share the ethnic origin of the 
members of the politeuma but were willing to accept its authority, as 
e.g. merchants and other civilians residing in the same area as the 
politeuma members and the other sympoliteuomenoi.68 Such a group of 
explicitly designated associates of the politeuma is indeed not attest
ed for the politeuma of the Jews in Heracleopolis. But I think that a 
certain division in actual politeuma members and other people in 
some way associated with it can be detected there as well, since also 
in Heracleopolis the actual members of the Jewish politeuma, who 
were designated as ‘those of the politeuma'' (oi ek tod 7to/.iT£i')|.iæroc) or 
just as ‘citizens’ (7to/.fra.t), are separated from other Jews; who did 
not bear this designation, but by petitioning its officials they obvi
ously acknowledged the authority of the politeuma.

68. This was indeed already proposed by W. Dittenberger (in his commentary on 
OGIS I 143) for the micro/.rt.moii.'ivoi who are mentioned together with the koinon of 
Thracians and that of Ionians in Cyprus (see also below): Sine dubio ei mercennarii, qui 
origine adnullam ex eis gentibus pertinebant, quae concilia sua habebant in exercitu Cyprio, tamen 
alicui ex illis sodalitatibus se aggregabant. Hi sunt oi mii/ro/.ir.moii.ovoi.

Although, then, according to the argument above, it seems high
ly probable that the politeuma of the Jews in Heracleopolis had a 
military origin, are we thus to presume that also the other known 
ethnic politeumata in Ptolemaic Egypt and beyond (i.e. in areas un
der Ptolemaic rule), for which such a military background is either 
evident or can be plausibly assumed, had such far reaching admin
istrative and legal competences as are attested in the papyri from 
Heracleopolis? The fact that such prerogatives are unprecedented 
in the case of the other politeumata, is no proof that these associations 
actually did not possess them because our papyrological source ma
terial for the Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis and the epigraphic 
evidence for the other politeumata are incomparable, as we have al
ready pointed out. And even dismissing this incomparability and 
supposing that only the politeuma in Heracleopolis had such compe
tences would leave us with the problem of explaining why only the 
Heracleopolitan Jews should have possessed such special preroga
tives by means of which their politeuma actually appears as a vital 
part of the local administration, while the other politeumata could 
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merely pass honorary decrees and deal with their internal religious 
und cultic affairs. One could therefore argue that the opposite as
sumption is equally justifiable, that is to say: since the Jewish poli
teuma in Heracleopolis as well as the other ethnic politeumata in Egypt 
was of military origin, all these associations should have possessed 
(in principle) the same competences of self-administration. Other
wise, we would have to assume that there existed different types of 
politeumata and the Jews (all of them or only those in Heracleop
olis?) were allowed to establish politeumata with considerably wider 
competences than those which enjoyed the other military ethnic as
sociations of this kind.

One might of course defend such a view by supposing a certain 
Sonderstellung of the Jews among the other foreign ethnics in Ptole
maic Egypt, because the Jews could be considered as ‘special’ not 
only on account of being foreigners, but also on account of their 
monotheistic religion and of their specific laws ultimately originat
ing from this religion. It certainly goes without saying that the pa
pyrus documents from the Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis con
front us with a very deeply Hellenized Jewish population, whose 
members of course spoke perfect Greek, used in their contracts the 
formulas of Greek law and reverted to specific Jewish legal customs 
only in very particular cases, as in the application of Jewish matri
monial law, a fact revealed in the petition about the breaking of an 
engagement in P.Polit. Iud. 6. Robert Kugler, however, has just re
cently demonstrated very convincingly that also in other petitions 
in the P.Polit. Iud. there might possibly be identified certain ele
ments of‘Judean legal reasoning’ gleaming through the Greek legal 
terminology.69

69. See Kugler 2010; 2011; 2014.

Taking this altogether one might therefore argue that the Jews 
considered such legal competences with which their politeuma in 
Heracleopolis was provided as a suitable means for the preservation 
of their ethnic identity. On the other hand, one could suppose that 
the other foreign ethnic groups in Ptolemaic Egypt (Cilicians, Phry
gians, Cretans or whatever) shared more or less comparable legal 
and religious ideas and practices, which were common in the Hel- 
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lenistic world by that time. Therefore, they could be presumed to 
have felt a lesser need for such far-reaching competences as those 
enjoyed by the Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis. Consequently, 
they may have been more inclined to accept the normal jurisdiction 
of the Ptolemaic officials than exercising it by themselves, even 
though they could have done so, provided that it was theoretically 
possible for allpoliteumata to exercise such prerogatives as those pos
sessed by the politeuma of the Jews in Heracleopolis. But all these 
assumptions could equally be altogether erroneous, and the Jews of 
Heracleopolis could have just been rewarded by the Ptolemaic king 
for their important role in the military establishment at that time, 
and perhaps in particular for their support to one (or two?) of the 
Ptolemaic siblings, who were currently fighting against one anoth
er, by granting the Jews a politeuma equipped with wider competenc
es. Until further evidence comes to light - especially for the acitivity 
and competences of ethnic politeumata other than that of the Jews of 
Heracleopolis, and as long as the latter remains the only politeuma 
for which such far-reaching competences are attested, such assump
tions remain speculative.

5. Ethnic koina in Cyprus and ethnic politeumata in Egypt: 
One and the same or two distinct institutions?

Besides the above discussed ethnic politeumata there existed in the 
Ptolemaic realm associations of foreign ethnics which are designat
ed as koina. With one exception (to be dealt with presently), all these 
koina figure as associations of the foreign mercenary troops stationed 
in Cyprus, by far the longest lasting possession of the Ptolemaic 
dynasty outside Egypt.7“ All of these koina are known from inscrip
tions (dating from the second half of the second century BCE) they 
themselves had set up in honor of the Ptolemaic governor of the is
land or members of his family. Such an association is usually and 
uniformly described as ‘koinon of the [there follows the name of the 
ethnic group] stationed on the island [or: in Cyprus]’, as for exam
ple in the case of the koinon of the Ionians designated as koivöv tcov év * 

70. On the military organisation of Ptolemaic Cyprus see also Bagnall 1976, 49-57.
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Tfjivr]ocoiTaooo)iÉvcov’I(i)vcov.71 72 In addition to the Ionians such a koinon 
is attested for ‘the Achaeans and the other Greeks’,78 79 the Cilicians73, 
the Cretans74, the Lycians75 and the Thracians76, while for one such 
koinon the name of the ethnic group is not preserved anymore.77

71. Mitford 1961,31,84 (= OGIS 1145 = SEG 13:579; Palaipaphos, 123-118 BCE): 
koivöv Trøv év Tfji vqwn TaGGopevrav Travrav Kai Trøv OT>v7roZiTeuo|.iévfflv.
72. OGIS I 151 (= IvO 301; Olympia, 158-146 BCE): oi év Kiiapra[1] <TipaTeu6|.ie[v]oi 
,'V/aioi K[a]i oi ä/./.oi "E/./.qv:rø.
73. Mitford 1961,31,83 (= OGIS 1157 = SEG 13:578; Palaipaphos, 123-118 BCE): 
koivöv Trøv év Tfji viprai Taooo|.iévfflv KiZiKfflv; see also Mitford 1961, 34,91 (= OGIS I 148 
= SEG 38:584; 114-107 BCE).
74. Pouilloux, Roesch and Marcillet-Jaubert 1987, 76 (= SEG 30:1640 = OGIS 1153; 
cf. SEG 37:1394; Salamis, 146-116 BCE): koi[vov rräv év Tfji viiorai] Tacvroiiévrøv Kpipräv.
75. Mitford 1961,30,80 (= OGIS 1162 = SEG 13:580; Palaipaphos, 123-118 BCE): 
koi[vov Trøv év Tfji viprai] Tacrcroiiévrøv A[uKi(ov]; see also Mitford 1961, 29,76 (= OGIS I 
147 = SEG 13:575; Palaipaphos, 127-124 BCE); Mitford 1961, 27,73 (= SEG 20:203; 
Palaipaphos, 142-131 BCE); Mitford 1961, 29,77 (= OGIS 1146; Palaipaphos, 131-127 
BCE); Mitford 1961,30,79 (= SEG 13:577; Palaipaphos, 123-118 BCE); Mitford 1961, 
30,81 (= SEG 13:583; Palaipaphos, 123-118 BCE).
76. Pouilloux, Roesch and Marcillet-Jaubert 1987, 80 (= OGIS 1143 = SEG 13:554; 
Salamis, ca. 116 BCE): koivöv rräv évKiiaprai Taooo|.iévfflv ©paiKrøv Kai rräv 
CrøllTTO/.lTrølOllévrøV.
77. SEG 13:573 (Nea Paphos, shortly after 127 BCE).
78. See above nn. 69 and 74.
79. See above section III.

Together with the koinon of the Ionians and that of the Thracians 
there is mention of people associated with it and designated as sym- 
politeuomenoi (koivöv tcov NN Kai rcov oDjutoZireDogEvcov).78 Quite simi
larly such associates appear alongside the politeuma of the Boetians 
in the Egyptian nome metropolis of Xois in the Nile Delta which we 
have mentioned earlier.73 It seems, that these associations consisted 
on the one hand of a koinon in the narrower sense of the word, the 
members of which being the active soldiers sharing the same ethnic 
origin, while on the other hand certain other people (presumably 
civilians) were associated with them.

Dorothy Thompson has argued in her above-mentioned article 
on the Idumaean politeuma in Memphis, published in 1984, that the 
ethnic koina of the mercenary garrisons of Cyprus are more or less to 
be put on the same level as thepoliteumata in Egypt, a case which had 
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been already made in 1924 by Ernst Kornemann in his Pauly-Wisso- 
wa article on koivöv, where he argues (by pointing at the 
<H))i7toZiTei)6)i£voi of the koina in Cyprus) that the appearance of the 
designation koinon alongside the designation politeuma would prove 
that such ethnic associations had a status somehow in the middle 
between a private association and a civic body: ‘Wie die Bezeich
nung k(oivov) neben 7toZireu)ia beweist, handelt es sich hier ... um 
ein Mittelding zwischen Verein und Stadtgemeinde, rechtlich dem 
Verein, faktisch der Stadtgemeinde näher stehend ...’.8o Though a 
similarity clearly exists between the politeumata in Egypt and the eth
nic koina found in Cyprus,81 82 one could ask - provided that ethnic 
koina and politeumata should have had indeed the same legal status - 
why at the same time and in the same state two different names for 
the same thing should have been used.

80. RE Suppi. IV (1924) 914-941 s.v. Koivov, ibid. 916-917.
81. See also Honigman 2003, 64-65.
82. Thompson 1984,1073-1074.

Thompson held that in Cyprus the military ethnic communities 
were named koina rather than politeumata, ‘thereby avoiding confu
sion with politeumata of the more traditional type on the island’.8“ 
Though Thompson does not name these "politeumata of the more 
traditional type’, presumably the author refers to the political com
munities (poleis etc.) which already existed before the Ptolemaic rule 
over the island. One wonders, however, how and in what way these 
preexisting indigenous political bodies could have been ‘confused’ 
with newly founded politeumata consisting of foreign mercenary sol
diers from outside Cyprus.

That there indeed existed a difference between ethnic koina and 
politeumata was however argued by Walter Ruppel, who in a long 
article, which was published already in 1926, but since then some
how has fallen into oblivion, meticulously analyzed the history and 
usage of the term politeuma. Ruppel considered the koina of the mer
cenary soldiers in Cyprus as military clubs (‘Militärvereine’) where
as he defined thepoliteumata as associations under public law (‘öffen
tlich-rechtliche Körperschaften’) and identified them as military 
divisions (‘Regimenter’). The latter view cannot of course be main- 
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tained anymore in the light of the documents from the Jewish poli
teuma in Heracleopolis.83 But I think that precisely because of these 
documents, as well as because of the prerogatives enjoyed by the 
politeuma they attest, the assumption that ethnic koina and politeumata 
were associations of different character has gained more probability. 
I would therefore propose that, compared to apoliteuma, a koinon had 
an inferior position and that the privilege granted to an ethnic 
group of soldiers to organize itself as a politeuma is to be considered 
as an important enhancement of status. This enhancement of status 
would mainly have consisted in the delegation of such legal compe
tences and executive prerogatives, which was endowed upon the 
Jewish politeuma in Heracleopolis. Maybe we can detect the scant 
traces of the promotion of an ethnic koinon to a politeuma by the fact 
that in Alexandria there is attested between 186 and 180 BCE a 
koinon of Lycians (so far the only evidence for such an ethnic koinon 
in Egypt) setting up a statue with an honorary inscription for a 
Ptolemaic official,84 while in 124 CE an association of Lycians in Al
exandria is designated as politeuma.Provided that (as was already 
noted above) the foundation of this politeuma goes back to the Ptole
maic period, it could be assumed, that an already existing koinon of 
Lycians was promoted to a politeuma.

83. Already Schubart 1910, 64-65 had, however, with regard to the politeuma of the 
Cretans in Krokodilopolis (see above section III), made a distinction between the 
military detachment itself and its ‘politischen Verband’ or ‘politischer Organisa
tion’ (i.e. Üie. politeuma).
84. SEG 27:1029 (= OGIS I 99 = SB V 8274).
85.1. Alex. Ptol 24 (= I.Prose 61 = IGRR 11078 = SEG 2:848; see also above section III).

Since these competences made such an ethnic association organ
ised as apoliteuma a political body which could exercise official func
tions on the level of local administration, one could presume that 
this may have been the reason for avoiding the establishment of 
such associations in Cyprus, because these would have rivalled the 
existing pre-Ptolemaic political communities on the island (which 
were allowed to retain their rights of self-administration under 
Ptolemaic rule) and could therefore have become a potential dan
ger for the social and political peace between the indigenous popu
lation and the Ptolemaic garrison. In the Egyptian chora, however, 
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where such traditional political communities (as e.g. the Greek 
poleis) were practically non-existent, this danger could have been 
considered as much less important. It is true, though, that in the 
territory of Alexandria there must have existed quite a number of 
politeumata,*6 but as a multicultural community and royal residence 
of the Ptolemies this city was a very special case anyway.

One has to admit, however, that the points raised above of 
course do not provide clearcut proof that ethnic koina and politeu
mata were different institutions and one has (as is so often the case 
in our disciplines) to hope for further evidence to answer this ques
tion with more certainty. I would think, though, that in the light of 
the Heracleopolitan /w/z'tezzmzz-papyri the argument that there really 
existed some differences between ethnic based koina and politeumata 
after all has gained some plausibility; unless one is inclined to con
sider the Jewish politeuma of Heracleopolis as a curious and unique 
special case among all other known politeumata.

6. Conclusions

It seems that most ethnic koina and politeumata in Ptolemaic Egypt 
and in the possessions of the Ptolemies outside Egypt are not at
tested until the second century BCE.8? At least the growth of their 
number appears to gain a certain momentum in this period in par
ticular from the middle of the second century onwards, when the 
ethnic koina of the mercenary troops in Cyprus and the politeuma of * * * 

86. This is not only illustrated by the Alexandrianpoliteumata mentioned above (see
section III), but also through P.Tebt. III.i 700,38 ss. (cf. BL V 147; IX 358; Tebtynis, 
124 BCE), where there is cited a royal decree concerning the property of several 
types of associations in Alexandria. Explicitly mentioned are gymnasia, synodoi and 
politeumata, and since the text is very fragmentary there must have been mentioned at 
least one more (perhaps koina?'). Because of the fragmentary state of the papyrus 
however the matter of these regulations, which otherwise would be presumably 
quite illuminating for the legal status of such associations, remains largely obscure.
87. A possible exception were possibly the politeumata attested for Sidon, if the rele
vant inscriptions should indeed date to the period until the end of the third/begin- 
ning of the second century BCE, during which the Ptolemies ruled over the town, 
and not to the succeeding Seleucid period (see also above section III). Although, as 
far as I know, ethnic politeumata are hitherto unattested in the Seleucid kingdom.
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the Jews in Heracleopolis are established. This could be explained 
by the tough times the Ptolemies were facing in this period in which 
the dynasty encountered a crisis of its legitimacy because of their 
final defeat in the numerous wars against their Seleucid archenemy 
which deprived the Ptolemies of Syria-Phoenicia (Koile Syria), the 
revolts of its indigenous Egyptian subjects, the internal dynastic 
strife between the Ptolemaic siblings and, last but not least, the loss 
of freedom for an independent foreign policy in the eastern Medi
terranean as a result of the Roman hegemony.

In these hard times the Ptolemies could quite possibly have per
ceived themselves as being forced to make a certain offer to the for
eign ethnic groups which constituted an important pillar of their 
military organisation to ensure their future support.88 That is to say, 
an offer for a greater autonomy by at least granting them the right 
to organise themselves as a koinon or even as a politeumcr, thereby 
strengthening their ethnic identity and (especially in the latter case) 
allowing them to form political bodies of ‘citizens’ with considera
ble legal and executive prerogatives, not only destined to adminis
ter the internal affairs of their own community, but also allowing 
them to play an official role on the local level of administration. At 
the same time the organisation of the foreign ethnics as politeumata 
clearly emphasized (not only on an institutional level, but on other 
levels, too) a separation from the vast majority of the indigenous 
Egyptian subjects of the Ptolemaic rulers and could thus have rein
forced in the eyes of these ‘Greek’ (i.e. long since Hellenised) ethnic 
communities a certain feeling of superiority over the Egyptians. In 
Egypt they were called Hellenes (‘Greeks’) and among them also the 
Hellenised Jews are clearly to be counted.89 The second century saw 
a great number of Jews migrating to Egypt because of the internal 
religious quarrel in Israel between supporters of a greater Helleni
sation of the Jewish cult and their orthodox opponents (and of 
course the fatal interference in these matters by the Seleucid king). 
They were also invited by the friendly attitude which Ptolemy VI 

88. See also Thompson 2011,110.
89. For a recent study on the conception of the ethnic designation ,Greek' in Ptol
emaic Egypt see Thompson 2001.
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showed towards their people, for whom the favouring of the Jews 
might of course have been also a strategic political option directed 
against the Seleucids. For these Jews then, of whom a great number 
joined the Ptolemaic army, the offer of politeumata might have been 
particularly attractive. The political aims of establishing the ethnic 
politeumata in Ptolemaic Egypt may thus be described in a somehow 
paradox way as integration by separation and privilege.
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The Ptolemaic Ethnos

Dorothy J. Thompson

From Herodotus on Egyptian society was recognised by Greeks as 
highly stratified and hereditary in nature. Occupations were regu
larly inherited; family and profession were not to be separated. 
Though different commentators used different categories, it is clear 
that alongside the rulers and the administration, the priests, those 
who worked raising animals or on the land, and the military formed 
the major groups within the population, and of course there were 
many others.1 2 * An appreciation of the embedded structure of this 
society is of relevance to my subject here - the definition and differ
ing roles of what was known as ethnos in Egypt under the Ptolemies 
following its late fourth century BC conquest by Alexander of Mac
edon. How far may the categories of public or private be applied to 
the Ptolemaic ethnos and what was the nature of relations between 
ethne and the Ptolemaic state? Some preliminary definitions are in 
order.

1. Hdt. II 164-66, seven genea in Egypt: priests, soldiers (machimoi), cowherds, swine
herds, tradesmen (kapeloi), interpreters and ship-captains, cf. Diod. Sic. 173-4, rulers 
together with priests, those providing revenues and soldiers (tied to land through 
klerouchia) plus herdsmen (including those who raise poultry), farmers and skilled 
workers (technitaiy, Strabo XVII 1.3 (C 787), priests, soldiers and farmers. See Hdt. VI 
60.1, for family inheritance of professions.
2. IG IP 120.14 (353/2 BCE), kataethnos record of objects in the Chalkotheke; cf. Dem.
XXIII146; LXI 4, for ethnos as an identifiable group.

Ethnos is a term with many meanings, and an investigation of 
these touches most of the issues of this volume. The first ethnos to be 
considered here is that which signified a group subject to tax within 
the Ptolemaic administration. Already in fourth-century BC Ath
ens, the term kata ethnos (‘by category’) was used for a listing of ob
jects stored in the Chalkotheke;8 from third-century BC Egypt the 
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same term (in the form kat’ethnos) was applied to a record of taxable 
groups subject to the salt-tax, which functioned as a poll-tax. So, for 
example, in one record from a tax district of the Themistos division 
of the Arsinoite nome, broken down into seven constituent villages, 
numbers are given for 1,579 adult taxpayers. As is usual in these 
registers, the overall total comes first; in this case the total figure is 
first subdivided into men and women, followed by a further break
down by ethnos.3 The first listed group is what we might expect an 
ethnos to be: the Greeks or Hellenes, who are recorded in four out of 
the seven villages. However, as becomes clear from other contem
porary texts, rather than signifying the post-conquest settlers of 
Egypt from Greece, in third-century BC Egypt Hellenes were rather 
those who enjoyed a tax-privileged status; this was a category which 
included not only ethnic Greeks (in our sense) but also some Egyp
tians.4 The next group, however, is different; here we find farmers 
(in all seven villages), who as we might expect form a sizeable seg
ment of the inhabitants, and farmers are followed by sifters, bee
keepers, gooseherds, Isis priests, policemen, and so the list contin
ues. An ethnos here is an occupational group, a taxable category 
defined by the state. As such it was certainly not a private associa
tion, though I hope to show that those defined as an ethnos for tax
purposes were often coterminous with members of trade or cult as
sociations, who joined in social and religious, as well as in 
professional activities in both their public and their private lives. 
The more regular ethnos, as we currently understand the term, signi
fying those who shared an ethnicity, with all that that implies in 
terms of background, culture and religion is, as will be explored 
below, also relevant to an enquiry about different groups within the 
state, and in how they were differentiated from or interacted with it. 
In Hellenistic Egypt, I shall suggest, in many areas and many re- 

3. P.Count 3.148 (229 BCE), touton kat’ ethnos. For ethnos in the sense of group or catego
ry, cf. Y.Bodl. I 59b.i (third cent. BCE); Ptlebt. Ill 701.297 (236 BCE); P.Köln VI 260.3 
(213 BCE); VII 3i5b-3 (late third cent. BCE); P.Count 16.3-7 (third cent. BCE); 51.4 
(181/80 or 157/6 BCE); P.Paramone 6.14 with note (185/4 BCE); UPZ II162 = RlbrCho- 
ach. 12.ii.24 (117 BCE); P.Ryl. II 265.1 (67 BCE).
4. On ‘tax-Hellenes’, see Thompson 2001, 307-n; Clarysse and Thompson 2006, 
2:138-40.
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spects, boundaries between what was private and what public were 
hard to define.

Ethnos as a tax-category was defined by the state, but the evidence 
of tax-registers implies the prior existence of occupational and eth
nic groups that were based on shared family and profession rather 
than any official definition. Other tax-registers, as for instance in 
the following example, provide detailed lists of names of adults who 
shared an occupation^

294 dog-burier (kynotaphos)
295 Petosiris son of Herieus

Nempnophris (his) wife, total 2, of whom 1 (male) 
brewers (zytopoioiy. Pasis 
Teroys (his nurse)
Petosiris son of Pasis

300 Tetosiris (his) wife, total 4, of whom 2 (male)
fullers (stibeis)-. Petosiris
Thethosiris (his) daughter, total 2, of whom 1 (male) 
Psintaes son of Kollouthes
Tanaibis (his) wife, total 2, of whom 1 (male)

305 Stotoetis son of Teos
Senyris (his) wife, total 2, of whom 1 (male)
Harpsalis son of Petosiris

etc. . . .
315 total 14, of whom 7 males

bathhouse manager (balaneus): Pasys
Tekoys (his) mother
Orsenouphhis (his) son, total 3, of whom 2 (male) 
oil-sellers (elaiopolaiy. Sochotes

320 Thasis (his) wife
(his) father, total 3, of whom 2 (male)

Occupational registers like this formed the basis of the numbers in 
the summary records introduced earlier and their relevance to the * 

5. P.Count 6.294-307, 314-21 (c<z. 232 BCE). For a classification of tax-registers, see 
Clarysse and Thompson 2006, 2:350-56.
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current enquiry is two-fold. First, their very existence implies the 
involvement of occupational groups in their compilation; the infor
mation they contain must in some form have been made available to 
officials involved in drawing up these registers. Secondly, we may 
have an indication of those so involved in the form that these list
ings take. It is noticeable that in many of the occupational registers, 
as here in lines 297 (the brewer Pasis), 301 (the fuller Petosiris), 316 
(the bathhouse manager Pasys) and 319 (the oil-seller Sochotes), 
the man at the head of the list, unusually for a household head, is 
not further defined by his father’s name.6 These men would appear 
to be well-known in the community and are likely also to have been 
the representatives of their groups, on whose cooperation the rele
vant officials relied. Sometimes, though not in these registers, we 
learn of their titles, like the grammateis or presbyteroi of the farmers.7 
Such occupational groups, it seems clear, had an existence outside 
the official context; they probably also had designated individuals 
to represent them in their dealings with the state, men like the brew
er Pasis or the fuller Petosiris.

6. For other examples of simple names at the head of a category, see P.Count 6.3710 
(swineherd), 384 (miller), 499 (garland [maker]), 543 (Isis priest), 604 ([sacred ani
mal] burier).
7. Grammateis: PStebt. IV 1129.1-2 (123 BCE); P.Fay. 18 a.i (first cent. BCE); cf. San 
Nicolo 1915: I, 73-5, in other associations. Presbyteroi: P.'lebl. I 13.5 (114 BCE); 40.17-18 
(117 BCE); 43.8-9 (118 BCE); P.Grenf. II 37 = WCkr. 169.3-4 (108 BCE).
8. P.Köln VI 260 (9 March 213 BCE).

Whereas, therefore, in P.Count 3.148 ethnos signifies a group de
fined for the purposes of tax-collection, a group of interest to the 
administration and so perhaps a public rather than a private catego
ry, the way in which these groups were actually listed, as may be 
seen in the details just provided of P.Count 6, implies some form of 
corporate existence outside the official context. Further texts may 
illustrate this further. One interesting text from a little later, from 
the village of Oxyrhyncha in the south Fayum, preserves a letter 
about the regular auction of tax-collecting concessions:8

Metrodoros to Apollonios, greetings. We shall be in Oxyrhyn
cha on the 26th at day-break for the sale of the concessions (upactc 
rcov) and t[he contracts (otatoccic). Therefore collect the occupa- 
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tional groups (rü eöiip) in the afore-named village on the [2] 6th, so 
we are not held up in the striking of agreements. Farewell. Year 9, 
according to the financial year, Year [10, Tybi. ].

Verso (Hand 2) Year 10 Tybi 26, Metrodoros [...] on the sale of 
concessions.

(Hand 1) To Apollofnios].
A little background seems required, since in the way the tax-sys

tem was organised we meet a Ptolemaic innovation. Tax-farming, 
with the auction or sale of collecting-concessions, was a new and 
integral part of the Ptolemaic system. The tax-farm was, of course, 
practised in Athens and it may have been standard in other parts of 
Greece. What is not found elsewhere is the mixed system that ap
pears in Ptolemaic Egypt, where the tax-farm was combined with 
the use of state officials in the actual process of tax-collection. For 
whereas it was the successful bidder, the telones, who together with 
his personal guarantors became financially responsible for the 
state’s tax-income, it was state-employees, logeutai, who actually col
lected in the tax. This forms an unusual combination of state and 
private enterprise in which, no doubt, there were double cuts to be 
taken, double extra levies on the tax-payer and two sides to keep 
happy. Just how this worked in practice is a matter for the imagina
tion but we can assume that the Ptolemaic administration knew 
what it was doing in developing its own version of the tax-farm. We 
cannot know the detail of the pressures resulting in this system but 
we can imagine that it was still important under the new Greek re
gime to keep some elements of an existing system in play. This, I 
suspect, is why state-employed collectors continued to be involved 
and why the ethne, in the sense of occupational groups with their 
own representatives and structures, were needed at the auction. Not 
only were their representatives involved in drawing up the registers 
that would be needed by any potential tax-farmer, but it was only 
with their cooperation that anyone taking on a concession might 
hope to fulfil his contract. And there may be more to it. Those who 
took on the tax-concessions for the different trade-taxes - the oil
tax, for instance, the beer-tax, the tax on fishing or on weaving cloth 
- may well have come from among the ranks of such trades. Outsid
ers would have little hope of getting in the taxes. It was those in the 
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know from among the relevant groups - the ethne - who were crucial 
to the Ptolemies for the smooth working of their tax regime. The 
presence and participation of members of these groups was needed 
as back-up for the auction, to see fair play and to witness the deals.

And so the successful annual auction of taxes needed a gathering 
of the local ethne. The job of state officials was to make sure that the 
auction saw a full house, that the entertainment that went with it 
was good, and that all left content with what was agreed. ‘There’s 
quite a crowd that’s come to town’, one Demetrios wrote to Zenon 
some thirty years earlier, ‘because they are auctioning off the tax
concessions, and they are looking for fragrant wine.’ Demetrios 
then advised Zenon on how to get rid of what remained of a batch 
of sour wine by mixing it up with some good wine9 10. Besides reveal
ing sharp practice, his letter also sheds light on the sort of occasion 
that was expected of the tax-auction. A good crowd in attendance, 
the excitement of the bidding, wine in abundance, and the coopera
tion of those ethne who would later pay, all played a part in maximis
ing the tax-revenue of the Ptolemies.

g. PLBat. XX 30 (242 or 241 BCE).
10. P.Ryl. II 65.3 (67 BCE?), ttiätoc oi ék to Ti .öOvoiic veKpot[d<pot], translated by the edi
tors as ‘the grave-diggers belonging to the association’. For an ethnos of choachytai 
(another group of funerary workers) with an epistates, cf. UPZ II 162 = P.Tor.Choach. 
12.ii.24 (117 BCE).

Ethnos need not necessarily designate a group defined by the 
state; the term is variously used and an ethnos can, as just seen, play 
a social role. A further, somewhat later text, illustrates the use of 
ethnos to designate a group that is recognised in an official context 
but is not necessarily one created by the state. P.Ryl. II 65 treats a 
dispute over the professional rights of necropolis workers, nekrotaph- 
oi, which was finally adjudicated at the level of the Greek courts by 
the Greek legal arm, the chrematistai. Things had started with an 
Egyptian contract drawn up between the whole corporation of fu
nerary workers,“ but some of their number had ignored the agree
ment, resulting in further proceedings. The outcome of the dispute 
is unknown but for our purposes two aspects are of interest: first, 
the way in which the parties to the original contract are described 
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and, secondly, the identification of those involved as nekrotaphoi, 
those involved in the traditional Egyptian death industry.

We should, I think, with the original editors, understand the 
phrase éktod eOvodc as defining the nekrotaphoi (‘from the body of the 
nekrotaphoi) in the same way as ék rijc ko')|.ii]c in the phrase oi ek rijc 
ko')|11]c yecopyoi is used to signify the village farmers. The ethnos of the 
nekrotaphoi was clearly a recognised group, who might act as a corpo
ration in a legal context. But, secondly, this was also a traditional 
group, and as such was typically Egyptian, hieraethne, priestly or cul- 
tic groups, is a phrase which occurs more than once in Ptolemaic 
inscriptions and papyri.11 12

11. P.Count 16.3-7 (third cent. BCE); OGIS I 90.16-17 (196 BCE).
12. P.Ash..dem. 18 (70-60 BCE).
13. P. Berlin dem. 3115 (110-107 BCE), with de Cenival 1972, 103-35. f°r further exam
ples, see de Cenival 1972; Monson and Arlt 2010. For communal drinking, cf. P.Mich.
V 245.34-5 (47 CE), the salt merchants of early Roman Tebtunis join for a mug of
beer each month.

The organization of different funerary workers into trade asso
ciations was a standard feature of this industry and the rules of these 
associations are quite frequently found written in Egyptian demot
ic. A professional oath from Hawara of a group of such workers in 
the first century BC records two families grouped together to form 
a single professional association with eleven members.18 Members 
promised to refrain from collecting corpses over which they had no 
rights, to perform their funerary duties, to anoint with unguents, 
and to take responsibility for mummification within specified lo
calities. Provision was made for the payment of taxes, and penalties 
laid down for non-compliance. Similarly from Thebes, from the 
temple complex of Amon at Djeme, the demotic rules of the asso
ciation of those known in Greek as choachytai (demotic w??h-mw) 
specify that anyone who had practised as a choachytes for a period of 
ten years should join the association, and after sixteen years non
members were to be frozen out of practice; members and their fam
ilies were protected in both life and death, and regular meetings 
were held for communal, but strictly limited, drinking.13 * * * The use of 
demotic for these rules probably implies that these were Egyptian 
associations, whose composition and practices are known to have 
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predated the conquest of Egypt by Alexander.14 How far these 
groups of Egyptian funerary workers were coterminous with those 
listed in tax-registers as an ethnos cannot be known for sure, but it 
seems likely that this was often, if not always, the case. Public and 
private usage may here coincide.

14. Monson 2007a and 2007b.
15. BGZ7VIII1741-3 (64/3 BCE); cf. Hauben 1992.
16. P.BMdem. 1325 (31 BCE), ed. Farid 1995.
17. E.g. I.Fay. II ng (first cent. BCE?), synodos of neaniskoi from the Osireion, with ar
chiereus and pro[statesj; Rowlandson 1998, 56-57, nos. 28 (demotic) and 29 (Greek, 
called thiaSos'), both female; Monson 2007b, with important discussion.
18. See Thompson 2011; 2012, chapter 3.

This was not a phenomenon limited to traditional groups of fu
nerary workers. Other professional groups are also known, who 
may or may not be coterminous with an ethnos in the sense of a tax
category. The naukleroi from Memphis known as hippodromitai prob
ably shared risks in their transport of grain, as they did a Levantine 
background.15 As a group they had a prostates, Apollophanes fol
lowed by Malichos in 64/3 BC, and a grammateus named Eudemos. 
Similarly a first-century BC group of textile workers known from a 
demotic stele from Coptos had both male and female representa
tives, whose title is translated as ‘elders’.16 The terminology used for 
responsible officials in these as in other groups is far from standard. 
It is similar to that found also in cult associations (normally called 
synodoi in Greek), which are not a prime concern of this chapter.1? It 
should, however, be noted, in the context of the questions consid
ered here, that when in trade or occupational associations overlap is 
found with administrative or state official terminology (as, for in
stance, in the case of grammateus) the terms that are used tend to be 
too general to allow comment on borrowings either way. This, as 
will shortly be seen, is in contrast to the case of the politeumata.

A further category of groups who are represented by their own 
officials are the different ethnic groups - ethnic that is in the modern 
sense - who were part of the multicultural society of Hellenistic 
Egypt.18 How such officials were chosen is not known but their ap
pointment was presumably made within their relevant communi
ties, whom they might guide and represent in both internal and ex- 
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ternal affairs. Such for instance were the timouchoi of the 
Hellenomemphites, the East Greek settlers in Memphis, who had 
originally come to Egypt as mercenaries in the seventh century and 
were later moved from the Delta to Memphis by the pharaoh Ama
sis.19 20 21 Arabs, who within the tax structure formed a further privileged 
group, also had their representatives. A group of Arabs, for instance, 
found working in the new town of Philadelpheia in the mid-third 
century BC had decadarchs, who represented their interests to local 
officials, together with elders (presbyteroi'),so Other ethnic communi
ties had elders too. We know of presbyteroi within the rural Jewish 
communities of the Herakeopolite nome in Middle Egypt, whose 
responsibilities included first level adjudication of disputes. In cas
es where a dispute continued reference might be made to the poli- 
tarches of the Jews in the capital of the nome. This was the most 
senior representative of this community, whose authority over the 
local Jewish community was accepted by the Ptolemaic state. Un
like the annually appointed Jewish archontes, the politarches appar
ently held office for more than a year at a time. Like other minority 
communities, that of the Jews of Middle Egypt in the second half of 
the second century BC was in many respects a self-regulating, self
controlling entity with its own para-governmental officials made up 
of members joined in background, marriage within the group and, 
especially, in religion.81 They were more than simply an association.

19. UPZ1149.16-18,37, cf. Hdt. II178, East Greeks at Naukratis (with/>rwtato»); Her- 
meias in Athen., Deipn. IV 149 f.
20. PSI V 538.1, 3-4 (third cent. BCE), requesting an epistates. For tax-status, see 
Clarysse and Thompson 2006, 2:159-161.
21. P.Polit.Jud., see index VI, cf. Honigman 2003; Kruse 2010; Thompson 2011, 110- 
112, with appendix.

In Egypt, those within what was termed an ethnos were more of
ten linked by occupation. Profession, however, could be reinforced 
by marriage within the community, as may be seen in the names 
from the tax-registers, by residence often within a particular quar
ter, by culture and also by cult and religion. The beekeepers, for 
instance, of the Arsinoite nome had their own temple near the capi
tal there, while members of a cultic group found making dedica
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tions often shared an occupation?8 A shared profession was certain
ly not the case for all the Jews of Herakleopolis, but the core and 
probable origin of their community was a military settlement of the 
type called etpoliteuma.

In the politeumata of Egypt we meet a particular form of commu
nity, which, though initiated by the state as part of army reforms in 
the mid second century BC, also developed some form of independ
ent existence within the state?3 In this respect then politeumata may 
be compared to the ethne of the tax registers. Politeumata were com
munities of ethnic military groups which are known only from the 
reign of Ptolemy VI onwards. And alongside a politeuma came the 
community of army families associated with the main body, who in 
several texts are actually labelled hoi sympoliteuomenoi (‘those sharing 
in the politeuma)

Before the publication of the Herakleopolite texts of P.Polit.Jud. 
by James Cowey and Klaus Maresch in 2001 most of our evidence 
for this military development came from inscriptions. Inscriptions 
commonly illuminate a different segment of life than do the papyri; 
they record decisions, dedications or honorific decrees, meant as 
more permanent records by those who put them up than what was 
written on papyrus. From inscriptions, therefore, and now from the 
Herakleopolite papyri we begin to have a sense of how widespread 
these politeumata and related communities were, how they worked 
and what their role may have been within the Ptolemaic state.

As well as ‘the politeuma of the Jews in Herakleopolis’ we know of 
those of the Idumaean sabre-bearers in Memphis, of Boeotians in 
Xois in the Delta, of Cretans in the Arsinoite nome, and so on?3 In 
Ptolemaic Cyprus similar military communities appear in inscrip
tions as koina. The terminology found in use within the politeumata is

22. P.'Iebt. Ill 853.26-27 (ca. 173 BCE); Clarysse and Thompson 2006, 2:204-205, n. 

459-
23. So Thompson 2011,109-in. On the politeumata, see further Kruse in this volume.
24.1. Hermoupolis5.2-3; 6.3 (78 BCE); SEG 14.848.32-33 (156 b.c.), Xois; OGIS 1145.4- 
5 (123-118 BCE); 143.6 (c<z. 121 B.c.), in Cyprus, associated with koina.
25. P.Polit.Jud. 8.5 (133 BCE), Herakleopolis; OGIS II 737 (112/n BCE), Memphis; 
SEG 14.848 (156 BCE), Xois; P.'I'ebl. I 32.9,17 (145 BCE?), Arsinoite nome; see further 
Kruse 2010, 97, n. 16.
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certainly that of Greek civic communities, as indeed is the term it
self, though, as I have argued before,86 these communities possessed 
no political independence or power. They were primarily social units 
enjoying a degree of independence in community affairs which 
probably served to strengthen the identity of the unit. Members of 
a politeuma might meet together with others of their community to 
discuss internal matters or to decide on collective action.

26. Thompson Crawford 1984; Thompson, 2011; 108-13, 2012, 94-96.
27. OGIS II 737.1 (112/n BCE).
28. OGIS II 737 (112/11 BCE).

In one case this meeting was called a synagoge.1'1 Decisions, 
couched in the language of a Greek decree might be psephismata, as 
in the case of an honorific decree from Memphis passed by the poli
teuma there of Idumaean machairophoroi together with ‘those Idumae- 
ans from the city’, in favour of a certain Dorion, strategos and priest 
in their community, whose benefactions they acknowledge. At great 
personal cost, the decree records, he had paid for the plastering and 
whitewashing of the temple of Apollo, here most probably the Idu
maean deity Qos. Along with other honours, they had decreed that 
at their regular sacrifices Dorion was to receive a branch (thallos), 
possibly a palm-branch, in accordance with their patrios nomos (‘an
cestral custom’); his name was to be included by their priests and 
psalmists in their hymns, and at feasts held by the politeuma he was 
to be crowned on each occasion with a splendid crown; a stone stele 
recording this decree was to be set up in the most prominent part of 
the temple, with a copy to D orion himself so he might appreciate 
the gratitude extended to him by the whole settlement, here called 
the polis. In the language of a Greek civic decree, this Semitic mili
tary community honours Dorion in their own way - with (palm)- 
branch, psalms and a splendid festive crown, according to their pa- 
trios nomos.2- Like the Jews of Herakleopolis, this military politeuma 
and its wider associated members, bound by ties of ethnicity, social 
practice and especially religion, functioned as a real community.

Vocabulary can, however, be deceptive, and in a centrally con
trolled monarchic state, like that of the Ptolemies, outside the Greek 
poleis of Alexandria, Naukratis, and Ptolemais in the south, political 
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independence was non-existent. All came under the central admin
istration but at the same time politeumata, which owed their existence 
to the state, enjoyed a fair degree of independence in non-political 
matters. And what is particularly striking here is the adoption of the 
terminology not of the Ptolemaic administration but of the Greek 
polis in a state where traditional poleis were rare. Realities had 
changed, but the legacy of Greece was strong, especially among the 
recent and not so recent immigrants, who came to fight in Egypt. In 
politeumata, therefore, as perhaps also in the Ptolemaic ethnos, some 
degree of independence was exercised by entities defined by the 
state. The line between public and private was far from clear.
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Courting the Associations: Cooperation, 
Conflict and Interaction in Roman 

Egypt

Philip E Venticinque

i. Introduction

After enjoying some initial success as governor in Egypt, Aulus 
Avillius Flaccus made one mistake after another, at least according 
to Philo’s less than flattering account.1 2 During the final year of his 
difficult time in Alexandria, Philo characterized Flaccus as someone 
unable to navigate the mine field of local groups and their concerns 
successfully. Alexandria in the first century CE certainly was a com
plicated place on any number of levels. Civil unrest was a reality. 
Relations between Greek, Jewish, and Egyptian populations were 
tense. Alexandrian Greeks in particular had developed a reputation 
for feelings of cultural, social, and political superiority. So much so 
that Dio could poke fun at the lofty esteem and high regard in 
which they held themselves? Beyond the account of social, politi
cal, and religious strife, in his narrative Philo indicates what difficul
ties might confront a governor and has painted a portrait of what an 
ideal governor would be in negative relief: essentially, all that Flac
cus was not. Forced to deal with conflict and competition between 
vocal and influential elite and non-elite constituencies drawn from 

1. Philo discusses Flaccus and the events that occurred during his term in two works: 
In Flaccum and Legatio ad Gaium. Philo himself, as a prominent member of the Jewish 
community in Alexandria, and a member of a prominent and well connected family, 
was involved in the matters he discusses. On Flaccus and his term, see Alston 1997 
and on unrest in Alexandria, see Harker 2008, 9-47; on riots and unrest in general, 
see B. Kelly 2007.
2. Dio Chrysostom, Or. 32.
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all corners of the Alexandrian community, Flaccus managed to sat
isfy no one - including the emperor.3

3. On provincial mismanagement, see Brunt 1961.
4. Among other examples discussing the role of governors excerpted in the Digest, see 
Ulpian, Opinions, book 1 (Dig. 1.18.6) and Ulpian, Duties of Proconsul, book 7 (Dig. 
1.18.13). The handbook for governors and proconsuls became a popular genre 
among the jurists, see Burton 2001, 256-7.
5. Sharp 1999.
6. Kokkinia 2004; on administration of provinces in general and the role of governors 
see also Burton 2001 and 2004.

Couched in the language of propriety, duty, and justice, the ju
rists describe the task of any governor as keeping the peace and 
preventing unlawful activities or the misappropriation of goods 
and services by any party.4 The larger concern of facilitating the ex
traction of tax revenue and resources from a province perhaps 
looms in the background.5 To succeed, governors and other officials 
needed to manage the different elite and non-elite groups like those 
Flaccus faced and somehow deal with conflict between these 
groups.6

The various associations organized around common profession
al or religious activities were influential constituencies not only in 
Alexandria but also in cities and villages throughout Egypt and the 
Roman world. Among the actions taken by Flaccus that garnered 
praise from Philo was his decision to disband the associations - 
groups that counted among their numbers some of the more influ
ential members of the Alexandrian Greek elite. Philo asserted that, 
in his view, associations only held feasts and sacrifices as a pretext to 
cover up the intrigue, and drunkenness, that emanated from their 
regular meetings.

sÖiKa^s ra Ltu/ä/.a Lirra tow sv tsXsi, tod: un:;:p<nr/ou; Kaöijpst, Lii'/äöow Kai 

gu'/kAkviv ctvØprøtow ö'/y.ov sko'AOsv s7tto0vioTao9ar rä; re AaipAa; Kai 

awööou;. di äsi sni Kpotpaost Øuotdw sicmowTO rot: 7tp<r/LiW)iv CLiTtapotvouGat. 

ÖifiXSs rot: wpnviacourjtv CLißpiOA; Kai sdtovot; 7tpoo(pspöpfivo<;.

He judged important cases with the help of those in authority, hum
bled the arrogant and prevented any motley promiscuous horde of 
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people from combining in opposition. The sodalities and clubs, 
which were constantly holding feasts under pretext of sacrifice in 
which drunkenness vented itself in political intrigue, he dissolved 
and dealt sternly and vigorously with the refractory?

Philo and Flaccus were not alone in their attitude towards these 
groups. Associations were often viewed as sources of unrest and dis
cord in ancient communities.7 8 9 Roman attitudes expressed in literary 
texts indicate as much. Cicero, Tacitus, and Suetonius linked asso
ciations with unrest and sedition during the late republic and first 
century CE? Trajan’s reported response to requests for sanctioning 
an association voiced concerns about potential violence and con
spiracy.“ The jurists also laced their discussions of associations with 
similar feelings of anxiety.11 In his Institute, for instance, Marcian re
minded governors that they were ‘directed by imperial instructions 
not to tolerate secret social collegia’. Marcian went on to suggest that 
if such groups existed for the benefit of homines tenuiores, individuals 
should be limited, ideally, to membership in a single group.'2

7. Philo, InFlacc. 4; trans. F. H. Colson, Loeb 1941.
8. MacMullen 1992.
9. Cicero, Pis. 9; Tacitus, Ann. 14.17; Suetonius, Aug. 32.
10. Pliny, Ep. 10.33, IO-34-
11. Dig. 3.4.1 and Dig. 47.22.
12. Dig. 47.22.1, trans. Watson, et al.
13. Mommsen 1843; Waltzing 1895-1900; Poland 1909; on the historiographical 
traditions of the study of associations, see Perry 2006 and in this volume.

Based on these texts, it would seem that the relationship between 
associations and the authorities was fraught with difficulty, compli
cations, and conflict on all sides. Interactions between associations 
and the Roman government has been a focus of intense interest and 
debate since the earliest studies of associations.13 Literary texts and 
juristic commentaries with their language of anxiety and fear have 
set the tone, producing a top-down history of legal and economic 
relations between associations, local elites, and imperial officials. 
Conflict with elites and strategies to compensate for exclusion from 
society on the basis of elite fears have dominated the discussion. 
Perhaps the debate focused on the juristic categories of licit and il
licit collegia in which scholars since Mommsen have been engaged 
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illustrates this point. Parsing associations into these categories as a 
way of understanding relations between a given association and the 
authorities only goes so far as an interpretive tool. Relying on a di
chotomy between licit and illicit associations - the sober and the 
disruptive - as a lens through which to interpret their activities lim
its our understanding of the complex relationships associations de
veloped and maintained with local elites, imperial officials, and 
other constituencies.

While recent studies of associations in Asia Minor, Italy, and 
Egypt have begun to probe the place associations occupied in their 
communities, questions remain.14 How associations interacted, co
operated, or competed with other groups and members of the local 
elite, and the role imperial officials and Roman legal structure might 
have played has been less of a concern. Given the nature of the evi
dence these are hard questions to answer. Even honorific inscrip
tions that document connections between elites and associations 
obscure the details that lie behind a statue saluting a itymnasiarch for 
his generous supply of oil or dedications by merchants thanking an 
official for efforts to secure market space.

14. Van Nijf 1997; Harland 2003; Hawkins 2006; Gibbs 2008 and 2011; Liu 2009; 
Venticinque 2009 and 2010; Arnaoutoglou 2011.

Taken together, inscriptions and papyri provide insight into the 
various stages of what were ongoing relationships and offer a coun
ter-point to the literary and legal sources. In what follows, I will 
examine several examples of how cooperation and conflict between 
associations, individual craftsmen and merchants, and local elites 
and imperial officials played out in contracts, receipts, petitions, 
and other documents to help understand the view from below (see 
also Gibbs in this volume). These texts document, at least in part, 
moments when craftsmen and merchants chose to cooperate with or 
to challenge individuals, other associations, local elites, and impe
rial officials in different ways. A good deal was invested from the 
associations’ perspective, in the choice of cooperation or conflict, as 
economic activities were embedded in larger networks of social, 
economic, and political obligations. As a result, associations and 
local elites had to make choices based on a number of factors. Both 
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sides risked and wagered a certain amount of social, economic, and 
political capital when deciding to cooperate or not; those lower on 
the social and economic pyramid likely wagered more. Documen
tary evidence invites us to investigate the nuance that existed in 
these relationships and provides an opportunity to study how asso
ciations and the elites managed cooperation and how associations 
used law, legal rhetoric, and reputations for usefulness and past co
operation to their advantage when conflict occurred.

2. Coordination and Cooperation

Whether or not action against the associations of Alexandria proves 
that Flaccus desired to impose a Roman policy of control is unclear. 
If Flaccus had been acting on a specific policy, it would seem to 
have had little effect during his term or after. Papyri and inscrip
tions from the first century and beyond attest to the presence of as
sociations in communities large and small throughout Egypt.15 Ref
erences to official restrictions on groups and their activities in Egypt 
are few. Nothing exists in Egypt quite like the prohibition for peo
ple to ‘take part in an assembly (coetus) in that municipium or to form 
a society (sodalicium) or a college (collegium)’' contained in the lexlmi- 
tana, a copy of the Flavian municipal law from Spain.16 Besides 
Philo’s report, a second-century copy of the Gnomon of the Idios Logos 
(BGU\T 1210) mentioned associations (sunodoi) in a single section.1? 
The text stipulates a fine of 500 drachmas imposed either upon as
sociations or potentially only on their officials; it is not clear.18 There 
is no indication of what would cause such a fine, nor does the Gno
mon make evident under what circumstances officials or the associa
tion would be fined. Failure to meet tax requirements seems a likely 
guess, in light of the fiscal focus of the Gnomon, but there is no way

15. For information about associations in Egypt and Asia Minor, specifically during 
the first century CE, see Arnaoutoglou 2002 and Arnaoutoglou 2005; for a discussion 
of associations in Roman and Late Roman Egypt, see Venticinque 2009.
16. lexlrnitana, §74; for text and translation see J. Gonzalez and M. Crawford 1986.
17. On the Gnomon see Swarney 1970.
18. BGUN 1210 (BZ.XI, 26), section 108 (after 149 CE): o[i<yu]vo8ovvÉpovr&;KaTEK[piØ]- 
i;<?[a]y ék (Spa/präv) <p, éviote pov[oi] oi [7t]po[cs]Tdrai.
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to be certain.^ The inclusion of associations in the text does indi
cate that interactions between associations, their officers, and the 
authorities could become complicated (and costly), but there does 
not seem to have been any unilateral restriction or elimination of 
these groups in Egypt during this period.

Like everywhere else in the Roman world, groups in Egypt tend
ed to be organized around a common trade or merchant activity. 
Others organized themselves around a specific deity or religious ac
tivity, like the association of Harpocrates operating in first-century 
Tebtunis, but groups like these probably had some larger economic 
focus as well.80 A typical Egyptian association, referred to most 
commonly as a sunodos, koinon, or plethos was not necessarily large. 
Groups usually had membership of io to 25 individuals, although 
some elsewhere, like the builders or caulkers in Ostia during the 
secondcentury boasted membership numbers of 200 or 300.81 But as 
in other locations numerous associations were active. Tebtunis, a 
village of a few thousand in the Fayum, had associations of dyers, 
fullers, weavers, builders, wool-dealers, goldsmiths, and salt-mer
chants in the mid-first century. Associations were an important con
stituency in larger communities as well. A set of price-declarations 
from the early fourth century indicate that Oxyrhhynchus was 
home to at least 33 different groups?8

19. Liu 2005, 291.
20. P. Mich. V 246 (I CE); P. Oslo. Ill 143 (I CE).
21. On group composition and make up in general, see Gibbs 2008 and Venticinque
2009.
22. See P. Oxy. LIV, Appendix II, 230-232 for a list of price declarations.

Local notables may not have approached these groups with the 
same anxiety as members of the Roman elite projected in their writ
ings. Steep costs of membership excluded participation by many of 
the nameless, faceless, rabble rousing crowd, the homines tenuiores 
mentioned by Pliny and Marcian, who they assumed relied on as
sociations for social and economic support. An association charter 
from first-century Tebtunis (P. Mich. V 243) indicates monthly dues 
totaled 144 drachmas a year. Such a sum would have potentially 
supported grain provisions for a family of four (depending on a 
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number of seasonal and regional variables in price, not to mention 
variations on consumption across age and gender lines)?3 Other 
first-century receipts and accounts suggest that groups spent large 
sums on regular banquets in addition to dues. The head of a group 
of weavers in Tebtunis paid 92 drachmas for one celebration, and 
the association of Harpocrates collected 235 drachmas from its 
members?4 To say the least, membership in associations was prob
ably not an option for the truly poor and marginalized members of 
society.

23. For estimates on the cost of grain in first-century Egypt, see Duncan-Jones 1990, 

I44-I45-
24. P. Mich. II 121, Recto IV, vi, preserves a copy of an agreement between the 
hegoummosand grammateus of the weavers of Kerkesoucha Orous to pay 92 drachmas 
for the cost of beer, presumably for association banquets, to five other members 
listed here within three months; P. Mich. V 246 is a list of contributions, perhaps for a 
banquet, made by the members of the association of Harpocrates in Tebtunis during 
the first century.
25. On the management of the grapheion see Husselman 1970.
26. P. Mich. II127, col. I, line 20 records a payment to a man identified as Patron the 
hegoummos of an association (sunodos'). There are other payments of four drachmas to 
a Patron, son of Tyrannos, at P. Mich. II 127, col. II, line 13 and 33, including a 
‘contribution for the sixth year’ of four drachmas. Whether or not these are the same 
individuals showing repeated interaction with the association is unclear. P. Mich. II 
127, col. I, lines 20 and 30 (CE 45/46); line 30 records a payment or contribution of 
two keramia at 36 obols, not specifying what it might be. If it was wine, the price 
would seem to be in line with other entries recording the cost of wine at 14,16,17,18, 
20 and 22 obols per keramia, although the price of one keramion of wine is listed as four 
drachmas at P. Mich. II127, col. I, line 21.

Some influential individuals on the local level may have even 
belonged to or maintained relationships with associations. Kro
nion, who managed the grapheion in Tebtunis and filled his days with 
preparing contracts, copying leases, and cataloging transactions, 
seems also to have been engaged in association activities?5 Kro- 
nion’s personal records show that if he did not belong to an associa
tion he at least had ties to one. Payments to a man identified as the 
hegoumenos of an association (sunodos) and another to an association 
for wine might have been his regular association contributions?6
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Associations also maintained a public presence in cities and 
towns throughout the Hellenistic and Roman world. Some associa
tions possessed meeting houses (scholae), others managed spaces 
and stalls in marketplaces, and paid taxes for the access?7 Associa
tions also engaged and participated in the wider social, economic, 
and political community through honorific inscriptions praising lo
cal elites as detailed in Onno van Nijf s excellent study of these 
practices in Asia Minor?8 During the first and second centuries, for 
instance, the dyers of Thyatira honored market officials, civic priests 
and priestesses, the prytanis and members of the council, and a pro
vincial imperial high priest?9 The wool-workers in Ephesos hon
ored Publius Vedius Antoninus, a Roman senator and member of a 
prominent local family, in the second century?0 Honorific activities 
such as these indicate civic participation by associations and sug
gest that relationships of some sort developed between associations 
and local elites. Such a public display also may have signaled, or 
tried to lay claim to, an increased level of esteem based on their ties 
to influential individuals, who also likely reaped some positive ben
efits from the affiliation. While a lack of trust towards association 
members, and craftsmen and merchants in general, was the rule in 
literary texts, some associations may have occupied positions of in
fluence, if not trust, on a local level.

Statues and inscriptions erected by an association honoring the 
efforts of a local official on their behalf represent the seemingly suc
cessful conclusion of a social, economic, or political transaction. 
Craftsmen and merchants contributed to the successful endeavors 
of officials honored by local councils and other bodies, even if not 
explicitly mentioned in the inscription as one of the groups bestow
ing honors. The people and local officials of Oxyrhynchus, along 
with the resident Alexandrian and Roman citizens, honored a gym-

27. On scholae, see Bollmann 1998; Hermansen 1982; on market taxes see SB XVI 
12695 and discussion in J. R. Rea 1982.
28. van Nijf 1997,73-130; see also Harland 2003 and now Arnaoutoglou 2011. Waltzing 
1895-1900 remains a useful compendium of inscriptions documenting the honorific 
activity of associations as well.
29. Harland 2003:143-147; see also Arnaoutoglou 2011, 265-270.
30.1.Eph 728; On Vedius Antoninus and his family, see Kalinowski 2002. 
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nasiarch with a statue, full size portrait, and three shields for his ef
forts to repair the baths, supply oil for the gymnasium, and provide 
funds for shows.31 32 The formulaic language of honorific inscriptions 
and decrees can obscure the complexities that went into earning 
that statue, as well as the economic, and contractual, relationships 
that developed between officials and associations during the pro
cess. Without the help or coordination of efforts by craftsmen and 
merchants this gymnasiarch in Oxyrhynchus might have been less 
successful.

31. P. Oxy. Ill 473 (138-160 CE).
32. P. Oxy. XLIV 3185 (III CE); see also P. Oxy. XLIV 3173 (222 CE), P. Oxy. XLIV 3176 
(222-234 CE), and P. Oxy. I 84 (316 CE).
33. Bronzesmiths: P. Laur. IV 155 (late III CE); for glassworkers: P. Coll. ToutieW. 81 (326 
CE) = P Oxy. XLV3265.
34. On the supply and production of military clothing see Sheridan 1998.
35. BGZ7VII 1564 (138 CE); see also P. Ryl. I 189 (128 CE). On military clothing,
requisition, and payments, see Sheridan 1998, 82-86.

As mentioned in the honorific decree by the people of Oxyrhyn
chus, upkeep of baths and maintenance of buildings were major 
concerns. Local magistrates relied on associations to complete this 
work. In order keep the baths operational, officials entered into 
contracts with various associations. Repairs called for coordination 
among a number of craftsmen, such as the group of lead workers 
hired by the prytanis of Oxyrhynchus during the third century.38 Ac
cording to the contract, an uncertain number of men supervised by 
two lead workers worked on the pipes at the baths. Bronzesmiths 
and glass workers also completed work on the local gymnasium.33

In order to fulfill large orders for garments and linen needed by 
local temples or the military, the local officials routinely entered 
into contracts with groups of weavers and linen merchants.34 35 * This 
was the situation in the Fayum village of Philadelphia where an as
sociation of weavers was contracted to produce military garments in 
138 CE. The weavers received an advanced payment of 24 drachmas 
out of 148 total through a banker from four officials to help offset 
costs related to producing one white tunic, four white Syrian cloaks, 
and one white blanket for the hospital at the military camp.33 Min
utes of a late third-century council meeting in Oxyrhynchus also 
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mention work undertaken by weavers and merchants to provide 
linen for local temples at the behest of the council.36

36. P. Oxy. XII1414 (270-275 CE).
37-P. Oxy. VI 908 (199 CE).
38. I.Eph 1491-1493; on these texts see Kalinowski 2002, 109-121, Burton 2001, 257-8, 
Eek 1998,369-71; for an alternate reading of I.Eph.iy^i removing the tension between 
Vedius Antonius and the council see Kokkinia 2003, 203-206.
39. Dio, Or. 40.8-9.

Maintaining the food supply also required some negotiation. 
Cooperation, defined contractually though it may have been, be
tween elite and non-elite was necessary. An agreement between six 
local officials {eutheniarchai) in Oxyrhynchus provides an example.3? 
According to this text, each official agreed to pay for grain, animals, 
and presumably other costs for bakeries and milling workshops to 
assure a certain amount of production for the month. This contract 
represents one of what would have been many interactions through
out the year and records the type of cooperation that existed be
tween local elites, bakers, and millers.

Despite evidence of cooperation, conflict did exist between as
sociations, local elites, and imperial officials. Conflict did not al
ways lead to riots, however; sometimes tension might not even be 
readily apparent. Often what was left out of a document or an in
scription can point the way towards conflict in a community and the 
role that associations may have played as influential constituencies. 
Certain groups, for instance, may have felt differently than the dy
ers in Thyateira about the numerous people they honored. Other 
associations may not have considered Vedius Antoninus or his fam
ily so praiseworthy. Letters indicating imperial support and approv
al for Vedius’ public building projects addressed to the council, 
magistrates, and people of Ephesos have been interpreted as a re
sponse to tensions in the community regarding his plans.38 If this 
was the case, Vedius Antoninus was not alone. Dio claimed that he 
fell afoul of certain members of the elite and associations in his 
hometown over his civic improvement plans.39

Whether there was tension or not, associations like the wool
workers that honored Vedius clearly asserted a connection to a pow
erful and influential person and faction in local politics. Vedius An- 
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toninus and his family supported and may have appealed 
strategically to specific groups of craftsmen and merchants in their 
dealings with the local elites as Kalinowski has suggested.40 Honor
ific activity in this sense signals more than a passive acceptance of a 
dominant social and political order. Associations like those in Ephe
sos or in Prusa, even in a small way, appear to have been part of the 
larger political process and negotiations taking place on the ground. 
They could be important factors for local elites like Vedius or Dio 
in establishing their own power and influence, something which 
probably caused tension with other elites and non-elites alike.

40. Kalinowski 2002,128-135.
41. P. Bremmer 63 (117 CE).
42. MacMullen 1963; on Roman responses to unrest and riots see now Kelly 2007.
43. Acts 19: 23-41.

3. Conflict, Tensions, and Strategy

When tensions escalated, negotiations became complicated, or con
tracts were broken, craftsmen and merchants had a number of op
tions to make their voice heard. Although open conflict and vio
lence was not the norm, even in Egypt, groups of craftsmen did take 
to the streets in displays of displeasure and dissatisfaction.41 42 It is 
Ephesos and Asia Minor, however, and not Egypt that has become 
the locus classicus of violence and unrest sponsored by associations 
(see also Perry in this volume).48 The occupation of the theater in 
Ephesos by the silversmiths reported in the Acts of the Apostles has 
been one of the usual starting points.43 Spurred to action by a lead
ing craftsman named Demetrius, said to have employed many oth
ers, the silversmiths apparently seized two supporters of Paul and 
occupied the theater in response to perceived attacks on their liveli
hood and the cult of Artemis. Paul and his followers had been too 
good at convincing people to turn away from traditional cult at 
Ephesos, at least according to Acts. Religion and the spread of 
Christianity aside, the actions of the silversmiths were provocative 
and potentially dangerous.

The decision Demetrius and his apparently belligerent and nu- 
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merous friends made was deliberate and called for weighing a cer
tain amount of risk and uncertainty. A response from the Roman 
authorities could have been brutal. Any stored up capital with the 
local elites might also have been lost, especially if Roman interven
tion became a reality. The local elites occupied a precarious posi
tion too. They had to deal with the silversmiths and their complaints 
(and likely those of other groups), preserve order, and, hopefully, 
prevent Roman involvement. The craftsmen probably knew how 
difficult they were making it for the council. The council member 
called on to address them makes this clear in his comments: we all 
are in danger of being charged with stasis and we will not be able to 
give a proper account of this gathering.44 In other words, this will be 
hard to explain if the Romans find out. The silversmiths and the 
elite must have both understood this. In that case, associations 
probably used disruptions and public displays sparingly and strate
gically as part of managing their ongoing social, political, and eco
nomic relationships with local elites.

44. Acts 19:40, Kai yap KivSuvsbopsv syKaXstGØai crcdcjscoq Tispi xfjg ørmspov priSsvog anion 
wiapxovrog, rcspi on on SwrpopsOa aTcoSonvai Xoyov nepi xfjg æaTpotpfjq Tanxiy;.
45.1.Eph. 215, with SEG 28.863.

The silversmiths likely pushed the questions of Artemis’ impor
tance and their own importance versus other groups (Christian or 
otherwise) as far as it could go. Although they left after several 
hours without any definitive resolution, the silversmiths perhaps 
went away more than empty handed. Demetrius and the silver
smiths may have been trying to gauge what support and influence 
they had amongst the local elites in a real-time way - not measured 
in honorary inscriptions or favorable responses to petitions. By 
their actions and choice not to refer the matter to the Romans, the 
council may have signaled that they agreed with the silversmiths 
who had been shouting ‘Great is Artemis of the Ephesians!’ in the 
theater. Not only did the councilors also think that Artemis was, in 
fact, great, but they might have thought that the silversmiths could 
not be dismissed unilaterally, at least at this point in time. The pro- 
consul who settled the disturbance the bakers caused in Ephesos in 
the second century may have been operating in a similar fashion.45 
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He maintained that although he could punish the bakers severely, 
in light of their importance to the welfare of the city, he would not 
do so. If this was the case, the silversmiths might have gotten the 
response they wanted, and managed to avoid any punitive measures 
or involvement of the Romans.

The secretary of the council’s statement acknowledged their 
presence and suggests that they had some standing. More than this, 
the secretary’s warning to take their complaints to the imperial 
courts or the local council before, essentially, everyone gets in trou
ble is also illuminating.46 Going to the courts or to the council were 
the other two options associations could make use of, and likely 
made use of more often than occupying the theater. In fact, the ju
rists seem to suggest that the right of an association to petition and 
have their complaints heard was and should have remained a giv
en.4?

46. ̂ *19:38-39.
47. Dig. 3.4.1.1
48. P. Oxy. XII1414 (270-275 CE).

I am less interested in the specifics of the uproar than in the deci
sion made to occupy the theater and the response offered by the 
secretary of the council for how this episode can inform our reading 
of the papyrological evidence. Going to the council or the courts 
was exactly what craftsmen, merchants, and associations did in 
Egypt. A third-century transcript of council proceedings in Oxy- 
rhynchus offers an example of associations taking their complaints 
and concerns to the local elites.48 The council had contracted the 
linen merchants and weavers to produce garments for the local tem
ples. Problems arose during production. The associations claimed 
that initial funds allocated by the council would not cover increased 
costs for labor and materials. Rather than march through the streets, 
both the weavers and linen merchants went to the council and asked 
for more money, where advocates spoke on their behalf. The weav
ers may have made a better case (or had more influential advocates) 
because the council allocated the full amount requested. The mer
chants, on the other hand, received only half.

When associations of dyers and fullers in the Arsinoite nome 
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were unhappy with their tax assessment, they also chose not to start 
a riot. Instead, protesting what they deemed an unfair and incorrect 
tax assessment, the fullers and dyers took full advantage of the legal 
process and petitioned for a review.

[- oz.Go - ;:.tou;| Avtowivod Kai Om'jpou tcöv [KDpiow Ssßaorow - 02.31 -]vw[ 

arto] tod Äp[orvoirIoi) Kai 7tpoosX9övTow Aovysi- [vop pi]TO>p si7tsv ■ - ca. 23

- oi j-is]y si[oi] yvacpsip o[i Ös] ßacpsip njy spyaoiav, ÖiÖovrai Ös wtsp to.ou; 

[- CÆ.13 -] '/_;:tpo>|va|c| iou D7tö liev tcö]v yvacpscov srrpiai öpa'/_Liai '/ü.tai 

svsvr]KOVTa Ödo wtö Ös row ßacpsow [ÖiaKÖoiai <r/|öoi']KOVTa okto Kara töv [yv] 

dipiova Kai ri]v mwr]9siav. MaciLiou Ös rrvop KaraoTa9svTop sipsracTOD [sv 

7t/öovt au] roup i] sösi 7tapaypä\|/avTop svstd/ov rro ipsLiövi Kai ävs7tsp\|/sv 

avroup 67ti Kpäooov töv Kpänorov | öioiki]t |i']y. öp |isTa7ts|i\|/ä|jsvop töv tod 

voliod ;?//.o|y|igti]\’ sksXsdosv auröv siKooasr[i]av tt]v D7tö ysipa 

[s7UOK6\|/ao9ai,] 7tpoG<po>\i]Ga\’TÖ; ts avTou pi]Ösv 7tÄsov ÖsÖöo9ai tod Kara 

töv yvdipova Kara Taura f]9sXrpsv au [roup rip’ ä]7töÖoorv 7torrpa<j9ai Kai 

oi)To>; LÜ.'/jit todtod ä7tsÖooav. S7tsi odv vüv Kar[a]oTa9sip tu; s7tiTT]pT]Tr]p 

io[rsXoDp %eiprovaipio(?)|u ßoüXsTaf1 7t]Xsov i] Kara töv yvdipova aurou; 

ä7taiTsiv svst[d]/ov tcö OTpaniyro 7t[a]paTi9spsvoi [- ca.11 - Kai S7ts]i Lnjösv 

D7tö tod [OTpari]]you S7t[orr|] 9n sösrpsv aurou; svid/siv ooi. I Ipdirap'/o; pi']- 

|to>p si7tsv-..............Kajrä rot Öö^avra Kpfäooco - ca.g -\t . [........... s|c;:räre:c>;

)]'/_(h] 7tspi Todtod siöop rro Kpa [rferco Atß;:p|ä/.i Kai D7tsypa\|/sv |xf] ä7t[aiTsiy 

Ssur|p]iavöp si7tsv- 7tapövrop tod syXoyioTOD o[c,] Kai svr;:uc;:-|- CÆ.14 -]v töv 

E.v/.oviori]|v  (hand 2) ctvsjyvrov. 15[(hand 1) - ca.18 -]. [.]... row [.. ]£,[ 

ßacpsco]v Kai yvacpscov ä7tö tod ApoivosiroD 7tapövrop 'EpLii-|ou tod 

syXoyioTOD tod ApcnJvosiTOD [Aovysivop pipr|o)p si7tsv- s/9sp sv[st]d/öv p[oi] 
oi CDvriyopoDpsvoi [- 02.12 - fjspi dw o]d ö|;'.|ö\’to>; a7ta[iT0DVTai D7tö s] 

7tiTi]pi]Tou ao'/_o/.i]Liaro; ysipowa^ioD Kai S7ti s- [- 02.15 - f|]y9ai rro [Kp]a[r] 

iprfco AißspäA Kai i)7t<r/;r/|pä<p()ai 7tspi tt| /_|;'.ovop rrpop aurou; lit] (i]Tsfc9ai 

[- (:a.<2~i -].. [- ca.15 -] tö ÜKpißsp LL<i(>ij p. Ösöps9a od[v] 7tapö[v]ra aD-2O[röv 

(?) - ca.30 - 'IipLiiou avayvövr|o; tö ä/9sv siöop AißspäA SsDi]piavöp [si]7tev- 

[- 02.17 -]. ]. [. ]t . [. . ]. Dv[- ca.14 -]op TOD S7tlTl]pl]T0D TCÖ KpaTIOTCO

67UOTp[aiiif/op. [ - ca.? - ] (hand 2) ävsyvcov.

in the ... year of Antoninus and Verus the Lords Augusti, the fullers 
and dyers from the Arsinoite nome having been summoned and 
having appeared, Longinus, advocate, said: ‘Of these men some are 
fullers and other dyers by trade, and for the tax on trades 1092 
drachmas yearly are paid by the fullers and 1088 by the dyers ac
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cording to tariff and custom. A certain Maximus who was appoint
ed inspector having wrongly entered a larger sum against them than 
was due they appealed to the prefect, who referred them to his high
ness the epistrategos Crassus. The latter summoned the eklogistes of the 
nome and ordered him to verify the accounts of the last twenty 
years, and, when he reported that no more had been paid than was 
sanctioned by the tariff, decided that they should pay on this scale, 
and they have done so up to the present time. A superintendent of 
the tax upon trades has now been appointed who wishes to demand 
from them a larger amount than that of the tariff, and they therefore 
petitioned the strategos, adding a statement..., but as nothing was 
done by the strategos they were obliged to appeal to you.’ Pro- 
tarchos, advocate, said: “... in accordance with the decision ... a re
port on the subject was laid before his highness Liberalis, who made 
an endorsement that they should not be required to pay.” Severi- 
anus said: “When the eklogistes is present...”«

Attempts by local officials to collect exorbitant amounts was a 
common complaint. Several petitions by individual craftsmen al
lege similar overzealous tax collection and seek relief.5“ These asso
ciations, again represented by an advocate, appear to have brought 
their dispute to the highest levels of provincial government on dif
ferent occasions. At one point their case prompted the epistrategos 
(one of three regional officials with oversight of multiple nomes) to 
order a review of twenty years worth of financial records. While 
within the purview of provincial officials, any sort of review was 
likely burdensome and speaks to some of the influence these asso
ciations and their advocates had. On the basis of the review and 
past precedent, the fullers and dyers once again seem to have won 
the day, although the precise outcome is difficult to ascertain due to 
the state of the text. Precedent, conforming to established norms, a 
reputation for fulfilling tax requirements, and perhaps friends more 
influential than the tax collectors seem to have been on their side.

49. P. Tebt. II 287, BLY., 276 (161-169 CE; trans. Grenfell and Hunt).
50. P. Oxy. LXXIII 4953 (48 CE); see also P. Oxy. II 284 (50 CE) and 285 (50 CE).

The weavers of Philadelphia might have found themselves in a 
similar situation. When last we met this group, they had been con- 49 50 
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tracted by local elites to complete a number of items for the military. 
Things have become more complicated in the intervening time. The 
following year (139 CE), this same group claimed that they did not 
have enough weavers to fulfill new orders. It appears that four of 
their number had been tasked with other duties. In response, they 
sent a petition to the strategos of the nome (an official chosen from 
wealthy local elites but serving as the ranking civil official in a nome 
other than his own) seeking exemptions and relief from what might 
have been efforts by local elites to over burden them.

Aicovi GTpo.Tip/M ÄpotvosiTfon] 'HpaiAsföfoD Li;:püx):| 7tapä yspöfcov Kcbp.r]g 

<I>v.aö;7.<p;:ia|S7tek>f] siXiypa-] luv uitovik'i; sk tod Öi]|1oo(od apyupiofu 

(öp<r/_Lia;) -ea.?-, ivaIllu- | tigliov Öt]pöoiovKaraoKSDaooipsv. [ -13-14- ] psvoi 

ovrs<;ä7tÖTfj<;sp[Y]ao[ia]<;ävÖps [-12-13-]Ti]KÖTS<;ä7tapTfeaiTÖKSKsXsDO|isv[ov 

-10-11- ] todtcov Tsrvw.ps; sööörpav ek; sm . [ -13-14- ] svskoi rfj<; '/jv.ia; 

ä(pr]psf>rpav dtp’ f|ll|cöv Kai ek; ÄA.cäv-|öp;:iav 87top8ijf>rpav Kai sti Lia/./.ov s[ 

-8-10- Jsysvo-psØa, ctvayKakoi; S7ti os KaTscpipyapsv [Kai aiT]of)psv,säv ooi 

öofji], s7tiTps\|/ai saöfjvai i]Lid; tolk; [KaTa]Xsutops-voD<; ä7tö rq<; tü/v'I]: 

a7u:pK)7tär)To|u;| a [ttö 7taocöv] /psi-cöv, <W'>; töv syösöopsvov ipaufopöv

. TsX]spoi|isv Kai 7tapaÖcöpsv Kai päXiora oti s7tiK;;.| trat i] | luv srspoD Öi]-pooioD 

iLiaTiGLiof) if/öoui;. fjv 7taXiv i']psi<; ä7tapTfeai Ösiyosi, iv’ röp(ev) 

7ts(piXav9pco7tT]pÉvoi. f]|isv Ö[s 7tpÖTSpov avöp;:;| ÖSKaÖüo, ;ic <bv oi Tsooaps<; 

a7t;:G7täu(h]Ga|\’. coots v]w |siv|au']Lia; avÖps<; oktco.

To Dio, strategos of the Arsinoite nome, division of Heraclides from 
the weavers of the villiage of Philadelphia. There was recently sent 
us from the public treasury a sum of money with orders for us to 
make clothing for the state, and our group of artisans, reduced as 
it is to a small number, considered it an answer to its prater to be 
able to execute the orders received. But now four among us have 
been assigned to escort duty [on the grain boats]. They have been 
taken from us to perform compulsory public service and have 
departed for Alexandria; thus our appeal to you and to beg you, if 
you deem it proper, to give orders that we, who have hitherto been 
left to our trade, be left alone and undisturbed by other public ser
vice, so that we may make and deliver the clothing ordered (espe
cially as we expect a further order to fill for the state), and so that we 
may thus be the beneficiaries of your benevolence. We were twelve 
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men in number, of whom four have been removed, so that we now 
remain only eight.51 52 53

51. BGZ7VII1572 (139 CE), lines 1-18; trans. Lewis and Reinhold, vol. 2,373-4.
52. P. Tebt. II 287, line 5.161-169.
53. Callistratus cites public utility as a justification for exemption from munera {Dig. 
50.6.6.12); for further discussion of law and public utility see Liu 2009, 97-124.

This petition indicates some of the strategy that might have been 
involved in disputes with local elites. Local elites were not the only 
ones that could turn to the Roman authorities. If associations were 
unable to negotiate as the delegate of the council implored at Ephe
sos, they could use their rights to petition, just as the weavers have 
done here. This may have involved a certain amount of risk - not of 
violent repression as the silversmiths risked, but economic and legal 
risks (see also Perry in this volume). Responses from officials, in 
theory bound by law, precedent, and custom (Kara rov yvcogova Kai 
rt]v oovijØetav) as the advocate of the fullers and dyers asserted, could 
be random and unpredictable.58 To shield themselves as much as 
possible, associations like the weavers made use of rhetoric, prece
dent, and reputation for past services when making their case. The 
weavers reminded the strategos of their utility and service to the state, 
and the expectations that they will complete even more this year 
once they receive this small boon. In doing so, they challenged the 
local elites, and emphasized their participation in the process of ad
ministration - not their opposition to it.

The rhetoric of utility was a common theme.55 A man named Isi- 
dorus, who claimed to be a weaver and a proprietor of a large work
shop staffed by many people, asserted his usefulness and past ser
vices to avoid what appears to be an official post in Alexandria. 
During a hearing to extricate himself from this service held before 
an imperial official, his advocate Eudaemon invoked past precedent 
and claimed that people like Isidorus had received exemptions be
cause of their ‘usefulness’ (oi 5e roiomoi öcpei0r|ootv ötd to ypijotgolv] 
eivat reo ragiefficp).

Aon; Xß AodkIod AiXiov Avpip.iov Koliliööod Kaim/po; tov Kvpiov OotpsvdiØ 
svwyövTOi;- loiddipov EüÖaipmv piffcop st7tsv- A7tiLi<r/_o; Taiov worTTpcrap'o;

ÖsXra YpaLiLiuTo; ävsÖcoKsv töv ijpsrspov ctvØ’ avTov ;:pyw)Ti]piäp'/_ip’ ovra 
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Åivoikprov 7to/j.oi); cp'/aeoLvvou; sv ifj spyaotg syovra. oi Ös toiodtoi å(psi9rpav 

Ötä to '/jn']gilio|\’| sivai zro w.liu:| (|q> Kai7tapaKaXcö [Ös] KsXsuoai os iro |TjtiLi|- 

<?/_<;> ETSpov [åv9’ ai)TO|f) ävaÖ[owatK]gi a\’<ri'\’|<'>G<)Lio.iu7tö|Livi]Li|a MaKpiv]- 

ou ks['/poJvtopévov si; to Kß OapLiouOi. dratta; pf]Tcop si7tsv o ’E7tipayö; (pi]otv 

|4.f| sivai aÜTÖv /.ivöucpov åXka |iDp07tcbXT]v sÜG/finova avØpomov. ’Iou/.tavo; 

sinsv Kaw. ra sip’ å|io[i]cov KpiØévia si soiiv spyaarqpidpxqi; /.iv6u<p| [cov]] iro 

anret) 7tapa<kr/| Li|<m xpi]oao9ai Öwaiai Ka[i ä^iow a|vr' auTO|u| srspov 

äv[aÖo9f[vai].

On the petition of Isidorus, Eudaemon his advocate, said: ‘Epima- 
chus son of Gaius, assistant strategos of the fourth district, has nomi
nated my client in place of himself. My client is a foreman weaver 
who has many workmen in his factory, and men in his position have 
in the past been exempted because they are useful to the Treasury 
and now I urge you to order Epimachus to nominate someone else 
in place of himself and I will now read a report of Macrinus dated 
to the twenty-second year, Pharmouthi.’ Hippias the advocate said: 
‘Epimachus asserts that Isidorus is not a weaver but a perfumer and 
a well-to-do man.’ Julianus said: ‘According to decisions given in 
similar cases if he is a foreman weaver he can use the same precedent 
and in turn nominate someone else instead of himself.’54

54. P. O.vy XXII 2340, lines 3-24 (BLN, 81 and BLNII, 148), trans. Roberts, adapted 
according to the suggestions of Youtie 1964,316-318.

Tension between local elites and wealthy craftsmen may have re
sulted in Isidorus’ nomination to a post in the first place. Craftsmen 
sometimes received immunities that local elites craved, potentially 
leading to enmity. It seems possible that in this case Epimachus, 
clearly someone influential, might have been trying to foist an oner
ous burden upon Isidorus. How he may have upset Epimachus is 
unclear, as is the nature of the relationships both advocates, Eudae
mon and Hippias, presumably also members of the local elite, had 
with the others involved.

The text provokes interesting questions that will likely remain 
unanswered, including whether or not Isidorus was actually a per
fume merchant or a weaver. Whether Isidorus had belonged to an 
association also is uncertain, although he matches the profile for 
membership: not just a weaver but one who employed many other 
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craftsmen, not unlike Demetrius in Ephesos. Isidorus’ economic ca
pacity does not appear to be in question, however, nor does he seek 
relief because of poverty. Instead, Isidorus made use of precedent 
and the rhetoric of utility to the state and the public treasury in an 
attempt to secure his exemption.

Finally, P. Ryl. IV 654 preserves evidence of an early fourth-centu
ry dispute between the weavers and the builders, who had tried to 
impress a weaver into their association.

[. . ]. pago . civitat[is Oxur]unch[i]tarum [A]polinar[i]us dix(it):
| /.tvöwpo |; Ti]\’ to/vi]v soriv, owÖ[ikov] Ös sivoti Ösi rov niv spyaoiav 7t/_i]pow- 

|to;- so].tiv yap avrro owspyo; IIavXofc,] ovto; palhyn]; pév wy/avoiv, si; 

5[aoKi]oi]v Ös rfj; Té%vr|; äcpiKÖpsvo;. ovtot 5f] Ka9’ savroi); di; ouk o/.iya [ral; 

ÖT||x]ocrtai; wy/avovoi '/jv.iai; '/ppmuot [[o]] Kai crt> å spö; Ösotiöti]; cruv- 

[oiöa;. t]cö yäp ävaßoXiKcö nXsiora owtsXovoi, Kai onansp ano toutcov a7tsp- 

[yä^so9a]i Ösi. <//.</.’> oi oikööolioi ÖiKaiovoi rfj; TonavTi]; s/vr/oncri]; /psia; 

[di; apyoi);] tovtod; liövov owopäv. röv yäp 5f] ßoi]9oijp6vov oik|6|öoliov 

10[7toifjo]ai OTtovÖäCpppi /.ivÖDtpov wy/avovr’ aitpaypova ToXpowts; 

7tapa[v]opdiTaTov. rfj; psv yäp Té%vr|; qv pspä9r]K6v ä7too7tö)oi, érspafv] Ös 

rf]v røv oiKOÖöprov SKÖtöäcai ßow.ovw.i. 67ti ywaiop rfj oiKia (pvXay9fjvai Ösi 

aÜTÖv {7tp0OT]KsiJ iva pqöspiav wto røv oiKOÖöpcov 7täoyoi ßiav. 7tpovosio9ai 

tovtod töv OTpauiyov Kai röv /.o'/iGnp’ actoi.

i5Maximianu[s] v(ir) p(erfectissimus) iuridicus Aegfypti) dix(it): 
XoyuTtf]; Kai r)|T|panp/o; 7tpovofpovTai si; to w|o toij]t[cov Kaup/opppsva si 

Ti]\’| rø/vpv 6Kpi'|spä9i'|Ksy Kai 4Ö1] sv toüti] rfj spyaoia spriy si; srspav 

pf]psTa(pépso9ai rø/vpv.

...of the city of Oxyrhynchus, Apolinarius said: ‘He is a linen weav
er by trade, and he is bound to be a sundikos in court for a man ply
ing the same trade. For he has as fellow worker this Paul who, al
though an apprentice, has come to him for practice of the weaving 
trade. These men are in their own right of no small usefulness to the 
public services, and you, my lord, know—for they contribute abun
dantly to the anabolicum—how very much they have to produce. But 
the builders think it right, in a time of such pressing need, always to 
discuss only their own interests. For they are bent on making my 
client into a builder although he is a peaceful linen weaver, daring 
to perpetrate a very great wrong in the process. They are taking him 
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away from the craft that he has learned, and they wish to teach him 
another, the builders’ craft. Inasmuch, therefore, as he must be pre
served for his own craft, it is fitting, in order that he suffer no vio
lence from the builders, that the .ttrate«».jand the logistes make provi
sion for him. This is his request.’

Maximianus, vir perfectissimus, iuridicus Aegypti, said: ‘The strategos 
and the logistes will make provision, in respect of his charges, that if 
he has learned the craft and is already in this trade, he is not to be 
transferred to another.’55

55. P. Ryl. IV 654 (302-309 CE), BLY., 171 and XI, 191; trans. Roberts and Turner; on 
text see Youtie 1958: 397-401.
56. van Minnen 1987, 80; see also Carrié 2002,319.

While some have suggested that this text provides evidence of 
the government’s desire to restrict social or economic movement, 
this dispute came to the attention of the local authorities on the 
basis of a petition alleging violence by the builders.56 The builders’ 
perspective is not known, but Paul the young and peaceful weaver 
might have found himself in the middle of a larger conflict between 
what were likely both influential, and useful, associations. In order 
to carry the day, however, the weavers and their advocate had to 
make sure that they appeared more useful, and peaceful, than the 
useless and violent builders, and they employed familiar rhetoric to 
do it.

4. Conclusions
The texts considered here suggest that Roman officials were con
fronted with a complex fabric of factions and special interest groups, 
including local elites and associations. Decisions made to disband 
or take action against associations may have had repercussions. 
While Philo praised the association-busting measures of Flaccus, it 
will be remembered that some of the members of the associations 
he disbanded happened to be influential and wealthy members of 
the Greek elite who contributed to his downfall. According to 
Philo’s account, as everything began to fall apart for Flaccus, two 
figures helped lead the charge in opposition - the same people he 
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blamed for spurring the governor onto his lawless ways: Lampon 
and Isidorus. Philo depicted both as unsavory characters who en
joyed some significant standing in Alexandria’s Greek community. 
Lampon was apparently wealthy and had served as a gymnasiarch. 
Isidorus, on the other hand, seems to have had a great deal of influ
ence with the associations.s? In any context, disbanding associations 
may have amounted to taking action against the very people that 
local elites and imperial officials relied upon: people who occupied 
a relatively more powerful position than anonymous agricultural 
laborers, merchants, or craftsmen.

The unrest in Alexandria or the occupation of the theater in 
Ephesos would seem to confirm Roman anxiety about the influence 
these groups could wield. But it is difficult to match up any of these 
stories or anecdotes of repression with a legal policy enforced in 
Egypt, Asia Minor, or throughout the empire. If not an actual uni
form Roman policy, the approval of actions taken against associa
tions found in the writings of Philo, Pliny, Suetonius, and the jurists 
may at least suggest an underlying historiographical point: good 
governors and rulers were supposed to keep an eye on associations. 
As reported by Suetonius, among the actions Augustus took to re
store order upon assuming power included dissolving collegia not 
recognized by law or tradition.

Pleraque pessimi exempli in perniciem publicam aut ex consuetudine licentiaque 
bellorum ciuilium durauerant aut per pacem etiam extiterant. nam et grassatorum 
plurimi palam seferebant succincti ferro, quasi tuendi sui causa, et rapti per agros 
uiatores sine discrimine liberi seruique ergastulis possessorum supprimebantur, et 
plurimae factiones titulo collegi noui ad nullius non facinoris societatem coibant, 
igitur grassaturas dispositis per oportuna loca stationibus inhibuit, ergastula recog- 
nouit, collegia praeter antiqua et legitima dissoluit.

Many pernicious practices militating against public security had 
survived as a result of the lawless habits of the civil wars, or had 
even arisen in time of peace. Gangs of robbers openly went about 
with swords by their sides, ostensibly to protect themselves, and * 

57. Philo, InFlacc. 125-140.
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travelers in the country, freemen and slaves alike, were seized and 
kept in confinement in the workhouses of the land owners; numer
ous leagues, too, were formed for the commission of crimes of every 
kind, assuming the title of some new guild. Therefore to put a stop 
to brigandage, he stationed guards of soldiers wherever it seemed 
advisable, inspected the workhouses, and disbanded all guilds, ex
cept such as were of long standing and formed legitimate purpos
es.58 59

58. Suetonius, Aug. 32.1; trans J. C. Rolfe, revised and updated by D. W. Hurley, Loeb 
1998-
59. Suetonius, ltd. 42.3.

In characterizing these measures in this way, Suetonius’ account 
made a connection with Julius Caesar who he maintained had dis
solved certain associations as part of his reforms {cuncta collegia praeter 
antiquitus constituta distraxit) What we see in the works of Philo, 
Pliny, Suetonius, and the jurists may be literary short-hand for 
painting an official, governor, or emperor as effective in upholding 
or re-establishing Roman order, and not necessarily a description of 
a strict Roman policy regarding associations. Good Roman rulers 
set things right, follow tradition, and maintain order. Control of as
sociations in communities, rhetorically at least, was part of this idea 
of rule. In reality, these anecdotes may suggest that there was in fact 
good reason to appeal to and cultivate ties with associations de
pending on circumstances.

This is not to say that it was all historiographical convention. 
Restrictions or limits imposed on associations discussed by the ju
rists and examples of conflict initiated by craft and merchant groups 
should not be entirely discounted when discussing interactions be
tween associations, local officials, and imperial authorities. Con
flict, however, may not have been the defining feature of their rela
tionships. Resorting to conflict and causing unrest was a strategic 
decision and employed sparingly. Associations and their members 
instead relied on the rhetoric of utility to the state and reputations 
earned from previous successful service in attempts to get their way. 
Some associations were also likely more influential than others: 
weavers in Egypt, a famed center of linen production, probably had 
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a certain amount of clout they did not have elsewhere. Such exten
sive use of the legal system and of advocates (who may or may not 
have been members of the association) might also suggest an elevat
ed level of status for certain groups.

Ultimately associations and local elites operated and transacted 
their business within a certain number of constraints. In many re
spects a particular association (and its network of members) was 
one of a few suppliers of a particular service or product, if not the 
only one. Those associations that realized their influential position 
may have capitalized on it. Similarly, local elites, whether members 
of distinguished families like Vedius Antoninus or village scribes 
like Kronion, may have benefited from their ties to associations or 
association members. When there was a need for garments or con
struction, local elites by necessity had to deal with the weavers and 
builders they knew. Whether this prompted something akin to a 
prisoner’s dilemma is worth considering, but the limited amount of 
choices on all sides contributed to the complexity of the relation
ship, the need to compromise, and the potential for conflict. Robert 
Axelrod’s study of cooperation has shown that basic reciprocity (tit- 
for-tat) is the most beneficial for all involved in iterative scenarios 
- defecting on the part of the local elites or association members 
may have had a short term benefit, but may have not proven suc
cessful in the long run.60

60. Axelrod 2006.

Roman provincial officials and their reactions to and interpreta
tion of a particular situation added a level of complication to the 
equation that elites and associations had to take note of as well. 
Defecting (however construed) carried risks; the silversmiths in 
Ephesos could have been dealt with more harshly, the weavers of 
Oxyrhynchus could very well have been disappointed with the out
come of their negotiations with the council, and the fullers and dy
ers may not have had their tax burden alleviated. Associations em
ployed the rhetoric of utility, legal precedent, and potentially 
influential advocates acting on their behalf to help mitigate risks of 
defection. It is important to remember that the texts considered 
here only describe a brief snap- shot of the negotiations between the 
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parties involved in a particular transaction, and often only one side 
at that. These situations must have played out over the course of 
interactions between professional groups and other local constitu
encies in a larger context, asymmetrical though the power relations 
were, in which all sides stood to benefit and could be useful in pro
tecting mutual interests.

Associations participated actively in the economy and society of 
their local communities in a number of ways, not limited to the sym
bolic realm of honorific exchange. Even in this respect, an econom
ic and political relationship existed beyond the formulaic language. 
Associations were not always in agreement either. The dispute be
tween the weavers and the builders indicates that while there is a 
tendency to see these groups as an undifferentiated mass, tensions 
existed. Associations may also have taken sides in disputes with 
other groups and influential factions, and were likely courted to do 
so by the parties involved. In this sense, more than passively accept
ing a dominant social or political order imposed from above, asso
ciations played a part of the process, even in a small way, by forging 
alliances with elites, working with them to support their own pro
jects, and likely receiving preferential treatment. Part of the process 
until a letter arrived from the governor, or in the case of Vedus An
toninus, the emperor. Vedius Antoninus and the emperor helped 
make the dominant political and legal order clear to everyone.
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Hermes, 32,112, 140, 167, 223 n. 79. 
hetaireia, 7, 13,196.
Hipponax, 30. 
iatroi, see phycisians
Idyma, 151,162,175,189. 
Ilion, 140 n. 19, 141 with n. 21, 151,

154.162-3, I7I> '73- 
Isis, 158 n. 103, 215 n. 37, 302, 304 n.

6.
Isocrates, 7. 
Juidaism, 212, 230.
Kamiros, 136,158,162-4, 166 n. 135. 
Kition, 25, 45 n. 57, 158 n. 103. 
koinonia, 64-6, 71, 73, 81.
Koptos, 248, 251-2, 308.
Kos, 95, 105, 106 n. 43,114,118, 141 n.

22,154 n. 81,175 
Kratinos (poet), 30. 
Krokodilopolis, 286, 288, 295 n. 83. 
Kyzikos, 140 n. 20,141, 143 n. 38,145,

155 with n. 89, 171, 223 n. 79. 
Laodikeia, 140 n. 20,141 n. 22,173. 
Lenin (V.I.), 202.
Leontopolis, 275, 276 n. 28, 288. 
Lindos, 15, 96,106, 136,138-9, 154 n.

81, 161, 163,168-71, 222 n 78. 
Lydia, 173, 214, 223 n. 79. 
Magnesia (Mai.), 186, 214 n. 32. 
Maroneia, 27, 39 n. 40. 
membership, members n-12, 45-46,

75-6-
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Memphis, 245, 260, 284-5, 288-9, 
294, 308-11.

merchants, 138,146, 214 n. 32, 290,
307 n. 13, 317, 319, 321-6, 331, 

334-5-
metics, 25 n. 2, 72, 75, 141 nn. 22-3, 

i43> i6i’2> '7°> !72> '75>
Miletos, 138 n. 19,140,189. 
Mother of the Gods, 32 n. 18, 49,140. 
Muses, 62, 63 nn. 28 and 33, 74, 78. 
nauklcroi, 138-9,158 n. 103, 243-5, 252,

254, 260, 260 n. 94, 308. 
Naukratis (Egypt), 154 n. 78, 283,

309 n. 19, 311. 
neoi, 92, 95,103, no, 112. 
Nisyros, 137,138. 
Odrysians (Odryseis), 32-35 
oikos, 210-6, 218, 223-5, 225 n- 9T> 227

n. 104, 231-2. 
Olympia, 81. 
orgeones, 10,14-15, 38, 39-49, 
Oxyrhynchus, 319, 321-3, 326, 332,

336, 
paideutai, see teachers 
patron, patronage, 15, 105, no, 116-7,

152, 201, 217 n. 50, 220, 226 with 
n. 101, 272 n. ii,

Paul, 197, 208, 213, 216, 222 n. 76, 
225, 227-8, 231, 324, 333-4.

Peiraius, 40, 45-46
Pergamon, 95-7, 106-7, m_2, 149 n.

60, 174.
Perge, 112,141 n. 22,153.
Phaselis (Lycia), 79,140 n. 20,141 n.

22,142,144, 149 n. 64,161,167 n. 
138, 172-4.

phratria, n, 41 n. 42. 
Phrygia, 108,141 n. 22, 286. 
Philadelphia (Egypt), 141 n. 22,

257'8, 3°9> 322> 328-9; (Lydia), 
214-5, 220.

Philippoi, 27-28.
Philippopolis, 27.
Philo (of Alexandria), 314-6, 318, 

333’5-
phycisians, 92-119.
Plato, 31, 37, 49, 61.
Pliny, 185,196, 319, 324, 335 
politeuma, 255, 270-98, 308, 310-12.
Poseidon, 115,140, 146 n. 46, 154 n. 81 
Prusa, 193, 324.
Ptolemais, 283, 311.
Ptolemy (I), 100 n. 24, (IV), 256, 

257 n. 80, (VI), 286 n. 55, 289, 
298, 310, (VIII), 254, 256, 260, 
271,

Rhodes, 8 n. 5,14, 81, 95-6,136-72, 
222 n. 78. Seealso Lindos, 
Kamiros

Rome, 8, 58, 79 with n. 101, 80,100 
with n. 24, 141 n. 21, 164, 165 n. 
128,196, 257 n. 80

Salamis (island), 35 n. 26, 42, 46 with 
n. 61, 47 n. 63, 49. (Cyprus), 293 
nn. 74 and 76.

Samos, 101 n. 25, 140 n. 20, 141 n. 22, 
157,165 n. 130,174, 214 n. 32.

Sarapis, 207, 215 n. 37.
Selge, 140, n. 20, 141 n. 22,142,160 n. 

107, 175.
Sidon, 126-7, 143,171, 288, 296 n. 87. 
Sinope, 219 n. 58.
Smyrna, 95, 105-n, 117,141 n. 22. 
Socrates, 58, 61.
Solon (of Athens), 12 n. 19, 68-9 with 

n- 58-
Syme, 137-8,162, 175.
synodos (association), 7, 92, 98, 99 n. 

20,102-6,108, 110-12,124-8, 214 n. 
32, 219 n. 58, 222 n. 78, 243, 
255-6, 296 n. 86, 308, (assembly), 
148,150.
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Syracuse, 103 n. 32, 143, 147, 160 n.

107,173-
Syria, 138, 141 n. 22, 143, 173, 297.
Suetonius, 316, 334-5
Tanais, 122-7, 219.
Tarsos, 81.
teachers, 76, 92-119,139, 221.
Tebtunis, 244, 307 n. 13, 319-20. 
Teios, 137,169.
Teos, 7.
Termessos, 129 with n. 26, 141 n. 21. 
Tertullian, 207.
Thasos, 27

SCI.DAN.H. 8 • 9

Thebes (Egypt), 246-7, 251-2, 307. 
Theos Hypsistos, 124-5, 2I9 n- 5^- 
Thera, 12 n. 17, 140 n. 20, 222 n. 78 
thiasos, thiasotai (thiasitai), 10, 39, 

46-49, 62-3,122-5,I27> !3b '39 n- 
17,148 n. 57, 206, 207 nn. 3-5, 216, 
219 n. 58 and 60, 220 n. 65, 231, 
243, 308 n. 17.

Xenophon, 31, 157 with n. 97. 
Zeus, 25, 30,125,140,163, 167,171 n.

160, 214 with n. 36, 220, 229 n. 
118, 286 with n. 55.



Index Locorum

I. INSCRIPTIONS

Agora

i6, 329: 39
19 L16: 39 n.37

Archaiologikon Deltion
18 (1963) Ai, 7: 166 nn.136, 137
21 (ig66)Ai, 51-61:140 n.19; 159 

n.io 6
23 (1968) Bi, 445:142 n.25
26 (1971) B2, 471, no. 4: 34 n.25

Archaiologike Ephemeris
1913,10:166 n.137

ASAA 2 (1916) 133-79
1: 141 n. 22
4: 159 n.105
10 (=ASAA n.s. 1-2,1939-40, no.

19): 138 n.io; 149 n.61
11: 166 nn.136, 137

ASAA 8-9 (1925-26) 313-22
5: 140 n.20; 159 n. 106
6:159 n.105; '59 n.105

ASAA n.s. 1-2 (1939-40) 145-200
1:143 n- 32; 150 n.65; 158 n.99; 173
2:147 n.49; 160 n.107
3:158 n. 99
4:163, n.118
6: 149 n.61; 175
7-155 n.89; T72; 173
8:139 n.17; 159 n.105; T74
n: 143 n.36; 159 n.105; 174

18: 142 n.29; 160 n.109
19 (= ASAA 2,1916, no. 10): 138 

n.io; 149 n.61; 173; 175
21: 141 n.22; 153 nn.72, 76; 155 

nn.86, 88; 164 nn.122,124

ASAA n.s. 64-65 (1986-87) 267-934
12:138 n.io; 159 n.105
14:167 n.141

Aneziri 2003 (p. 19 above)
12 (= Le Guen 2001, no. 47): 7 n.3

Bårbulescu and Cåteia 2007 (p. 134 
above): 126

BCH
4 (1880) 405:109 n.52
7 (1883) 501-6:186 n.9
91 (1967) 41: 27 n.4
97 (1973) i59> i6i: 27 n.4
99 (1975) 97-n7:168 n.143

Bresson, RecueilPm
27 (= I.Rhod.Per. 510): 139 n.16
28:169 n.147
29:169 n.147
32:169 n.147
35 (= I.Rhod.Per. 514): 169 n.147
159 (= I-Rhod.Per. no): 162 n.117

BSA 56 (1961)
73 (= SEG 20.203): 293 n.75
76 (= OGIS 147): 293 n.75
77 (= OGIS 146): 293 n.75
80 (= OGIS 162): 293 n.75
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81 (= SEG 13.583): 293 n.75
83 (= OGIS 157): 293 n.73
84 (= OGIS 145): 293 n.71
91 (= OGIS 48): 293 n.73

Canali de Rossi 2007 (p. 134 above)
207:133 n.39

CIG

'739: 223 n.79
1800: 223 n.79
2271 (=/2)1519): 214 n.32
3037: 223 n.79
3495: i89 n-!5

CIL
III

870:132 n.36
III Addenda

12216:139 n.n
14165,08 (p 2328,78): 185 with n.7

V
764 (= CIMRM I 739): 126 n.15

VI
2193 (FIRA III 38): 98 n.i
9148 - 9149: 216 n.41

XIV
2112 (= ILS 7212): 257 n.79

Chaniotis 1991 (p. 176 above): 166
n.134

CIMRM
I
76: 126 n. 14

78 - 79: 126 n.14
84 - 85: 126 n.14
739 (= CZZ, V 764): 126 n.15

CIRB
59:124 n.4
17- !24 n.3; 125 n.23

95:124 n.3; 128 n.23
96:127 n.20
98-100:124 n.3; 127 n.20 
104:124 n.3; 127 n.20
105:127 n.20
663: 28 n.8
1054:124 n.4
1237:124 n.8
1260:124 n.6
1260a: 124 n.6
1261:124 n.3 
1263:124 nn.3, 7; 219 n.58
1264:124 n.7
1266:124 n.7 
1277-1280:124 nn.3, 6; 219 n-58 
1278:124 nn.3, 6
1282:124 nn.3, 6; 219 n-58
1284: 219 n.58
1288:124 nn.3, 6> 7
1290:124 n.7

Clara Rhodos 8 (1936) 227: 167 n.141

Collart 1937 (p. 51 above)
no. 1: 27 n.4

Dunant, C. and Pouilloux, J., 
Recherchessurl’histoire et les cultes du 
Thasos (Paris, 1954) 
178, no. 13: 27 n.4

FIRA
I
73: 97 n-i5i 98; 102
III
38 (=CIL VI 2193): 98 n.i7

GIBM
902:129 n.26
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Hesperia 15 (1946) 233, no. 64 (= SEG 
21.703): 63 n.28

I.Alex.Ptolem.
24 (= I.Prose 61): 286 n.58; 295 

n.85
74 (= OGIS 658): 286 n.55

I.Byzantion 11: 27 n.4

I.Cosy] (=Syll-3 1025): 114 n.65

I.Didyma 522:189 n.17

I.Ephesos (J.EpK)
26: 229 n.118
27:114

215: 325 n-45
216:101 n.25
445:109 n.54
622:105 n.36; 106 n.41
630a: 226 n.98
681: 226 n.98
690:108
719:: 105 and n.37; 106; in
728: 321 n.30
789:106 n.45
892: 226 n.98
1038:105 n.37
1161:105 n.37; 112
1162+Add. p. 24: 105; 106; in; 112; 

n3
1163:105 ii3n.37
1164:112;
1165:112; 113
1167:105 n.37;112
1168:112
1386: 9
U91 - 93: 323n-38
2065:106; no
2078:109 n.54

2080:109 n.54
2304:106; in
2928 + add. p. 22: 229 n.118
3055:105 n.37
3068:106; no
3239:106
3402: 229 n.118
3818:106 n.43
4101 (= SEG 31.9252): 99 n.21;

106; in
4101A: 99 n.21;
435° III: IO5 n-37

I.Fay(o)um
I

15: 286 n.55
II

119: 308 n.17

134: 243 n.7; 244 n.15
590: 252 n.59

III
204: 243 n.6
205: 243 n.6

I.Hermoupolis
5: 310 n.24
6: 310 n.24

I. Histriae
57 (= SEG 30.796): 115
99: 131 n.28; 132 n.34
100:130; 131 n.28

137:133 n-37
167:130-31; 131 n.28

199:13°
178-80:133 n.37
207:131 n.28; 133

I. Kallatis
35S5 (Jaccottet 2003, 54-55): I25

n.n, 127 n.17
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42-46 (Jaccottet 2003, 56-60): 125 
n.n

I.Klaudioupolis 7: 28 n.8

I.Lindos II
1: 165 n.128
2: 163, n.118; 164 n.124
88: 167 n.141
120:171 n.160
i3o: T55 n.84
131:172
132:171 n.159
140:154 n.81
197:172
208: 222 n.78
217:165 n.128
229:169 n.145
249:169 n.145
251:150 n.66
264:169 n.145
278:170 n.154
287:172
292:166 n.137; 169 n.151
300:166 n.137; ^9 n-!45; ^9

n.150
303:166 n.137
349:169 n.145
376:171 n.160
378: 222 n.78
384:169 n.146
391:166 n.137; i69 n.145
392a-b: 138 n.7; 150 n.66; 166 

n.137; i69 n.145
394:138 n.7; 150 n.66; 166 n.137;

169 nn.145,151
420a.26-8:15 n.32; 166 n.136; 166

n.137; i69 nn.145, !5!
421a: 167 n.141
425:169 n.145; i69 n.149
683:159 n.105; 174
coi. 1009:162 n.115

I.Magnesia
79: 229 n.118
89: 214 n.32
94: 214 n.32
217: 223 n.79

I.Mylasa
544: 219 n.58
909: 114 n.65

I.Napoli
43: ii n.14
44: ii n.14

I.Oropos 565: 28 n.8

I.Pergamon (I.Perg)
VIII 3.38: 107 n.46; 112
VIII 3.152: 112

I.Perge 193:109 n-53

I. Priene
55: 227 n.105
104 n.33; 114
113: 227 n.105

I. Pro se
25 (= OGIS 737): 285 nn.52, 53;
61 (I.Alex.Ptolem. 24): 286 n.58;

1295 n-85

I.Rhod.Per.

57:175
no (= Bresson, RecueilPéré 159): 162

n.117
128:174
!69:175
510 (= Bresson, RecueilPéré 27): 139

n.16
5i4(= Bresson, RecueilPéré35): 169

n.147
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I.Samothrake 5: 27 n.4

I. Smyrna
191 (IGR 4.618): 107 n.46:108

n.50
215:106; 108; IIO
537:105 n.36

I.Stratonikeia 1122: 229 n.118

I.Tomis 82:130 n.27

I.Tralleis 10: 229 n.118

IAeglhrace

279: 27 n.4
268: 27 n.4
379: 27 n.4
386: 27 n.4

ZCIII, 3A1 (=S#3 581): 154 n.81; 166
n.134

ID (I.Délos)
'5'9 (= CIG 2271): 158 n-IO3; 214

n.32
1522: 222 n.78

i7o9: '39 n-!3

IG
I3

i36: 367; 38 
369:38
383: 37

IIs

10: 39 n.36
120: 301 n.2
337 (= sy11-3 280): 25; 45 n.57; 158

n.103

554:153 n-73
1012.15: 7 n.i
i255: 32 and n.17; 42; 43 n.52; 44

n.55; 46 n.6o; 48 n.69
1256 (= Syil.3 1095): 32 and n.17; 43 

and n.49; 44 n.55
1261: 43 n.52; 44
1263: 43 n.52
1265: 43 n.52
1283: 35; 38; 39 and nn.39, 40; 42;

44-6; 158 n.103
1284A-B: 44; 45; 46 n.6o

1291: 43 n-52
i297: 43n-52; 47 n-64
1317 + 1317b: 46 n.61; 47 and n.64;

48 and nn.66, 67
1324: 46
1361:15 n-31; 43 and n.52; 44 n.55;

47 n-63
1368: 222 n.74
1369: 223 n.79
1496: 38; 43 n-53
!956: 39 n-4°
2859: 42 n.52
2869: 229 n.118

2933: 43 n-52
2947: 39 n-4°
4866:39 n.36
9223: 27 n.5; 39 n.36

III i
23: 246 n.22
29: 246 n.22

IV

774: 223 n.79
824: 223 n.79

IX I
486:223 n.79

IX Is

247:223 n.79
248:223 n.79
251:223 n.79

X2,1

255: 2i5n-37
446: 28 n.8
824: 219 n.6o
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XI 4
1150:129 n.26
1299:215 n.37

XIII
9: 140 n.20; 159 n.106
32:171 n.160
36:139 n.14; 167 n.138
43:165 n.131

49:172
49:155 n.89; !58 n-99
50:150 n.66
104:171 n.160
107:166 n.137
108:172
127:141 n.21; 143 n.38; 155 nn.82,

87
155:142 n.30; 146 n.47; 147, with 

nn.48, 51, 52; 148 nn.53-56, 58;
149 nn.59, 60 63; 160 nn.107, 
108; 173

156:143 n.34; 159 n.105; 173
157: 142 n.24; 144 n.39; 154 n.8o;

T55 n.87; '59 n.105; T73
158:138 n.io; 144 n.39; '59 n.105;

173
T59: '59 n.105; i67 n-138; J73
160:159 n.105; '73
161:142 n.28; 159 n.105; n.138;

173
162:140 n.18; 159 n.105; '73
163:165 n.129
164:144 n.39; '59 n.105; J73
165:144 n.39; '59 n.105; '73
384:144 n.39; '59 n.105
385:144 n.39; '59 n.105
731: 222 n.78
762:169 n.145; 170 n.153
837:138 n.7
844:172
917:139 n.17; 174
918: 96; 106; 139 n.12; 142 n.27;

149 n.6o; 174
937: 140 n.20; 142 n.26; 159 n.106;

!74
963: 138 n.io; 139 n.17
1033: 162 n.115
1135: 165 n.128

XII 2
541: 229 n.119

XII 3
6: 138 n.9; 162 n.116; 175
104:138 n.8
178:139 n.17; U8 n.57
329: 222 n.78
330:12 n.17
962:167 n.138; 175
963:175

XII 6
1: 214 n.32
128: 101 n.25

XII 8
478: 27 n.4
820: 214 n.34

XII Suppi.
460: 27 n.4
493: 27 n.4
504: 27 n.4
585: 28 n.8
1296:12 n.17

XIV
902a + add. p. 694: 219 nn.59, 6°

IGBulg
Is

i50): n5 n.67
15(2): 116 n.68

II
861: 27 n.5
870:132 n.35

III
956: 27 n.4

1344: 27 n.4
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1347:27 n.4 Ivantchic 2008b (p. 134 above)
1455:28 n.7 1: 122,126
1472: 28 n.7 2: 123, 125, 126
1801: 27 n.5
1828: 27 n.5

3: 123,125

IV Jacopi 1932 (po 178 above)

2141:27 n.5 2:172
2214: 222 n.78 5:167 n.141
2292: 27 n.5 6: 141 n.23; 144 n.39; 153 n.76; 154
2311: 27 n.5 n.8o; 155 nn.85, 89

V 19: 166 n.137
5534:28 n.7 48:166 n.137; ^9 n-!45
5863:27 n.5 53:142 n.29;173

IGLAM Jacobsthal 1908 (p. 120 above)
503: 219 n.58 2:100 n.24
1381: 214 n. 32
1382: 214 n.32 Jaccottet 2003 (p. 134 above)

GR 22:132 n.31
I 54-55 (= L Kallatis 35-35): 125 n.n,
IV 127 n.17

353d: 247 n-29 56-60 (= I.Kallatis 42-46): 125 n.n
584: 229 n.119 62: 132 n.31
618 (= I.Smyrna 191): 107 n.46; 108 70: 132 n.31
1099: 229 n.119 71: 132 n.31

146: 132 n.31
ILBulg 147: 132 n.31

176: 27 n.5 182: 132 n.31
188: 132 n.31

ILS 2
7212 (= CIL XIV 2112): 222 n.73 JIGREyy: 276 n.28

ILS 18 (FIRA Is 30): 8 n.4 JÖAI4 (1901) 161:166 n.137

IscM (ISM) Kontorini 1983 (p. 178 above)
58: 222 n.78 6: 167 n.141
99-100:129 8:143 n-33; H7 n-49; 160 n.107;
167:129 173
199:129
208:129 Kontorini 1989 (p. 179 above)
221:129 2:172
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io: 140 n.20; 155 n.89; 159 n.106;
167 n.138; 174

16:153 n-75

Le Guen 2001 (p. 22 above)
2:102-3
6: 103
47( = Aneziri 2003, D12): 7 n.3
73:103 n.31
74:103 n.31
75:103 n.31
124:104 n.33

Lüderitz 1983 (p. 299 above)
70: 286 n.54
71: 286 n.54

Maiuri, TVS
1: 157 n.98
5: 167 n.141
8: 141 n. 22; 155 n.83
18: 138 n.io; 165 nn. 131-32; 166

n.137
28: 142 n.29
35: 168 n.143
37: 141 n.22
39: 159 n.105; 167 n.138; 174
40:159 n.105; T74
41:159 n.105; J74
42:143 n. 31; 172
43:167 n.138; 174
45:149 n.62
46:149, n.59; 159 n.105; '74

i92-93: U3 n-35; '59 n-IO5

MDAI(A)
6 (1881) 122, no. 4: 28 n.4
21 (1896) 39, no. 12: 159 n.105
66 (1941) 228, no. 4:15 n.30

Milet NI i
308: 229 n.118

NEPKh 147: 28 n.8

NuovoSuppl.Epigr.Rhod. I

3:139 n-!3
4:167 n.141

OGIS
51 f= S77 V 8855): 247 n.29
90: 307 n.n
99 (= SEG 27.1029): 295 n.84
130: 252 n.57
143: 290 n.68

i45: 3IQ n-24
!5I: 293 n-72
488: 214 n.32
658 (= I.Alex.Ptolem. 74): 286 n.55

729: 251 n.50
731: 253 n.64
737: (= LProse 25): 285 nn.52, 53;

310 n.25; 311 nn.27, 28

Oliver, Greek Constitutions
96A-C: 103 n.31

Papachristodoulou 1989 (p. 180
above)

10:141 n.22

Peek 1969 (p. 180 above)
2:160 n.107; 173
48:169 n.148

Philippi II

134: 27 n.4
638: 27 n.4
649: 27 n.4

Salamine XIII
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76: 293 n.74 
80: 293 n.76

Samama 2003 (p. 93 above)
106:118 n.71
122: 95 n.8; 105 n.40
129:118 n.71
132: 96 n.13
137:118 n.72
183: 96 n.13
187: 96 n.13
188: 96 n.13

194: 93 n-5 
i95: IO5 n-36
203: 98 n.19
205: in n.57
210-15:112
226:114

231: 93 n-5
240:106 n.41
245:118 n.71
247: 96 n.13
252: 96 n.13
292: 96 n.13

294: 93 n-5
313: 96 n.13

321: 93 n-5
329: 93 n-5
333: 93 n. 5
341: 93 n-5
453:100 n.24
365: 93 n-5
394: 96 nn.9, 10
461: 93 n-5
478: 93 n-5
290 (= TAM II 910)193

SEG
2.7: 43 n.52
2.9: 46 n.61; 47; 48 and nn.65, 69;

49

2.10: 46 n.61; 47 n.64; 48 and n.67 
2.871: 286 n.55
4.512: 186 n.12
8-13: 94
8-370: 255 n.73
10.43: 72 n.69

I3-573: 293 n-77
14.848: 310 nn.23, 25
16.505: 28 n.8

19-125: 39 n-37
2O.499: 286 n.57
21-703 (= Hesperia 15 [1946] 233,

no. 64): 63 n.28
23-547:166 n.134
27-245: 34 n.25
27-1029 (= OGIS 99): 295 n.84
28.534: 34 n.25
28.536: 34 n.25
30.796 (I.Histriae cff)-. 115
30.1640: 8 n.5
31.614: 34 n. 25
31.9252 (= I.Ephesos 4101): 99 n.21

33-499: 34 n.25
38.1462:114
39- 210: 39
40- 525: 34 n.25
41- 103: 39 n.37
42.580: 28 n.8

43-IO3: 34 n.25
44.60: 46 n.61; 48 and n.66
46-2363: 44 n.54
49-814:132 n.322
52-1197: 258 n.86
52.1221: 28 n.8
53.156: 44 n.54

55-252: 34 n.25; 43 n-52
55-249: 72 n.69

Suceveanu 2007 (p. 135 above)

149:129
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Suppl.Epigr.Rhod. I
17:159 n.105; 174
62:167 n.141
63:141 n.22

Spliß
280 (= /GIF 337): 25; 45 n.57; 158

n.103
399:102-3
581 (ZCIII, 3A1): 154 n.81; 166

n.134
633: 138 n.io
692:103
985: 214 n.36; 220 nn.62, 64 
1000:154 n.81
1025 C= Z. Cav 37 ): 114 n.65
1095 (=IG H21256)
1109: 247 n.29
1112: 247 n.29

TAM
II

910 (= Samama 2003, 290): 93 n.5
III

154: 129 n. 26
163: 129 n.26

V, 2
966:189 n.16

VI, i
498:109 n.52

Tit.Cam.

3-158 n.99
84:158 nn.99, IOI
106:166 n.135
109:162 n.114
no: 166 n.135
157: 158 n.ioo
159: 166 n.135

Tit.Cam.Suppi.
i57: 163, n.118
159: 163, n.118

II. PAPYRI

BGU
IV

1134: 252 n.57
H35: 252 n.57
1136: 252 n.57
1165: 252 n.57

V
1210: 318 with n.18

VII
i564: 322 n.35

!572: 329 - 3°; 33° n-51
VIII

1741: 243 n.9; 244 n.14; 252 n.58;
260 n.94; 308 n.15

1742: 244 n.14; 252 n.58; 260 n.94
1743: 244 n.14; 252 n.58; 260 n.94 

X

1933: 244 n.14
XIV

2368: 244 n.14; 252 n.58; 260 n.94

BL
V

81: 331 n.54
i47_: 296 n.86

VI
18: 244 n.14

VII

148: 331 n.54
VIII

399: 262 n.101
IX

315: 258 n.82
X
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!7I: 333 n-56
XI

!9I: 333 n-56

O. Bodl.
I

312: 243 n.6

P. Ash.dem.
I

18: 248 n.30; 307 n.12

P.Berl. dem. 3115: 307 n.13

P.Berl.Spieg.
3115: 244 n.16; 246 n.25; 247 n.27;

247 n.29; 249 n.39; 251 n.52;
252 n.56

P.Bodl.
I

59b: 302 n.3

P.Bremmer 63: 324 n.41

P.BM dem.
1325: 308 n.16

P.Cair.
II

30605: 249 n.39
30606: 249 n.39
30619: 249 n.39
31179: 249 n.39

P. Cairo Zen.
I

34: 261 n.ioo

II
59199: 261 n.ioo
59202: 261 n.ioo

59220: 261 n.99
59241: 261 n.99
59247: 261 n.98

III
59327: 258 n.82

P.Carlsb. 53: 253 n.63

P.Coll.Youtie
II

81: 322 n.33

P.Count
III

148: 302 n.3; 304 et passim
VI

294-3o7: 3°3 n-5
314-21: 303 n.5
379: 3°4 n.6
384: 304 n.6
499: 3°4 n.6
543: 3°4 n.6
604: 304 n.6

XVI

3-7:  3°2 n.3; 307 n.n

PFay
18A-B: 253 n.66; 254 n.68; 304 n.7

PEnteux
20: 244 n.16; 246 n.23; 259 n.90
21: 243 n.6; 244 n.16; 246 n.24;

259 n.89

P.Erasm.
I

6: 253 n.66
12: 260 n.94: 260 n.94
13: 253 n-62

P. Grenf.
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II
37: 251 n.47; 304 n.7
73: 253 n.63

P.Hamb. dem. 1: 249 11.3g

P.Hib
I

67: 244 n.17; 262 n.102
68: 244 n.17; 262 n.102
71: 258 n.84

PKöln
VI

260; 302 n.3; 304 n.7
290: 243 n.io

VII
315b: 302 n.3

P.Laur.
IV

'55: 322 n.33

PLBat.
XX

30: 306 n.g

P.Lille dem.
I

29: 249 n.39

P.Mich.
I

36: 261 n.ioo
II

i2ir iv 6: 320 n.24
1231 xxi 31: 253 n.63
127: 320 n.26
1241 ii 19:253 n.63

V

243:3'9

245: 253 n-63; 3°7 n-!3
246: 319 n.20; 320 n.24

P.Mil.Vogl.dem.
Inv. 77-78: 249 n.39

POslo
III

i43: 3'9 n-2o

P.Oxy.
I

84: 322 n.32
II

284: 328 n.50
285: 328 n.50

III
473: 322 n.31

IV
908: 323^37

XII
1414: 32311.36; 326 n.48

XXII
2340:331 n.54

XLIV
3173: 322 n.32
3176: 322 n.32
3185: 322 n.32

LXXIII
4953: 328 n.50

P.Paramone
VI

4: 302 n.3

P.Polit.Iud.-. 270-98; 309 n.21; 310; 310 
n.25

P.Prur.Diosk.-. 289 n.65

P.Rev.Laws
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46: 262

P.Ryl.
I

189:322 n.35

II
65: 243 nn.6,10; 244 n.16; 246 

nn.23, 24; 247 n.27; 259 n.91;
260 n.92

265: 302 n.3; 306
IV

580: 252 n.59; 253 n.67
654: 332; 333 n-55

Pap.Graec.Mon. 287+293: 280 n.40

PSI
IV

421: 257 n.81; 257 n.81
V

490: 258 n.85
502: 258 n.82
538: 3°9 n-2o

VI
599: 244 n.16; 262 n.101

P.Siut.
10591 rt VI: 246 n.24; 259 n.87

P.Standford Green dem.
21.7: 244 n.16; 246 n.23

PTebt.
I

5: 255 n-73; 256 n.74; 260 n.93;
261 n.95

13: 304 n.7
18: 258 n.85
24: 258 n.85
26: 258 n.83

32: 287 nn.59, 60; 310 n.25
40: 250 n.44; 251 n.47
41: 258 n.85
43: 251 n.47
45: 253 n-65
48: 251 n.47; 261 n.95
61b: 258 n.85
81: 253 n.61

I App. I
7: 253 n.61

II
287: 327 - 28; 328 n.49; 330 n.52
573: 253 n-63
894: 271 n.5

III
700: 245 n.18; 254 n.68; 256; 296

n.86
701: 302 n.3
703: 261 n.96
731: 253 n.63; 258 n.85
853: 310 n.22
788: 251 n.47
848: 253 n.66
927: 253 n.66
1067: 253 n.66
1129: 253 n.66

IV

1129: 3°4 n.7

PYale
I

33: 253 n.64
SB
I

3939: 252 n.57
4224: 243 n.6
5022: 252 n.59

III
7266: 257 n.78

V
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7803:255 n.73
7835:243 n-6; 253 nn.63,65
8855 (=OGIS 51): 247 n.29

XII
11078: 244 n.13; 262 n.101

XVI
12695: 321 n.27

Stud.Demotica
V

158: 248 n.31; 251 nn.51, 53; 252 

n-55

UPZ
I

149: 3°9 n-!9
II

162: 302 n.3; 306 n.9
191: 247 n.27
192: 247 n.27
193: 247 n.27

W.Chr.
110A: 247 n.29

III. ANCIENT AUTHORS

Acts
5.6.10: 212
8.2: 212
11.26: 216
13.7.12: 216 n.41
19-23 - 41: 324 n.43; 325 n-44; 326 

n.46
20: 222 n.75

Aeschines
1.10: 63 n.33

Aelius Aristides

Orationes
50.19: 112

Alexis
Frg. 99 (Kassel-Austin, PCG II): 

67 n.50

Antigonus (of Carystus)
frg. 23 (ed. Dorandi): 74 n.86

Aristeas
AdPhilocratem epistula (ed. Wend- 

land) 308-11: 275 n.27

Aristotle
Ethica Eudemia
1242a: 65 n.39
Ethica Nichomachea
1159b: 64-5; 65 n.39
n6oa (8.9.4-6): 13 n.22; 64-5; 65 

n.3
1164b: 66 n.42
1172a: 66 n.42
Politica
i267b33ff.: 9 n.io

[Aristotle] Athenaion Politeia
6.1: 9 n.io
15: 33 n.21
43.6: 9 n.io
43.3: 7 n.i
52-2: 69 n.59

Privatorum scriptorum fragmenta
(ed. Plezia)
P- 35-42: 72 n.69

Asconius
In Pisonem
7: 8 n.4
Pro Cornelio
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67: 8 n.i
75: 98 n.17

Athenaeus, Dipnosophistae

4-I49'5o: 3°9 n.19 
ii.5o8f-5ogb: 70 n.63
12- 547e: 74 n.86
13- 6ioe-f: 67 n.50; 68 n.53

Cicero, In Pisonem
9:316 n.g

Demochares (ed. Marasco) 
frg. 1: 70 n.63 
frg. 2: 70 n.63

Demosthenes
23.146: 301 n.2
24.120: 9 n.io
41.4: 301 n.2 
45.67: 7 n.i

Digesta
1.18.6: 315 n.4
1.18.13: 315 n.4
3.4.1: 12 n.19; 17; 316 n.n; 326 n.47 
27.1.6: 98
47.22.1-4:12  n.19; 66 n.44; 68 and 

nn.56-57; 69 n.58; 207 n.14; 
316 nn.ii, 12

50.4.18: 98 
50.6.6.12: 330 n.53

Dio Chrysostomus, Orationes 
32: 314 n.2 

40: 323n-39 
5°-25:7

Diodorus Siculus (D.S.)

I-73’74: 3O1 n-i
12.68: 34 n.23

33.28c: 255 n.73
60.2: 33 n.22

Diogenes Laertius
3.41-43: 72 n.69
4.25: 72 n.69
4- 43-44: 72 n.69
5.4: 74n.84
5.11-16: 72 n.69
5.38: 67 n.50; 68 nn.53, 55
5- 5!-57: 72 n.69
5-52-53: 66 n. 42; 101 n.25
5.61-64: 72 n.69
5.70-71: 76 n.91
7.161: 70 n.61
10.16-21: 72 n.69

Dionysius (of Lamtrae)
Frg. VII (PHerc.): 72 n.69

Epicurus
Frg.i [pp. 12-17] (ed. Arrighetti2): 

72 n.69

Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica
10.i.8: 207 n.4
13.12: 207 n.4
13.19: 207 n.4

FGrH
273 Alexander Polyhistor F 36:

124
631 Satyros F 1: 257 n.8o

Harpocration, Lexicon
Orgeonas: 63 n.28

Heracleides Criticus (ed. Arenz)
1,1: 57 n.i

Herodotus
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2.164-66: 301 n.I 
178: 309 n.19 
5.57: 30 n.I3 
6.57.1: 9 n.io 
6.60.1: 301 n.i 
7.107: 33 n.22 
9.75: 34 n. 23

Hesychius, Lexicon
B 514: 30 n.14
A 1847: 30 n.14
K 4372: 30 n.13
M 456: 30 n.14

Hipponax (IEG) frg. 127 (ed. West): 

3° n-!3

Justinus
38.8.13-15: 255 n.73

Isaeus
6.47: 9 n.io

Isocrates
2. Nicocles 54:. 7 n.i

Lactantius
Institutiones divinae
5.1: 207 n.3

Libanius
Orationes

11: 109 n.52

Livy
37.11.13; 165 n.128
37.30.3: 165 n.128
38.41: 28 n.6
39-8-I9: 257 n.79

Lucian

De morte peregrini
11: 207 n.5
Icaromenippus
24.26: 28 n.6
Juppiter Tragoedus
8: 31 n.16

Lyco (of Alexandria Troas) 
frg. 15 (ed. Fortenbaugh,

Dorandi, Ophuijsen]): 72
n.69

Lysias

i2.43-47: 7 n-1

Origen
Contra Celsum
I. 1: 207 n.3
I- 9: 207 n.3
3.23: 207 n.4

Paul, Epistles
Colossians
3.18 - 4.1: 209 n.12; 219 n.61 
4.5: 227 n.104
i Corinthians
3-8: 219 n.56
9-9 -14: 225
10.14.21: 212 n.23
10.16-17: 211; 219 n.56
II. 20-23: 211
II- 33-34: 211-12
12.12 -13: 219 n.56
16.15: 227 n.104
Ephesians
5.21-6.6: 209 n.12
5-23-69: 219 n.61
Galatians
3.28: 219 n.56
Philemon
1-2: 227 n.104
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16: 218 n.55
Philippiam
1.1: 222 n.76
2.2: 219 n.56 
Romans
4.15: 214; 216
13.1 - 8: 227
16.5: 214
1 Thessalonians
5.12: 222 n.76
2 Thessalonians

[Paul] Pastoral Epistles
1 Timothy
2.1- 9: 211; 218; 219; 227; 228
2.2: 230
2.9- 15: 221
3.1 - 7.8-13: 221; 222; 224; 227
3.2: 221; 223
3.4-5.12: 215; 218
3.9: 211
3.10: 223
3.11 -12: 224
3.13: 224
3.14-16: 211; 213; 218; 224
5.1: 224
5.3: 225 with n.95
5.4.8,16: 212;
5.6: 218
5.9- 10: 212; 221
5.11 -14: 221; 224
5.16: 227
5.17: 225; 226 n.98
6.1- 2: 218 with n.55; 220
6.9- 10: 218
6.17-18: 212; 227
2 Timothy
1.10: 211
1.16: 227 n.104
6.1-2:  218
Titus

1.4: 211
1.5 - 9: 221; 222; 223
1.6: 218
1.8: 221
1.10.14: 221
2.3- 5: 221
2.9 -13: 211; 218; 221
3.1: 228
3.4- 6: 211

Pausanias
1.1.4: 39 n.37

Philodemus
Academicorum Historia (P.Herc. 1021)

(ed. Dorandi)
col. VI: 76 n.91
col. XXV: 70 n.61
col. 18: 76 n.91
col. XXXII: 70 n.61
Stoicorum Historia (ed. Dorandi)
col. LXXVII: 76 n.92

Philo, In Flaccum

i-4:7
4: 316 n.7

125 - 40: 334 n.57

Plato, Respublica
327a-b: 31 n.15; 37
328a-b: 31 n. 15

Plinius, Epistulae
10.33, 34: 23° n-i23; 316 n.io
10.92, 93: 230 n.123
10.96-7: 230 n.123

Plutarch
Alcibiades 26.2.9: 230 n.122
Alexander 67.8.2:129-30
Fabius 9.2: 230 n.122
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Kimon 7: 33 n.22

[Plutarch], Moralia 
816A-F: 230 n.121

PMG (ed. Page) frg. 23,1,2:131 n. 29

Pollux, Onomasticon
9-42: 67 n.50

Polybius
16.3: 165 n.128
21.1.2: 165 n.128
21.6.1: 165 n.128
21.7.(2]: 165 n.128
2I-7-E5]: i65 n.130
22.5:165 n.128
23.13: 7 n.i
28.2.3: 165 n.128
29.ii.2: 165 n.128
30.4.1: 165 n.128
30.5.1- 4: 165 n.128
30.22.3: 165 n.128
31.31.1- 3: 96 n.13
33-!5-3: i65 h-128

Polystratus
frgs. VIIIc-e , Villi (P.Herc. 

1780): 72 n.69

Proclus
in Platonis Republican commentarii

(ed. Kroll)
1.18.8: 31 n.15
1.18.10-17: 31 n.15
1.19.3: 31. n.15
in Timaeum commentarii (ed. Kroll)
1.8.31: 31 n.15
1.26.12-14: 31 n.15
1.84.27: 31 n.15
1.85.4, 27, 29: 31 n. 15

Ptolemaeus (Claudius)
3.5.12:124
5.9.16:124
8.18.5:124

Stephnus of Byzantium
Tanais: 124

Strabo
10.3.16: 30 n.14
ii.2.3: 124
17.1.3: 301 n.i

Strato (of Lampsacus)
frg. 10 (ed. Wehrli): 72 n. 69

Suetonius
Augustus
32.1: 316 n.9; 335 n.58
De Grammaticis et Rhetoribus

4: 93
32:100 n.24
Iulius Caesar
42.3: 98 n.17; 335 n.59
Claudius
25.4: 228 n.109

Synesios, Epistolae 4.1: 28 n.6

Tertullian, Apologeticum
38.1: 207 with n.6
39: 207 with n.6

Theophrastus
frg. i [pp. 40-7] (ed. Forten- 

baugh, Huby and Sharpies): 
72 n. 69

Thucydides
1-98: 33 n-22
1.100: 34 n. 23
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1.112-18: 36 n.28
2.15.2: 9 n.IO
2-29: 39 n.40
4.102: 34 n. 23
8.48.3: 7 n.i
8.54.4: 7 n.i

Xenocrates
Phil.Test. 27 (ed. Ismardi Parente 

and Dorandi): 74 n.84

Xenophon
Hellenica (HG)
2.4.11: 31 n. 16
De Vectigalibus
2.1:157
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General guidelines
The Academy invites original papers that 
contribute significantly to research carried 
on in Denmark. Foreign contributions are 
accepted from temporary residents in Den
mark, participants in a joint project involv
ing Danish researchers, or those in discus
sion with Danish contributors.

Instructions to authors
Please make sure that you use the stylesheet 
on our homepage www.royalacademy.dk. 
All manuscripts will be refereed. Authors of 
papers accepted for publication will receive 
digital proofs; these should be returned 
promptly to the editor. Corrections other 
than of printer’s errors will be charged to the 
author(s) insofar as the costs exceed 15% of 
the cost of typesetting.

Authors receive a total of 50 free copies 
and are invited to provide addresses of up 
to 20 journals to which review copies could 
profitably be sent.

Manuscripts can be returned, but only 
upon request made before publication of 
the paper. Original photos and artwork are 
returned upon request.

Manuscript
General

Book manuscripts and illustrations must 
comply with the guidelines given below. 
The digital manuscript and illustrations 
plus one clear printed copy of both should 
be sent to the editor of the series. Digital 
manuscripts should be submitted in a com
monly used document format (contact the 
editor if you are in doubt), and the illustra
tions should be sent as separate files. Please 
do not embed illustrations within text files.

A manuscript should not contain less 
than 48 printed pages. This also applies to 
the Sei.Dan.M. where contributions to the 
history of science are welcome.

Language
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languages too. Linguistic revision may be 
made a condition of final acceptance.
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Titles should be kept as short as possible, 
preferring words useful for indexing and in
formation retrieval.
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be of 10-15 lines, outline main features, stress 
novel information and conclusions, and end 
with the author’s name, title, and institutional 
and/or private postal address. - Papers in 
Danish must be provided with a summary in 
another language as agreed between author 
and editor.
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author’s name and address. Page 3: Table of 
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ition of illustrations and tables. A printout 
must accompany manuscripts submitted elec
tronically.

Figures

All illustrations submitted must be marked 
with the author’s name. It is important that 
the illustrations are of the highest possible 
quality. Foldout figures and tables should be 
avoided.
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